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I
Discussion of items from Comparison of McGuire FSAR Accident

Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

I
E.q_ uipment Considered: (1) Feedwater System.

Findingg:

I Accident Analy.gjg: Sixteen of the thirty nine accidents analyzed referred to the
main feedwater system as operable equipme nt.

I Technical Specifications: The Westinghouse STS does not include operability
requrements for the main feedwater system.

Statement of Problem: The main feedwater system is considered operating in most
-I accident analyses but is not required by the STS.

'

Discussion: The feedwater system is considered a normally operating system requiredI to achleYe the basic purpose of oYerall plant operation. In most Cases, the equipment
was listed in accident analyses asoperating in the initial plant corKlition or as equipment
whose failure or misoperation cordri3uted to initiating the accident. After initiation ofI accidents, no credit wastaken for feedwater system operation. Normal, emergency
systems and functions take over to mitigate or terminate the accident.

| Recommended Resolution: No action recommended.

I
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I
Discussion of items from Comparison of McGuire FSAR Accident

Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

I
E_qu.ipment Considered: (2 [a]) Feedwater System Redundant isolation of the Feedwater

g Lines.

Findings:

Accident Analysis: TYm of the twenty nine accident analyses referred to the
redundant isolation of the feedwater lines. The statement used in the analyses
was:

"In addition to normal control action which Will close the main feedwater YalYes

I following reactor trips, a safety injection signal w>uld trip the main feedwater
pumps and will generate a feedwater isolation signal which will rapidly close all
main feedwater control YalYes, isolation YalYes, and purnp discharge YalYes,"

Technical Spectications: The Westinghouse STS could not be used to Yenty
these actions.

Statement of problem: This trip is one of those specifically listed in the program but it is
not a tnp in the Westinghouse STS rey. 4 or 5.

Discussion: Functions such as feedwater isolation after reactor trip and the signal that
closes the feedwater pump discharge YalYes could not be Yenfied in the STS. These
actions were,' howeYer, Yerified separately in System sections of the FS A A
suppplemented by figure 7.2.1 1,13 6f 16.

Recommended Resolution: No action or changes recommended.I

I
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Discussion of items from Com arison of McGuire FSAR Accident

Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

I
g_qy_ipment Considered: (2 [b]) Feedwater System Components and Trips including
Control System

Findingg:

-

Accident Anaksig: Sixteen of the twenty nine accident analyses referred to the
feedwater system and twenty three accidents referred to a component of the
feedwater system or the control system for feedwater.

Technkai specirkations: The Westinghouse Standard Technical Specification
.3 (S TS) states a limiting condition for operation (LCO) for the auxiliary feedwater
~E system (3.7.1.2) and refers to many trips for Engineered Safety Features

Activation System (ES FAS) which came from auxiliary feedwater instrumentation
or actuate auxiliary feedwater trips, isolations, or pump starts.

LCOs for the normal feedwater system or components do not exist in the STS.

| Statement of Problem: Operability requirements do not exist in the Westinghouse STS
to support the main feedwater system.

| Discussion: The feedwater system is considered a normally operating system required
to achieve the basic purpose of overallplant operation. In most cases,the equipment
was listed in accident analyses as operating in the initial plant condition or as equipmentI whose failure or misoperation contributed to initiating the accident. After initiatio n of
accidents, no credit was taken for feedwater system operation. Normal, emerge ncy
systems and functions take oyer to mitigate or termlnate the accident.I
Recommended Resolution: No action recommended.

| Note: Feedwater isolation is an issue covered elsewhere in this report item 2(a).

:I
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I Discussion of items from Comparison of McGuire FSAR Accident

Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

figuipment Considered: (3) Stsam Dump (Turbine Bypass) and Steam Dump Control
System.

Findingg:

Accident Analnig: Nineteen of the tw9nty nine accident anat/ses had reference
to the steam dump or steam dump control system.

Technical SDecifications: The Westinghouse STS has no requirementfor
operability of the stsam dump or its control system.

Statement of Problem: The steam dump is generally referenced in FS AR accident
equipment lists but has no operability requirement in the STS.

Discussion: This system is heaYlly inYolYed in reactor power operations and is a factor in
plant operations in modes 1, 2 and 3 because it is in use for basic plant power control,
cookiownortemperature control.

The reason it was referenced in so many of the accident analyses is because of its
inclusion in the LOFTRAN analysis. The LOFTRAN analysis, hoW9Yer, does not tak6I credt for the operation of non-safety systems to mitigate the accident. A typical
assumption would be that the controllers remain at the pre accident element levels.
Reference WCAP 7907.

Recommended Resolution: No action is recornmended.

!
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Discussion of items from Com arison of McGuire FSAR Accident
Equipmeret Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

I
Egupment Considered: (4) Turbine Stop YalYes and Turbine Control.

-

'

Findingg:

Accident Analy.sjg: The main turbine stop YalYes and turbine Control system areI g

referred to in four of the twenty nine accident analyses.

Technical Specifications: Although seYeral interactions with turbine trip are
referenced in the instrumentation sortion of the Westinghouse STS, there are no
operability requirements speciflec for the turbine stop YalYes or turbine control
system.

Statement of Problem: No STS operability requirements exist for the main turbine stop
YalYes and turbine Controlsystem.

Discussion: In the accident analyses, non safety control systems are not credited with

_I
mitigating the accident. S uch control systems are modeled, but any assumptions
concerning control system action are selected to be conservatiYe.

Recommended Resolution: No change is recommended to the Westinghouse STS..I

I
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Discussion of items from Co arison of McGuire FSAR Accident
Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

I
Egubmont Considerod. (5) Steam Generator Powr Operated Relief Yalves (PORV).

Findingg:

Accident Analylig: The steam generator PORYs are referred to in fiYe of the
twenty nine accidentanalyses

I Technical Soecifications: The steam generator PORYs do not have operability
requirement in the Westinghouse STS.

3 Statement of Problem: The steam generator PORYs are listed in FS AR accident
E equpmerd lists but do not have operability requirements in the Westinghouse STS .

Discussion: Use of this ec uixnent is referenced for plant cooldown and operationI during transients to aYold lft ng steam generator safety YalYes (use Words from item 7
NRC).

| Recomnwnded Resolution: To be determined.

I
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Discussion of items from Comparison of McGuire FSAR Accident
Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

Eg.uipment Considered' (6) Turbine Trip from Aeactor Trip.

Findingg:

I Accklent AnalyJ.i3: Three of the twenty nine accident anayses referred to trip of
the main turbine from reactor trip.

I Technical Specifications: This trip could not be confirmed in the WestirKjhouse
STS.

Statement of Problem: Turbine trips from reactor trip is referenced in the F S AR accident
analyses but cannot be confirmed directly in the Westinghouse STS.

Discussion: Indirectly, this trip can be confirmed bcecause it is one of the functions of
interlock P-4, which is specified for modes 1,2 and 3 in Table 3.3 3. The function of
turbine trip from reactor trip can therefore be confirmed from page B 3/4 3 3, section 3/4
3.1 and 3/4 3.2 of the STS.

Recommended Resolution: No action recommended .

t
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Discussion of items from Comparison of McGuire FSAR Accident
Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications |

E_q.uJpment Considered: (7) ACCA Rod Withdrawal Blocks.

Findingg:

Accident AnaNgig: The RCCA rod withdrawal blocks are referenced in two
accidert analyses (15.4.1 and 14.4.2).

Technical Specifications: The Westinghouse STS does not include operability
requirements for the Rod Control System, which includes this rod block.

Statement of Problem: ACCA rod withdrawal blocks are referenced in rod withdrawalI accklents but have no technical specification requirements for operability.

Discussion: Although the trip operability cannot be confirmed in the Westinghouse STS,
the rod withdrawal stoas are not considered used or in operation for purposes of
anatyzing the acciden:s. In fact, a rod withdrawal rate greater than the worth of two rod
banks is considered until the reactor protection system terminates the accident.

t should be noted that if these rod blocks function as intended, then the accident is
prevented orminimized.

Aecommended Aesolution: No actionrecommended.

I
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I
Discussion of items from Com arison of McGuire FSAR Accident

Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

I
Eq_ .u_oment Conskjered: (8) Reactor Water Makeup Paths, Alarms and Trips

Findings:

I' Accident Analygjg: In accident analysis 15.4.6, the equipment list includes the
high flow alarm at the discharge of the CYCS being active, lights in the control
room panes being operable, and signals for automatic flow path linings.

I
Technical Snecifications: The Westinghouse STS does not include these
alarms, lights, or automatic Yalve operations on the Water supply systems.

Statement of Problem: The Westinghouse STS does not state operability requirements
for the indicator lights, alarm at the discharge of the CYCS system, or the automatic valveI linings in this system.

Discussion: The accident considered was CYCS malfunction that causes dilution of the
boron concentration in the reactor coolant. The equipment and components listed are
those whose failure affects the accident. There is an implied operability requirement for
the equpment but nothing specific in the STS. Therefore, surYelllance Could be an
issue.

| Recommended Resolution: To be determined.

I
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I Discussion of items from Comparison of McGuire FSAR Accident
Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

E_ uipment Considered: (9) Reactor Yessel.q

Findingg:

I Accident Analy.gjg: The reactor Yessel(and sometimes the Reactor Yessel With
core) was stated in s9Yenteen of the (W9nty nine accident analyses, primarily
because it was stated as a considered component in the LOFTRAN computsf
code which was used for these accidents.

Technical Specificatbns: No operabilty requirements are included in the
Westinghouse S TS for the reactor Yessel or reactor Yessel With Core.

_ Statement of Problem: Many accident equixnent lists included reactor Yessel or reactor
Yessel with core, but the STS has no opera allity requirements.

Discussbn: In each case noted during the reYlow, the designator used was an I. NoI specific functions of the reactor Yessel of Core Were used in the LOFTRAN code which
would relate to an operational limitation.

Recommended Resolution: No action recommended.

I
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Discussion of items from Co arison of McGuire FSAR Accident
Equipment Lists with Sta dard Technical Specifications |

.E_q.u_oment Considered: (10) Pressurizer Spray.

Findingg:

Accident Analvsis: The pressurizer spray is considered in seventeen of the

|' twenty nine accidents analyzed.

Technical Specifications: The Westinghouse STS specifies an LCO for the
pressunzer including two banks of heaters (3.4.3) but not for the pressurizer
spray.

| Statement of Problem: The FS A A accident analysis equipment list includes the
pressurizer spray, but the Westinghouse STS has no operability requirements for this
equpment.

Discussion: It is to be noted that the effect of the pressurizer spray to reduce a pressure
transient is not credited in the accident analyses.

I Although the LOFTRAN and MARVEL computer codes include the effects of heaters,
spray, and relief and safety valves with their appropriate control systems, safety analysis
calculations are conserYatlYely performed assuming no pressure control if such control
would improve the results (WCAP 7907).

Recommended Resolution: No addition to the Standard Technical Specification is
recomrnended.

I
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I Discussion of items from Comparison of McGuire FSAR Accident
Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

E_qubment Considered:

(ii) ReactorTrips:
Low Pressurizer Pressure

I High Pressurizer Levei
Low Coolant Flow including underfrequency and undervoltage trip.

Findingg:

Accident Analysis: Eighteen of the twenty nine accident analyses credited the
subject reactor trips when operational modes 2 are stated for the plant condition.

Technical Specifications: Thc Westinghouse STS lists the applicable modes for
these trips as mode 1 only.

Statement of Problem: The Westinghouse STS does not requre reactor trips for low
pressurizer pressure, high pressurizer level, and low coolant flow inchrJing underYoltage
and underfrequency trips in mode 2.

Discussion: More information required.

| Recommended Resolution: To be determined.

I

I
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Discussion of items from Comparison of McGuire FSAR Accident |
Equipment Lists with Generic Technical Specifications |

I
E_qgoment Considered: (12) Chemical and Volume Control Components

Findingg:

Accklent Anabis: The Volume Control Ta nk (YCT) is listed as operable
equpment in accident analysis 15.5.1 Inadvertant operation of ECCS during
poweroperation.

Technical Specifications: No Westinghoue STS operationalrequirements exist
for the YCT.

Statement of Problem: The VCT is listed as accident related equipment but has no
operability requrements.

Discussion: Thlt accident equipment list included the YCT because it is a source of
water for the accident Operability is implied because this squipment is an integral part
of the reactorwatermakeup system.

Recommended Resolution: No change to the Westinghouse STS is recommended.I

.
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Discussion of items from Comparison of McGuire FSAR Accident
Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

f.q. uipment Considered: (13) Power Range Nuckar Flux Trips, high rate and low and
high flux level.

Findings:

Accident Anat4sjs: The e uipment listfor the analysis of accident 15.4.1,
ur. controlled RCCA bank withdrawal from a subentical or low power startup
condition, includes this instrumentation. It is also listed as a question for higher
numbered modes (3 and above) in accident 15 A.8.

I Technical Specifications: Westinghouse STS requires power range neutron flux
instrumentation in Modes 1 and 2.

| Statementof Problem: Power range neutron flux Instrumentation is listed for accident
analysis 15.4.1 but the equipment is not required by the Westinghouse STS in some
modes.

Discussion: The FSAR accident analysis credits this instrumentation with Tripping the

uncontrolled ACCA bank withdrawal from a subcriticalcondition(Table 7.2.1.4). There
are specific evolutions (cold rod testing) where the reactor trip breakens are allowed to
be closed in the higher nurnbered modes.

Recommended Resolution: Conduct 9Yaluation necessary to add Shutdown
requirements to Table 3.31 for power range nuclear instruments to be operable in
modes 3*,4*, and 5*, where the asterisk qualifies the requirement "with reactor trip

.|. breakers closed."

I

I
I
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Discussion of items from Com arison of McGuire FSAR Accident
Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

I
Eg.u,_ioment Considered: (14) Intermediate Range Nuclear Flux Instrumentation in Modes
3,4 and 5.g
Findingg:

Accident Analyfjg: The equipment list for the analysis of accident 15 A.1,
uncontrolled RCCA bank withd:awal from a subcritical or low power startup
condition includes this instrumentation.

Technical Specincations: Westinghouse STS requires Intermediate range
neutron flux instrumentation in Modes 1 and 2.

Statement of Problem: Power range neutron flux instrumentation is listed for accidentI analysis but the equipment is not required by the STS.

Qiscussion: The FS AR accident analysis credits this instrumen5 tion with Tripping theI uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal from a subcritical conditior!(Table 7.2.1,4). There
are specific OYolutions (cold rod testing) where the reactor trip breakers are allowed to
be closed in the higher numbered modes.

Aecommended Aesolution: Conduct evaluation necessary to add shutdown
requirements to Table 3.3-1 for power range nuclear instruments to be operable in| modes 3*,4*, and 5*, where the asterisk qualifies the requirement "with reactor trip
breakers closed."

(4
e
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Discussion of items from Com arison of McGuire FSAR Accident

Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

I
Eg.u.jpment Considered: (15) Source Range Neutron Flux Instrumentation.

Findingg:

_I-
Accident Analy_tig: The equipment list for the analysis of accident 15.4.1,
uncontrolled ACCA bank withA.wal from a subcritical or low power startup
condition includes this instrurrantation.

| Technical Soecifications: Westinghouse STS requires source range neutron flux
instrumentation in Modes 1 and 2.

Statement of Problem: Source range neutron flux instrumentation is listed for accident
analysis but the equipment is not required by the STS.

Discussion: The FS AR accident analysis creditt this instrumentation with Trpping the

uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal from a subcritical condit|on (Tabie 7.2.1 A). ThereI are specific eYolutions (cold rod testing) where the reactor trp breakers are allowed to
be closed in the higher numbered modes.

| Recommended Resolution: Conduct OYaluation necessary 'O add shutdown
requirements to Table 3.3-1 for power range nuclear instrui..<nts to be operable in
modes 3^. 4*, and 5*, where the asterisk qualifl+s the requrement "with reactor trip
breakers closed." i

Note: This source range Instrumentation operability requirement was included in rey. 4| of the Westinghouse STS.

I i /
I
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Discussion of items from com arison of McGuire FSAR Accident

Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

I
E_qy.pment Considered: (16) Two reactor coolant pumps (for rod withdrawal).

Findings:

I Accident Analy_ pig: Accidentanalysis 15.4.1 - Uncontrolled RCCA bank
withdrawal from subcritical or low power startup condition listed two reactor
coolantpumps as operable equipment

=| Technical Specifications: The Westinghouse STS states reactor coolant loop
operability as follows:

Mods. and 2 allloops operating
Mode 3- at least 2 loops operable with 1 ir. operation
Mode 4 - two reactor coolant and/or RH A loops operable with 1 in'I o>eration
Mode 5 - a:least 1 RHR loop operable and in operation with another

RHR loop operable or 2 steam generators filled on
secondary side.

| Statement of Problem: For rod withdrawal situations in modes 3,4, and 5, the
Westinghouse STS does not require minimum reactor coolant flow of 2 loops for DNB
conserYatism assumed in FS AR accident analysis. There are specific evolutions (cold| rod testing) where the reactor trip breakers are allowed to be closed in the higher
numbered modes.

| Discussion: The analysis for the accident requires two reactor coolant pumps to be in
operation to be consefYative with respect to DNB.

| Recommend 4d Aesolution: Add a requirement to the Westinghouse STS to run at least
two reactor coolant pumps during RCCA withdrawal. This may be placed in special test
exceptions section or as a note in modes 3,4, and 5.

|

LI
|
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I
Discussion of items from Com arison of McGuire FSAR Accident

Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

I
Eq_ @ ment Considered: (17) kieactor Trip on High Pressurizer LeYel(2 of 3) AboYe P-7.

Finding'g:

sccident AnajyJjg: This tnp was referenced in accident 15A.2 Uncontrolled
I- RCCA withdrawal at power - With a lirnitation that it applied with reactor power

aboYe the P 7 setpoint.

Technical Specifications: This trip is specified in STS rey. 5 Table 3.31 as
functbnal unit 11 but no reference is made to any limitation of the P 7 permisslYe.
t is shown as applicable in only mode 1.

.I
Statementof Probierrl: The poyer lirnitation of the high pressurizer lOYel reactor trip due
to permissIYe P 7 is not shown in Table 3.31.

I.
Discussion: None.

| Recommended Resolution: It is recommended that a notation be added that this tnp is
applicable aboYe the P 7 (words from results of discussion) setpoint as follows:

I
Note: This same note applies to six trips:

Low Pressurtzer Pressure| High Pressurizer LeYel
Low Flow 1 Loop
Underfrequericy on Reactor Coolant Pump Bus| Undervoltage on Reactor Coolant Pump Bus
Turbine Trip

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Discussion of items from Comparison of McGuire FS AR Accident
Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

I
Eggipment Considered: (10) Rod DeYtation Alarm.

Findings:

I 6. cbent An3)y2: The rod deYlation afarm Was referenced in accident analysis
15.4.3.

I Technical Specticatbns: This equipment is not referenced in the Westinghouse
STS.

Statement of Problem: Equipment listed in FS AR accident analysis is not referenced inI the Westinghouse STS.

I ,QJttem, skin: This alarm is generated by the McGuire unit computer and proYides a Yisual
:rintout and a n a4ditable alarm wheneYer an indlYidual rod position signal deYlates from
;he other rods lh the bank by a preset limit (McGuire F S AR Yol. 7 Section 7.7.1.3.4).

| For purposes of accident analysis, this alarm Was not actually considered or c'editeJ as
the rod m0Yement Was alloMd to progress to reactor trip or limit Without Open Llor 7.Ction
to stop or reYerse rod motion. Therefore, an STS L CO is not Warranted for th s abrm.

Recorrrnended Aesolution: No action recommended.

I
I
I
I
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I
Discussion of items from Comparison of McGuire FS AR Accident

Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

Eqp,ipmett Considered: (19) Three Loop Operation with Relation to the P 8 Setpoint

g Resetfor Three Loop Operation.

Findingg:

I Accident Analyfjg' The reviewof the analysis of accklent 15.4 A Startup of an
inactlye reactor coolant pump at an incorrect temperature res ulted in questions
as to the tech spec operability requirements to support the stated trip.

Technical SDecifications: This trip can be confirmed in the Westinghouse STS
Tabb 3.31 item 19.0 where the verds are stated: " Power Range Neutron Flux."I Also, item 12.a Single loop reactor coolant low flow is required operable in
mode 1.

I
Statement of Problem: The interaction of the interlocksbermissives with regard to loss-
of flow in one loop requires an extenslYe knowledge of :he details of the pemlistives andI trips. Although the interactions can be worked through in the existing STS (and no
change is recommeded to the STS), this is the sort of problem that should be aLSessed
in a majorreYision to the STS.

Discussion: None

| Recomrnended Resolutbn: No action recomrnended.

I
I
I
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I
Discussion of items from Cornparison of McGuire FSAR Accident

Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

Egupment Considored (20) Trps from High-1 and High 2 Containment PressureI Signals. (McGuire Problem)

Findingg:

Accident Analyjft: A question was generated during the reviewof accident
15.1.5 Steam System Piping failure because the safety Injection activation| was stated to be generated from two of four high containment pressure signals
and the feedwater isolation was stated to be generated by two of three high-high
containment pressure signals.I
Technical SDecifications: The Westinghouse STS Aev. 5 has both these trips but
they are reYersed in the McGuire accident ana tysiS YWiteup.I

Statement of Problem: High containment pressure trip operability requirements are
reYersed in the McGuire T.S.

Discussion: None.

| Recommended Aesolution: Corr &ct the McGuire TS to correspond with the
Westinghouse STS.

I
I
I
I
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I
I Discussion of Rems from Comparison of McGuire FSAR Accident

Equlpment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

I
Eguip_! pent Considered: (21) Containment Pressure Trips Applicablity in Mode 4.

Findingg:

I Accident AnaM: Accident 15.1.5 Steam System Piping Failu e, and 15.6.2 -
Steam Generator Tube Failure, Equipment Lists include high containrnent
pressure trips for safety injection.

Technical Specifications: The Westinghouse STS requires operability of
contalrrnent pressure trips in Modes 1, 2, and 3.

Statement of Problem: There is no operability requirement in mode 4 for high
containmentpressure trip.

Discussion:

Recommended Resolution: Contingent on additional Information.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Discussion of items from Comparison of McGuire FSAR Accident
Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

I
Eqy.bment Considered: (22) Rod Insertion Limit Level Alarm.

Findingt:

I Accident Analyti :t This alarm was questioned in rey}9W of accident analysis
15A.8 Spectrum of Rod Cluster Control Assembly E}ection Accidents."

Technical Specifications: This a!aTn is not specified in the Westinghouse STS.

Statement of Problem: This alarm vi isted in FS AR equipment list but has no
operability requirements in the Westinghouse $TS.

Discussion: This rod insertion lirnit 19Yel alarm Was not actually Considered or credited
as the rod movement was allowed to the point of reactor tnp or Irnit without operatorI actbn to stop or reverse rod motion. Therefore, no STS LCO is warranted.

Recommendad Aesolution: No action recommended.I
I
I
I
I
I
I

:I
I
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Discussion of items from Co arison of McGuire FSAR Accident
'' Equipment Lists with Sta dard Technical Specifications

I
figgjpment Conshted (23) Auxiliary Building Fiters.

Findingg:

I Accident Analy.gjg: The auxiliary building filters were referenced in accident
anaysis 15.4.8. Credit for these filters was, however. not credited !n the accident
analysts.

Technical Specifications. This filter train is not referenced in revision 5 of the
STS.

| Statement of Problem: Filters were included in FSAR accident equipment list but not
requred by STS.

| Discussion: Filters were not credted as functional !n the analysis.

Recommended Aesolution: No actionrecomrnonded.I .

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
Discussion of items from com arison of McGuire FS An Accident

Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

I
Eq. uipment Conside.Le_@ (24) Contairment S ump.

Findingt:

I Accident Analyg.it: The containment strnp was listed as operable equipment in
the analysis of acevdent 15.6 4 Loss of Coolant Accidents.

I Technical Spf_qfications: The Westinghouse STS has no operabihty
requirement for the containment sump.

Statement of ProbierD: Containment sump was listed as operable equipment for FS ARI acc6 dent analysts but was not required operable by STS .

Discussion: The containtnent sump was stated as a source of water for the RHR pumpI during the later phases of the LOCA. There is an implied requirement for operability of
the contairment sump. To add an operability requirement for this equipmert would
unnecessarily expand the Westinghouse STS.

Pecommended Aesolution: Noactionrecommended.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
Discussion of items from Com arison of McGuire FSAR Accident

Equipment Lists with Standard Technical Specifications

.

Eggipment Considered: (25) Steam Generator Safety Valves and Main Steam isolation

g Yalves (MS lY) Operability (in mode 4).

Findings:

Accident Analylig: Accident analysis 15.6.2 Steam Generator Tube Failure .
ec upment list included the Steam Generator Safety Valves. The MSlYs were

I acded because of the potential need to maintain the steam generator isolated in
Mode 4.

Technical Soecifications: The Westinghouse STS states operability
requrements forthe Steam Generator Safety Valves and MS rvs for modes 1, 2
and 3.

Statement of Problem: Operability of MSIVs are required in modes 1,2, and 3 but not inI Mode 4 Where events such as steam generator tube leakage could requre their
operation.

I
Discussbn: The steam generator tube rupture in Mode 4 could requre use of the Steam
Generator Safety ValYes and MSlYs. The interaction of MSlYs with the containmentI isolation system is not clear in mode 4, where containment integnty is applicable but the
MSIV operability is not.

Recommended Aesolution: To be determined.

.

I
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June 10, 1986
.

Director.,| t ,.

c... uc.
',.

>ctor Regulations

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washinbton, D.C. 20555

ATTENTION: B.J. Youngblood, Director
PVR Project Directorate f 4

Subject: McGuire Nuclear Station
Docket Nos. 50-369 and 50-370
NRC DP0 Concerne on McGuire Technical Specifications

Dear Mr. Denton:

Mr. T.M. Novak's (NRC/0NRR) July 9,1985 latter to Mr. H.B. Tucker
(DPC) indicated that a review of the McGuire Unit 1 and 2 Technical Speci-
fications was being conducted in response to concerns raised by a member of
the NRC staff in a dif fering professional opinion (DPO) resulting from a
review of the proof and review copy of the McGuire Unit 1/2 combined Tech-
nical Specifications which existed in mid-January 1983. Duke Power Company's
comments were requested on certain plant-specific concerns contained in the
DP0 (other concerns contcined in the DPO vere either being considered by the
NRC for generic resolution, had been closed by NRC internal review, or vere
still under review).

Attached is Duke Power Company's response to these concerns. This response
is limited to the specified plant-specific concerns and does not address any
generic aspects of these specified concerns. Note that the response has
potential plant-specific impacts on the station's Technical Specifications
(e.g. question nos. 6a, 7d (and 71, 7k), and 7n) and FSAR (e.g. questions
4a&b, and 4c). Duke vill pursuo appropriate plant-specific Technical Speci-
fication and FSAR revisions following NRC concurrence with the positions
contained herein. The Westinghouse Standard Technical Specification issues
identified in this response should be resolved on a generic basis (note that
Westinghouse review / input was utilized in the development of this response).
Note also that generic Technical Specification improvement efforts currently
underway by industry (e.g. AIF, WOG, B&WOG) and NRC (TSIP) may impact the
Dp0's concerns and the resolutions proposed by this response.

As indicated above, the NRC is requested to approve this response prior to
Duke proceedirr with the appropriate Technical Specification change submit-
tais c.nd inclusion of the informaiton in a future FSAR update. Should there

Ja60M EMWO6061 O I
PDR AaO;K 0D000369 I
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Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director i

June 10, 1966
Page 2
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'

be any questions regarding this matter or if additional information is
'

required, please advise.

i 4

; Very truly yours,
t

!

. W++

'I Hal B. Tucker

PBN/jgm

Attachment

xc Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission - Region II i

101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

>

Mr. Darl Hood -

Division of Licensing '

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

.,

Washington, D.C. 20555

Mr. W.T. Orders
i Senior Resident Inspector i

' McGuire Nuclear Station
.

t.,
i

Ms. L.L. Williams, Manager ''

ESSD Projects Mid-South Area
. Westinghouse Electric Corp. t-'

MNC West Towr,

D P.O. Box 355
! Pittsburgh, PA 15230
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(Question 1)

TABLE 2.2-1

These have been checked against reference 18. Westinghouse (W) RPS/ESFAS Set
Point Methodology, Table 3-4 and NOTE FOR TABLE 3-4 on page 3-13, which is
described as applicable to McGuire Unit 1, 50-369. At this date, the assumption
has been made that this information also applies to McGuire Unit 2, Docket No.
50-370. Please docket this fact or otherwise provide the alternate information.

Response: The data contained in Reference 18 has been confirmed to be valid
for both McGuire Unit I and Unit 2. The instrumentation hardware
(racks, transmitters) are the same for both Units 1 and 2. While
the Steam Generators are different (D-2 for Unit 1 and D-3 for Unit
2), there are no differences in the Safety Analysis values. There-
fore it can be concluded that the Setpoint Study performed for Unit
1 is applicable, in it's entirety, to Unit 2. The safety analysis
performed is valid for both units and use the same equipment /
instrumentation resulting in uncertainty values being valid for both
units.

(Question la)

TABLE 2.2-1. Item 3

Will a time constant of >2 seconds result in a slower response time, which is
less conservative.

Response: The dynamic response of the High Positive Rate trip function is
similar to the rate / lag function associated with the ST trips. The
responses of the various dynamic fonctions are demonstrated in
Appendix A of WCAP-8745 (Design Bases for the Thermal Overpower AT
and Thermal Overtemperature AT Trip Functions). As may be seen in
the above mentioned figures, an increased time constant results in
faster response and thus results in a shorter time from initiation of
transient to reactor trip. Therefore, the >2 seconds Tech Spec
requirement for the time constant is conservative.

(Question Ib)

TABLE 2.2-1, Item 4

Will a time constant of >2 seconds result in a slower response time which is
less conservative?

Reference 18 page 3-13, concerning Set Point Methodology advises that this
value is not used in Safety Analyses. This appears in direct contradiction to
reference 7, Section 15.2.3, page 15.2-12, revision 7, first para. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

_ _ .
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Response: The dynamic responte of the High Negative Rate trip function is
similar to the rate / lag function associated with the AT trips. The
responses of the various dynamic functions are demonstrated in
Appendix A of WCAP-8745 (Design Bases for the Thermal Overpower AT
and Thermal Over temperature AT Trip Functions). As may be seen in
the above mentioned figures, an increased time constant results in,

faster response and thus results in a shorter time from initiation'

of transient to reactor trip. Therefore, the >2 seconds Tech Spec
requirement for the time constant is conservative.

The Revision 7 FSAR analysis referred to in this inquiry was
performed prior to the NRC review and approval of WCAP 10297-P-A
(Dropped Rod Methodology For Negative Flux Rate Plants). The
methodology used prior to WCAP-10297-P-A did not involve an actual

i determination of the negative flux rate setpoint and/or
determination of the maximum dropped rod (s) worths which might not
result in a reactor trip. The statement in the FSAR (RCCA group
resultsinreactiviiitin_s,ertionofN-1200pcmwhichresultsina
reactor trip within N 2.5 seconds) was meant only to offer support
for the DNB enalysis performed at lower rod wortha but did not
actually demonstrate the adequacy of the neEative flux rate setpoint.

Upon determination of possible nonconservatisms in the analytical
methodology, Westinghouse developed the dropped rod methodology
outlined in WCAP-10297-P-A. The revised methodology links the
assumptions regarding the negative flux rate setpoint, rod worths
and locations, control system behavior, and other factors which
influence plant behavior following a dropped rod (s) event. The
setpoint thus becomes an integral part of the safety analysis and
the table in reference 18 is revised to show a safety analysis limit
of 6.9% RTP. The adjustments made to account for various
uncertainties results in an STS Trip Setpoint of 5.0% RTP and an
STS Allowable Value of 5.5% RTP. Details regarding the revised
methodology and basis for the setpoint may be found in
WCAP-10297-P-A.

(Question Ic)

TABLE 2.2-1, Item 9

The specified Trip Setpoint & Allowable values agree with those provided under
setpoint methodoloEy in reference 18. A disparity does exist between the
related SAFETY ANALYSIS LIMITS given as used in Safety Analysis, i.e., 1845
psig in SETPOINT METHODOLOGY / reference 18, Table 3-4, column 12 and the FSAR
value for the same analysis in reference 7, Table 15.2.3-1 as 1835 psig.
The Licensee shall identify the correct value. (Note also disparity with
reference 7, " Analysis of Inadvertent Operation of ECCS During Power
Operation", page 15.2-40, revision 43 item 7, " Reactor Trip... is initiated by
low pressure at 1800 psia;" This is however relatively conservative with
respect to the other values used above.]

The Licensee shall review and clarify.
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ker puse: The analysis of the inadvertent operation of ECCS during power
operation had assumed a low pressure setpoint of 1800 psia while
other analyses assumed a setpoint of 1835 psig. The reference 18
value for the safety analysis limit was in error but was
conservative and since margin exists between implemented and
required setpoints, the conservatism did not impact the trip
setpoint and allowable values.

The transient analyses have been reanalyzed as a result of the
transition to optimized fuel assembly design. The revised analyses'

assumed a safety analysis limit of 1850 psia (1835 psig) for all
transients.

(Question Id)

TABLE 2.2-1. Item 13

Reference 18, page 3-13, Note 12 describes the Safety Analysis Limit for this
item as a value in Table 2.2-1 of the W STS plus 10%. For conservatism, should

I the Safety Analysis Limit be the W STS value less 10%; is this necessarily
conservative for all Licensing Basis occurrences?

Response: The analysis in effect at the time this question was posed is no
longer applicable. At present the bounding analysis for the steam
generator lo-lo level is the feedbreak analysis. This analysis is
done assurning the system starts at full power. In this analysis
the safety analysis limit is 23% of narrow range span. As is
indicated in the technical specifications this corresponds to a
nominal trip setpoint of 40% narrow range span at 100% RATED
THERMAL POWER.

(Question le)

TABII 2.2-1, Item 18b

Accidental Depressurization of the main steam system is from zero load. It is

unclear from reference 5 Table 7.2.1-4, (page 5 of 5) if for this event,
reactor trip on Pressurizer Low Pressure is expected to occur before Safety
Injection (when it would not be available at zero power) or whether it is expected
to occur from the pressurizer pressure low-(Safety Injection) signal if it
initiates SI, or from SI initiated by other initiators. The Licensee shall
clarify, and hence its validity with respect to the absence of the signal
caused by P-7.

Response: Protection against accidental depressurization of the 19ain steam
system is provided by the overpower reactor trips (neutron flux and s

AT) and by the reactor trip which results from the receipt of the
sa'ety injection (SI) signal. The safety injection signal is
actuated by low steamline pressure, low pressurizer pressure, or

|

|
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high containment pressure. The analysis performed results in SI
i initiation on low pressurizer pressure and reactor trip will

'

,

either occur concurrently due to the trip on SI actuation or will<

occur prior to SI on the overpower trips. The main steam
. depressurization analyzed in the FSAR is initiated from hot
.! shutdown conditions at time zero (i.e. reactor tripped) since this
t- represents the most conservative initial condition. Thus no '

explicit assumption is made regarding the cause of reactor trip for
the FSAR analysis. As noted in the FSAR and above, should the
reactor be just critical or operating at power a reactor trip would

3-
f occur on the overpower trips or from an S1 actuation. In either

case, no credit is taken for the reactor trip on pressurizer

,

pressure when reactor power is below the P-7 interlock.

1 i
/ '

(Question 2)

T.S. pane 3/4 1-6 i

! The existing minimum temperature for criticality (In MODES 1 and 2) is given
;_ as-551'F. Please advise why this value is less than the programmed set point

,

minimum value of 557'F in reference 20, Fig. 5.3.3-1. Accident evaluations '

for events from aero-power are predicated upon this set point of 557'F, and
any variation therefrom-in either direction would be unacceptable,

Responser FSAR Figure 5 3.3-1 gives the normal relationship between reactor '

coolant system temperaturn and power. The hot zero power
temperature employed at McGuire and used in the safety analysis
is $57'F. The minimum teerperature for criticality is determined a

s- such that the moderator temperature coefficient is within its |
1 analyzed temperature range, the trip instrumentation is within its-

operating range, the pressurizer is capable of being in an operable
status with a steam bubble, and the reactor vessel is above its
minimum RT temperature. The minimum temperature for criticality
limitinthTMcGuire Technical Specifications is 551'F.

X- The difference.between the HZP temperature and minimum temperature .

for criticality limit. is required in order to allow for measurement
,

of the moderator temperature coefficient. Since the moderator'

coefficient is confitned to be within safety analysis assumptions at
conditions of approximately 551*F - 557'F, the only input parameter-

to the safety analysis of concern-is the initial temperature. The'
change in initial conditions from 557'T to 551*F for transients<

occurring at HZp would have a negligible impact on results and
would be_a less representative input since the majority of time
spent at HZP conditions includes tempencures of $557'F. As noted,
the accidents-analyzed at hot zero poser (HZP) assume an RCS

. temperature of $57 'F. The FSAR notei that use of a higher initial.
;

system temperature yields a large fuel-water heat transfer
coefficient, larger specific heats, an.1 a less negative (smaller

,
~ -absolute magnitude) Doppler feedback cffect for fast reactivity

addition transients like the RCCA Bank Withdrawal from Subericical
and HZP Rod Ejection events. The reduced feedback results in a

!

l
.-
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higher neutron flux peak. .For a Steamline Break event, starting
| from a higher initial RCS temperature results in a greater increase

in coolant density from the cooldown. More reactivity is added due
to the positive moderator density coefficient and a higher returny

to power results when ecmpared with the case of a lower initial RCS
c temperature. Based on these considerations, a higher initial RCS
'

temperature is conservative for the analysis of events from power.
i The statement that any variation in HZp temperature is unacceptable

is also not consistent with the general conservative philosophy
-

used to evaluate nuclear plant safety since only limited analyses
are performed to demonstrate adequate safeguards for a range of
plant-conditions.

^[
i (Question 3)

d - TABLE 3.3 1. Item 6e

During' shutdown in HODES 3, 4 and 5, with reactor trip system breakers open,
-Source Range, Neutron Flux, channel operability requirements specify only-one
channel operable, and'if this same channel is.being used to meet the boron
dilution.alare requirements of proposed T.S. page 3/41-13 (a), then it is not
in accordance with the Boron Dilution Requirements of the FSAR for which at
least 2 operable channels would be required; reference 8, page Q 212 24. Ite.a
212.58. -The Licensee shall. evaluate and propose. Currently, this appears
non-conservative.

n
Response A review of FSAR Section 15.4.6 (Boron Dilution Accident) does not

indicate the number of Source Range. Channels required operable;
however, These channels are mentioned for Refueling-(HODE 6) and
start up-(HODE 2) Dilution Accidents. For these cases,.twoe

. channels are required per Tech. Specs. Additionally, MODES 3,4,'
and 5 are not addressed by this FSAR Section. Boron Dilution

s' analyses during NODES 3,4, and 5 are not part of the McCutre
plant licensing basis. As such, any channel operability.
requirements would'not be based on the FSAR analysis.

Generic Letter 85-05' dated January 31, 1985 informed licensees of
'he Staff position resulting from the evaluation of Generic Issue|

22 " Inadvertent Boron Dilution Events". The Staff concluded that
the consequences of such events are not severe enough to jeopardize
tse Jalth and safety of the public. Furthermore..while NRC stated
that it would "not require operating plant backfits for boron
dilut19 events at this time, the staff would regard an unmitigated
boron uilution event as a serious breakdown in the licensee's-
ability to control its plant. and strongly urges each licensee to-

.

. assure itself that adequate piotection against boron ~ dilution
L events exists;in its plants''.: McGuire personnel believe that

.

-

L adequate protection against boron dilution events exists and that-
no changes to technical specifications are warranted in this

i-

instance.

.
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(Quest;ou 44 and 4b)

TABLE 3_.A 2, Items 9 (* 10

The T.S. specisies a response time of 5 2.0 secs. Reference 7, Table
15.1.3-1 provides a time delay of 2.0 secs for these events which conflicts
with a value of .0 secs in Reference 5, page 7.2-14, rev. 42, item 1(e).
The Liernsee shall clarify.

Response The Technical Specification limit of 5 2.0 seconds for the time
delay of pressurizer pressure trip functions (low and high) is
based upon the FSAR Chapter 15 transient analysis which assumed a
delay of 2.0 seconds. The values for trip response times in
chapter 7 are " typical maximum allowable time delays" and are not
necessarily the same as the McGuire specific assumptions. For the
sake of clarity, the values provided in chapter 7 will be revised
to agree with Chapter 15 and Technical Specifications in a future
FSAR update.

(Question 4c)

TABLE 3.3-2, Jtem 17

The proposed T.S. states that the response time requirement is NA (Not
Applicable). This is incorrect since a separate Reactor Trip is an essential
pa' of all LSTAS functions during which safety injection is initiated. The
rt , 2 red information is in f act supplied in T.S. page 3/4 3-30 Table 3.3-5,
under the already revised headings proposed above, Reference Items 11, 2b,
3b, 4b.

!

This table, under response time, should replace the description as recommended
above and alongside each, reference the entry in T.S. Table 3.3-5.

!

The response given in the Technical Specifications (except for manual actuation
of SI) are quoted as $2 secs. No docketed information is sva11able on what

,

values were used in accident analysis, and particularly for MSLB, SBLOCA and
LOCA events. The licensee should provide this information and confirm its
conservatism against the T.S. value, e.g. reference 5, Table 7.2.1-4
(5 of 5) and related Note e on the page entitled " Notes for Table 7.2.1-4"
confirms that Pressurizer Low Pressure - Low Level is the first out trip of
Safety Injection for the event of " Accidental Depressurization of the Main
Steam System." The licensee shall explain this terminology - whether we have
Reactor Trip on Pressurizer Pressure - Low which is available at the maximum
power output at which this particular event is evaluated, or Pressurizer
Pressure - Low (Safety Injection) and provide the associated response time to
validate proposed T.S. values.

Response: The NA enter for the required response time of reactor trip upon SI

| actuation is consistent with the Bases which states that trip
| functions not utitzed in the FSAR transient analyses will have the
| requirement indicate not applicable in Table 3.3-2 (Reactor Trip
'

System Instrumentation Response Times). However, as stated in Table

!

. - . _ . -. .
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' 3.3 5 (Engineered Safety Features Response 'fimes). The terminology .

in Note e. Table 7.2.1-4, should be Pressuriser Pressure Low - !
'

(Safety Injection). This wording will be corrected in a future
update of the FSAR.

(Question Sa)

TABLE 3.3-3. Item 7a

Applicable modest The current T.S. proposes Modes 1 and 20. Condition 2# is
an invalid MODE since # identifies the P-11 interlock which can be manually 1

| effected only at approx. 1900 psig and which can only occur in MODE 3, i.e.,

the condition should be 3#. The licensee should explain and propose.
.

j Please advise why th'is , limitation at MODE 2 (or W# is proposed and how it may
relata to plant operating procedures in MODES 3 and 4 and whether this block is in4

[ conformance with regulatory requirements.

Response: The defeat of auxiliary feedvster pump auto-start is accomplished by
depressing a switch that is interlocked with the P-11 permissive.
Thus the auto-start can only be defested below a pressurizer
pressure of 1955 psig. However, the same defeat will prevent-
auto-start on low-low steam generator level (Table 3.3-3 Item
7c(1))._ Since this auto-start capability is required in MODES 1, 2,
and 3, the defeat switch is not used in these modes. Therefore the g
entry for APPLICABLE MODES on Item 7g it. not important as it is
controlled by the more limiting Item 7c(1).

The statement that P-11 can only occur in MODE 3 is not accurate.

Therefore, suberitical operation wit 8 'f > avg.99, end-
MODE 2 is defined as operation with T-avg. >350*F, K 0

f . >350*F- -power 55% RTP.
Critical operation is

restrictedtoT-a6h>isnot'lessthen.0.99.
is in Mode 2 if K

L- 551'F, but even then the pressure-temperature
operating limits permit pressures below 1955 psig. As a practical *

matter, pressure is maintained in the normal operating range (N2235
psig) during MODE 2. The.2# referred to in the question is retained
to require that MODE 2 operation above P-11 is with the Item 7g
auto-start enabled.

(Question'Sb)

TABLE 3.3-3. Item 8
,

This is limited-in Applicability to MODES 1, 2, 3 by the proposed T.S.
j Since a LOCA in MODE 4 is-part_of.the Licensing Basis, see later section 3/4.5,
L ECCS under GENERAL, the licensee should evaluate the reasons for, and the
|; consequences of, not proposing thfe OPERABLE IN-MODE 4, and not being
j' available in MODE 5, to-counter tM consequences of potential LOCAs and loss

of RHR cooling in these MOSES. The proposed T.S. is non-conservative with
respect to the Licesing Basis; the Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

L -_ - , _ _. . . . _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - - - - _ , . -. -_ -. _ , - , . - --
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Response: This specification is consistent with other standard technical
specificaions which require operator action to mitigate the
consequences of a LOCA in these modes.

(Question 6a)

TABLE 3.3-4, Item 4d

The trip set point is currently specified at -100 psi /sec. Westinghouse Set
Point Methodology for Unit 1, reference 18, sbaus this value to be "-110 psi";
an additional descriptor is also necessary re, g: "with a time constar,t of

50 secs". The current " Allowable Value" in th. :c.S. is -120 psi /sec, the same
reference 18 Table 3-4 shows this value to be -100 psi; this should again have
the additional descriptor reading: "with a time constant of 50 secs".

To discuss negative values and related conservatisms, it 1. : lear to delete the
- in -100 as the description reads: " Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate -
High so that T.S. values should read as 100 psi and 110 pai. This is also
internally consistent with the descriptor in Table 2.2-1, Item 4, namely:<

Power Range, Neutron Flux High Negative Rate, 5% of RTP with a time constant
of 2 seconds.

Response Since no safety analysis limit exists for the negative steam line
pressure rate setpoint (i.e., it is not assumed in transient
analyses), the Setpoint Methodology (Reference 18) listed the T.S.
values. The T.S. limits were revised at a later date and thus a
discrepancy between the Reference 18 and T.S. values exists. .

In order to correct a typographical error and adequately define the
setpoint, a T.S. revision will be pursued in the following form:

Trip Setpoint Allowabic Value

4d, Negative Steam Line $100 psi 1120 pst
Pressure Rate-High with a rate / lag with a rate / lag

function time function time

constant 150 constant 150
seconds seconds

,

(Question 6b)

TABLE 3.3-4, Items 7c(1) and (2)

This technical specification provides that the motor-driven AFW Pumps start on
low-low in one SO whereas the turbine driven pumps require low-low in two
SGs, This appears to be in conflict with the accident evaluation in the
Licensing Basis FSAR as elaborated below. [This however is not conflict with
the Instrumentation & Control Logic of the FSAR.]

* Reference 7 Related Section 15.4.2.2.2 concerning Main Feed Line
Rupture (KFLR) under the Title of Major Assumption 10.

_
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"The auxiliary feedwater system is actuated by the low-low Steam Generator
Water Level Signal. The auxiliary feedwater system is assumed to supply,

a total of 450 gpm to three intact steam generators.

* Refereno 5, Section 10.4.7.2.2 states that " Travel stops are set on the
steam generator flow control valves such that the turbine driven pump can.

supply 450 gpm to three intact steam generators while feeding one faulted
generator and both motor driven pumps together can supply 450 GPM to three
intact steam generators while feeding one faulted generator. The Throttle
positions allow all three pumps to supply a total flow of 1400 gpm to 4
intact steam generators".

* Reference 7 Related Section 15.4.2.2.2, page 15.4-13a (revision 38),
states: "The single active failure assuned in the analysis is the turbine
driven auxiliary feedwater pump. The motor driven pump that is headered
to the steam generator with the ruptured main feedline supplies 110 gpm
to the intact steam generator. The motor driven pump that is headered to
two intact steam generators supplies 170 gpm to each. This yields a
total flow of 450 to the intact steam generators one minute after reactor
trip. At 30 minutes following the rupture, the operator is assumed to
isolate the auxiliary feedline to the ruptured steam generator which esults
in an increase in injected flow of 80 gpm".

The sequence of events in the accident evaluation in Reference 7, Table 15.4-1
shows that after the accident is initiated at a programmed value of SG level,
the low-low SG level in the ruptured SG is reached at 20 secs. later, and
auxiliary feedwater [at 450 gpm) is delivered to the intact steam generators in
61 sec. .

It appears, based on the above informatio9, that on SG low-low in the ruptured
SG, both the motor driven and the turbine driven pumps are initiated (with the
single failure being in the turbine driven pumps). This is not in accord with
the T.S. If it is assumed that low low levc1 in the other S0s is also reached
at the same time by bubble collapse, please justify. We note that the Reactor
& Turbine Control System is designed so that under normal operation, collapse
of SG 1evel on Turbine Trip will not cause a reactor trip; also at this time,
main steam from intact SGs is being lost to the faulted SG so that whereas
inventory is lost, a full collapse need not occur.

The proposed T.S s Item 7c(1) and 7c(2) appear to be non-conservative ins

respect of accident analysis used in the Licensing Bases. The licensee shall
clarify, evaluate and propose.

Response: It appears that the question is "Since one motor-driven pump
supplies 110 gpm to an intact generator and the other otor driven
pump supplies 170gpm to intact generators, where does the remaining
170 gpm (450 - 110 - 170), supplied to the intact generators, come

. from if not from the turbine-driven pump?". The new FSAR Chapter
| 15 analyses for optimized fuel make clear that the "two

motor-driven pumps together deliver 450 gpm to the three intact
steam generators allowing for spillage out of the break (Sect 4
15.2.8.2, page 15.2.8, 1984 Update). To clarify exactiv the

! analysis assumption - One moter driven acxiliary feedw. sp

!
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supplies 110 gpm to an intact steam generator (the remainder spills .

out the break in the faulted loop) and the other motor driven pump ,
supplies 170 gpm to each of the other two intact steam generators,
this totals to 450 gpm.

If the failure of a motor driven pump is assumed, the turbine
driven pump alone would supply at least 450 gpm to the intact
loops. The turbine driven pump is actuated on low-low level in
at least two steam generators. It is assumed that low-low level is
reached in the other (non faulted) steam generators as a reshit of
the bubble collapse following turbine trip when the low-low level
reactor trip is actuated from the faulted loop. This occure because
for this accident condition (i.e. not normal operation) the mass

.

inventory in the intact steam generators is reduced significantly -
prior-to reactor trip on low-low level in the faulted loop. The
shrinkage caused by bubble collapse fram this redcced mass
condition would cause low-low level to be reached in the other
steam generators. 1

(Question 6c)

TABLE 3.3 4. Item 9

Confirm the bases for the set points and allowable values specified.
,

'

I
Response: -The bases for the setpoints and allowable values specified are to !

ensure Auxiliary Teedwater capability Lpon loss of power while >

minimizing the possible initiation of the sequence with the voltage
greater than the limits of associated motors.

<

(Question 7a)
,

TABII 3.3 5. Item 2a

A value of $ 27 secs _(without offsite power) is given. Reference 5, page 7.3-8-
shows'that initiation time of ESFAS-from this source is a maximum of I sec.. (

No events.in Reference 7, Section 15, have been directly analyzed using this-
sensor-as the prime initiator above the P-11 interlock although it is relied
upon for diverse protection. However, it is the only automatic initiation of

| Safety Injection protection below [P-11). Other events dependent upon a SI
generating signal, particularly circumstances described _under-Items 3a and 4a
below,-showa safety analyses limits of $ 12 secs-(with offiste power)_and 1 22 ,

: secs (without of fsite_ power).4

At this time, the proposed T.S. value is less conservative than others used in
Safety Analysis. The-licensee shall evaluate this difference and propose
accordingly.

,

,

e

e
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Response: The entry for Table 3.3-5, Item 3a is identical to Item 2a for the
loss of off site power case, i.e., each is 27 seconds. As explaine.d
in the Notes for Table 3.3-5, the difference between Item 4a and
Item._ 2a and 3a is that 4a does not include a delay for the RHR
pumps to attain their discharge pressure. This is appropriate since
Item 4a deals with steam line break protection, as oppos3d to LOCA
protection. The RHR pumps, although started for a steam line break,
are not expected to deliver flow because of the higher RCS pressure.
Therefore, the additional $ second delay for these pumps to attain
their discharge pressure is not relevant to ESF respot.se time for
this actuating signal.

(Question 7b)

TABLE 3.3-5, Item 2b

The descriptor (From SI), should be deleted an it is incorrect. The response
time given is 5,2 secs and t.his different from the FSAR, Reference 5, page
i.3 8 which gives a maximum time of I sec. This value is less conservative
than the FSAR and the licensee shall evaluate and propose accordingly.

Response: The descriptor "(From SI)" is correct in that the allowable delay for
a reactor trip due to the SI actuation signal is 2 seconds. This
value is independent of the setpoint and associated delay of the
initiator of SI. The reference 5, page 7.3-8 maximum time of 1.0
second is the limit on the delay associated with SI actuation upon
exceeding the high containment pressure setpoint.

No credit is taken for reactor trip signal resulting from safety
injection signal in any LOCA analysis. In the McGuire Unit 1
initial core large break LOCA analysis no credit is taken for
reactor trip (rod insertion) at all. In the McGuire Unit 1 initial
core small break LOCA a low pressurizer signal causes the reactor
to trip. No credit for the ontrol rods is taken until they are
fully inserted.

(Question 7c)

TABLE 3.3-5, Item 2d

The proposed T.S. values are 18(3) (with offsite power) and 28(4) without
offsice power. Reference 5, page 7.3-8 shows that initiation of ESFAS from
this source is 1 sec.

Table 3.6-2 shows Maximum Isolation Times of up to 15 secs for Reactor Coolant
pressure Boundary Isolation valves. A minimum total time to containment and
isolation [for the RCPB) of 16 secs seems feasible, plus 10 secs giving 26 secs
total without offsite power.

_ - _ - - _ _ . - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - -_
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The proposed T.S. values should be checked against those used as Safety
Analysis limits for related Conditions II, III, and IV occurrences using SI.

,

, - Values used by licensee shall be provided, compared with Item 2d, and any
differences evaluated.

Response: Following a design basis large LOCA, the isolation valve closure
time depends upon the time when fuel failure occurs and fission
products are released to the containment environment. The only.

isolation valves explicitly considered in the radiological
consequences analysis of a LOCA are those in the containment purge
and pressure relief lines which connect containment to the
environment. For isolation valves in lines filled with process

: fluid a relatively long time is needed for the associated piping
system to drain of fluid and expose the valve seat to the
containment gases or for activity to migrate, due to the
concentration gradient, through the process fluid and out the-

isolation valve. Hence, as long as isolation valve closure times
q for process lines are short (less than 1 min, per ANS 56.2) they

need not be modeled in the dose calculations.

(Question 7d)
,

1

TABLE 3.3-5. Item 2e

ThiefisgivenasN.A, This is not so; response times have been used to
G minimize offsite consequences of any Condition occurring whilst containment
^

,

purge and exhaust is being used. This proposed T.S. is less conservative than
the licensing basis. The licenne shall evaluate and propose.

Response: Section 15.B.'2 of the McGuire FSAR considers the case of a LOCA
1 concurrent with lower- containment pressure relief. The results of^

the additional offsite dose due to this accident are presented in
table 15.0.11~ 1. - One of the parameters used to evaluate this case
is the. isolation time for the Containment Air Release and Addition
(VQ) System valves which are used in venting-lower containment.
Table 15.B.2-1 indicates the isolation time for these valves is 4
seconds. Section 9.5.12.3 indicates that these valves auto close

i

on a containment isolation, and that they have a 3 second closure ;

time.

A technical specification revision to show a response. time of < 4
seconds for this item will be pursued.- This would be consistent
with the allowable I second for generating an ESF-response as
indicated on page 7.3-8 of the McGuire FSAR and the 3 second valve

- closing time as indicated above.

5

1
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(Question 7e)
4

-

-
'

TABLE 3.3 5. Item 2f
.

The licensee proposes N.A. but earlier review shows AIV initiat:en on Containment
Pressure-High and especially in MODES 3 and 4. This is less conservative than

~

j the licensing basis; the licensee shall evaluate and propose.

, Response: No credit is taken for AFW flow being initiated from a Containment
Pressure - High signal in analyses.

i

l- (Question 7f)
l
i TABLE 3.3-5. Item 3a

Values of 5 27 )/12(a) secs are proposed. Reference 5, page 7.3-8, shows a
j maximum initiating time of ESTAS 1.0 secs from this signal.

1 The value of 12 seca (with offsite power) is consistent with safety analysis
11 limits given for the MSLB in reference 7, page 15.4-10, Section 7 where "In
i 12 seconds, the valves are assumed to be in their final position and pumps
'

are assumed to be at full speed". For the other case with Loss of Offsite Fower-

(LOOP) "an additional 10 secs delay is assumed to start the diesels and to load
' '

the necessary equirment onto them". Further, this particular analysis appears
, . to initiate the event on Pressure Pressure-Low (SI).
<

J The proposed value of 1 12 secs appears within the licensing basis of
-

12 secs. The proposed value of 27 secs (with LOOP) is however larger than the
value of 22. seconds from the reference described above (i.e., 12 secs + 10,

secs delay for start of diesel). This value of 27 secs therefore appears less
conservative than the FSAR, reference 7, page 15.4-10, and the licensee shall
evaluate'and propose.

Response:- This question is related to the question on Item 2a. For a steam
'line break the RHR pumps are not expected to deliver inventory and
the additional =5 second delay for them to attain their discharge
pressure is not included in the safety analysis.

- (Question 7g)
,

TABLE 3.3-5. Item 3b

The.descriptor (from SI) is incorrect and should be deleted.

A value of 1 2 sees is proposed. The FSAR in Reference 5, page 7.3-8, quotes a
value of 5 1 secs. The proposed T.S. value appears less conservative than the
Safety Analysis Limit and the licensee should evaluate and propose.

;

e
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Rasponse: The descriptor "(frot SI)" is correct in that the allowable delay for
a reactor trip due to the SI actuation signal is 2.0 seconds. This.

I value is independent of the setpoint and associated delay of the
initiator of SI. The Reference 5, page 7.3 8, maximum time of 1.0,

second is the limit on the delay associated with SI actuation upon
exceeding the Pressurizer Pressure - Low setpoint.

The chapter l$ safety analyses do not take credit for a reactor
trip from an SI signal initiated by low-low pressuriter. (Ref.
Question 7b Response).

(Question 7h)

|
TABLE 3.3-5, Item 3d

I8)/28 4) sect. Reference our comments and5The proposed T.E. is 1 18
requirements pudo Item 2d above.

Response Reference our response under item 2d above.

,

(Question 71)

TABLE 3.3-5 Item 3e
,

| The proposed T.S. is NA. Reference our comments and requirements under 2e.
above.

Response Reference our response under Item 2e above.

(Question 7j)

TABLE 3.3-5, Item 3f

The licensee proposes NA (not applicable).

Safety injection logic closes the main feedwater isolation valves for every
event in which SI is initiated (reference earlier sections of this review
Table 3.3-4, proposed Item c). Therefore, every such event initiated by a SI
initiator must be analyzed with a restoration of ATW and a related response
time. It is outside the licensing basis to not propose a value for this
response time. This T.S. value is therefore non-conservative; the licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

,

Response: The only non-LOCA transient which assumes ESF actuation on
Pressurizer Pressure Low-Low is the Main Steamline Depressurization
event (Isadvertent Opening of a Steam Generator Safety, Relief, or
Dump Valve). For this event it is conservatively assumed that

_ _ , . _ _ . _ __ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ , ..._ _ __ _ _ _ . . . _ . . - .
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auxiliary feedwater is actuated at the maximum flow rate at the
initiation of the event to accentuate the cooldown. Any delay in ,
auxiliary feedwater actuation would be beneficial and therefore ai

response time requirement is not applicable or appropriate.-

|
1

(Question 7k) !

,,- TABLE 3.3-5 Item 4e
!

The proposed T.S. is NA. Reference our comments and requirements under Item
2d above,

i

Response Reference our response under Item 2e above.

:

(Question 71)

TABLE 3.3-5. Item 4h

The proposed T.S..value is 5 9 sees.

Reference 5, page 7.3-8 states that the maximum allowable times for generating
steam break protection are (1) from steam line pressure rate, 2 secs, and ;,

(2) from steam line pressure-low, 2 secs. Further, Reference 7, page 15.4-6 '

6

states that the fast acting steam line stop valves are " designed so close in;

5 secs...". A minimum closure of 7 secs seems likely..

; For actual safety analysis limits, Reference 7, Table 15.4-1 (1 of 4) and ,

15.4-1 (2 of 4) both show a difference of seven (7) secs between arriving at 1

,

the " Low Steam Line Pressure Setpoint" and "All Main Steam Isolation Valves
Closed." [In the case of Feedwater System Pipe Rupture).

The proposed T.S. value of-5 9 secs-is therefore greater than the Safety
Analysis Limit. -,

The proposed T.S. must therefore be considered less conservative for this
event. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.4

Response: Item 4h in Technical Specification Table 3.3-5 has been changed to
a limit of 5 7 seconds (Ref. Amendment nos. 29 (Unit 1) and-10 (Unit
2)).

(Question 7m)

TABLE 3.3-5. Item Sa

Licensee shall provide the Safety Analysis Limit and compare with the proposed
.value of i 45 secs. Evaluate and propose as necessary.

1
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Responset The response time for containment spray following a high,

containment pressure signal is specified at 45 seconds in the
.

McGuire Technical Specifications. This value is consistent with
the FSAR containment analysis actuation assumption as shown in FSAR
Table 6,2.1-13c. Event times from the McGuire limiting case break
mass / energy relesse analysis are reported in Table 6.2.1-29; the
time of spray ai:.uation has no effect on the mass / energy releases
calculated.

(Question 7n)

TABLE 3.3-5, Item 6h

The proposed T.S. is 5 13 secs.

Reference 7, Table 15.1.3-1 shows that "lligh Steam Generator level trip of the
feedwater pumps and closure of feedwater system valves, and turbine trip" is
based on an ESTAS time delay of 2.0 seconds.

Table 3.6-2 of the T.S. provides isolation times of f 5 secs for Main
Feedwater Containment Isolation and i 10 sece for Main Feedwater to Auxiliary
Feedwater Isolation.

A total time to isolation of NFW of $ 13 secs seems appropriate to available
equipment,

llowever the current safety analysis depending on this response time is that
for the Excessive Cooldown occurrence under Reference 7, page 15.2-28, and for
this, no value is quoted for isolation of main feedwater which is the initiator
of the event, llowever, Figure 15.2.10-2 shows that with initiation of the
event' caused by one faulty control valve, it takes 32 secs to reach the S0
liigh-High Level with a mass increhse of 35% of initial, and thereaf ter does not
increase further. This implies zero closure time. Since it is expected to
take another 13 secs to ectually isolate, we could assume an additional mass
increase of another 13% to give a total of approximately 1.48 the initial
value.

The above additional Main Feedwater level can affect the consequences of the
event at power, if there has been a trip, with a potential for power
restoration and/or overfill of the SG to cause water ingress into the main
steam lines. Additionally, it can have consequences of potentially larger
importance for the event occurring from suberitical zero power.

Reference also our concerns under item Table 3.3-4, Items 11b and 11a above.

The licensee shall evaluate the related concerns, including the e. 1ded KFW
valve isolation times, to determine thei. safety significance, and , copose as
required. Until that time, it must be concluded that since a zero (0) value
has been used in the current analysis, the licensee has a potentially
non-conservative situation with respect to regulatory requirements of
reactivity control and regulatory concerns for flooding of the main steam
lines.

_ ._ _ _, __ __ _ __ __
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Response Excessive Feedwater Flo" at Full Power is analyzed in Section 15.1.2
of the McGuire FSAR. . ble 15.1.2-1, page 1 of 2, 1984 Update, gives
the sequence of events for this analysis. The High-High SG Level
setpoint is reached at 27 seconds with feedwater isolation occurring
9 seconds-later. This 9 second value agrees with the values used
for feedwater isolation on Safety Injection.

To be consistent with the current safety analysis the Technical
Specifications value for item 6b of Table 3.3-5 should be 1 9
seconds. Another alternative is to reanalyze the ExcessP.'e
feedwater Flow event with the longer delay time. Duke will oursue
a Technical Specification revision or reanalysis.

(Question 7o)

TABLE 3.3-5, Item 12 i

Response time proposed as 1 60 secs.

The licensee shall provide the bases for this value, evaluate against this
1 60 seen, and propose as necessary.

Response: The automatic switchover to recirculation is initiated when the
level setpoint in the RWST is reached. The setpoint determination
includes allowances for switchover delay > 60 seconds and plant
procedures test to ensure switchover delay 5 60 seconds per Table
3.3-5, Item 12.

General Response to Questions Sa-Set

These questions in genera.1 deal with the conservatism of the Fhe. campter 15
safety analyses for events initiated from MODES 3-5. Specifically the
question of the number of RCS loops in operation, for heat removal or other
purposes, appears many times. Since the McGuire Technical Specifications and
Westinghouse Standart! Technical Specifications are ideu.ifical for MODES 3-5
for T.S. 3.4.1, Roactor Coolant Loops and Coolant Circulation, any questions
regarding these matters should be resolved on a generic basis and are not
specific to McGuire. .Therefore, the responses to each question will deal only
with items which are specific to McGuire.

(Question Ba)

SECTION 3/4.4.1, 0,2.6.1 OCCURRENCES WITH RAPID REACTIVITY INCREASE

Concerning " Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly Bank Withdrawal from
Sub-critical Condition."

Current docketed analysis in reference 7, Section 15.2.1, page 15.2-2 is based
on four operating loops. This event is possible down to and including Mode 5.
Current FSAR analysis trips the reactor on Power Range, Neutron Flux Low

. -
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Setpoint (25%) at a Safety Analysis Limit of 35% (reference page 15.2-3, Item 3).
The principal determinant of ultimate power level is Doppler coefficient;
contribution of moderator reactivity coefficient is negligible (reference
page 15.2-3, Items 1 & 2). The event is initiated from hot zero power
(reference 7, page 15.2-4, Item 3). 4 RCS pumps are operating.

Given the circumstances of the proposed T.S., any T.S. allowing OPERABILITY of
less than 4 RCS Loop in MODE 3 would be in nonconformance with the current FSAR
in a nonconservative manner, and the licenice would be required to evaluate
and propose. Furthermore, increased boron concentratiohs would not change this
requirement.

Additional events of a similar nature, with a rapid increase in reactivity
include:

a) Uncontrolled Boron Dilution (reference 7, page 15.2-13).

b) Startup of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop (reference 7, page 15.2-19,
revision 7),

c) Excessive Heat Removal Due to Feedwater System Malfunction (reference 7,
page 15.2-30, revision 7) concerning initiation with the reactor at zero
power). Until the licensee clarifies availability of MFW during MODES 3
through 5, this must be considered a potential occurrence,

d) Single rod-cluster control assembly withdrawal (reference 7, Page 15.3-9,
; revision 7). Although the Licensing Basis is at 100% power, the

circumstances from zero power should be reviewed.
4

e) Rupture of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing, at Zero Power
(reference 7, Page 15.4-30; revision 42).

' f) Major Rupture of a Main Steam Line (see below).

Response: No McGuire specific concerns are raised in this question. Refer
to the general response to Questions 8a-8e.

(Ques'. ion 8b)

SECTION 3/4.4.1, 0.2.6.2 STEAM LINE BREAKS

Concerning " Major Rupture of a Main Steamline."

This Event is discussed in Accident Analyses in Reference 7, Section 15.4.2
and Reference 8, Item 212.75, page Q 212-47d & e, Item 25. Reference 8
proposes that the resulting impact on shutdown margins from this event during
MODES 3, 4, and 5 are improved over that of the design basis (hot zero power,
just critical, Tavg = 557*) as:

" Operating Instructions require that the boron concentration be
increased to at least the cold shutdown boron concentration before
cooldown is initiated. This requirement insures a minimum of 1%
Ak/k shutdown margin
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at a Reactor Coolant System temperature of 200'F. This condition
assures that the minimum shutdown margin experienced during the

,

streamline rupture from zero power shown in the safety analysis is
less than the case where safety injection actuation is manually
blocked on low steamline pressure and low pressurizer pressure."

This position gives no measure of the resulting shutdown margins and/or power
level and, the consequences of a stuck rod, with only 2 RC loops operating
instead of four. It is conceivable that two loop operation may be less
conservative than either 4 RCPs continuing to operate or 4 RCPs tripped on
Safety Injection, due to an increased cooldown in the core due to circulation
(compared to the tripped case) but a much decreased core flow rate to handle
the event. The potential short term consequences of bulk voiding and loss of
circulation in the non-operable loops cannot be ignored.

If during cooldown, a MSLB cools the RCS down to 212'T e.g., the residual shutdown
margin will be 1% delta k/k whereas the proposed T.S. margin at Zero Power
according to T.S. Page 3/4 1-1, was 1.6 delta k/k. Please clarify, and at what
condition during cooldown the 1.6% delta k/k is reached.

Given the circumstances that the " Operating Instructions" described above are
not a part of the proposed T.S., any T.S. allowing operability of less than
4 RCS loops in MODE 3 would be in non-conformance with the current Licensing
Basis Safety Analysis in the FSAR in a non-conservative manner, and the
licensee would be required to evaluate and propose.

For this licensing basis event, from Zero Power, Reactor Trip does not occur
on Power Flux Trip, but on Pressurizer Pressure-Low (SI) (above P-11)'

(reference our required confirmation of this in an earlier item] so the Powerp
Flux Trip is not required to be Operable.

At less than P-11, these circumstances are changed for the MSLB, and reactor
trip does not occur until Containment - Hi is achieved, for a break inside
containment,

i

For a break outside containment, however, high negative steam rate isolates main
steam isolation valves only, but there is no Safety Injection, no Reactor Trip

L (on SI), and under the existing proposed T.S. no safety related Reactor
Trip System Instrumentation of any nature to trip the reactor and insert the
movable control rods to benclit from potentially increased available shutdown

L margin. In addition to all this, the licensee proposes that MSIV closure
times under these conditions is Not Applicable.

Given the circumstances of the proposed T.S., the T.S. cllowing OPERABILITY of
| less than 4 RCS Loop in MODE 3 under these circumstances would be in

nonconformance with the current Licensing Basis FSAR in a nonconservative
manner, and the licensee would be required to evaluate and propose.

Additional events which exhibit a rapid cooldown and depressurization of the
RCS; are:

a) Accidental Depressurization of the main steam system at no load,
(reference 7, page 15.2-35, revision 36).

_
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b) Minor Secondary System Pipe Breaks (at no load); reference 7,
page 15.3-4, revision 27).

Response: Changes in the Technical Specifications and plant procedures have
occured since t.n DPO questions were posed (boration to cold
shutdown prior Lt starting cooldown is no longer required). The
required shutdovt. c:argin for RCS temperatures above 200 F is 1.3%
Ak/h. The shutdwn margin requirement for temperatures equal to
or less than 200*T is 1.0% Ak/k. Variations in initial conditions 2

'for the steamlire treak transient were analyzed in WCAP-9226 and
support the conservative assumptions in the FSAR analysis.

-

Closure times .for the Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) are
implied in the Technical Specifications. In Table 3.3-5, Items 4h,
Sc, and 8, responce times are given for the Steam Line Isolation
function. This tine includes the MSIV closure time. Other
concerns raised in this question are generic. Refer to the general
rer.ponse to Questiemo Bo-Be,

(Question 8c)

SECTION 3/4.4.1, 0.2.6.3 ,LDf!> 0F PRIMARY COOLANT

4 Concerning: "Small Break LOCA".

1 This is discussed in reference 7, Section 15.3.1, for a SBLOCA from rated power,
3 and reference 8, Item 212.75, page Q 212-47b for a SBLOCA between RCS conditions
j of 1900 psig and 1000 psig/425"F. in Hot Standby, and Q212-64, Item 3 together
| with SER Supo. No. 2, reference 12, page 6-8 for the remaining situations. See

also in gene'ral, refer 2nce 12 pages 6-6 to 6-8 in respect of ECCS System
! Performance Evaluation from Hot Standby to and including RHR.

The FSAR analysis for SBLOCA in reference 7, Section 15.3.1 states that:

"During the earlier part of the small- break transient, the effect of the
break flow is not strong enough to overcome the flow maintained by the
reactor coolant pumps through the core as they are coasting down following
trip: therefore upward flow through the core is maintained."

Topical Report, WCAP 8356 (reference 19) is the basis (reference 8, page Q l
212-47b, last paragraph) for the SBLOCA calculations to the same reference 8.
These were undertaken with all pumps initially running followed by either a)
all pumps tripped or b) continuing to run. The general conclusion from this
report, reference 27, page 4-31, is that:

"Due to the action of the running (non-tripped) pumps, less negative core
flow occurs from the flow reversal compared to the case [ ] where pumps
are immediately tripped." and "The net result of these effects is a

_ _ _ ______
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smaller peak clad =tenverature for the pumps running case compared to the t

pumps tripped case. Hence,_for ECCS. analyses for W 4 loop plants the i
,

reactor coolant pumps are assumed- to be tripped at the initiation of a
postulated LOCA and a locked rotor pump resistance is used for reflood."

.

At this time:therefore, the NRC must conclude that RCS pump operation and
coastdown is important in. reducing the loss of core level subsequent to the
event; also in maintaining unseparated two phase flow conditions and in ensuing>

rapid boron (mixing and) injection to the core. Rapid boron injection would not
be an important issue if boren concentrations are already at- cold shutdown
values,-but minimizing loss of core level is important.

Until further evaluations- are made, we must conclude that the current Safety
Analysis Limits of the SBLOCA event _is 4 RCS. pumps OPERABLE in MODE 3 down to
.425 psig/350'F.. The current proposed T.S. are therefore nonconservative and
the licensee must evaluate and propose.

o

Given_the circumstances of the proposed T.S., operability of less than 4 RCS
loops-in MODE 3 would be in non-conformance with the current Safety Analyses
Limits inLa non-conservative manner and the licensee is required to evaluate
and-propose.

- Additional events of a 'similar nature to the- SBLOCA events include:

a) Accidental Depressurization of the Reactor Coolant System (reference ~7,
page 15.2-33,_ revision 7).g

|: b) Steam Generator Tube Rupture (reference, page 15.4-13a, revision 38).
o

j c) Rupture of a. Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing at Zero Power
' (reference 7, page 15.4.6, revision 42).

_

-Both events a) and b) are analyzed in the Licensing Lases at full power and
=use Pressurizer Pressure-Low:as a first reactor. trip. At zero power, with

1 current proposed 1T.S. this reactor trip is proposed as Not Operable.

For event ~c),-from Zero= Power,-the Power Range Neutron Flux, High Setpoint ' *

trips the: reactor; Pressurizer Pressure-Low (SI) initiates Safety _ Injection;
reference 7, page-15.4-29, revision 43, paras.'1 and-5. Whereas both
these protections are proposed by the T.S. in, MODE 2, they are not proposed.
for MODE ~3 which differs fromLthe circumstances of' MODE 2 by only a marginal

q reduction in RCS temperature.

The FSAR, reference 7, Table 15.4.6-1, revision 42, shows this occurrence as
being -the only event at zero power, analyzed to a smaller No of RCPs than
4; it~hasJbeen analyzed for 2 only. This is an accident with substantial but
"acceptableito Condition IV. occurrences" consequences in terms of fuel cladding
damage and RCS overpressurization, but it -required at least two RCPs to achieve-
that (in the Licensing Basis). . ~Even the two RCPs required'in this event are not
proposed as being-required for-MODE 3.-

The _ proposed circumstances in MODE 3 are clearly nonconservative with respect
to the Licensing Bases. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

,

4

4

i'
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Concerning the large break " Loss of Coolant Accident." This is discussed in
Accident Analyses in Reference 7, Section 15.4.1 for a LOCA from rated power;

)I
'

in Reference 8, Item 212.75, page Q 212.47, for a LOCA between RCS conditions
of 1900 psig and 1000 psig/425*F in Hot Standby; in Item 212.90 (6.3), pa,
212-61, for a LOCA at and less than 1000 psig/425' in liot Standby, and on
page Q 212-61b, Item 29 for a LOCA in the RHR Mode at 425 psig/350'F.'

a

As for the small break LOCA, these analyses are presumably based on 4 RCS loop
operation, with in general, loss of power to RCS pumps on Safety Injection.

The large break LOCA analyses used the Topical Report WCAP-8479, reference 7,
page 15,4-1. At this time, we expect no difference in the importance of RCPs
to that discussed under the paragrapa commencing "concerning small break LOCA"
which used the W Topical Report WCAP 8356 (reference 19) and which applied
to both large and small break LOCAs.

Given the circumstances of the proposed T.S., any T.S. allowing OPERABILITY of
fewer than 4 RCS loops in MODE 3 would be in noncenformance with the Licensing
Bases FSAR in a nonconservative manner, and the licensee is required to
evaluate and propose.

Response: No McGuire specific concerns are raised in this question. Refer to
the general response to Questions 8a-8e.

(Question 8d)-

SECTION 3/4.4.1, G.2.6.4 OCCURRENCES CAUSING AN INITIAL INCREASE IN RCS
| TEMPERATLTE

Those events causing increases in RCS temperature are of concern because of*

the potential influence of the positive moderator temperature coefficient<

resulting from the increased boron concentration. These could be:
4

4
'

a) Main Rupture of a Main Feed Line (Reference 7, page 15.4-10, revision 30),
although this is noriaally evaluated at Rated power with no provision fora

evaluation at zero power.

b) Startup of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop.

c) Loss of Offsite Power (reference 7, page 15.2-19, revision 7),

d) Partial Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow (Reference 7, page 15.2-16,
| revision 7).

e) Complete Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow (Reference 7, page 15.3-7,
revision 7).

. Except for item b; all these evente are licensing bases events from rated
power, and not zero power, so that their importance would normally be>

I minimal except for the positive Moderator Temperature Coefficient and the
| complete lack of safety-related Reactor Trip protection proposed with the
l Reactor Trip System Instrumentation'T.S. At this time we see no protection

against positive temperature coefficients in MODE 3 (4, 5, & 6j.
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Given the circumstances of the proposed T.S. , operability of less than 4 RCS
loops in MODE 3 would be in nonconformance with the current Safety Analyses |

,

Limits in a nonconservative manner. The licensee is required to evaluate and
propose.

Response: No McGuire specific concerns are raised in this question. Refer to
the general response to Questions 8a-Be. i

(Question Se)

T.S. 3.4.1 CONCLUSIONS
{

occurrence II, III and IV Events in MODES 3, 4, and 5 can result in returns to
power with high peaking coefficients requiring effective reactivity control
and/or reactor core flow for RCS protection, including DNBR, at the very
substantially reduced pressure levels in the loop [2250 psig to 425 psig and
less). Concomitant decreases in RCS temperatures are beneficial, but the
importance of RCS pressure may be dominant. Acceptable RCS protection,;

therefore requires RCS. flows which are substantial, and/or effective reactivity !
'

control including combined action to limit potential reactivity excursions. !

- At this time, with the proposed T.S., 4 RCS loops (with increased Reactor Trip
,

Protection) would be required at entry into and during MODE 3 to. meet the
requirements of just the Licensing Basis Events From Zero Power. In MODE 4,

~j operation of 4 RCS Loops, whilst on-RHR, may be undesirable because of the
[ substantial additional burden on the RHR system; so nonoperability of all-

RCPs must be compensated by other controllable factors such as insertingi

{ all movable control assemblies and removing power from the Reactor Trip System
Breakers, closure of Main Feedwater (Containment) Isolation valves to both
Main and Auxiliary Feedwater Systems, closure of Main Steam Isolation Valves,

[ and Boration Control measures additional to those included in the proposed
| T.S. An additional available alternate action-is to use, within MODE 4, a
i minimum set.of.RCPs (and loops) as established by. Safety Analysis, to cool

-the plant down to -effectively zero pressure (gauge) in the Steam Generators
[or less if the condenser was still available] before transferricg the heat

,
sink to the_RHR system. This would ensure control of steamline St ak, and

t ; LOCA events,.small and large, down to conditions where RCS flows a * not
necessary.

The current T.S. are nonconservative in respect to the Licensing-Basis in
.

respect to these concerns. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Response: No McGuire specific concerns are raised in this question. Refer to
the general response to Questions 8a-8e.

,

wm--',
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(Question 9)

T.S. Page 3/4 4-2

Earlier concerns under General 2.6.1 addressed the need to evaluate the
consequences of the startup of an inactive Reactor Coolant Loop in this MODE.
No apparent T.S. provision has been provided in the proposed T.S. The
licensee shall evaluate and propose.

ACTION b, states:

"With no reactor coolant loop in operation, suspend all operations
involving a reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant

System and immediately initiate corrective action to return the required
reactor coolant loop to operation."

This instruction is invalid. The only Licensing Basis action available is the
Emergency Operating Guidelines for natural circulation. This proposal is
nonconservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

Response: The actions included in ACTION b. are 1) suspend deboration
operations and 2) immediately initiate action to restore forced
circulation. The actions are obviously valid responses to the
condition. There is no Emergency Operating Procedure at McGuire for
natural circulation. There is Abnormal Procedure AP/1&2/A/5500/09,

i Plant Operations During Natural Circulation, which addresses the
initiation, verification, and maintenance of natural circulation.
This p-acedure would be implemented under this condition.

(Question 10)

T.S. Page 3/4 4-3

The licensee shall evaluate as outlined earlier under item, General, for RCS
loops operability requirements and make proposals relative to the status of many
elements of the protection and operations system to ensure that RCS safety is
maintained for related Condition II, III and IV occurrences. At this time, with
the proposed T.S. in which limited boration is used and Reactor Trip System
safety related instrumentation and Safety Injection instrumentation are all
but eliminated, the safety status of the facility is outside the Licensing
Basis of the FSAR in a nonconservative manner.

Each of the OPERABLE loops, whether RCS or RHR, are to be energized from separ-
ate power divisions to protect against single failure of a bus or distribution
system. When the RCS systems are used, the related Auxiliary Feedwater Systems
are also required to be operable.

_ . _ - _ -
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The additional requirement proposed, for two RCS loops to be operable whenever
RHR loop /s are in operation, is based upon reference 8, page Q 212-55 aad 56,.
to provide for the failure of a single-motorized valve in the RHR/RCS suction
line in both MODES 4 and 5 and the possible non-availability of offsite power
sources. The FSAR provides, that on failure of the valve:

"Approximately 3 hours are available to the operator to establish an
alternate means of core cooling. This is the time it would take to heat
the available RCS volume from 350 F to the sturation temperature for 400
psi (445 F), assuming the maximum 24 hours decay beat load.

To restore core cooling, the operator only has to return to heat removal
via the steam generators. The operator can employ either steam dump to
the main condenser or to the atmosphere, with makeup to the stea:a
generators from the Auxiliary Feedwater System. The time required to
establish the alternate means of heat removal is only the few minutes
necessry to open the steam dump valves and to start up the Auxiliary
Feedwater System."

The applicability MODE 4, is necessarily qualified by [less than 425
psig/350 F1 by the LOCA analyses already referenced above under our Review
Section 3/4 -4.1 Subsection G.2.6.3 "concerning Large Break loss of coolant
accideat." - See Reference 8, page Q 212-47d where it is described that

"After several hours into the cooldown procedure (a minimum time is
approximately four hours) when the Res pressure and temperature have

.

<

decreased to 400 psig and 350 F."

And arising from a later revision 25, the FSAR Advises on page Q 212-61b
'

Revision 29 concerning ECCS calculations in a later submittal under Revision
4

28 that

"The -response provided in Revision 28 addressed the subject of operator
actions and ECCS availability. Consistent with the information provided

' _
in Revision 28, a postulated LOCA in the RHR mode at 425 psig RCS<

pressure has been assessed."

Surveillance requirement 4.4.1.3.2 should verify SG water level at the Safety
Analysis' Limit for the Licensing. Basis, which is the no-load programmed level,
not-the current proposed T.S. valve which is the S.G. Low-Low Level [ Reactor
Trip) and AFW actuation. This proposed T.S. is nonconservative with respect to
the current Safety Analysis-Limits and the licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Surveillance requirement 4.4.1.3.3, verifying one loop in operation every 12
hours, is unsupportable as all protective trips on low flow in the RCP loops
in this condition have been removed. If low flow channel trips on the RCp
loops are not required to be operable why should the related alarm be operable.
A low flow alarm for the RHR has been provided by the FSAR under reference 8,
page Q 212-56, Item:

" Case 1: The Reactor Coolant System is closed and pressurized.

The operator would be alerted to the loss of RHR flow by the RHR low flow
I alarm. (This alarm has been incorporated into the McGuire design)."

i
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Since currently, these two types.of alarms are the only means of alerting the
operator to a loss of flow condition-in the loop, which is beyond the Safety ,
Analysis Limits, the alarms on both the RCS and Icop flows should be safety-

*

related and included within the T.S.; and without further analysis at this time,
two loops should be placed in operation. A proposal is made by the NRC for low
flow-alarms in each of the separated cooling systems, under proposed T.S. page
3/4 4-6a of this review. Regular surveillance should be proposed to ensure
that they remain operable as appropriate, over a specified surveillance,

- period.

The Surveillance requirement, every 12 hours is intended to ensure not only
that the system is operating, but that it is opereting at process conditions
which can be evaluated to show that the equipment is capable of performing its
design bas;s Safety Function. The current surveillance requirements for this
item, i.e. , for the RCS and RHR systems-in Hot Shutdown in T.S. Item 4.4.1.3.3,
are absent this information; it is therefore nonconservative and the licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

Item 4.4.1.4.4 (proposed). 'It is proposed that-an additional item be inserted
which reads: "The related auxiliary Feedwater System shall be determined
OPERABLE as per the requirements of T.S. 3.7.1.2 [and 3.7.1.2.a as applicable)."4

Current proposed T.S.s on T.S. page 3/4 7-4 are nonconservativa in this
matter by not providing any operability requirements for AFW in this MODE. The
licensee shall evaluate and propose.

An additional item is also required in which Atmospheric Dump Valves operability
f -is established. The current T.S. are nonconservative in this matter;-they make
), no provision for operability of this item (see later proposed T.S. page 3/4 7-8a).

(General comment: operability of each SG water level, AFW and-atmospheric dump
valves in this MODE is probably better defined under each of these items in
their particular sections of the T.S. See later Sections of this Review as
identified above}.

Response: Several separate questions are raised.here. The McGuire specific
ones are answered as follows:

1)| Each RHR train is: powered from a separate 4160V bus in the Essential,

Auxiliary Power System. Each reactor coolant pump is powered from a
separate 6900V bus in the Normal Auxiliary power System.

2) It should be noted that the requirement of maintaining a specific
level in the steam generator to verify operability was imposed by-
the NRC-and has no firm basis within Westinghouse. However, for
an RCS loop to be operable, suf ficient inventory is required in. the -
secondary side for heat removal. .In MODE 4 this can be assured by
-keeping the tube bundle covered. A reasonable way of ensuring this

o' is to require that the secondary side level indicates within the
narrow range span. Accounting for errors, an indicated level at
the low-low level setpoint assures that the level is at least at
the-bottom of the narrow r~ange span.

|

L
u
L

_ _- - - _. - - --
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The safety analysis limit for reactor trip on lo-lo SG 1evel is a '

function with a value of 0% at no-load conditions. Adding .

allowances for reference leg heatup and instrum mt error gives the
.value of 12% used as the T.S. trip setpoint.- The T.S. value is
therefore conservative with respect to the safety analysis limit.

3) The low flow alarms on the RHR loops are to alert the' operator to
insufficient flow under RHR conditions. They have no relation to
the low flow reactor trip which inserts the control rods to control
reactivity during low flow conditions at power. Boron is employed
for reactivity control in the shutdown modes while rod insertion is
impossible (if the rods are already inserted) or unnecessary
(because of the boration).

The current surveillance 4.4.1.3.3 requires verifying one RCS or
RHR loop in operation at 1 cast every 12 hours. The concern raised
apparently centers.around the assertion that core cooling could be
lost without the knowledge of the operator since no protective
functions or alarms are required to be operable by the technical
specifications. However, it is expected that there would be ;

-multiple indications of any problems .that could cause a loss of
coolant loop. Although the appropriate alarms are not required by
the technical specifications to be operable, there is no reason to
believe that all relevant alarms and other indicators would be
inoperative during this mode.

The other issues raised'in this question are not specific to McGuire.
Refer to the-general response to Questions 8a-8e.

_ _

(Question lla)
'

T.S. SECTION 3/4.5

LAt l'ess than 400 psig and 350'F, the operator aligns the Residual Heat Removalf

System. The valves in the line from the RWST are closed.

Response: = This '' question" is merely- a statement of operator action to align RHR.
It remains true and requires no response.

-(Question lib)

f -T.S. 3.5

H -Below 400 psig, the system-is in the RHR cooling mode. The RHR system would
:have to be realigned as per plant startup procedure. The operator would place, -

p- all safeguards systems-valves in the required positions for plant operation
|' and place the safety injection,_ centrifugal charging, and residual heat

removal pumps along.with SI accumulator in ready _and then manually actuate SI.

,u ,
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Response: This." question" is merely a statement of operator action to align the'
!

ECCS for use from a shutdown condition. It remains true and requires |no response. !
,

t

(Question lic)

T.S. 3.5

The response provided in Revision 28 [above) addressed the subject of operator
actions and ECCS availability. Consistent with the information provided in
Revision 28, a postulated LOCA in the RHR mode at 425 psig RCS pressure has
been assessed.-- The initial conditions would be reached four hours after
reactor shutdown. The integrity of the core after a postulated LOCA is
assured if the_ top _of the core remains covered by the resultant two phase . ;
mixture. A-conservative indication of time-available for operator action is
obtained by calculating the-time required for the top of the core to just

'A calculation has been performed to confirm that margin for operatoruncover.
action does exist -to prevent core uncovery. This conclusion persists even
under an assumption of ten minute delay for operator reaction time.

Assumptions:
~

-(a) The system pressure essentially reaches equilibrium with containment by
the time the volume of water above the bottom of the hot legs is
removed.

<

" -.

.
. r

-(b) Upper plenum fluid volume between the top.of the core and bottom of. hot ^

.-

legs is the only upper plenum fluid considered.,

;(c) Volume between the core barrel and baffle is conservatively neglected.

(d) 120% of the ANS decay heat curve 'for four hours after shutdown is
. utilized.-

Using the void fractions developed from.the Yeh correlations-and uti'lizing a
.hydrostastic pressure balance, the height of the steam-water mixture in the upper
plenum was generated. -Incorporating:the-plant geometry, the-total-liquid: mass
in theidowncomer,. core, and upper plenum was calculated, i.e., a mass-initial
condition. Again by hydrostatic pre _ssure balance, the height of_ liquid in the-
downcomer when the top of the core is Just about to_ uncover was calculated.
This-information along with core volume is used to develop a mass-final
condition. That is, the mass is liquid contained -just-before the core is

-uncovered. Utilizing the _ boil-off rate for the four hour time af ter shutdown,
the time needed to evaporate a mass-of mass-initial minus mass-final is-

. calculated. This-time was compared to the ten minute assumption for operator'

reaction time.

" Utilizing the preceding approach, the time calculated to just initiate an
uncovery of the core is 13 minutes. The conclusion ~is that even for the
conservative method outlined above, there exists adequate margin to retain a=
safe core = condition even in relation to a ten minute operator-response-time
assumption."
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These operator requirements are verified, in general, by reference 12, SER
Supplement 2, page 6.6-6.8, under " Emergency Core Cooling System - Performance.
Evaluation", and pages 7-1 and 7-2 under " Upper Head Injection Isolation Valves".

Additionally, the status of the ECCS systems from entry into the RHR MODE
through cooldown, i.e., from 425 psig/350'F through MODE 5 is clarified by the
following extract from reference 11, suppl. SER No. 1, pages 5-1 and 5-2 which
confirms continuance of the alignment at the end of MODE 3 425 psig/350 F
through both MODES 4 and 5.

Response: This " question" is largely a quotation from the FSAR. The last
two paragraphs, while not from the FSAR, are simply statements
introducing a quotation from the SER. Therefore, this requires no
response.

(Question 12a)

T.S. 3.5.1.1.d.

Nitrogen cover pressure is quoted at between 400 and 454 psig. The Licensing
Basis FSAR, reference 4, page 1 of 5 revision 39 in Table 6.3.2-1 specifies a
normal operating pressure of 427 psig. Making an allowance for channel error
and drift, should not this value be a higher setpoint of approximately 450
psig? The specified setpoint values proposed in the T.S. of 400 to 454 psig
can therefore give actual values which are lower than in the Licensing
Basis FSAR and be non-conservative. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Response: The bases for the T.S. 3.5.1 limit of Cold Leg Accumulator cover
pressure of between 400-454 psig is the assumed value in the LOCA
analysis (FSAR Chapter 15). Allowance for channel error and drift
are accounted for in the determination of the T.S. requirements.
The numbers in Table 6.3.2-1 are nominal and minimum values as
required by T.S. 3.5.1 and are in agreement with the T.S. 3.5.1
limits. Recent Technical Specification changes (Ref. unit 1/2
License Amendments 57/38) associated with the removal / isolation
of the UHI System involve revising the Cold Leg Accumulator cover
pressure to between 585 and 639 psig.

(Question 12b)

T.S. 4.5.1.1.1.d.1

The licensee shall verify that the set points for the relief valve on the
Accumulators are included in the Inservice Testing Program at the facility.

Response: The Cold Leg Accumulators Relief Valves (NI-52, 63, 74, and 86) are
not required to perform a safety function either to e " down the
reactor or to mitigate the consequences of an accident. The
inservice testing program requirement to test all class 1, 2, & 3
valves was changed to valves which are required for safe shutdown
of the reactor or mitigating the consequences of an accident.

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Consequently these relief valves are not included in the McGuire
Nuclear Station pump and valve inservice testing program required
by 10 CFR 50.55a(g). These valves (and setpoints) are tested '

following maintenance only.

-(Question 13)

T.S. 3.5.1.2.d

It is proposed that an additional item limiting the range of actual water
temperatures in the accumulator to between 70 and 100'F in accordance with
reference 29, page (1 of 5), revision 39, in Table 6.3.2.1 is necessary to

- confirm the Safety Analysis Limits for the UHI Accumulator. It is also
proposed that it be added as an additional surveillance element to T.S.
4.5.1.2.a. Its absence from the proposed T.S. renders it potentially
non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

The licensee shall verify that the relief valve set point on the Accumulator
is included in the Inservice Testing Program at the facility.

,

Response: FSAR Table 6.3.2.1 provides the expected operating temperature range
for the UHI accumulator water and not Safety Analysis limits as
stated above. The Safety Analysis value related to UHI water
temperature is assumed to be the upper bound value of 100'F.

The Upper Head Injection Acpumulator Relief Valve (NI-279) is not
required to perform a safety function either to shutdown the
reactor or to mitigate the consequences of an accident. The
Inservice Testing Program requirement to test all class 1, 2, & 3
valves was changed to valves which are required for safe shutdown
of the reactor or mitigating the consequences of an accident.
Consequently this relief valve is not included in the McGuire

Nuclear Station pump and valve inservice testing program required
by 10CFR 50.55a(g). This valve (and setpoint) is tested following
maintenance only.

(Question 14)

T.S. 4.5.2.h.

Concerning Flow Balance Tests in the ECCS System. The licensee shall provide
the bases for the flow distributions specified and further advise how they
might meet minimum flow conditions to intact loops during accident occurrences.

Respcuse: The bases for the limits as specified in T.S. 4.5.2.h are the
assumed ECCS flows used in the LOCA analysis. ECCS flow injected
to the broken cold leg is assumed to spill in LOCA analyses, so
limits are placed on the branch line totals to ensure that adequate
flow reaches the intact loops.

. _ _
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(Question 15)

T.S. SECTION 3/4.5.3-
'

This T.S. does not disallow the additional CCP and 2 Safety Injection Pumps
(SIPS) from 350'F_down to 300*. This again is non-conservative with respect
to the LCOs of the Licensing Basis FSAR which allows only one (1) CCP, and the

. remainder i.e., one (1) CCP and any other reciprocating charging pump and
'2 SIPS are to be electrically isolated against inadvertent operation. This
proposed T.S. is again non-conservative in respect of overpressure protection
when compared with the current Licensing Basis. The' licensee shall evaluate
and propose.

The proposed T.S. allows'one (1) CCP and one (1) SIP _whenever the RCS
temp is less than 300'F. The LCO of the-Licensing Basis FSAR allows
only one (1) CCP because of overpressure protection; reference earlier
information under earlier T.S..Section 3/4.5. Item: " General". The proposed,

T.S. is therefore non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The
licensee.shall evaluate and propose.

Reeponse: This question appears to be related to the discussion of FSAR
Section 5.'2.2, "Overpressurization Protection". Although it is
stated in-two places that Technical Specification 3.5.3.a violates
the FSAR Licensing Basis, Section 5.2.2 contains no discussion of
ECCS-pump operability between 300'F and 350*F. It is further
stated, in the discussion of Section 5.2.2., that the McGuire
Technica1' Specification 3'.5.3.a. differs markedly from the
Westinghouse Standard Technical Specification 3.5.3.a. Comparing.
'the two we find no differences in the number or type of ECCS pumps
required tosbe operable or inoperable. The McGuire lower limit is
300'F compared with; Standard lower. limit of 275'F. We therefore

-conclude that the McGuire Specification does not differ from the
Standard one in a non-conservative _ manner.

n

'(Question 16)

T.S. 3.7.1.2.b.

=The licensee has deleted operability requirements for the steam-turbine driven
auxiliary feedwater pump at steam pressures of less than 900.psig. This is not
in accord with current accident' analyses and no_ justification has been
provided: Reference 15~, Recommendation GL-3, requires the steam-turbine AFW-
pump in'the= event of complete loss of AC power'for a period of 2 hours and
beyond. -This will require-operability down to the lowest pressures for which
the turbine is provided as described in reference 22, Table 10.4.7-6 where the
range of operating pressures provided for is from 110 psig to 1205 psig. This-

will. also provide :for operability down to and including MODE.4 (and availability.
from MODE 5) to cover licensing requiremects discussed ~elsewhere under
Table 3.3-3, ESFAS INSTRUMENTATION, Items'la through f.

'We note two principal features relatin6 to the service conditions of the
turbine-driven feedwater pumps:

. -. . - _ - - - -
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a- - Theyaresuppliedwith'steamfrom:twosteamgeneratorsfrommainsteam,

- lines' after the flow restriction orifices at outlets from the Steam-
# ,

Generators.

b.- They would normally be expected to perform early in the transient and
- continue to function according to design flow requirements throughout the
~ occurrence.

The licensee.should explain how the proposed T.S. ensures that the turbine+

' driven pump. maintains its flow performance required by accident analyses when.
,

steam'line pressures could drop substantially-below the Steam Generator*

pressuree due to presence _of the_SG flow restrictions and until main steam
isolation valves are isolated on steam line pressure of less than 565 psig

__(<p'rovides for-channel drift and errors).

The licensee shall evaluate the above comments and propose technicalR;

specifications which will ensure operability.of the turbine-driven AFW pump-l- _over the range of conditions expected from design basis accident analys.s,-
;p and_other:less bounding events,-down to and_ including MODE 4 as discussed in

;

. . '
the Licensing Basisc

In.-his evaluation, the licensee should advise if Item le of Table 3.3-5
ESFAS INSTRUMENTATION, Steam Line-Pressure Low, is-derived from steam line
sensors and after-the-SG orifices, or if it is taken from pressure sensors on
-the Steam Generator._ The licensee should then advise what has been used-in
assessing Steam Generator pressure response.and tabine driven AFW pump

- response in the Condition III and especially Condition IV occurrences of the
Licensing Basis, and if the existing accident analyses remain valid,,

i

k Response: The' footnote deleting operability requirements for the Steam i

$ Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (TDAFP) at steam. pressures
;. <900 psig was added in-an attempt to. correct a conflict between the !

-LCO with itsfapplicability.of. Modes 1,12, and 3 and Surveillance .i

. . . Requirement 4.7.1.2.a.2 which defines operability of the TDAFP as-
1. tdeveloping a discharge pressure of 11210 psig at a- flow of 1900

3i gpm when the> secondary steam supply pressure is >900 psig (to
j' delevlop a-discharge pressure of 1210 psig the TDAFP requires
4 .~ steam at 1 900 psig, but supply steam pressure can-.be <900 psig

.during startups/ shutdowns). The Technical Specification's bases for-
operability of the Auxiliary .Feedwater System :is to ensure that the
. Reactor Coolant System can be cooled down to <350'F from' normal
1 operating' conditions in the Event ofta total loss of offsite power, -

with the TDAFP capable of delivering a . total -feedwater flow of,900-<

GPM at.a pressure of 1210 psig to_the entrance-of.the Steam Generators
_

to meet this-function..- Under normal operating condicions source,

steam'at >900 psig is Available and the TDAFP is capable of performing-
.this function.- However,-as indicated in' Question 16 and Items.1 and '

2 below, the TDAFP is also required with steam pressures <900 psig.

;
.

,v, - - ., .- , - - - . . - - __
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1. During a condition IV feed ane break all steam generators will
depressurize prior to clo.ure of the Main Steamline Isolation
Valves (MSIV's). The low steamline pressure set point for

,

closing the MSIV's is about 585 psig. However, errors due to
seismic and environmental conditions as well as instrumentation
inaccuracies may result in a steam generator pressure as low as
285 psig prior to MSIV closure. Therefore the turbine driven
Auxiliary Feedwater pumps must be capable of delivering the
minimum required flow for feedline break with a steam generator
motive supply pressure as low as 285 psig.

2. The ability to commence a plant cooldown must be maintained
following transient and accident conditions. Following design
basis faulted conditions with specific single failure assumptions,
it may be necessary to commence a plant cooldown with only a
turbine driven Auxiliary Feedwater System pump available.
Consequently the turbine driven pump must be capable of delivering
the minimum required flow for cooldown with a steam generator,

motive supply pressure as low as 100 psia corresponding to a
primary side hot leg temperature of 350'F during a natural
circulation cooldown, which is maximum operating temperature for
Residual Heat Removal System Operation.

Therefore, The Tech. Spec's Surveillance requirements / Bases do not
adequately define the operability requirements for the TDAFp and
consequently the Technical Specification does not ensure operability of
the TDAFP over the rarge of conditions expected from Design Basis Accident
Analysis and other 1,ss bounding events. All other circumstances (or
accident conditions) besides the limiting condition of loss of Offsite
Power during full power operation pose less severe demands on the TDAFP.
For the Main Steamline Break, the intact Steam Generator is fully capable

4 of supplying the steam requirements of the pump turbine. With source
'

steam < 900 psig the TDAFP is capable of providing feed flow but at a
discharge pressure below 1210 psig. Since the McGuire Technical
Specification is essentially indentical to the Westinghouse Standard,

Technical Specification (with.the exception of the " correcting" footnote),
,i this discrepancy between the LCO and the Surveillance Requirements / Bases
?- should be resolved on a generic basis and is not specific to McGuire.

With regard to providing operability down to and including Mode 4
(and availability from Mode 5), the bases of the auxiliary Feedwater
System Technical Specification is that its operability (including the

| capacity of the TDAFP) ensures that adequate feedwater flow is available
! - to remove decay heat and reduce the Reactor Coolant System Temperature to

<350'F (i.e. Mode 4) when the RHR System may be placed into operation,!

Therefore the bases does not require System Operability in Modes 4 or 5.
Since the McGuire and Westinghouse standard technical specifications bases

| are essentially identical, any desired changes to this bases should be pursued
on a generic basis.

|

|

|

|
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Item le_ of T.S. Table 3.3-3 '"Stea m Line Pressure-Low" is derived from
steam line sensors downstream of the steam generator flow restriction '

,

orifices.. The steam flow resiricto';s do not cause a significant pressure
.

drop except during a double ended steam line break. The blowdcwn phase of ,

'this accident. lasts only a few seconds. The accurate pressure sensing in
the steam lines (i.e. generation of a " Steam Line Pressure-Low" signal)
takes less than 2 seconds and steam line isolation less than 7 seconds.
(The main steam line break accident is descussed in Chapters 6 and 15 of
the FSAR),

(Question 17)

T.S. SECTION 3/4.7.5 |

Reference 6, page 9.2-13. revision 39, states that "In the event of solid
layer of ice" forms on the SNSWP, the operating train (of the Nuclear Service
Water [NSW]-system) is manually aligned to the SNSWP. The Licensee shall;

'

-provide-the safety-related reason for this action and advise if this
operator action : conflicts with the response times proposed under Table 3.3-5. i

Given a Safety Related reason,- surveillance requirements ensuring this action L

.' should be included under either T.S. Section 3/4.7.5 NSWS or this particular
T.S. Section 3/4.7.5 STANDBY NSWP. Absent this surveillance requirement on-a
safety-related issue, the proposed T.S. would be non-conservative. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose,

,

. . n
Responses: This action has_been deleted. See Section 9.2.2, Nucler r Service

Water System and Ultimate Heat Sink,L1984 Update.-
=t

|(Question 18)

T.S. 3/4.9.1-
;
'

The curro t SER, Supplement No.1, reference 11, page 15-1, provides that:

During refueling-the applicant has committed to isolate all sources of 1
' Lunborated water-connected to the primary system refueling / canal / spent fuel.

We'do note that . surveillance requirement T.S. 4.9.1.3 does provide for verifying
that_ valve-no.1NV-250 is closed, under administrative control-in support of
-this. However we do_ note that according to reference 7, page 15.2-15, item
Q'212-58, this valve 1RV-250 is to be locked closed during refueling. The
current position could be nonconservative if the valve is not specifically
locked under the proposed. administrative control. Also notice, that reference

~7, page 15.2-14, revision 10, states that:

"The other two paths are through 2 inch lines, one of which leads to the
volume-control tank with'the other bypassing this tank. These lines
contain flow control valves INV-171A and 1NV-175A respectively."

- ...
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Why are T.S.s:not applied to the closure.of these valves also? The proposed-
T.S. may be nonconservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee,
shall evaluate and propose.

Responsei' Valve INV-250 is specifically requireo to be locked closed under
the Administrative Controls (i.e. Station Procedures). This. Valve
is upstream of valves 1NV-171A and 1NV-175A and isolates the flow
path.

(Question 19) f

T.S. SECTION 3/4.9.8

* The' ACTION statement provides that with no RER loop operable, the containment
g should be closed within 4 hours. Information in reference 8, page Q 212-56
j under Case 2 shows that if RHR is absent [by isolation of the RCS/RHR inlet
n. valve] that:

"Approximately 2.5 hours are available to the operator to establish an
| alternate means of core cooling. This is the time it would take-to heat

300,000 gallons of water in the refueling canal from 140'F to 212*F,-
,

assuming the maximum 24 hours. decay heat load."

The current value aof 4 hours appears less conservative than this calculated ,

-value of 2\ hours in the FSAR. The licensee shall evaluate and propose. ;
, . .. .

Review of available- responses to the consequences of a fail closed RCS/RHR !

isolation valve, include many procedures using the. containment sump. To allow '

-for this single failure contingency, the licensee should therefore ensure that-
the containment sump will be operable during this mode, and with an appropriate
surveillance procedure. There; should also be provision for available fire

P pucps: and necessary hoses to be assuredly available -to enable- use oof the
alternate procedures which-have been described in reference 8, pages Q 212-56

,

;. and 57, revision 25. The current T.S. must be considered non-conservative.
.

The licensee shall evaluate and= propose.
7.-

-

4

Response r The McGuire Technical Specification 3.9.8 is the same as the-
Westinghouse Standard' Technical Specification (STS) 3.9.8. Since
there is nothing unique about-McGuire's 3411 MWt power level,-its.
decay heat -characteristics,< or its 23 feet level requirement, this,

question should be addressed on a generic basis.

(Question.20)

T.S. SECTION'4.9 8.2.

The current ACTION statement calls for containment closure in 4 hours (i.e.
240 mins].- Earlier conservative calculations for this MODE show that loss of=
all RHR in this MODE can cause boiling in 5 minutes and core uncovery in 100
mins. Given the circumstances, containment enclosure should be effected

-.
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immediately, commencing RHR low flow alarms. The Licensee shall
evaluate, and propose. The current T.S. appears nonconservative with respect.
to the Licensing Basis.

Response: See the response to the previous item since McGuire is also in
accordance with Westinghouse Standard Technical Specification on
this item.

,

a
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- 'o UNITED STATESg
[ g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
$ MSHINoTON. D. C. 20$557

,

%,g g / MAR 151989

MEMORANDUM FOR: James H. Sniezek, Deputy Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

. FROM: RobertB.A.Licciardo,ReactorEngineer(Nuclear) *
.

Plant Systems Branch f(6
Division of Engineering and Systems Technology
Formerly: Reactor Systems Branch
Division of Systems Integration

SUBJECT: CLOSURE OF OUTSTANDING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CONCERNS
DERIVING FROM R. LICCIARD0'S DP0 REVIEW 0F THE MCGUIRE ,

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

During a meeting with the NRR/Plent Systems Branch in 1988 to discuss Branch and
individual concerns, the writer informed you of his concerns for the delayed
closure of Technical Specification deficiencies arising from his Differing
Professionni Opinion (DPD) Review of the McGuire Technical Specifications. As
a consequence, you directed the writer to forward to the Chief, Technical
Specifications Branch (TSB), for implementation, those items of that review
w11ch had already been confirmed by NRR for incorporation into the W Standard
Technical Specifications LW STS). Enclosure 1 is a copy of the memorandum
that forwards these items to the TSB for that purpose, to the subject:
Incorporation Of Items into W STS Deriving From NRC Confirmation Of Generic
And Multiplant Actions From R. Licciardo's DP0 Review Of The McGuire Technical
Specifications.

Of the original 380 concerns (also contained in Enclosure 1), 220 items were
originally selected by the Division of Systems Integration / Reactor Systems
Branch (DSI/RSB) for review by the Division of Licensing (DL) and in the
enclosed document 90 are finally categorized as Generic, and an additional 12
as Multi Plant Action (a sub-category of Generic). Additionally, 45 Plant
Specific items remain for final review, but these are not separately identified
in this document at this time. Implementation of your direction will close
out the Generic and Multiplant Action Items.

As a result of the NRC open door policy meeting the writer had in 1985 with
Dr. Nunzio J. Palladino, then Chairman of the NRC, Dr. Palladino wrote a
. letter to the U.S. Congress dated May 17,1985(Enclosure 2)inwhichhe
promised an accelerated closure of all outstanding items of the McGuire DP0
review before the end of 1985 if the writer's concerns were confirmed.
Because of this commitment ard the generic lack of licensing basis safety
in Westinghouse (W facilities (includingMcGuireUnits1and2)-deriving
from the current 7p)en status of these items, I now ask that priority be given
to their final closure including completion of the remaining 45 Plant Specific
items for each of the McGuire units for which responses have been available
from the licensee since June 10,1986(Enclosure 3). Further, because of the
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Jares Sniezek -2-

writer's manifest detailed experience and maturity of judgement that resulted
'in the initiation and final substantive confirmation of the issues of this DPO,
be offers his services-to facilitate the early closure of these items with-
appropriate management consent.

W
Robert B. A. Licciardo,

.

* B. Mech. E; B. Comm.
.

Professional Nuclear Engineer:
No.NU001056(California)

.

Professional Mechanical Engineer:
No.M015380(California)

Enclosures: ,

1. Memo from Robert B. A. Licciardo to Edward Butcher,
-dated March 15, 1989.

2. Letter from Dr. Nunzio J. Palladino (Chairman, NRC)
to Hon. E. J. Markey (U.S. House of Representatives),

. dated May- 17, 1985.
3. Letter from H. B. Tucker (DPCo) to H. R. Denton, .

"
dated June 10, 1986.

cc w/ enclosures:
ChairmanLZech
Commissioner Roberts
Commissioner Carr
Commissioner Rogers
Commissioner Curtiss-
SECY

OPE
OGA- .

'
'CA .

V. Stello-
T. E. Murley-
S.-A; Varge
G..C.-Lainas
J. W. Craig.

-R.--Licciardo-

D. Hood

.

.

|
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James Sniezek -2-

I

writer's manifest detailed experience and maturity of judgement that resulted
-

in the initiation and final substantive confirmation of the-issues of this DPO,-

he offers his services to facilitate the early closure of these items with
appropriate: management consent.

y ldgand W
i

Robert B. A. Licciardo, )

B. Mech. E; B. Comm.

Professional Nuclear. Engineer: i

No. NU 001056 (California)

Professional Mechanical Engineer:
No. M015380 (California)

Enclosures:-
1.-Memo from Robert D. A. Licciardo to' Edward Butcher,

dated March 15, 1989.
2. Letter fron Dr. Nunzio J. Palladino (Chairman NRC) '

to Hon. E. J. Markey (U.S. House of Representatives),
Ldated May 17, 1985.

3.- Letter f rom H. B. Tucker (DPCo) to H. R. Denton,
' dated June 10, 1986.

cc w/ enclosures:
Chairman Zech
Commissioner Roberts
Commissioner Carr
Comissioner Rogers
Commissioner Curtiss
SECY-
OPE
0GA
CA-

- 'V. Stello=
T. E. Murley
S. A. Varga
G. C.'Lainas-

-J. W. Craig
R.-Licciardo-
D. Hood DISTRIBUTION--

[ ket f tle
SPLB Fils _

RLicciardo/McGuire DP0 Closure
File w/ enclosure

PDR: McGuire Dockets 50-369/370
SP : DEST w/ enclosure
RLicciardo;cf PDR: McGuire DP0 Closure File
3//$/89 w/ enclosure

.

_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - __
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o,, UNITED STATES

-[ ( g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
-5 't Vv ASHINGTON, D. C. 205$6

k . . . . . o' MAR 151989

MEMORANDUM FOR: Edward Butcher, Chief
Technical Specifications Branch
Division of Operational Events Assessment

,

FROM: RQbert B. A. Licciardo, Reactor Engineer (Nuclear)
Plant Systems Branch
Division of Engineering and Systems Technology

SUBJECT: INCORPORATION OF ITEMS INTO W STS DERIVING FROM NRC
CONFIRMATION OF GENERIC AND PULTI-PLANT ACTION CONCERNS
FROM R. LICCIARD0'S DP0 REVIEW 0F THE HCGUIRE TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

During a meeting with James H. Sniezek, the Deputy Director for NRR asked
the writer to forward to your branch for implementetion, those items of the
writers DP0 rev;ew of the McGuire Technical Specifications already confirmed
for incorporation into the Westinghouse Standard Technical Specifications
(W STS). The subject information is contained within the attachment entitled
'Tdentification of Generic Items Confirmed for Westighouse Standard Technical
Specifications." Of the original 380 concerns, 220 items were selected by
DivisionofSystemsIntegration/ReactorSystemsBranch(DSI/RSB)forreviewby
Division of Licensing (DL) and in the attached document 90 are finally categorized
as Generic, and 12 as Multiplant Action. Residual plant specific items numbering
45 are not identified in this document at this time.

The writer's review of the McGuire Technical Specifications (see Reference 1
in the attached List of References), reported 380 items of concern. Reactor
Systems Branch (RSB) subsequently selected 220 of these for verification and
these were sent to the Division of Licensing (DL) for that purpose (Ref. 2).
DL responded to this request by memo dated May 28, 1985 (Ref. 3).

Initsreview,(Ref.3)DLcategorizedthreegroupsofconclusions: " Generic"
(G), " Plant Specific" (PS), and " Closed" (C). The Generic. items were referred
to DSI/RSB for consideration for incorporation into the next periodic update
of the W STS in accordance with the provisions of NRR Office Letter No. 38.
The PS Items were to be forwarded to the licensee (Ref. 5), and upon their
response (Ref. 6), DL was to work with appropriate branches to achieve their
resolution.

The generic items ultimately arising out of the review are identified in
the attachment. The original generic conclusions of DL are marked as G.
Subsequent review by the writer and B. Sheron, Chief, DS!/RSB, of the original
dispositions by DL, resulted in a transfer of a number of the items from
the C and PS categories to the Generic category, including a new Hultiplant
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Edward Butcher -2-

Action (MPA) sub-category. TheseareidentifiedasG(RSB)andMPA(RSB)
respectively. A number of additional Generic items arise from the joint
response to the PS concerns by the licensee and Westinghouse under Reference 6,
and these are marked as G (W).

'

Robert B. A. Licciardo, Reactor Engineer (Nuclear)'

Plent Systems Branch
Division of Engineering and Systems Technology

Attachments:
As stated

cc: T. Murley
J. Sniezek

.
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List of References
!

1) Memorandum for Brian W. Sheron, Chief, Reactor Systems Branch,
Division of Systems Integration, from Robert B. A. Licciardo,
Nuclear Engineer, Subject: " Review of McGuire Technical
Specifications," dated June 11, 1984

.

2)- Memorandum for Darrell G. Eisenhut, from Robert M. Bernero,
" Concerns on McGuire Technical Specificctions," dated August 30, 1984.

3) Memo for Robert M. Bernero, Director, Division of Systems Integration
from Hugh L. Thompson, Director, Division of Licensing, Subject:
Disposition of Concerns Raised by R. Licciardo in His DP0 on the.

McGuire Technical Specification, dated May 28, 1985.

4) Letter from Nunzio J. Palladino,' Chairman, USNRC. to the Honorable
Edward -J. Markey, Chairman Subcommittee on Energy and Commerce,
U.S. House of-Representatives, dated May 17, 1985.

5) . Letter to H. B. Tucker (Duke Power Company) from Thomas M. Novak (DL),
Subject: " Request for Comments on McGuire Technical Specification

.

Concerns Resulting From Differing Professional Opinion," dated July 9,
1985.-

.

6) LettertoH.R.Denton(NRC)fromH.B. Tucker (DPCo)onSubject:
"NRC-DP0 Concerns on McGuire Technical Specification," dated June 10, 1986,

i

I

'

,

i
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!
IDENTIFICATION OF GENERIC ITEMS CONFIRMED !

FOR WESTINGHOUSE STANDARD TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS-
_.

.

i

. BASED-ON THE DETAILED REVIEW OF
i

'

THE " PROOF & REVIEW" COPY
i
'

0F

MCGUIRE UNITS 1 &-2: . PROPOSED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

i

PREPARED BY |
Robert B A. Licciardo

ReactorEngineer(Nuclear)

United States Nuclear

Reculatory Consnission

Date: March'9, 1989

,

The generic 1 items are identified by marginal marking in this attachment which
is.a5 copy of the: original 10P0 " Review.of;McGuire Technical Specifications" of ,

LJune 11, 1984..;The original generic conclusions of-the Division of Licensing
'(DL') are marked as G._ Subsequent review by-the writer andEB Sheron- Chief,g

-

,

Division of Systems-Integration / Reactor Systems Branch- (DSI/RSB), of -the
E original? dispositions by DL, resulted in a transfer of a number of these items
L (from the closed-(C) and Plant Specific (PS) categories) to the Gereric category,-
L G (RSB)L and;MPA .(RSB) plant Action -(MPA) sub-category.

including ainew Multi These are identif.ied as
respectively.. A number of additional. Generic items arise -

ifromthe'jointresponse'tothe.PSconcernsby(W).the licensee and Westinghouse i
underLReference 6, andsthese are marked as G

|~
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MEMDRAtCUM FDR: Erian W. 'Sheron, Chief
Reacto? Systems Branch

. Division of Systems 2ntegration

FRDM: Robert B. A. Licciarco
Nuclear Engineer
Reacter Systems Branch
Division of Systems 2ntegration

-SUBJECT: RIV!EW DF.MC3UIRE TICHNICAL SPECITICAT3DNS

RIFERENCE:. a) Meme from Harold R, Denten, Director
D11 ice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
for Darrell G. Eisennut, Director,

.

Division of Licensing and d
Roger J. Mattson, Director
Division of Systems Integrnion ,

on the Subject: DIFFERING PRDFESSIDNAL
',

DPINION DF MR. LICCIARDD REGARDING MCGUIRE
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATJDN and dated: March II, 15E4

b) Hemo f rom Brian W, Sheron, Chief, RSS, DS: to
-

~Rocert Littiam R3!, DSI tned Attil n, ISSt.
on the Subject: MCGUIRE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
ASS 3GNMENT

.

I reference-your memo to reference b) requesting review of the McGuire Technical
Specifications to an acceptable format, in response to the requirement of*

reference a) for a coordinated re' view of the concerns arising from the writer's
-earlier DPD,

=Please : find attached copy of a document entitlec "McGuire Units 1 & 2:
Proposed Technical Specifications; Review of Proof aac Review Copy," which is
in response to'your request.

The review is composed of two sections. The first section is entitled " Pre
~ Review Inf ormation" which details the Basis , Purpose and Resources , Schedule,
Evaluation Method, Regulatory Requirements and Licensing Con. sequences of the
Review. The second section contains the Detailed Review.

Since the staff required this detailed review to be conducted without any
formal, or substantive ' informal discussion, both within and without R58, I -

presume that it is to be used as a basis for'the coordination stated in
Harold R. Denton's letter to reference a), namely that "The Division of
Systems. Integration, in coercination'with DL, shall have people tha't are
knowledgeable about the technical sucjects raised by Mr. Licciardo, the
standard technical specificat, ions, and the McGuire technical specifications

. ~ ; cec t;;"!::' : . U : : - - . . , y -- - - ''- C?C." %.-- ,o -
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writer considers that such a coo-dinatee review inciu ing constructive triticue
is an' essential consepuen.:e of any such document. The writer also believes4

- that such construction must be oeveloped on the basis of responsible vritten
anc signec comment within the _Regulat.ory Framework. The writer would bepleasec to participate in this coordination as reauired.

The writer is aware that RSS staff has received copies of the writer's initial
proposed memo to T. M. Novsk from R. W. Houston on the subject of: " STAFF
REVIEW OF PROOF AND REVIEW COPY OF DCDPOSED TECHN2 CAL SPEC 2FICATIONS FOR
MCGUIRE UNITS 1 & 2" cated 06/15/83, and through this action is pleased to have;

n.ade an early contribution to recent reviews of Technical Specifications for
Operating 1.icense Applications.

.

Further, the writer has been informet-ina; the above referencet memo (of !05/15/8?) was also provided te Westinghouse (y) and notes two subsequent
developments et significance:

1)- In response to a question from M. Wipcor concerning "Vogtle " on " Cold
Overpressure Mitigation", y has now recently submitted a Topical report
entitled " Colt Dverpressure Mitigating Syster.s," cated February 1954, for
review by NRC.

.

2) W has recently reviewee its position on Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
Operability requireN 'ets in MODI 3 and from this has cetermined the neec
fer additional- operable RC5 pumps over those required in the V575 for
the cese tT " Uncontrolled 7,od Cluster Control Assembly Bank WIthdra ai
From a Subcritical Condition."

Both of the above items'1) and 2) were the' subject of specific concern in the
referenced memo proposed by the writer, and it is encouraging t.o note the early i

response by E to these safety issues.
,

CE|Wf~

,

R. B. A. Licciarco '

Attachment: As stated DISTRIBUTION
Central File '

cc: H.R.'Denton RSB R/F

R. Mattson RLicciardo R/F
-R.W. Houston w/ attachment - RLicciardo DP0 File

RLicciardoN. Lauben w/ attachment,
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INTRODUCTION

By letter to reference 1), the licensee proposed Technical Specifications for
McGuire Unit 2 which were to be an integral part of the Operating License.

The Licensee also proposed that these same Technical Specifications include
detailed references to Unit 1 in a manner which die net impece its effective
use for Unit 2 but which would enable its use for Unit 1 at a later date.
The Licensee considered an ultimate position in which both McGuire Units 1
and 2, would use the same Technical Specificctions, with marginal adaptations.
The application of thece Technical ?pecifications to Un't I was achieved by
application for a proposed, and issuance of a subsequent, licensing amenament
at a later date.

The Proof and Review copy which has been reviewed by the writer comprises a
Westinghouse Standard Technical Specification, Revision 4, which had been
marked up by the Licensee as a proposal for Units 2 (ana 1). This mark up
was f urther reviewed by SSPB for conformance to the Westinghouse Standard
Technical Specifications, and, by mutual agreement between the Licensee,
NRR/DL and SSPB, subsequent changes had been mace. This suosequent document
presented to RSB for review, contained no record of, or, safety evaluation
reports on, theie changes which had been made inclucing any relationship to
the then existing McGuire Unit 1 Technical Specification and the Final Safety
Analysis Reports, or the Safety Evaluation Reports, for McGuire Units 1 & 2.

The writer has conducted the R$B portion of the review by a more detailed
examination of those sections and related systems which ere its primary
responsibility as defined by the Standard Review Plan. These sections have
been reviewed against the information in the final Safety Analysis Report,
the related Safety Evaluation Reports and accitional information, as contained
in references 1 through 29.

The items reviewed are listed in Table 1 and the pages effected are listeo in
Table 2.

.

l
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1; PRE REV8EU INFORQAT8@N
!

!

i
j Basis of Review i

The starting basis for this review was the proposed memo to T M. Novak from- ,
"

i - R. W. Houston dated 6/15/83, on the subject of: " Draft Review Of Proof and
| Review Copy Of Proposed ~echnical Specifications For McGuire Units 1 & 2."
i
4 The Proof and Review Copy of the Proposed Technical Specifications for
|. McGuire Units 1 and 2 from which the material for review by RSB was extracted,
i was attached to a memo from C. O. Thomas ($$PB) to Brian W. Sheron (RSB) on
! the subject of " Proof and Review of McGuire - Units 1 and 2, Technical
j Specifications" and dated January 24, 1983.
|

J
Purpose of Review and Resources

I

The purpose of this review has been to enable a document which could be used.

j' to serie the purpose of the request by Harold R. Denton in Reference a)
namely:

;

"The Divison of Systems Integration, in coordination with DL, shall
i have people that are knowledgenole about the technical subjects
) raised by Mr. Licciardo, the standard technical specifications, and
'

the McGuire technichi specifications review the broad technical '

subjects and svogroups raised in the DPO." -

)

! . For this psrpose, R$B, asked the writer to identify the specific disparities of-
his cor.cern .and his basis-for.them. Commencement of the task, as described

* - undse the- section ~on " Schedule and Resources," Cisclosed more items of concern.
To facilitate-the preparation of a set of information within a time frame con- -

3

sistent with the. proposed purpose and schedule, the writer was asked by RSB tod

complete his task.with_ minimal interchange both within and without R$B. This,

document presents the best evaluations by_the writer under these conditions'

and.must be considered as a starting basis for the follow-on coordinated
review required from refere na a).

1

The' writer wishes to acknowledge that during this review he has received the
i benefit of~ active discussions with ICSB personnel, namely T. G. Dunning,-
) Section Leader, and F. Burrows, Reactor Engineer (Instr?, on clarifying

.

l' significant aspects of. Plant Instrumentation Logic. The responsibility for.
j interpretation and conclusions in this document remains the writer's.

Schedule -

.

The starting basis for this' review was the writer's proposed memo to T. M.
"

Novak from R. W. Houston on the subject of Staff Review of Proof and Review
' Copy of the Proposed Technical Specifications for McGuire Units 1 & 2.

By memo to. reference a) dated March 21, 1984, Harold R. Denton required that:'

"The Division of Systems: Integration nin coordination with DL, shall-have people-,

.that'are knowledgeable about the technical subjects raised by Mr. Licciardo,
the-standard technical specifications, and the McGuire technical specifications<

.

i

.
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Basis of Review *

:

The starting basis for this review was the proposed memo to T. M. Novak f rom,

R. W. Houston dated 6/15/83, on the subject of: " Draft Review Of Proof anc
'

Review Copy Of Proposed Technical Specifications For McGuire Units 1 & 2."

; The Proof and Review Copy of the Proposed Technical Specifications for
McGuire Units 1 and 2 from which the material for review by RSB was extracted,
was attached to a memo from C. O. Thomas (SSPB) to Brian W. Sheron (RSB) on
the subject of " Proof and Review of McGuire - Units 1 and 2. Technical
Specifications" and dated January 24, 1983.

Purpose of Review and Resources

The purpose of this review has been to enable a document which could be used
to ser've the purpose of the reauest by Harold R. Denton in Reference a)
namely:

"The Divison of Systems Integration, in coordination with DL, shall
; have. people that are knowledgeable about the technical subjects

raised by Mr. Licciardo, the standard technical specifications, and
the McGuire technical specifications review the broad technical
subjects and subgroups raised in the DPO." ;

'

For this purpose, RSB, asked the writer to identify the specific disparities of
his concern..and his basis for them. Commencement of the task, as describeda

under the section on " Schedule and Resources," cisclosed more items of concern.
To f acilitate the preparation of a set of information within a time frame. con- -

sistent with the proposed purpose and schedule, the writer was asked by RSB to
complete his task with minimal interchange both within and without RSB. This
document presents the best evaluations by the writer under these conditions
and must be considered as a starting basis for the follow-on coordinated
review required from reference a).

The writer wishes 1 o acknowledge that during this review he has-received thet

benefit of-active discussions with ICSB personnel, namely T. G. Dunning,
Section Leader, and F. Burrows, Reactor Engineer (Instr), on clarifying
significant aspects of Plant Instrumentation-Logic. The responsibility for
interpretation and conclusions in this document remains the writer's.

Schedule '

The starting basis for this review was the writer's proposed memo to T. M.
Novak from R. Wi Houston on the subject of Staff Review of Proof and Review

-Copy of the Proposed Technical-Specifications for McGuire Units 1 & 2.

By memo to reference a) dated March 21, 1984, Harold R. Denton required that:
"The Division of. Systems. Integration,-in coordination with DL, shall have people
-that are knowledgeable about the technical subjects raised by Mr. Licciardo,
,the standard technical specifications, and the McGuire technical specifications

.
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review the broad technical subjects and subgroups raised in the DPO. As'soon-

as the review approach is selected, you are to provioe me with a_brief plan that i
.

describes how you plan to conduct the review, who is involved and your schedule
for concluding the review. You should plan to document your review not later-

than July 1, 1984 or provide a status report with a schedule by May 15, 1984."

| Commencing week ending March 31, 1984 the writer was asked by B. W. Sheron,
I Branch Chief, to develop a series of questions in accordance with his later

memo of April II, 1984 for completion by April 27, 1984.

.-On commencing this task, an audit was taken on other issues within the T.S.
j which had not received detailed attention because of relative priorities and

the probabilities that because of the__relatively simple nature of the related
operations, that the T.S. would be complete and accurate. This audit revealed ,

that such was not the case and that relatively complex safety issues resided in
*

many locations of lesser perceived importance including footnotes, and descrip-
tions in the Basis, attached to the T.S. These concerns have required a near
item by item check to ensure a maximum of surety. The schedule _has been ex-,

tended on that basis but the need for closure has left a certain minimal area
of unconfirmed concern.

.-_

However, the above approach should now convince the licensee of his primary
,

responsibility to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the Technical Speci-
fications including a final detailed check and evaluation of no.t only the
items that are covered above, but residuals in the area of unconfirmed concern

*fpr RSB.

Evaluation Method
,

The evaluation has focused'on the requirements of.the process systems to_ meet
Condition 1 Occurrences under normal operation in MODES 1 through 6. It has
also focused on the-capability of these same systems, and their protection
systems (both Reactor Trip and Engineered Safeguards Features) to be available
and to perform in accordance with acceptable calculated. consequences of Condi-
tion II, III and IV Occurrences, and other (Licensing Basis) events, as
identified and evaluated in the Licensing Basis for MODES 1 through 6. >

The term " evaluate," used throughout this review as e.g., in the phrase "The
licensee shall evaluate and propose" is to be interpreted as synonymous with
the term " Safety Evaluation" as used in 10 CFR and_ includes the requirement to

isubmit such an evaluation in response .to_ related circumstances. - >

The term " propose" is also synonymous with the term " propose"_as used in 1,

10 CFR 50.34(b)(6)(vi) " Proposed Technical Specifications prepared in accordance
with:the_ requirements of 650.36" and 10 CFR 550.59 " Changes, tests and experiments"
'in respect of 'fproposed change, test or experiment."z

Reculatory Requirements-

To facilitate ready reference, a set of " Selected Relevant Regulations" is
provided in Appendix A, of which the following is a brief summary:

.

.
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10 CFR 50.36 " Technical Specifications. " This cefines the principal Require-
ments which will be included in the Technical Specifications.
These include: 1

10 CFR 50.36(c)(1) " Safety limits, limiting safety system
settings and limiting control settings."

10 CFR 50.36(c)(2) " Limiting conditions for eperation"

10 CFR 50.36(c)(3) " Surveillance recui rements"

10 CFR 50.36(c)(4) " Design Features"

10 CFR 50.36(c)($) "Adminstrative controls"
10 CFR 50.11 " Exceptions and Exemptions from Licensing Recuirements"

10 CFR 50.12 " Specific Exemptions"

These two Regulations define the basis for granting exemptions
from the requirements of 10 CFR.

10 CFR 50.34 " Contents of Applications: Technical Information"

This provides the regulatory basis for

a) Necessary descriptions of the facility and the need for
related Safety Evaluations for both the PSAR and the FSAR.

b) Within the PSAR, an identification and justification for
the selection of those variables, conditions, or other items
which are determined as the result of preliminary safety
analysis and evaluation to be probable subjects of technical
specifications for the facility, with special attention
given to those items which may significantly influence the
final design. Reference 10 CFR 50.34,(a)($).

c) Within the FSAR, proposed technical specifications prepared
in accordance with the requirements of $50.36, Reference
10 CFR 50.34(b)(6)(vi)

.

10 CFR 50.57 "Issusnee of Operating License"

The particular relevant subsections are:

10 CFR 50.57(a)(1) - This ensures that the facility has been
substantially constructed, in conformity with the construction
permit and the application as amended.

10 CFR 50.57(a)(2) - which requires that "The facility eill
operate in conformity with the application as amended....'

.
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10 CFR 50.57 (b) "Each operating license will include appre-
priate provisions with respect to any uncompleted items of
construction and such limitations or conditions as are required
to assure that operation during the period of the completion of
such items will not endanger public health and safety."

10 CFR 50.59 " Changes, Tests and Experiments"
'

Sections of particular relevance are:

10 CFR 50.59(a)(1) - This permits changes from the FSAR providing
they

involve no change in the Technical-

Specification

do not involve an unreviewed safety-

Question.

10 CFR 50.59(a)(2) - Defines an unreviewed safety question.

10 CFR 50.59(b) Requires the licensee to keep a record of
all changes made from the original FSAR and the related Safety
Evaluation, whether involving an unreviewed safety question or
not.

10 CFR 50.59(c) provides that for these changes, tests and
experiments. involving an unreviewed safety question, the licensee
shall submit an application for amendment of his license pursuant
to 10 CFR 50.90.

10 CFR 50.90 " Application for amendment of license or construction permit"

This pr.ovides that: "Whenever a holder of a license or construc-
tion permit desires to amend the license or permit, application
for an amendment shall be filed with the Commission, fully
describino the changes desired, and following as far as apoli-
cable the form prescribed for original applications,"

10 CFR 50.100 " Revocation, suspension, modification of licenses and construc-
tion permits for cause."

Ljcensino Consequences of Review
.

The consequences of tne review in terms of the types of problems encountered
in meeting regulatory requirements may be categorized as follows:

1)~ Descriptions which are incomplete, ambiguous and errored, varying from
relatively minor matters to matters of substantial importance to safety.

Except for relatively minor matters, this category has been considered
non conservative since they provide no sound basis for ensuring that the
detailed requirements of the Licensing Basis are specified for the
operating facility.

.
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2) Plant Engineering provicing for unlimited operability of Process and
Frote* tion Elements. Safety Evaluations have been suomitted and accepte
creating an element of the Licensing Babis (within the boundaries of
unlimited cperability).

The Technical Specifications are not in accordance with the Licensing
Easis by removing Ocerability Reavirements without suomitting necessary
evaluations anc proposals for evaluation by the NRC.

For this situation, the general situation is that "The Licensee shall
evaluate and propose."

Examples include celetion of Operability Requirements for RHR, Component
Cooling RCS Loops. Elements of Reactor Trip System Instrumentation, and
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System Instrumentation.

3) e) Plant Engineering with Operability Status limited by Plant Control
or Protection Logic to certain MODES (and phases) of operation.
Saf ety Evaluationr. for the limited Operability Status nave been Seb-
mitted and accepted as an element of the Licensing Basis.

The Technical Specifications are not in accordance with the Licensing
Basis Plant Protection Logic on which the safety was assessec e.g.,
Reactor Trip on ESFAS initiation in MODES 3 and 4 is not provided
for in the Technical Specifications.

The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

3) b) Plant Engineering with Operability Status limited by Plant Control
Logic and related Safety Evaluations submitted. Review of submittals
for Amenoment may include an interfacing branch. SER issued ccntrary
to Regulationt pertaining to that Branch. Examples include proposed
deletion of auto initiation of MD-AFW pumps below P-11 by manual
block, and deletioh of Pressuricer Water Level - High trip.

The D'roposed Technical Specification is in accordance with the
Licensing Basis, but not in full accordance with Regulatory Require-
ment. The licensee [$hovid 003 shall evaluate and propose.

This circumstance also introduces mixed and deficient protection
rationale for a large number of occurrences requiring protection .

under Regulatory Requirements.

4) Plant Engineering with Operability limited by Plant Control Logic.
However, no Safety Evaluation has been submitted for the limited Opera-
bility circumstances, which introduces unreviewed safety questions in
the form of unforeseen and non-analyzed events. Examples include the

absence of any " Low Flow" Reactor Trips below the P-7 permissive, and
absence of many other Reactor Trips.

.
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The plant is inside the Licensing Basis Engineering which-however has not
been-adequately evaluated. This is a situation in which Regulatory
Requirements have not been met within the ensuing Licensing Basis since
an acequate clarification of and evaluation of the circumstances has not
been undertaken.

J

The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

5): The Safety Analysis Limits (in the form of response times) provided in
the FSAR for ESFAs are in general less conservative than used in the
evaluations of the Licensing Basis.<

; The. Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

6)- The response time provided may closely conform or agree to the Licensing
Basis value,-but the Licensing Basis value is contrary to Regulatory
Requirements.e.g., the Licensing Basis uses response times for AFW from
non-safety related sources; where'as safety grade sources have a signifi-
cantly greater _ response time. This delay may also impact response times
for other-ESFAs equipment.

The plant is inside the Licensing Basis Engineering which however has not
been: evaluated to Regulatory Requirements.

. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

7) - a) Proposed Technical Specifications for major plant protection activi-
ties which do not (appear to] conform with the principal procedures.

described in the Licensing Basis. So that whilst.the proposed Tech-
nical Specifications are not in accordance and.also non-conservative,
with respect to the Licensing Basis, they are also contrary to
Regulatory Requirements.

This applies particularly to Boration Control in MODES 1, 2, 3 and
4 and Emergency Core Cooling Systems in MODES 3, 4, and 5. No

*

evaluation end proposals are submitted.

The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

7) b). Also, as a result of 7)a), we have discussed pos'sible modifications
to these proposed Technical Specifications, which may make them -

acceptable providing appropriate protections are added and suitable
evaluations proposed.

,

| Examples include the virtual absence of any necessary protection
(including constraints) to ensure .005 safety to Regulatory Require-
ments-under Condition.II, III and IV securrences in MODES 3, 4 and 5
duc in part to the Boration Control disparity mentioned in 7 a)

jabove,
i

,

i 8) The absence of necessary correlations between surveillance requirements
for equipment performance and that performance necessary to achieve the
required Plant protection under Condition II, III and IV Occurrences.,

'

I:
t:
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.

i An example includes Aux FW distribution to remaining intact Steam Generators'

in a Main Feed Line Rupture Event in which two Steam Generators providing
; steam to the'Turcine Driven AFW Pump are ultimately faulted.

! The licensee shall evaluate and propose.
i

S) 2t is a f act that engineering ano construction of a nuclear facility must '

i te checked on an element by element basis to ensure that the enormity of
all the interfaces meet as required to enable final assembly and startup.
Similarly, with Technical Specifications, unless they are likewise checked
on an element by element basis, there vill be no guarantee that the plant
will have the level of safety proposed in the Licensing Basis Documents.

The Licensae has primary responsibility for this element by element check
and our review together with responses from the requested evaluations and
proposals will . reflect the consequences of the exercise of that
responsibility.

Invitation For Comment
,

The writer would welcome written and signed comments within the Regulatory;

Framework, on this Review.
i o ferentes-e

~

a) Memo from-Herold R. Dentene Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
for Darrett G. Eisenhut, Director

.
Division of'Licensin; and

' Roger J. Mattsen, Director
Division-of Systems Integration

i on the Subject: DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL
OPINION 0F MR. LICCIARDO REGARDING MCGUIRE
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION and dated: March 21, 1964 ;

b) Memo from Brian W. Sheron, Chief, RSBe DSI to
Robert Licciardo RSBr DSI cated April 11, 1984
on'.the Subject: MCGUIRE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
ASSIGNMENT

.

b

'

.

0 4

.

.
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SECTION 2.1 SAFETY LIMIT

?.1.1 REACTOR CORE

The proposed T.S. ret,uires that: "The combination of THERMAL POWER, pressurizer4

pressure, and the highest operating loop coolant temperature (T,yg) shall not
exceed the limits shown in Figures 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 for four and three loop

. operation, respectively.
1

;_ APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

-Whenever the point defined by the combination of the highest operating loop
aver' age temperature and THERHAL POWER has exceeded the appropriate pressurizer
pressure line, be in NOT STANDBY withi,n I hour, and comply with the requirements
of Specification 6.7.1."

-EVALUATION

a) Concerning the title: SAFETY LIMITS / REACTOR CORE. Clarify if the numerical
values in Figure 2.1 are meant to be safety Limits, Limiting Safety
Settings or Set Points.

-

.

4

b) Concerning Figs 2.1-1 What is the Itcensing basis for this type of re-
presentation, i.e., RCS T,yg (*F) vs Fraction of Rated Thermal Power, and
the values in this figure. Reference 7, Figure 15.1.1-1, revision 7 is
the existing licensing basis; it provides different ordinates. T vs AT
and' includes descriptions of related acceptance criteria and limits which
should also include boiling in the not legs; it also provides direct links
to the plant protection systems based on 2 out of 4_AT loop (individual)
compared with AT loop set point (individual), in the reactor protection
system. Any such representation should also previoe the basis'for the
SET-POINT methodology for each unit including. values of all the parameters
necessary to calculate OVERTEMPERATURE AT and OVERPOVR AT SET POINTS of
related Table 2.2-1,-REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENT , RIP SET POINTS; this

- will. ensure a complete set of Licensing Basis data against which the pro-
i posed plant settings can be verified and amended as appropriate.

.

c) Representations of overpower protection (including reporting requirements)-

by neutron flux monitors on the Figure 2.1-1 are inappropriate. Neutron
flux limits and related action statements are addressed under T.-S. Sec-
tion .3.4, (Nuclear] Power Distribution Limits.

d) References to three loop operation should be deleted as.the plant is not
licensed for such operation.

,.

'
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e) Concerning description under Section 2.1.1 above. We propose this ce*
scription should clarify that the " combinations" presented are those allowed
under " Anticipated Operational Occurrences" and not steady state conditions.

f) The FSAR does describe a constrained set of thermal hydraulic parameters
for the Reactor Coolant system under steady state normal operating con-
ditions upon which " plant saf ety" under Condition II,111 and IV Occur-
rences is established. These are generally cescribed in reference 7,
under Section 15.1.2, Table 15.1.2-2, and the programmed T,yg provided
under reference 3, Figure 5.3.3-1; pressurizer pressure is provided under
Table 5.1-1. (Related pressurizer level and steam generator levels will
be discussed under T.S. Sections 3/4.4.3 and 3/4.4.5) Should not these'

values be included in the Technical Specifications (in appropriate set
point methodology) to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.36.

For the thermal-hydraulic parameters represented in Section 2, the steady*

state set points would be represented by a single line showing programmed
Tavg against programmed ST for the given pressurizer pressure with pro-
vision for a band of values to " allowable values". Appropriate action
statements would be formulated providing a limited period of operation
outside the range. Any changes proposed to such conditions need T.S.
amendments as they are part of the Licensing Basis.

SUW:.RJ
'

The current method of representing Reactor Core Safety Limits is not clearly
-in accord with the Licensing Basis. Therefore it must be considered non-

,

conservative and the Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

" REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE

2.1.2 The Reactor Coolant System pressure shall not exceed 2735 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

APTION:

MODES 1 and 2

Whenever the Reactor Coolant System pressure has exceede.d 2735 psig, be in
HOT STANDBY with the Reactor Coolant System pressure within its limit within

.

,1 hour, and comply with the requirements of Specification 6.7.1. -

MODES 3, 4 and 5

Whenever the Reactor Coolent System pressure has exceeded _2735 psig, reduce
the Reactor Coolant System pressure to within its limit within 5 minutes, and
comply with the requirements of Specification 6.7.1."

EVALUATION

a) 15 there not a need to forewarn the operator that as for 2.1.1, for normal
steady state operation, the RCS pressurizer pressure shall not exceed the
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values defined in Section 3/4.2.5 and 3/4.4.3. Safety evaluations for all
occurrences are predicated on those values and are invalidated if they are
not sustained. If restoration cannot be achieved, there is a change f rom
the existing Licensing Basis and an appropriate request for a T.S. change
would be necessary.

b) As f or Section 2.1.1 above, is it not appropriate to clarify that the RCS
Coolant System pressure shall not exceed {2735) psig under any Anticipated
Operational Occurrence or Design Basis Accident,

c) Where in the RCS system is the pressure limit to be observed eg Reference 10,
page 15.4-20. Revision 7 first para. shows that: "To obtain the maximum
pressure in the primary side, conservatively high loop pressure drops are
added to the calculated pressurizer pressure." What provision has been
made in the specified value or related instrumentation to conservatively
account for this necessary correction,

d) Please clarify that the value of 2735 psig is an actual Safety Limit,
being 110', of the Design Pressure of 2485 psig (reference 3, Table 5.2.2 2)
and how is such a value determined by the operator when no set point,
allowable values and channel errors are provided for or defined,

e) Concerning Action Statement: MODES 1 & 2. This should consider restora-
tion of the RCS pressure to its recuired value for steady state operation
rather than within the 2735 psig limit.

Should MODE 3 also be included in the action statement for MODES 1 & 2 as
generally identical concerns prevail except for the limited Applicability
of Appendix G in T.S. Figs. 3.4-2.

,

f) Concerning MODES 3, 4 & 5.

How is the pressure limit of 2735 psig applicable to MODES 4 and 5 wnen
reduced RCS temps. will cause consideration of constrained Pressure /
Temperature limits (to Appendix G requirements) in T.S. Section 3/4.4.9.

Further, even MODE 3 has an kppendix G limits of <2500 psig at RCS temps.
of <350'.F; reference T.S. Figs. 3.4-2.

SUMMARY.

The current representation of Safety Limits for RCS pressure in this See- .

tion 2.1.2 is non-conservertive with respect to the Licensing Basis. The
'

Licensee shall evaluate and propose..

.

'
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TABLE 2.2-1. REACTOR TRIP ]NSTRUMENTATION SET POINTS.

a

These have been checked against ref erence IB, Westinghouse (313, which isW) RPS/ESFAS Set
Point Methodology, Table 3 4 and NOTE FOR TABLE 3-4 on page:

I described as applicable to McGuire Unit 1, 50-369. At this date, the assump-
tion has been made that this information also applies to McGuire Unit 2, DocAet
No. 50-370. Please docket this fact or otherwise provide the alternate
information.

The writer finds the general approach to representing Trip Setpoints as g or ;
a certsin value is less than satisfactory; it is open-ended a11 ewing overly
conservative setpoints with unnecessary reactor trips, it appears that the Set-
Point methodology may already have providea for expected errors in setting
SETPOINTS so that this open ended uncertainty is eliminated to a satisfactory
" manageable" Quantity. The Licensee should clarify.

Item 3. Power Rate, Neutron Flux, High Positive Rate

Will a time constant of >2 seconds result in a slower response time, which is
less conservative.

Jtem 4. Power Rate, Neutron Flux, High Negative Rate.

Will a time constant of >2 seconds result in a slower response time which is
less conservative?

l
' Reference 18 page 3-13, concerning Set Point Methodology advises that this

value is not used in Safety Analyses. This appears in direct contradiction to
referen:e 7, Section 15.2.3, page 15.2-12, revision 7, first para. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose

i Item 5: TS incomplete; should read as: Intermediate Range, [High) neutron flux.

Item 9: Pressuri:er Pressure Low
,

The specified Trip Setpoint & Allowable values agree with those provided unoer
setpoint methodology in reference 18 A disparity coes exist between the
related SU ETY ANALYSIS LIMITS given as used in Safety Analysis, i.e, 1845
psig in SETPOINT METHODOLOGY /h 'rene 18. Table 3 4, column 12 and the FSAR
value for the same analysis in reference 7, Table 15.1.3 .1 as 1835 psig. The
Licensee shall identify the correct value. [ Note also disparity with

|' ' reference 7, " Analysis of Inadvertent Operation of ECCS Ouring Power Operation", -

| page 15.2-40, revision 43 item 7, " Reactor Trip ---- is initiated by low
| pressure at 1800 psia;" This is however relatively conservative with respect

to the other values used above.)

The Licensee shall review and clarify.

Item 17: The existing descriptor " Safety Injection input from ESF" should be
replaced by " Reactor Trip from ESFAS."

.
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U The following items should be added,-because they initiate Reactor Trip directly
and independently of the SI signal.

r
1 4

17a) Pressurizer - Low Pressure (Safety injection)

The additional qualifier (SI) is generally used to distinguish this from
]

item 5, Reactor Trip on Pressurizer Pressure-Low

b 17b) Containment Pressure-High
. >

' 17c) Low Steam Line Pressure (subject to P"Il block)
3 - .

17a) Manual Safety Injection

Item 12: Low Reactor Coolant Flow
w,

a. Concerning Reactor Trip on " Low-Reactor Coolant Flow in One toop." ,

[L
Reference 7 Section 15.2.5.1, states that " Above approximately 50% power,
Permissive P8 allows low fir C - any one loop to actuate a reactor trip."

Please explain why there is no anticipatory signal.for this circumstance ie
} under frequency, undervoltage, loss _ of RCP breaker. Such anticipatory signals '

-

are provided below P 8 when safety consequences Are more conservative for this.'
.

facility. (See-later 12b.)_ 15 this adequate conformance to diversify requi,re-#

| ments of- Criterion 22 Protection system independence,

b. Concerning Reactor Trip on " Low Reactor Coolant Flow "In Two Loops
Below P-8. -

'
The plant is not licensed for operation with only 3 loops operating in MODES I
and 2 below..P-8. Please explain why you therefore propose a trip based on loss
of Flow in 2 loops instead of only one, at these conditions and which is not in

. ;

conformance with GDC 20, " Protection System Functions."- Information is provided
under reference-7. Section 15.3.4.1 to show that Acceptance Criteria would not,

be exceeded but as indicated.above it is outside the current licensing basis ;

.and should therefore~be excluded.

This licensee shoulo evaluate our concerns in items 12a-and 12b above in
conjunction 'with those of item 18.b.a of this same review of Table 2.2-1, arid
propose. This can be. interpreted as a generic issue. -

.
'

Item 13: Concerning Steam Generator Level-Low, Low
1

| _- . Reference 16c p3ge 3-13_ Note 12 describes .the Safety Analysis Limit: for this
L _ item as- the value in. Table 2,2-1 of the W STS plus 10%. For conservatism,
| should the Safety Analysis-Limit be the W STS value less 10%; is this neces-

sar_ily conservative for all Li_ censing Basis occurrences.

Item 14:- When two or more RCP circuit breakers open, above Permissive 7 (10% ;

power), Reactor Trip deriving from undervoltage of the Reactor Coolant _ Pumps
is also; initiated, reference 7 Section 15.2.5.1_and reference 5, figure 7.2.1-1

'
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note 4. It is proposed that a notation to this effect should appear under
this item.

Item 21 (Proposed): (Reactor Trip on) Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker Position

Proposed: In accordance with the Licensing Basis FSAR, indicating that opening
of two or more circuit breakers actuates the corresponding undervoltage trip
relay above Permissive 7 (10% power); reference 7, section 15.2.5.1.

Item 18b: Low Power Reactor Trips Block, P-7

a) This T.S. provides that when power level is less then Permissive P7 (with
P10 (Nuclear) or P13 (turbine) powers of less than 10%) the undervoltage
(and RCP breaker position), under frequency and low flow reactor trips are
blocked and will allow the reactor to remain untripped, and therefore at
10% power, on loss of offsite power.

The FSAR in reference 5, item 7.2.2.1.2d which describes this permissive
provides no safety evaluation of the consequences. Accident Analysis in
Reference 7, section 15.2.9 for " Loss of Of fsite Power to the Station
Auxiliaries" is based on protection provided by these trips which are now
blocked, and no evaluation is provided to show an acceptable RCS response
under these particular circumstance. The existing FSAR, reference 7,
Section 15.2.9.2 and related Table 15.2.9-1 shows acceptable natural
circulation, but at a maximum power level of only 5%.

,

Accident Analysis in Reference 7, Section 15.3.4 " Complete Loss of Forced
Reector Coolant Flow" also deperds on this protection, and no evaluation is
provided to show an acceotable response by the RCS system from the P-7 power ,

levels. This also applies to Section 15.4.4, " Single Reactor Coolant Pump
Locked Rotor."

There are additional events potentially arising from this item which have not
been analyzed. These include a circumstance in which a normal turbine load
rejection from just below the P-8 power level could result in a sequence in
which power to RCPs are lost after both Nuclear and Turbine Power signals are
reduced below 10% (P-7) so that reactor trip on this loss of power event could
not occur, but with residu61 core heat fluxes at substantially greater than 10%
in the early phase of the event followed by a 10% steady power level (Note also,
that below P-7, a number of other reactor trips are also blocked including Pres-
surizer Water Level-High, Pressurizer Pressure-Low and Pressurizer Pressure-High)

.
'

The situation is one in which Condition II, 111 and IV occurrences are not
protected in accordance with GDC 20, Protection System Functions: "The .

protection system shall be designed (1) to initiate automatically the operation
of appropriate systems including the reactivity control systems, to assure
that specified acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded as a result of
anticioated operational occurrences." It also introduces an additional occur-
rence, i.e., a failure to automatically trip the reactor, on top of the initial
occurrence, and which in itself, and in combination with the initiating occur-
rence has not been evaluated. *

It has not been Regulatory Practice to allow a Condition II occurrence to be
followed by a Condition !!! or IV occurrence in the course of protective actions.

'
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The licensee should evaluate the restoration of reactor trip on " low fle." trips
down to and including MODE 2 (HODES 3-5 are discussed later) to be in conformance
with G.D.C. 20 " Protection System Functions," and propose. As part of this

evaluation, the Licensee should verify performance under these T.S. conditions
and review for, and evaluate, Licensing Basis Occurrences affected by this T.S.
requirement to show that all Regulatory Acceptance Criteria f or Abnormal
Operating Occurrences and Postulated Accidents are currently satisfied, taking
appropriate allowances for any manual Operator Action reqdired. These events
should include Loss of Off-Site Power to the Station Auxiliaries, Complete
Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow and Single Reactor Coolant Pump locked
Rotor. [It should be noted that other reactor trips such as Pressurizer Water
Level-High and Pressurizer Pressure - Low are also blocked under these condi-
tions. Steam Generator Water Level-Low Low remains available together with
Auto-initiation of AFW pumps. Steam Generator High High Turbine Trip is avail-
able, but does not trip the Reactor at tnese low power conditions (below P-8).]

Until the required re-evaluation is completed, the proposed T.S. must be
consicered non-conservative in respect to Regulatory Requirements. Aoditionally
it can be interpreted as a Generic Issue.

b) The current description of this functional Unit is incorrect. It is not
" Lower Power Reactor Trips Block P-7." It is: "High Power Reactor Trips
Block," by absence of Permissive P-7 and occurs when:

1) P-10 is less than the Trip Set Point and

2) P-13 is less then the Trip Set Point
.

c) This TS provides that when power level is less than Permissive P7 (with
P10 (Nuclear) or P13 (Turbine) powers of less than 10%), reactor trip on
Pressurizer Pressure-Low and Pressurizer Water level-High are both blocked.

.c(i) Concerning Block of Pressurizer Pressure Low - Reactor Trip:

The FSAR in reference 5, item 7.2.1.1.2.C.1 states that this trip is not
required at low power levels.

The pressurizer pressure low - reactor trips are used as both primary and back
up in a number of Condition !! Condition III and Condition IV occurrences, all-

involving breaks in the primary and secondary systems, reference 7, table 7.2.1-4
(3 of 5). Although safety injection is subsequently employed in almost all
these situations, earlier reactor trip on pressurizer pressure low - is depended .

'

upon instead of the later reactor trip on pressurizer pressure low - (Safety
Injection). The worst situation for most of these accidents is that of maximum
power level reference 7, Table 15.1.2-2. No evaluations are provided for zero
power level.

It is possible for these breaks in the primary and secondary systems to occur
at less than 10% power level down to and including the startup condition (with,

4 RCS loops running) ie MODES 1 & 2. (Such breaks in MODES 3-5 are discussed
later). With the proposed TS, reactor trips for these breaks would be delayed
to be initiated later by the ESFAS (SI) related' signals. The licensee should
provide a safety evalution of these circumstances and which is not based upon

i arguments relating to probability of the events. The evaluation should provide

*
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,

for the event to occur immediately subsecue91 to any normal operating transient
providing the most conservative set of conditions prior to the event such as a
complete lead rejection using steam cumps from the P S level.

; Until there has been a re tvaluation of these circumstances, the proposed T.S.
must be consicered non conservative in resoect to Regulatory Requirements.
Acditionally it can be interpreted as a Generic Issue.

Accidental Depressurization of the main steam' system is from zero load. It is
'

unclear from reference $ Table 7.2.1 4 (5 of 5) if for this event, reactor trip
on Pressurizer Low Pressure is expected to occur before Safety Injection (when
it wouic not be available at Zero power) or whether it is expected to occur
from the pressuriter pressure low - (Safety injection) signal if it initiates
S.I., or from S.I. initiated by other initiators. The Licensee shall clarify,
and hence its validity with respect to the absence of the signal caused by P7.

cii) Concerning Block of Pressurizer Water Level-High Trip

This pressurizer water level-high trip is a principal element of the Overpres-
sure Protection System for y Pa s as fully ciscussed in Topical Report to
reference 27.

Amongst Licensing Basis events, this trip is used as primary or back up on
Oncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly at Power. Uncontrolled witharawal
from a subcritical conoition (at below P10) is protected primarily by other
trips.

.

Among Licensing Basis events this trip is also used on Loss of External electric.

load and/or Turbine Trip. Most severe design basis consecuences are from full
power. Such an esent et ler5 than the IC% Set Point (P-10 & P13] is within the
normal control range of the reactor (without steam dump) with the espectancy of
no values exceecing normal control band [ane thereby not approaching T.S. Limits).

The blockage of these tript is consistent with the Design Basis Events ano ex-
pected behavior of the Control System. However this does not address the fact
that Design Basis events only define the outer envelope of expected severity
which is expected to cover a large number of less severe occurrences, undefined.
It apoears singularly inappropriate to remove these protection devices which
could play a primary or backup role in such circumstances. For examole, refer-
ence E, page 72-27 item 7.2.2.3.4, " Pressurizer Water Level," describes the role
of the Pressure Water Level trip in preventing liquid Coolant discharge through
the safety valves during e f ailure of the Pressurizer Water Level (PWL) controller _,

at full power. Failure of PWL controller could fill the pressurizer within
h hour or longer, but i.S. Table 4.3-1 shows a channel check on only a shif t
basis. Further, a single channel failure to low could cause overfill of the
pressurizer (through the level control system) and with subsequent permissable
failure of a second channel could remove the alarm expected from 2 out of 3 so
that no alert is given the operator which would be contrary to the requirement
of the FSAR,

There is no discussion on the importance of its use at low powers although
the general System Description provide: under Section 7.2.1.1 and its

'
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protective actions is no less appropriate at 0.10% power, as it is et
higher power levels.

It is proposed, reference 5 page 7.2-6 that Pressuri2er Water Level-High Trio
below P-7 is automatically blocked to permit start up. Wnercas this is uncer-
standable in MODES 6, 5 and part of 4, it is not a valid proposition once a
bubble is formed in the pressurizer in MODE 4 and the Pressurizer Level Control
can be placed in AUTC. Considering the attention required of all other manual
actions during MODES 4 through 2, it is not appropriate to remove the automatic
protection of the RCS boundary. Further, in MODES 4 and 3 it could be one of
the only effective trips available because of the potentini non-viability of
Pressurizer Pressure High and non-applicability of existing Pressurizer
Pressure-tow.

The Licenee should evaluate the impact on safety by blocking the Pressure
Water Level-High trip below P-7, including all the concerns discussed above.
This item can be interpreted as a generic issue. This ceuld be considered non-
conservative in respect to Regulatory Requirements because of the absence of
automatic protection in accordance with 10 CFR 50, GOC 20 " Protection System
functions " both for reactivity control systems, and overpressure protection
systems. -

c(iii) The absence of permissive P-7 > P-10 and P-13') introduces new events to
evaluate for safety. This requires related Safety Analyses Limits and
the Licensee shall aavise what these are for each of P-10 and P-13 and
how these are combined for P-7.

.

Item 18(f). Proposed new item: High Power Reactor Trip on Turbine Trip; Block
by absence of P 8.

The Anticipatory Reactor Trip on Turbine Trip required by TMI Action Plan
II.K.3.12, is bypassec below P-8. The SER is provided in reference 15,
Item II.A.3.12, and reference 21 for McGuire Unit 1. We have issued no
related final SER for McGuire 2 at this time. Note the related Basis will
need to be amended.

Item: Loss of " POWER"

Their is a need to prescribe the conditions under which a reactor would
trip directly from a " Loss of Power" condition other than those deriving
from other Functional Units. This is a substantial omission from the Tech-
nical Specifications..

Item: General - This is a need to identify potential blockage of each of these
Reactor Trip functions by Plant Logic and any related manual action, e.g.,
< P-7, < P-11 with manual blockage etc. This enables imprcved perception of
real levels of engineered protection than is currently available. Table 3.3-1
contains only approximate information concerning plant situations at which
protection levels are changed. It also contains NON OPERABILITY MODES which
are not pre-determined by Plant Logic.

'
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SECTION 3.4.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS.

Section 3/4.1.1 BORAT10N CONTROL / APPLICABLE MODES 1, 2*, 3 and 4

T.S. Pages 3/4 1-1, 2, 2a: Reference 16; page Q 212-47e states " Operating
0. Instructions require that boron concentration be increased to at least the cold

(g',gg) shutdown boron concentration before cooldown is initiated. This requirement

insures a minimum of 1% delta k/k shutdown margin at an RCS temperature of
200*F." This is used as a means of protecting against NON-LOCA Accidents during
startup and shutdown.

Since this proposal to increase boron concentration is a limiting condition
for operation required for safe operation of the facility from and including
MODE 3 down to and including MODE 5, please advise why this does not appear in
the Technical Specifications in accordance with 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2).

T.S. Page 3/4 1-1 and 2 specifying a shutdown margin of 1.6% delta K/K over
MODES 1 through 4 should be modified to exclude MODES 3 and 4, and SHUTOOWN
MARGIN T should be changed from >200 F to 1557 .gg

A new T.S. Page 3/4 1-2(a) should be added for BORAT10N CONTROL SYSTEMS in
MODES 3 through $, from T < 557'F through 140*F, providing that the boron
concentrationintheRCS$hE11beincreasedtoavaluewhichwillgivea
shutdown margin of 1% delta K/K at 200'F.

Safety Signficance: These actions are necessary to bring the safety status
of the plant into conformance with the Licensing Basis. Without this, the

plant is in a less than conservative MODE which has not been evaluated.
Further, it appears that OPERABILITY REQUIREMENTS of Table 3.31, REACTOR TRIP
SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION and TABLE 3.3-3 ESFAS INSTRUMENTATION may be conditioned
on these higher Boron Concentrations so that ommission of Additional Boron
Concentration in accordance with Reference 16, page Q 212-47e makes for an
inconsistent and nonconservative level of protection for all NON-LOCA events -

for T,yg 5 567'F.
The proposed T.S. might be acceptable if all events were analyzed in MODES 3
through 5 and the OPERABILITY REQUIREMENTS OF TABLES 3.3-1 and 3.3-3 reviewec.

Reference 11, page 15-2, first para, precludes any boron dilution after a
reactor scram until the neutron flux level is below the level of the source
range high flux level alarm. This is effectively an LC0 that is not included
in the proposed T.S. -*

,

The proposed T.S is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Bases.

The Licensee shall evaluate our concerns under this Section 3/4.1.1 and propose.

TS Page 3/4 1-6. MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

The existing minimum temperature for criticiality (in MODES 1 and 2) is given
as 551 F. Please ddvise why this value is less than the programmed set point
minimum value of 557'F in reference 20, fig. 5.3.3-1. Accic:ent evaluations
for events from zero power are predicated upon this set point of 557*, and any

'
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1

variation therefrom in either direction would be unacceptable. Reference our |
comments under Section 2.1.1.f. J

An example of a safety impact is for the Design Basis Main Steam Line Break
Event which is initiated f rom zero po er in MODE 2 f rom a Set Point Tmin of

,

557'F. Any " increase" in this value (at given shutdown c.argin) woulc leaa |
to conditions less conservative than the design basis. |

l

To be within the Licensing Basis, this T5 Section 3.1.1.4 should therefore
provide that the Temperature for criticality [at zero power] shall be a set
point value of 557'F with appropriate surveillance requirements. The Appli-
cability is for MODES 1 and 2.

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The
Licensee shall evaluate, including the above concerns, and propose.

Section 3/4.1.2 BORAT10N SYSTEMS

T.5. Page 3/41-7: Concerning "B0 RATION SYSTEM, FLOW PATH - $HUTDOWN.
APPLICABLE MODES 5 and 6:

The current 7.5. requires an (unidentified) charging pump to supply Boron to
the RC5. Current Licensing constraints on ECCS operation discussed under
Section 3/4.5 Emergency core cooling systems" require that only one centrifugal
charging pump is permitted to be in operation from a condition of 1000 psig/425'F
in MODE 3 down to RHR operation commencing with MODE 4 In HDDE 4, a similar
and parallel requirement f or overpressure protection in the RHR mode with
water solid operation extends this requirement through MODE 4 to MODE 5;
reference 11, page 5-1 where it is described that under RHR operation, the
"only remaining centrifugal charging pump could cause an overpressure transient
as a result of inadvertent start" but that "The Licensee has sho.n that [in
this case) the 10 CFR 50 Appendix G Limit is not reached.

Charging pump requirements in MODE 6 are definec by reference 10, Se:-
tion 15.2.4.2, item 3 under " Dilution During Refueling" in which a pre-
condition for the " uncontrolled Boron Dilution Event" is that "the charging
pumps are inoperative."

These circumstance permit only one charging pump, which must be a centrifugal
pump only, in operation from " standby (at 1000 psig/425'F) through to MODE 5";
therefore the term SHUTDOWN in the title and the APPLICABLE MODES 5 and 6
should be replaced by these conditions. Also, the description of the charging.

pump should be expanded by the term " centrifugal" together with the proviso
|

that "this centrifugal charging pump also be the same and only pump allowed for
i

ECC5 and other operations under these circumstances."

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative in respect of the Licensing Basis. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

t
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T.S. Page 3/4 1-8. Concerning: " FLOW PATHS - OPERATING" in APPLICABLE MODES 1
2, 3 ana 4

The Licensing Basis ECCS requirements discussed under Section 3/4.5 EMERGENCY
CORE COOLING SYSTEMS of this report do not constrain charging pump oceration
above 1000 psig/425'F. Therefore the existing provisions on this T.S. page
for charging pumps remain valid with the exception that APPLICABLE MODE 4
should be deleted and MODE 3 must be conditioned as MODE 3 (Down to
1000 psig/425'F). Further the title should be changed to incorporate these
constraints.

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative in respect of the Licensing Basis. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

The ACTION statement should be revised to be consistent with the Boration
Requirements adopted out of item "Section 3/4.1.1" of this report.

T.S. Page 3/41*9 concerning: CHARGING PUMP-$HUTDOWN

Consistent with the work of the previous TS Section 3/4 1-7 of this report,
this title should be changed to: CHARGING PUMP "Standbye (at 1000 psig/
425'F) through to MODE 5. Additionally, under subsection 3.1.2.3 modify to
only one centrifugal charging pump shall be OPERABLE. APPLICABILITY is changea
from MDE5 5 ana 6 to MODE 3 (at < 1000 psig/425'F), 4 and 5. MODE 6 is-

deleted.

Surveillance Requirements under subsection 4.1.2.3.2 must reflect the require-
ments of later SECTION 3/4.5 ECCS of this report in which "All centrifugal,
[and reciprocating] charging pumps excluding the required OPERABLE pump shall
be demonstrated inoperable by" additional features to those already described in
this subsection, namely, "by verifying that the motor circuit breakers are
secured in the open position by being opened, locked and tagged; the alternate
of isolation from the Reactor Coolant System by at least two isolation valves
with breakers for the valve operators being open, locked and tagaed has not
been provided. (reference 12, page 6-6 concerning racking and locking out of
pumps; also reference 11, pages Q212-47 and 47a)

_

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

~

T.S. Page 3/4 1-10 Concerning: CHARGING PUMPS - OPERATING AND APPLICABILITY
MODES 1, 2, 3 ana 4 -

.

This is directly related to the proposed changes under Item T.S. Page 3/4 1 8
of this report. Consistent with that discussion, the title should be changed
to delete MODE 4, and MODE 3 conditioned to (down to 1000 psig/425 F)
Item 4.1.2.4.2 under SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS does not now apply since it
refers to conditions j 300 F which are not now covered by this section, being
limited to a minimum of 1000 psig/425'F in' MODE 3. The same comment applies to
footnote #_ concerning one only centrifugal charging pump at < 300'F.,

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The

Licensee shall evaluate and propose

06/01/B4 12 Revision A
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T.S. Pace 3/4 1-11 Concernino: BORATED WATER SOURCE SHUTDOWN

This title (and related Applicability MODES 5 and 6) should be changed to
BORATED WATER SOURCE - MODE 3 (1000 psig/425$F) THROUGH TO HDDE 5, to de
compatible with the changed title to T5 pages. 3/4 1-7 and 3/4 1-9 discussed
earlier since this page refers to borated water sources for situations there
cescribed.

Additionally, {by letter to reference 17] the Licensee has committed to provide
and T.S. an operable level detection system with a specified " minimum level".
This has not been included in the T.S. and it is proposed that it form the
subject of an additional item 3.1.2.5.a.4). Surveillance requirements shoule
be included under 4.1.2.5 a.4) in which the borated water source would be demon -
strated OPERABLE by verifying minimium levels in the system.

Further, an additional surveillance should verify the availability of Level
Detection (2 indicators / tant) and related high, low and low-low level alarms.

Clarify whetner the LCD values proposed'are Safety Analysis Limits or Set Point
Values.

An appropriate modification may need to be made to the Baron Concentrations and
volumetric requirements in the Boric Acid Storage System in these MODES 3
(1000 psig/425') through 5 to provide for the increased Boron Concentrations
required f rom the Licensing Basis in these MODES discussed in this report under
T.S. page 3/4 1-1, 2 and 2a. -

.

Why is the refueling water storage in MODE 5 proposed as only 26,000 gallons
when reference 8, page Q212-57, revision 25, uncer Case-3 provides that in
MODE 5, in the evcnt of loss of cooling by a fail closed RHR/RCS isolation
valve the charging pump could provide feed and bleed cooling through the PORVs
for up to 5 hours from the RWST and subsequently the RHR pump and heat exchanger
would re-circulate and cool from the containment sump. Would not this require

an unchanged requirement from MODES 1 through 4 of at least 372,100 gallons.

The proposed T.5 is non-conservative in respect to the Licensing Basis. The
Licensee shall evaluate, including all our concerns above under T.S. Page 3/4 1-11,
and propose.

T.S. Page 3/41 12 concerning: BORATED WATER SOURCES - OPERATING (in related
Applicable MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4)

This title, and related applic6bility modes, should be changed to: BORATED
*

WATER SOURCES - MODES 1, 2, and 3 (Down to 1000 psig/425'F) to be compatibic
with the changed title to T.S. Pages 3/4 1-8 and 3/4 1-10 discussed earlier,
since this page refers to borated water sources for the situations there
described.

Additionally, [by letter to reference 17] the Licensee did commit to provide and
T.S. an operable level detection system with a specified minimum level. This
has not been included in the T.S. and it is proposed that it form the subject
of an additional item 3.1.2.6.a.4). Additional surveillance requirements

should be included under 4.1.2.6.a.4) in which the borated water source would be
demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying minimum levels in the system.

'
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4 Further, an additional surveillance should verify the availability of Level
j Detection (2 indicators / tank) and related high, low anc low-low 19 vel (larms.

| Clarify whether the LCO values given are Safety Analysis Limits or Sn Point
| Limits.

An appropriate modification may need to be made to the Boron Concentrations
j and volumetric requirements in the Boric Acid Storage System in MODE 3 down to

1000 psig/425'F to provide for the increased Boron Concentrations recuired
from the Licensing Basis in this MODE discussed in this report under TS
page 3/4 1-1, 2 and 2a.

The absence of required LCOs makes the proposed T.S. less conservative than the4

Licensing Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate, including our concerns under
TS Pages 3/4 1 12, and propose,

4

j T.5 Pace 3/4 1-138 Proposed concernino: INSTRUMENTATION IN MODES 3, 4,
5 anal1

i

SER Supp 1, reference 11 page 15-2 requires a Technical Specification that1

"During startup and shutdown, the applicant will rely on the source range high;

flux alarms to alert the operator that a dilution event is occurring. This
,

assessment is based on setting the alarm at a level of $ times the background,

level, The licensee is to maintain the source range alarm setpoint at this
level or lower any ti,me the plant is in the cold shutcown Mode. The set
point is to be checked arid adjusted on a weekly basis if in the cold shutdown

: mode for an extended period,"
'

i

This SER requirement has not been provided in the Technical Specifications.
Please discuss provision under a proposed new item uncer Section 3/4.1
REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS, entitled "lNSTRUMENTATION" in which these reovire-
ments would be proposed for Applicable MODES 3, 4, 5 and 6.

A similar provision is provided uncer Refueling, TS page 3/4 9-2 INSTRUMENTATION
and is applicable only to MODE 6. Since it is a part of " Reactivity Control
Systems" ano applicable over additional MODES, it snould be proviced in this
context also as discussed above.

The proposed T,S. is less conservative than the Licensing Basis. The Licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

4

T.S. Page 3/4 1-20 Concernino: SHUT 00WN ROD INSERTION LIMITS --

T.S. Page 3/4 1-21 Concernino: CONTROL R0D INSERTION LIMITS

a) Specifications for limiting concitions of operation on the positions of
these movable control assemblies apply only to MDDES 1 & 2. There is no
Technical specification on positions in MODES 3-5 although T.S, Page 3/4 1-18
concerning " Position Indication system - shutdown" requires operability of a
Rod Position indication system in MODES 3 through 5 when the reactor trip
system breakers are in the closed Dosition.

.
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!
i It is proposed that in general, Technical specifications are required by 10 CFR

30:46 to be placed on the limits of movable control assemblies in these modess

4 - to limit the consequences of Condition II, III and IV events which may occur,
j - unless analyses and evaluations show that these are unnecessary.

| An example of the need is reflected in the memo to reference 26 in which rod
positions for Boron Dilution events are spec 14ied from Refueling through to
Hot standby as All Rods Out (Mode 6, Refueling) and, All Rods In with Most
Reactive Rod Stuck Out, for Hot Standby througt> Cold shutdown. Further,
applicants may opt-to assume a more limiting initici control rod position -~

]
which would however need to be justified.

The Boron Dilution event for McGuire has "apparently been" made acceptable by
procedures requiring the RCS to be filled with Borated (approx 2000 ppm)
water from the refueling water storage tank prior to " Start Up"; reference 7,
page 15.2-15, revision 10. Reference earlier discussien on TS. Pages 3/4 1-1,

; 2 and.2 a. This is an LCO and should appear in the proposed T.S.

With the existing T.S. without the required increase in Boron concentration,
there is no guarantee that a return to power during dilution will not inf ringe"

current RCS Safety Criteria. Under those circumstances a T.S. on the Position
; at shutdown of Control Rods is reouired unless an acceptable safety evaluation
' is submitted to show the contrary.

- In general, also, the same concern applies to any other Condition II, III and
IV occurrence which can lead to a return to oower.in these Modes. Until these
circumstances can be shown to. result in acceptable consequences without a T.S.
on the position of these movable rods, then 10 CFR 30:46 would require such a

| Technical specification. In this evaluation, cognizance also needs to be
-

given to the reduced operability requirements for all Reactor Trip Instrumen-:

tation and Engineered Safety Features Actuation Instrumentation in these
MODES (3 through 5). This is particularly significant with the proposed T.S.
on Boration Control where resulting shutdown margins are substantially-less
than these provided by the current Licensing Basis.

,

The Licensee shall provide analyses and related safety evaluations to justify
his current absence of* Technical Specifications in respect of SHUTDOWN and
CONTROL ROD positions during MODES 3 through 5. Without this, the proposed
I,5 are non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis,

i
b) -Overpower (AT) and overtemperature (AT)-protection sys'tems incorporate
automatic limits-(Rod stops) on control rod insertion to maintain Safety -

.

Analysis Limits on " Power Distribution" in the Reactor Core during power runback.
Please advise why there are no surveillance limits and requirements for these '

Rod stops in your Technical Specifications to meet the requirements of .

- 10 CFR 50.36. Without these, the proposed T.S. must be considered nor-
conservative,

'

l
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Section 3/4.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

Section 3/4.2.1 THROUGH 3/4.2.4 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

RSB has not reviewed these sections on the understanding that they are the
primary responsibility of Core Performance Branch.

Section 3/4.2.5 DNB PARAMETERS AND TABLE 3.2-1 DNB PARAMETERS

The current information does not adequately represent all those perameters
necessary tu ensure " acceptable" RCS operations, including DNR, under all
Licensing Basis Conditions 11, III and IV.

The necessary parameters are discussed and described under Section 2.1.1
Reactor Core, item f, of this report. If they are logically represented under
2.1.1. (and elsewhere), why are they also represented here?

Evaluation

a) DNB presents only one Acceptarce Criteria for acceptable operttion of the
RCS: There are others including Fael element clad failure and Appendix K
requirements cepending upon the recurrence being considered. Additionally
there are RCS overpressure, steem generator overpressure and Hot Leg Boiling
Criteria.

As ind u ted in our comm nt in Section 2.1.1, item f, initial conditions which
cover a largee Ne o variables than those presented in Table 3.2.1, in combina-.

tion, determine RCS safety in the necessarily broadest sense,

it is suggested that this section be deleted, and the relevant information be
supplied under T.S. Sections 2.1.1 where it belongs and where it has been
ciscussed.

-

b) Concerning Table 3.2.1. The value for Reactor Coolant System T given
as1593*FisnotinaccordancewiththeFSAR, reference 3, Figure 5gg3,3a

$ where.a value of 588.1*F is given as the programmed T for RATED THERMAL
POWER Concitions. Pleaseexplainthedifferenceand$E31ainwhysetpointand
allowable values should not be provided. As a Setpoi ' . the proposed TS value
is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing B- ,

.

dr Please explain why a related power level has not been ascribed to this temperature.
'

.

Ploase explain why programmed T of 557.0*F (also reference 3, Figure 5.3.3-1(,
hasnotbeengivenforzeropowlf9 operation (Reference again our Section 2.1.1 .

item f).

c) Concerning Table 3.2-1 Pressurizer Pressure. Please explain the basis
for the given value of f 2220 psia when information in reference 20, Table 4.1-1

g (1 of 3) shows a "Systein Pressure, Nominal" of 2250 psia and Section 15.1.2.2, ,

Table 15.1.2 2 makes provision for e total of 30 psi for steady state fluctu-
ations and measurement error. Have you quoted a Setpoint value, or an allowable

.
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value; both should be available. As a Setpoint, the proposed T.S. value is non-
conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis for DNBR, and conservative for
overp rssure protection,

d) Why should not programn.ed 1,yg be provided under T.S. Section 2.1.1 hg
e) Why should not Pressurize Pressurer be included both under T.S. Section 2.1-1 $and T.S. Section 3/4.4.3 Pressuri2er.

,

;

f) As discussed in Section 2.1.1, Subsection f, additional parameters necessary
to the validity of Accident Analyses in Section 15 include Pressurizer Level
(See our review under Section 3.4.4.3, T.S. Page 3/4 4-S) and Steam Generator 4
Levels under Section 3/4.4.5 T.S. Page 3/4 4-11). # 0<

CONCLUSION
~

The parameters proposed by the T.S. as "DNBR PARAMETER" unJer TABLE 3.2-1 are an
incofi:plete set and inadequately defined in terms of Set Points, Allowable
Values and Safety Analysis limits. All this necessary information is hvailable
from the existing Licensing Basis and their incomplete and inadequate repre-
sentation creates a non-conservative situation with respect to the Lh;ensing
Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose. This is only partly a generic
problem arising from an inadecuate representation in the W STS.

.

.

A, *

'
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TABLE 3.3-1 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION i

T.5. Pace 3/4 3-2.'

m

Item 6c: Source Range, Neutron Flux

Does this' channel provide an alarm only function, or an alarm plus trip
function.

During shutdown in MODES 3, 4-and 5, with reactor trip system breakers open,
Source Range, Neutron Flux, channel operability requirements specify only one
channel operable, and if this same channel is being used to meet the Boron
dilut ' u 'larm requirements of proposed T.S. Page 3/41-13 (a), then it is not.

in accM 6ance with the Boron Dilution Requirements of the FSAR for which at
least 2 operable channels would be required; reference B, page Q212-24,
item 212.58. The Licansee shall evaluate and propose. Currently, this
appears non-conu rvat h a.

Item 6a: This Tecnnical Specification concerning Operability of the Source
Range Neutron Flux it unclear. _It species operability.of the Sourcs Range
Neutron Flux trip delow Se I-6 (intermediate Range Neutron Flux Setpoint)
during startup in MODE 2; ttn nicenset shall advise if this " start up" channel
is required to be Operable to get Reactor. trip in MODES 3, 4 and 5.

Items 1 through 5: The FSAR, Refe'rence 5, Table 7.2.1-4 1 of 5 shows the
Power-Range Neutren Flux Trip Low Setpoint and High Setpoint, and the

| Intermediate Range High Neutron Flux Trip, and the Source Range-High Neutron.
' Flux Trip, all being used on events-being initiated from a "subcritical" >

condition. However, Table 3.3-1 shows that'except for the Source Range
Neutron Flux items 6b and 6c, all the Trips _ are -inoperable in the subcritical

,

MODES 3 through Further, there is a note d) in the column entitled Tech..

Spec (c) of Table 7.2.1-4 which states that "A technical specification is not
required'[for the Intermediate Range High Neutron Flux Trip and Source Range
High Neutron Flux Trip) because the trip function is not assumed to function
in-Accident Analyses. Please note further that this position is followed
through in Table 3.3-2 Items.5 and 6 in that a response time is not provided -
for the Intermediate and' Source Range Neutron Flux trips, because.it is pro-
posed as NA (Not Applicable). Please evaluate the apparent paradox that the
Source: Range Trip is the only nuclear Flux trip required to be.0PERABLE in the
.suberitical MODES 3 through 5, and yet there is no Tech Spec proposed for it.
At this moment, absence of OPERABILITY requirements for the Power-Range Neutron
Flux Trip, Low Setpoint, in MODES 3 through 5 would appear to constitute a- *

-

_

disparity with the Licensing Basis-FSAR and in a .less than. conservative manner.
g .The -Licensee shall evaluate and propose, those safety-related neutre.i Fiox trips *

which would be appropriate _to use and available to trip the reactor for any of
those events causing a return to power and under circumstance in which a safety
injection initiator is not available,.during MODES 3, 4 and 5; and provide the
related Set Points, Allowable Values and Safety Analysis Limits. Alternately,

=G- the-Licensee shall define and T.S. those conditions and parameters in accordance
]with-10CFR50.36,whichwouldpreventanysucheventoccurring.

i
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Please evaluate the cor.formance with 10 CFR 50 App. A, GDC 20 and 22 of:

using the Source Range Neutron Flux as a non-diverse reactor trip uncer cir-
cumstances in (MODES 3 through 5) in which there is no Technical Specification
on movable control assemblies, and which instrumentation consists of only two
channels. Also for circumstances in which all normally available other backup
trip functions such as pressurizer pressure - high and low, and water level
high and " low reactor coolant flow", are not specified to be OPERABLE in
Table 3.3-1. The Licensee shall propose on the basis of this evaluation.

Items 7 & 8 Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT.

The current T.S. provides for operability of these trips in in MODES 1 & 2, and
not 3.

Occurrences using these reactor trips include events which can be initated from
subtritical Zero Power in MODE 2 (Reference 5, Table 7.2.1-4 and Reference 7,
Table 15.1.2-2). With the proposed T.S. in which no difference in Reactivity
Condition k and Shut Down margin is required between MODES 2 & 3, how can
theLicenseIy$ustifyremovalofthesetripsonentryintoMODE3inwhichthe
only difference in RCS conditions is a marginal' reduction in temperature, from
the Programmed No Load T,yg.

Item 11; Pressurizer Water Level - High

Operability considerations from MODE 2 down to and including water solid con-
ditions in the RHR MODE are discussed under Section 2.1.1 ?,8 c(ii.) with a
proposal that exclusion of this trip for all these MODES is non-conservative in

irespect to 10 CFR 50, GDC 20 " Protection System Functions" both for reactiv ty
control systems and overpressure protection systems.

The necessity for this trip is increased when reviewed against the totality of
the proposed exclusions for Reactor Trip System Instrumentation discuss (c in
the following section under i,tems 2-21 (selected).

Items 2-21 (selected):

Items 2, 5 and 6: Power Range, Intermediate Range and Source Range
Neutron Flux Trips

Item 9: Pressurizer Pressure - Low

Item 10: Pressurizer Pressure - High -

.

Item 11: Pressurizer Water Level - High

Item 12: Low Reactor Coolant Flow

Item 14: Undervoltage Reactor Coolant Pumps

Item 15: Underfrequency Reactor Coolant Pumps

Item 21: (Proposed) Reactor Coolant Pump B'reaker Position Trip.

.

a
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:

At this time, in MODE 3, 4, and 5, the proposed Technical Specifuations for'

the plant do not provide any neutron flux trip for Accioent Analysis reevire-
#

! ments, although the FSAR would require the Power-Range Neutron Flux Trip, Low
,Setpoint; no insertion limits on movable control assemblies, Reactor Coolant
(Pump (RCP) operability requirements permitting less than four (4) RCPs in,

i operation, a Boron Concentration Control which provides less shutoown margin
capability than the FSAR requirements, no trip of RCPS on Loss of Flow or
'Undervoltage or Underfrequency or Opening of RCP breakers, and in aedition it
is proposed *, hat no trip be provideo for Pressurizer Pressure-High, Pressurizer
Pressure - Low, and Pressurizer Water Level - High. And for these circumstances-

; we have no well defined evaluation as to why these reduced protections adequately
protect the plant against any of the appropriate Condition II, III and IV

! occurrences in these MODES except a Large ano-Small-Break LOCA, and Steam
-Line Break.

Ne realize the interdependence of many of these factors 'in setting a minimum
acceptable-i.evel of Reactor Trip Protection and that relatively simple solutions
are possible, but at-this time we do'not have available an acceptable analysis
and evaluation justifying the proposed T.S. position.

The Licensee shall provide an analysis and evaluation of the circumstances
under applicable Conditions II, III and IV occurrences in MODES 3 througn 5 ^

for an appropriate set of Technical Specification requirements, to ensurei
' conformance to Acceptable Regulatory Criteria and from * Ms he will establish

an appropriate range of Reactor Trip System Instrument on to Safety Related
Requirements. The evaluation-shall be undertaken in .netion with ouri-

,

concerns for current Technical Specifications under Se aon 3/4.4.1 REACTOR
'

COOLANT LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION of this report,

Items: 12 Low Reactor Coolant Flow Trip

14 Undervoltage - Reac' tor Coolant Pumps'

,

15 Underfrequency - Reactor Coolant Pumps

21 (Proposed): Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker Position _ Trip

'All these Reactor-Trip Functions concern-potential for a. loss of Reactor-

Coolant Flow. The proposed T.S. deletes all operability requirements in-
MODES 3 thraugh 6. [It also deletes in MODE 2, but this.has been discussed
earlier under TABLE'2.2-1 items 18.b.a and 12a and 12b]. We have discussed
.our related concerns and requirements for' analyses and evaluations in MODES 3,* "

-4 and 5-under Items 2-21-(selected) above.

A loss of-Coolant Flow in the "CS places the plant in an Emergency Operating-
Mode. Please advise therefore why such an event .should not automatically trip.

| the Reactor in MODES 3 through 5 with the Boron Concentrati_ons being considered
j for the proposed Technical Specifications. Why should-we not-use the reactor
b : trip as a device to ensure complete shutdown of all ' movable control rods' during
|- any time that-a minimum set of RCPs in accordance with operability requirements

of the T.S., are not available since RCPs may be required for accident mitiga-
-tion in MODES 3 through 5 as appropriate. The Licensee shall evaluate and
propose.

.
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Item 13: Steam Generator Water Level - Low Low:
-

Why _ should not this be. required for MODES 3, 4 and 5-(with closed loops) to 4 ;

embrace the possibility of a return to nuclear power under these conditions. MJO
Further,=SteamLGenerator Operability is also required in these Modes to remove
decay heat,' and Low-Low level alarms are derived f rom the steam generator low-
low instrument channels. Reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1. The Licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

,

Item 17: Safety Injection Input From ESF.

See our comments on Table 2.2-1 Item 17 on a proposed revised description for
this. term to " Reactor Trip From ESFAS.

-

The' proposed'T,S.-- proposes that Reactor Trip on ESFAS (or S.I) is not required
.to be OPERABLE in MODES 3 and 4 Why is reactor trip not required in these di
MODES when Table 3;3-3 'for ESFAS Instrumentation, and more particularly Func- As)
tional Unit 1, including Reactor Trip, shows operability requirements down to
and including MODE 4. Further, the licensing basis provides that SI, including

~

reactor trip, be initiated automatically and manually down to MODE 4; see
Licensing. Basis inf ormation -in later Section 4.5, EMERGENCY CORE COOLING

_

-

SYSTEMS,_under GENERAL, of-this. review.

'This-proposed T.S requirement is therefore non-conservative with 1spect to

.the .Licens_ing . Basis which requires that Reactor Trip on ESFAS (or SI) be
Operable:in MDES 1,: 2, 3 and 4. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

-

:The Licensee shall evaluate!the safety consequences of:the fact that in the :$~
event.ofJa-. Main Stream Line Break- below the P-11 interlock, Reactor Trip will -q

'

,

not'be initiated:by the Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate'- H.igh-signal. If-

the break is outside containment is there is no other parameter remaining which
'will cause the reactor trip;.if the break is inside containment will Containment
Pressure-High initiate reactor trip within an acceptable _ time. What are the
consequences of a small to intermediate size break inside containment where,
such Containment Pressure r High may-not occur. =We appreciate that Source Range,

-andLIntermediate Range Nuclear Flux trips could trip the_ reactor under these
' circumstances; on any; return to power,-but their current proposed status as-not=
'being necessary for protection because they are not required in the Safety Anal-
yses-would leave.only=.theLPower Range Low-Setpoint Trip,;and related resulting
power levelsLof 35%'as a Safety Analysis Limit would be unacceptable without a

,

. substantive analysis of-the event. : Please comment in terms of Reactor Trip
J. SystemEInstr'umentation Requirements to meet these-circumstances. The proposed

1

- :T.S'is--non-conservative in respect of. Regulatory Requirements in meeting these
-

(circumstances'; the Licensee shall. evaluate and propose.
~

.

,

Item: Concerning Proscribed Values For %!RATEDTTHERMAL POWER DURING STARTUP
*

(MODE 2) AND POWER 0PERATION (MODE 1)=

.We note:that operability-requirements _-for Reactor Trip System'0peration-when
expressed in-terms of MODES 1 and 2-are inaccurate and-do not represent-the-

5:1- ,

'
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actual _ situation-at the plant. T.S. Page 1-9, Table 1.2 defines Power Opera- :
-

. tion-(MODE 1) at > 5% Rated-Thermal Power and Startup (MODE 2) at 1 5% Rated
: Thermal Power.
~

In actual fact,the operability > positions definec in Table 3.3-1 reflect an inter-
-

-- face between MODE 1 and MODE 2 determined by Permissive P-7 at a nominal 10%
~

Rated Power Level. Further, in this review, under Section entitled TABLE 2.2-1,
. REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SET POINIS, item 18 c(iii) we have identified
the need for Safety Analyses Limits for P-10, P-13 and in combination for P-7,
so that.the outer Limits of Power level of this safety control logic can be
identified for safety evaluation purposes. For example, the Safety Analyses
Limit used in the FSAR for the Power Range, Neutron Flux - Low Set Point is'+ 10%

_

on the Set Point of 25% to-give 35% as the conservative outer limit. If this
same_(total channel error) margin was applicable to both the P-10 a'.d P-13
channels to give a P-7 Safety Analysis Limit .of 10% + 10%,- i.e, 20'iRATED
THERMAL _ POWER, then the importance to related safety-related issuid is
substantively; increased.

-

The discrepancy identified is.non-conservative and important on at least 2
counts:

1) A non-conservative discrepancy.between the fundamental maximum T.S,-Limit
- of 5%, power level in MODE 2 as given on T.S Page 1 9, Table 1-2 and the
nominal value of 10% with a real Safety analysis Limit of 10% plus a Total
Channel Error as yet unspecified.

2) The elimination of most reactor. trip Functions-(and many ESFAS Functions)
at this non-conservative power level without a separate comprehensive
Safety Evaluation with respect to Regulatory Requirements and the existing
Licensing Basis,-

The Licensee shall evaluate, including our concerns enpressed above, and
propose.

.

.

'

, -.

E

i

.

.

.
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-TABLE 3.3 2
..

REACTOR TRTP TNSTRUMENTATf0N RESPONSE T1\-

ME5-

ltem-1:
Manual Reactor Trip

At this time, the licensee proposes th t1

reactor trip -is not required by- safety i
in MODES 3 through 5

a ,the Res
analysis.ponse 7ime (RT1 for manual

range neutron Flux an,d they also arethe only remaining operable trips aFurthermore, ae proposes that
re those usi

Under TABLE ).3-1, items 2-21 (select d)not required by Safety Analyses. ng Sourceto re eval
to prooose,uate his position in respect of what neutron Fl

e

safe condition in respect to Condition IItogether with their related Tech specs to place thewe have already required the licenseeux trips he intenasthrough.5.

shall have a Safety Related Manual Trip SUntil this evaluation and prcp,osal arIII and IV Occurrences in MODES 3 reactor in a
Regulatory Requirements in 10 CFR 50

i

e accepted, the LicenseeContro
ystem to assist in meeting minimumissue. l Systems, and the Licensee shall evaluate and propo, app. A. III. Protection and Reac.tivityAt this time

Regulatory Requiremen,ts for 10 CFR 50the proposed T.S is non conservatise as a priority
, App. A. III. ve in respect to

4 hItems 5 an,d 6:
M J , As indicated uncer- item Table 3 3-1 Intermediate Range and Source Range Neutron Flux Trips.

not being protective actions nec. 6,

essary for the FSAR., items 1-5, these items are proposed astect the plant in MODES 3 through 5will provide a base for determiningwhether those trips are necessary tAnalyses already requestedical specifications for these respon.
se time in conformance with 10 CFR 30 46If so, please provide tne necessary techIf these values are not provided o pro-

be evaluated by the Licensee witn
k Analyses Limit of the power range, current FSAR requirements for- the Safety,.all related return 10 reactivity events shall

n-
.

|be required to be ODERABLE.
.

.

10ther proposals in thThe--Current proposals for these tripneutron flux, low setpoint trip which willi
'

|g

e T.S; the Licensee .non conservative with respect to ]
s is

L s

Item Bi shall evaluate and propose.Overpower AT.

-No response time is provided by_the Licensee wh
p

)is Not_ Applicable.,

Table.7.2.1-3 (3 of 5Please comment on thelfact that this
o proposes that.a T.S. on this _g

-

= IV licensing _ basis occ)urrences. ing to f.ive (5) separate Condi ireactor trip is proposed in Refererce 5
as apply

-item:1

Overpowe.and which is confirmed by Reference 7, Table 15131 [2- secs)d).' specifies a maximum of 6.0 seconds (including, a transport time
- Also that Reference 5

.

t on'II through
r AT). Page 7.2-14 Rev.42,

of
alongside

Licensee shall evaluate and proposeThe proposed T.S is non conservative
..-

J

with respect to the Licensing BasiItemz 9:
.

Pressurizer PressureLow

s. The
'
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Item 10: Pressurizer Pressure --High

The TS specifies a Response Time of 12.0 secs. Reference 7 Table 15.1.3 1
provides a time delay of 2.0 secs-_for these events which conflicts with a
value of 1,0 secs in Reference 5, page 7.2-14, rev. 42, item 1(e). The
licensee shall clarify.

IItemlli Pressurizer Water Level - High

No response time-is provided because it it considered Not Applicable (NA).

The trip is shown as having a protective function for two Condition 11
occurrences in Reference 5, Table 7.2.14 (4 of 5) and a potential protective
function in a Condition IV occurrence in Reference 7 page 15.4-13, item 16 c.

Additional protective functions are discussed earlier under Table 3.3-1,
item 11.

Reference 5, page 7.2-14, Revision 42, Item 1 f provides a reactor trip re-
sponse time at 1 sec.

-Reference our earlier review under Table 2.2-1, item 18.c.(ii).

.

In view of the above information, the proposed T.S. is non-conservative with
respect to-the-Licensing Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate and p:opose.

.

Items 8 &=11 General
'

Although the above two items are not apparently the primary reactor trips used
as the basis for calculating protection in.the Accident Analyses in reference 7,
those Analyses represent'a limited number of events which are proposed as
"expectad" to bound all possible events at the plant in terms of severity.
There is no guarantee that the large number of other possible events will
never use these two-protection items to primary advantage.

Item 16, Turbine Trip. - -

A response time for Reactor Trip on Turbine Trip is not provided in the
Technical Specifications. Reference 7, Table 15.1.3-1 advises that the re-
sponse time for such a trip is 1.0 sec. but that it is not applicable to the
analysis-used. .

,

-Reference 7, Section 15.2.10.3, concerning Excessive Heat Removal Due To
Feedwater System Malfunctions. Under the title of ."Results" on page 15,2-30,
the second paragraph describes how for this particular event at full power "A

' turbine. trip and reactor trip are actuated when the steam generator level'
reaches the high-high level set point."

Also, for the Occurrence of. " Inadvertent Operation of the ECCS During s

Power Operation under reference 7, Section 15.2.14.3, page 15.2-40, revision 43,
under Conclusions states that: "If the reactor does 'ot trip immediately, the

.

low pressure reactor trip is actuated. This trips tne turbine and prevents-
.

excess cooldown thereby expediting recovery from the incident.

06/01/84 24 Revision A
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Under these circumstances therefore, Reactor Trip on Turbine Trip is necessary
to automatically terminate the event, The Licensee should review the response
time used in the above calculation and provide an evaluation of its decision is
respect of placing it in the T.S. under the requirements of 10CFR50.36

Item 17, [ Reactor Trip on) Safety Injection input from ESF

This description is a misnomer and should be replaced by the description
proposed under Table 2.21, Item 17 of this occument.

'The proposed T.S. states that the response time requirement is NA (Not Applic- 4
able). This is incorrect as a separate Reactor Trip is an essential part of g
all ESFAs functions during which safety injection is initiated. The required

g inf ormation is in f act supolied in T,5. page 3/4 3-30 Table 3.3-5, under the
already revised heaoings proposeo above, reference items li, 2d, 3b, 4b.

This table, under response time, should replace the description as recommended
above and elongside each, reference 159 entry in T.S. Table 3.3-5.

The response given in the Technical Specifications (except for Manual actuation 6
of SI) are quoted as < 2 secs. No docketed information is available on what

,, (ggg)values were used in accident analysis, and particularly for MSLB, SBLOCA and
LOCA events. The licensee snould provide this information and confirm its
conservatism against the T.S. value, eg. reference 5, Table 7.2.1-4 (5 of 5)
and related note e. on page entitled " Notes for Table 7.2.1-4" confirms that
Pressurized Low Pressure - Low Level is the first out trip of Safety injection
for the everrt of " Accidental Depressurization of the Main Steam System." The
licensee shall explain this terminology - whether we have Reactor Trip on Pres-
surizer Pressure - Low which is available at the maximum power output at which
this particular event is evaluated, or Pressurizer Pressure - Low (Safety
injection) and provide the associateo resconse time to validate proposeo T.S.
values.

Item 21, Proposed (Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker Position Trip)

As discussed earlier, under table 2.21, Item 14, this trip is provided as an
adjunct to Undervoltage - Reactor Coolant Pump Trip. The Licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

-

.
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TABLE 3.3-3 ENGINEERED SAFETY' FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM (ESFAS) INSTRUMENTATION l

.

- iItem 1: Safety Injection, Reactor Trip, Feedwater Isolation, Component
{oolingWater,StartDieselGenerators,andNuclearServiceWater.

This-description of Item 1 lists the various functions initiated by given
signals (which are generally those initiating SI).

However, Reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 (8 of 16) revision 34 and Figure 7.2.1-1"

(13-of 16) revision 34, shows that the term-"Feedwater Isolation" used in this
Item 1 is actually comprisea of four (4) separate Logic Functions, namely
"Turoine Trip", " Trip of Feedwater Pumps", "Close All Feedwater Isolation
Valves" and "Close the Feedwater Main and Bypass Modulating valves.

The term Feedwater Isolation is thereforE on inaccurate term to use. It should
be' removed from this descriptor and replaced by the four separate functions, as
each of them can be initiated separately and or together-dependent upon the
initiating Logic.

Further we also note that this functional unit is also that initiated by Steam
Generator Vater Level High-High (P14) reference 5, figure 7.2.1-1 (13 of 26)
evision 34. and figure 7 of 16; revision 41.

Further, the function-to be initiated by Steam Generator' Water Level - High
High is-function 5 of the.same Table which is again incompletely described and
should be changed (see item 5..later) to. clearly identify these same 4 elements.
Vader these circumstances, the current description for Item 1 should delete
the term "Feedwater Isolation" and Item 5 (see later) should be expanded to
include an additional Functional Unit identified as Safety Injection.

Additionally, the Function " Annulus Ventilation" needs'to-be addea to the
descriptor-(reference 5, figure 7.2.1-1 (8 of 16) revision 34).

-

Also, the' function unit description " Nuclear Service Water" should include
[ isolation and startup] of Nuclear Service' Water.

Item la): Manual Initiation

This should read as: Manual Safety injection Actuation. [There is not a
separate Manual. Actuation for each of the functionalEunits listed.]

'

Item ic: -Containment Pressure -'High/ Applicable MODES 1, 2, 3,
'

The Current T.S.-does not provide for initiation of SI on Containment
Pressure -High, in MODE 4.

This is contrary to reference 8,-pages Q212-47e, item 24, Q212-61b item 29,
Q'212-61d, item 212.91 (15.4) wherein small and large breaks in the Steam Line
and Reactor Coolant System are discussed down to.and including MODE 4. Discus-
sing NON-LOCA Accidents (in MODES-3, 4) below the P-11 (1900 psig) block of 51
on Pressurizer Pressure - Low (SI) and Steam Line Pressure --Low, provision is
made that if a MSLB cccurs inside containment (so that MSIV-Isolation on

-06/01/64 26 Revision A
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:.

Negative Steam Line: Pressure Rate - High does not contain the event for the
' faulted SG) then Safety injection will be activated by Containment
Pressure-High.

,

Note: Automatic logic for realignment to SI is already provided in the T.S. in
MODES 3 and 4~. This MODE 4 Operability requirement for Containment-Pressure-
High_would also facilitate re-alignment of equipment from RHR to ECCS alignment
in the event of a large break LOCA under these circumstances as described in
reference 8, page Q212-47a, item II.C.

The Licensee shell evaluate why his proposed T.S. is an acceptable change from
the existing Licensing Basis, or include the operability requirement in his T.S.
The proposed T.S. position is non-conservative.

Item Id: Pressurizer Pressure-Low

This is the same title as used for Reactor Trip on Pressurizer Pressure-Low,
This particular/ESFAS actuation is set at a ' lower pressure and should be

~ described as: Pressurizer Pressure-Low [ Safety Injection).

Item le:
-

The proposed T.S. for= SI on Steam Line Pressure - Low is qualified in MODE 3 by
a 3##_which is identified on T.S. Page 3/4 3-23 as a situation in which the
function may be blocked _below P-12 (Low-Low T Interlock) setpoint.

avg g
Reference 5, Table 7.3.1-3 (1 of 2) and (2 of 2) item P-1, shows the appropriate
interlock for this purpose is P-11. Item P-12 of the same Table makes no

. provision for this proposed T.S. position,
f -

1

| However, reference 5 figure (6 of 16) does not use the same manual block
'

(at P-11) for Pressurizer Pressure - Low (SI) as for Steam Line Pressure - Low
|: (SI)-(and implementation of Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate) on reference 5,
' - Figure (7 of116). The Licensee is-required to confirm that no parameter other

than-the value of Pressurizer Pressure (at-P-11) is used to condition the;

manual blocks re'.ating to the steam line; if other parameters are used, the
Licensee shall evaluate and propose. The Licensee shall also advise o1 other
parameters wNch inay be used to condition the manual' block-of Pressuri7ar
Pressure - Low (SI),

.If the Table 7.3.1-3 (1 of 2) and (2 of 2) is correct, then' condition
~

. MODE 3## should be-changed to condition-MODE 3# which becomes the correct-.

description. .
,

| Item-2c: Containment' Pressure-High-High.

Operabil.ity is not required in MODE 4. .This-should be required to be
consistent with the evaluation-under-Item 3.b.3. below.

Item 3.b3): Containment Phase.8 Isolation on Containment Pressure - High High
k

Operability of this isol_ation is not provided in MODE 4. The Licensee should
advise why this is not necessary for safety when the previous item No.l.e.

.
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showed reference in the Licensing Basis of protection-against Steam Line Break-

inside containment and Large Break LOCA in this mode. It should be noted
that T.S. Item 3,4.6.1_. requires containment integrity in MODES I through 4.

Eurther Operability of Auto-Actuation Logic is required through MODE 4 [Contain-
ment Pressure-High only effects Containment Isolation A and not Containment
Isolation B which is necessary to establish Containment Integrity).

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative. The Licensee shall evaluate and
, opose.pr

- liem3c: Purge and Exhaust Isolation

A'n additional Item: 3c.4 Containment Radioactivity, is proposed to effect Purge
a'nd Exhaust Isolation as this is part of ESFAS Logic in reference 5, figure
7.2.1-1 (8 of 16), revision 34. The Licensing Basis for this requirement lies
inside the analysis of consequences deriving from accidental events whilst the'

Purge and Exhaust Isolation Valves are open. (Refce- CSB)

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis; the
-

Licensee shall. evaluate and propose.

Item.4, Steam Line Isolation

4b: Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays

The proposed T.S. does not require Operability of Steam Line Isolation Auto
Actuation Logic in_ MODE 4. However,-this will-be required if_the Operability

. requirements of Steam Line Isolation on Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate -
3

-

High,.already-specified in item 4d for MODE 4, are to b_e met. The proposed T.S.
'

is non-conservative _with respect to the Licensing Basis; the Licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

Item 4a: Manual Initiation (of. steam line isolation)
.

1) System
-2) Individual

Operability requirements for manual initiation of-Steam Line Isolation are not
required by the current T.S. in MODE 4. This however will be necessary to
allow the operator to manually isolate small breaks which'do not activate the

. Negative: Steam Line Pressure Rate - High signal or- the Containment Pressure- -.

High High signal.
.

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis;_the
' Licensee'shal.1 evaluate and propose.

' Item 4di Negative Steam.Line Pressure Rate - High
--

-0perabilitytrequirements are-.given as MODE 3 and 4. MODE 3 should be con-
ditioned~as MODE 3# indicating it is only available below P-11 Interlock.
The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

,.

.
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.

Item 5: Turbine Trip and Feedwater Isolation -

Reference earlier Jtem I in whic. this title for Item 5 should be more
accurately described as " Turbine Trip, Trip of Feedwater pumps, Close Feed =ater -
Isolation Valves Close F .owater Main and Bypass Modulating Valves. The
Licensee shall clarify, evaluate and propose, Lack of accuracy can-be non-
conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis.

Item Sa: Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relay [to effect Turbine
Trip, Feed ater Pump Trip, Closure of Feedwater Isolation Valves

;

and Closure of Feedwater Modulating Valves]/ APPLICABLE MODES 1 & 2

The Applicable Modes of-this Auto Actuation Logic need to be extended down to
MODES 3 and 4 to be available to respond to the Safety Injection signals which
are expected from the Licensing Basis (reference later Section 3/4.5,
Emergency Core Cooling Systems, uncer GENERAL). The proposed T.S. is non-
conservative with respect to the current Licensing Basis and the Licensee
shall evaluate and propose'.

Item Sb: Steam Generator Water . Level - High High [to effect Turbine Trip,
Feedwater Pump Trip, Closure of Feedwater Isolation Valves and
Closure of Feedwater Modulating Valves)/ APPLICABLE MODES 1 & 2.

The Licensee should evaluate the nGod to extend the operability requirement's
of this functional unit from current MODES 1 and 2 down to and including MODE

,

4. The determining factor may be the availablity of Main Feedwater Pumps during'

these MODES. Plant Operating Procedures which permit Main Feedwater Pumps to
'. be available can cause An Excessive Heat Removal Due To Feed.ater System Mal-

function;and/or-Steam Generator overfill unless Safety Related isolation at the
Main Feedwater [ containment) isolation valves is incorporated into the T.S.

The Logic of reference-5, figure 7.2.1-1, (13 of 16), revision 34, involving
i _ signal inputs: Steam Generator-Hi-Hi P-14, Safety Injection, Reactor Trip P4,

and Low T would need to be. carefully reviewed, especially since there isgg
, currently -little or no Sat ty Related Reactor Trip Protection in MODES 3
| -through 4 so that reactor trip P4 may not be-available in conjunction with Low

T,yg (during cooldown) to effect Feedwater Isolation, and Closure of Modulating-

Valves as an inbuilt protection against such circumstances.,

The proposed.T.S. does represent a non-conservative position in respect to the -

Licensing Basis, as there is nolprerequisite that Main Feedwater is isolated-at-

the Containment Isolation Valves as'an LCO, during MODES 3 and-4. The Licensee
shall; evaluate and-propose.

Item Sc .(Proposed): Safety Injection (to effect Turbine Trip,.Feedwater Pump
Trip, Closure of Feedwater Isolation Valves and Closure
of Feedwater Modulating Valves)/ Applicable MODES PROPOSED
AS 1, 2, 3 and 4

This trip is relocated from Functional Unit 1 to Functional Unit 5 in

accordance with our earlier reviaws under Item IC and Item 5.

'
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OPERABILITY is_ required-in all Modes 1, 2,-3, 4, because SI protection has
been found necessary witnin the Licensing Basis. The protection was already
intended in the proposed T.S. this action represents a more accurate

-description of the Functional Unit and an improved placement in the T.S. The
Ljcensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 7; Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW):

General: Operability Requirements:

Requirements for ESFAS operability in AFW are gener211y limited to
MODES 1, 2 and 3. However, prodsion is made in the FSAR for operation
in MODE 4, and to be available in M DE 5.

,
;

For MODE 5, Reference 8 page Q 212-56 ro. 25 where RCS cooling is required
to be available in the event of failure of one of-the isolation valves in4

the-l_ine leading from the RCS hot leg to the suction of the RHR, causing
flow blockage. Available Operability during MODE 5 is necessitated to
facilitate-conversion to effectively MODE 4 operation, as described in
reference 8, page Q 212-56, rev. 25, since "only a few minutes" is pro-
posed as necessary "to open the steam dumps and to start up the auxiliary
feedwater system." It is proposed by NRC, that such a rapid startup of
the AFW system can only be achieved by having available the Automaticc
Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays, and'all related ESF equipment so
that the automatic" logic can be initiated manually. The licensee shall
evaluate and propose. The proposed T.S. items 7a through 79 are gener-
ally non-conservative witn respect _to_the Licensing Basis in this matter.-

The. Licensee shall evaluate and propose on.each of these items including
consideration of our related reviews.-

-

Operability in MODE 4 is required by the FSAR to generally counter the
consequences of appropriate condition II, III and IV occurrences including
Steam Line and Feedwater Line Breaks, which are analyzed assuming automatic
initiation. Reference also' proposed T.S. pages 3/4 4-3 for requirements
for_ operable RCS systems in MODE 4. The proposed T.S. items 7a through 79
are generally-non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basi, in'this
matter. The-Licensee shall evaluate and propose on each of these items,
including _ consideration of our related review.

Item 7.'a: AFW/ manual initiation-

e ' Item .b: AFW/ Auto _ Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays: -
_

) Operability is currently not required in MODES 4 anc 5. Operability should 1
1 -be provided for both modes to meet the-licensing requirements, i e., manual

; initiation of__ Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Reisys: reference '

General-above.

Item 7.c.1: Start Motor Driven Fumps-

.Should be operabis. in both MODES 4 and 5 and. especially to counter non--
availability of Turbine Driven Pumps early into MODE'4 during the cooldown.-
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Item 7.c.2): Start Turbine Driven Pumps:

Should be operable in 4. Although not capable of operating at lower tem-
peratures of MODE 4, and MODE 5, it should nevertheless be available for
use to counter consequences described in " General" above, including a
station blackout.

Item 7.d): Auxiliary Feedwater Suction Pressure tow: -

This proposed T.S description of a functional unit is invalid. The
Functional Unit to be provided is:

d) Automatic Re-alignment of Suction Supply [This is the functional
unit],on

Low Auxiliary Feedwater Suction Pressure [This is the parameter caus-
ing the change]

Operability requirements should identify how many AFW pumps are required
to be " tripped" deficient in suction, to effect re alignment.

The licensee should identify those instrument / control channels, and partic-
ular engineering alignments, which result in a re-alignment of reduncant
AFW supplies to the only safety-related supply available, from the Nuclear
Service Water Pond, and define related operability and surveillance require-
ments. The mixed nonsafety and safety-related supplies on the McGuire
units make it necessary to separately define and T.S. those safety-related
elements, under 10 CFR 30.46: see reference 14, page 10-2.

Applicable Modes in the current T.5, is limited to 1, 2 and 3. The
licensee shall evaluate why this should not be extended to MODES 4 and 5
to meet the FSAR requirements described in " General" above.

Item 7.e: Start Motor-Driven Pumps (by Safety Injection)

Applicable Modes have not been identified. NRC proposes MODES 1, 2, 3 and
4 and 5 to meet the requirements of Item 7: General, discussed earlier.

~

Item '7.e: Start Turbine-Driven Pumps (by SI) -"

This functional unit proposes that the Turbine Driven AFW pumps are started
di by the SI signal. This conflicts with reference 5, Fig. 7.2.1-1 (15 of.

16) I&C system Logic Diagram where the initiation of the turbine driven
pumps on SI is not shown. Also, in a like manner, with related sec-
tion 7.4.1.1.1.1. and reference 22, section 10.4.7.2.2.6. Also see refer-
ence 14 Section II.E.1.2 page 22-41. It is now noted that the recent
T.S. has been corrected to show that the Turbine Driven AFW pump does not
start on Safety Injection.) The Licensee shall clarify,

,

.

.
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5

Item.7.f;-' Station Blackout - Start' Motor Driven and Turbine Driven Pumps:

Provision for operability is only in applicable MODES 1, 2 and 3. Con-
sistent with previous considerations, operability should be required in-
MODE 4, with provision for immediate operability from MODE 5.

] tem 7.g: Trip of Main Feedwater Pumps (MFWP) - Starts Motor Driven Pumps4
The T.S. proposed only 1 channel per pump to trip.' [This is different to
the FSAR, reference 22, page 10.4-14,'rev -7, item 30 which specifies that
loss of a_1,1 main feedwater pumps is required. The licensee should evaluate
and propose, j

-

' Applicable modes: The current T.S. proposes Modes 1 and 2#.~ Condition 2#
is an invalid MODE since # identifies the P-11 interlock which can be-

manually effected only at approx. 1900'psig and which can only occur in
MODE 3, i.e., the condition should be 3#. The licensee should explain and

'propose.
~

Pleas'e advise why this limitation at-MODE 2 (or 3]# is proposed and how it
may relate to plant operating procedures in MODES 3 and 4 and whether this
block is-in conformance with regulatory requirements.

Etem8: Automatic Switchover to Recirculation on RWST Level:

This is limited in Applicability to MODES 1, 2, 3 by the proposed T,S.
,

Since a LOCA in-MODE 4 is part of the Licensing Basis, see later-Sec-
tion 3/4.5 ECCS.under GENERAL, the licensee should evaluate the reasons '

for, and the;c nsequences'of, not proposing this OPERABLE IN MODE 4, and
not being' ave able'in MODE 5, to counter the consequences of potential
LOCAs and loss of RHR cooling in these MODES. The proposed T.S. is

" ~

non-conservative with respect to.the Licensing Basis; the Licensee shall
evaluate and propose,

item 9: Loss of Power: Emergency Bus -Undervoltage - Grid Degrade Voltage:

Item 9: General,

The Licensing Basis FSAR,-reference 7 Section 15.2 I under LOSS OF'0FFSITE
: POWER-T0 THE-STATION AUXILIARIES: describes a set of Reactor Protection-

~ ': System-and Engineered Safeguards Features Actuation responses for the:. -
<

-plant.to ensure _its safety. Why is this particular-set _of ESFAS Func-
- tional Units _and related Response Times not provided under Table-3.3-3.

Absence of this information makes the proposed T.S. non-conservative.
The-Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

What does this functional unit do. Please explain, and how many busses to-
be tripped for the action to be defined. If-.it_is meant-to. initiate AFW: !

- what pumps etc., and if so operability r.equirements should be extended to i

MODE 5. Lack of any clarity makes this proposed T.S. non-conservative. -|
The Licensee shall clarify, evaluate and propose.

.
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Item 10.a)a.: Pressurizer Pressure P-11:

Applicable MODES are 1, 2, 3.;

Explain the-consecuences of this non-operability in MODE 4 on availability
of_ dependent protective actions, e.g. , main steam line isolation, which is
considered under Item 4.b above. If main steam isolation is negated, it
should be restored to conform to Regulatory Protection Requirement. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Concerning P-11 Interlock and AFW Pumos.

The basis provided on proposed T.S. Page B 3/4 3-2 states that:
.

"P-11 (i.e. , on system pressure i,ncreasing to P-11 valve) ---- Defeats
)'the manual block of the motor driven AFW pumps on trip of the main feed-

water pumps and Low-Low Steam Generator level."

The following information provides the current Licensing Basis on the
particular proposed interlock P-11 in respect of AFW Pumps:

The Table 3.3-3, Jtem 7.c.1, in reference 5, for start of motor driven AFW -
pumps, does not provide for the above condition.

The P-Il intericck and its prov.ision for automatic defeat [above P-11 setpoint)
do not_ appear in -reference 5, Table 7. 3,1-3. , Rev-35, ' Interlocks for ESAS and
Figure 7.2.1-1 (15 of 16), revision 34, I&C Logic Diagram.

Reference 5, Section~7.4.1.1.6 describes this action under " Bypasses and
Interlocks" and that wherever it is present, an alarm exists in the Control

. Room. This allows the operator to stop AFW pumps during shutdowns,
.

Supplement No. 5, reference 15, page 22-22 evaluates the use of the P-11 inter-
lock-as described in the .above Basis and -concludes that the situation is-
acceptable. However,-the basis for the SER Supp 5 conclusion was that a-possi-

4 .ble steam.line rupture or 'feedwater line break were not likely to occur in the
proposed MODES when the P-11 is in-effect. This is-a-mistake, all the earlier
work-of this. review has disclosed _that the premise of these events being not
likely to occur has been rejected for these MODES 3 to 5, and_ detailed atten-
tion hastbeen given to their possible occurrence together.with the possibility

.offAuto Initiation and tne consequences of automatic-protective action. Where
.

-the-P-11 lockout has been present on other protective actions, the consequences-

have been fully evaluated. There has never been a related evaluation on the
absence of= auto-initiation of motor-driven AFWS as now proposed.

If;the _ Licensee wishes to pursue this he should evaluate all the events
y

considered in the FSAR below the P-11-setpoint with manual initiation of MD AFW-
. and making due allowance for all the ' relative reduced and changed protections
available and the time frames which must allow for all other actions, e.g.,
isolation of a ruptured SG is expected to take 30 mins, see reference 7,
section. 15.4.2.2.2 page 15 4-13a, Revision 38. Further, the detailed review
of this T.S. has been based on this availability.

'
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.; We note that in his-submittals concerning this matter, dated. March 9, 1981
concerning.THIxitems,-the Licensee states that "the turbine driven auxiliary
feedwater pumps.do not have a bypass' feature." Yet we also note on his T.S.
page 3/4-7-4-that the. Turbine Driven pump is not required to be_ operable when
steam generator pressures are less than 900 psig; this would require only
appr_ox._20 mins. into standby cooldown to achieve. The result is that there
wou_id be absolutely-no automatic supply of feedwater for any event beyond

.

approx. 20. min into cooloown,

cat this time, the current Accident Analyses in the Licensing Basis FSAR
support the_ necessity-for not using the current bypass for the Motor-Driven
Pumps. ;

-The Licensee shall advise what safety-related reasons require that he must
bypass. automatic startup of the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps on
top of both main feed pumps, and on SG Low Low-level in the final stages of
plant shutdown.- Also, what prevents him from installing _ automatic restoration
on_ receipt of the_-related protection signal.

Item 10.b; Interlock; Low-Low Tavg P-12:

Applicable MODES are 1, 2, 3.

Reference Item Table 3.3-4,-Item-10b, of this document.

Since Interlock P-12 effectively provi, des and limits steam-dump capabil.ity,
including _ accidental -blowdown, by constraining .it to .3 cool down dumps to ,

the condenser; why remove this interlock in MODE 4 and MODE 5 and remove
its potential availability for related Licensing Basis requirements. The.
proposed T.S. is non-conservative.with respect'to the Licensing Basis; the
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 10.c; In_ter_ lock; Reactor Trip.P-4:

The -eight_ separate . functions af fected by this interlock are descr.ibed in
referenceLS, Table.7.3.1-3-(1 of 2). Please-evaluate how the absence of
this-w'ill-affect the.various functions to be performed and;how they will
impact the FSAR requirements for_ plant protection in MODES.4 and 5 ~ This.

should be-for both the " Reactor tripped" and " Reactor not tripped" condi-
~

tions considering that the reactor can be in both situations during these
'

,

Modes.' . Licensees evaluation to items Sa, b.and c above should be also
_ considered in this evaluation. -

. _ -

The proposed T.S._is' non-conservative with respect'to the current tLicensing Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

-Item._10sd);' Interlock; Steam Generator Level-High High', P-14:
'

! Operability is not1 required by the T.S. in MODES 4 and-5. The need for
this interlock in these' Modes will be established by the-Licensee in his
response'to. items Sa, b and--c above. The' licensee shall provide his-
evaluatio'n and p'ropose. Until Safety Related Isolation of Main Feedwater
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.

Containment Isolation Valves is included in the T.S. , this proposed T.S.
must be considered non-conservative with respect to Regulatory
Requirements.

~

Item 11 proposed: g
There is a need to add a new Functional Unit not addressed in the current
T.S. , but which is a part of ESF AS.

This is:

"Close All Feedwater Isolation Valves" and "Close the Feedwater Main
and Bypass Modulating Valves"

See reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 (13 of 16) revision 34 for the related
unique control logic.

This Function is initiated by:

lla. Reactor Trip P-4, and Low Tavg.
lib. Reactor Trip P-4, and Steam Generator Level - High High P-14.
11c. Steam Generator Level - High High P-14 (see 5 above)
lid. Safety Injection (See 5 above).

Operability for lla would be in accordance with 10c (above) and later
evaluation unoer Table 3.3-4 Item lla (Proposed). Operability for 11b
would be in accordance with the evaluations in 10c and d above.

Operability for 11c and 11d would be by reference to items 5, Sabc.

TABLE 3.3-3: TABLE NOTATION !

The uncertainty of the notation under ## is discussed in Item le earlier.
Please amend as required in accordance with the related resolution.

.

__

.

.

'
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TABLE 3.3-4: ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM (ESFAS)

INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SET POINTS

General: These have been checked against the information in reference IS,
table 3-4 and related NOTES FOR TABLE 3-4 on page 3-13 and which is de-
scribed as being applicable to McGuire Unit 1, 50-369. At this time, the

* assumption is made that this information also applies to McGuire Unit 2,
Docket No. 50-370. The licensee will docket this fact or otherwise docket
the alternate information.

Item No. 1:
1

The description for this Functional Unit should be clarified and modified in
accordance with our remarks under TABLE 3.3-3; Item 1,

as

ItemNo.Ig:
The description for this Functional Unit sfnould more accurately read as " Manual
Safety Injection Actuation." See reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 (8 of 16),
Revision 34,

Item Ic:

Modify the description in accordance with our earlier comment under Table 3.3-3
Id to: Pressuri:er. Pressure - Low (Safety Injection)

Item 3c,4 (Proposed):

Reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 (8 of 16) revision 34 shows that " Containment
Radioactivity" initiates containment ventilation (Purge and Exhaust) isolatior,.
Please explain why it is not included as, e.g. , a proposed Item 4). The pro-
posed T.S. is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis, The Licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

Item 4d: Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate - High [For isolation of the MSIVs
below P-11 Block]

The trip set point is currently specified at -100 psi,/sec. Westinghouse
Set Point Methodology for Unit 1, reference-18, shows this value to be-

~"-110 psi"; an additional descriptor is also necessary reading: "with a'

time constant of 50 secs". Tne current " Allowable Value" in the T.S. is
-120 psi /sec, the same reference 18 Table 3-4 shows this value to be -100

' psi; this should again have the additional descriptor reading: "with a
time constant of 50 secs".

To discuss negative values and related conservatisms, it is clear to
delete the - in -100 as the description reads : " Negative Steam Line
Pressure Rate - High so that T.S. values should read as 100 psi and
110 osi. This is also internally consistent with the descriptor in Table
2.2-1, Item 4, namely: Power Range, Neutron Flux High Negative Rate, 5%
of R.T.P with a time constant of 2 seconds.

.
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.Please discuss the logic of the values in reference 18. A Trip Set Point
of a negative rate of 110 psi with an allowable value of 100 psi (both

. with a time constant of 50 psi) would provide that an earlier isolation
'

of the-MSIVs is less conservative, and this is not so for the MSLB event.
The expectations are that negative rate for the allowable value would be
higher than for the Set Point. Please clarify.-

Further, the same reference 18 Table 3-4, column 12, states under
notation (5)- that this value is not used in the safety analyses. Since
this ESFAS signal' provides Main ' Steam Valve Isolation on Main Steam.Line
Break below the P_-11 block point (instead of by Steam Line Pressure - Low)
please describe how the plant is otnerwise protected through the proposed
T. S. Otherwise, please provide analyses which show that the plant is pre-
tected by th_is proposed setting under proposed T,$. requirements,- This
item is related to our other concerns on Technical-Specifications on Bora-
tion Control under earlier Section 3/4.1.1 Boration Control. The proposi-
tion that this value_is not used_in Safety Aanlysis is non-conservative.
The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 5: The description of this Functional Unit should be revised and
clarified to our recommendations under Table 3.3-3, Item 5.

Item Sc: Proposed new item as " Safety Injection"'

'

This should be included in accordance with-the evaluation under
Table 3,3-3, Item 3c)

Item 6a & b. Containment Pressure Control System

The licensee should provide the basis for these Set Points and
-Allowable Values.

Item 7(c): Steam Generator Water Level --Low-Low

The licensee should respond to our concern under Table 2,2-1, item
13.

; Item 7(d): Auxiliary Feedwater Suction Pressure-Low

The description.should be revised as proposed under our earlier-
Table 3.3 3 item 7d. Provide the basis:for the values given,

.

Items 7c(1):and (2): Concerning' start of Motor Driven--and Turbine Driven Pumps

This technical- specification provides that the motor-driven AFW Pumps start
on.. low-low in one'SG whereas.the turbine dr.iven pumps require low-low in
tw'o SGs. This appears.to be-in conflict with tr.e accident evaluation in-
the Licensing Basis FSAR as elaborated below. [This-however is not
-conflict-with the Instrumentation & Control Logic of the FSAR.)

i-

|
*
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Item-7c:

' Reference-(7) related Section 15.4.2.2.2 concerning Main feed Line-'
-

Rupture (MFLR) under the title of Major Assumption 10.

"The auxiliary feedwater system is actuated by the low-low Steam
Generator Water Level Signal. The auxiliary feedwater system is
assumed to supply a total of 450 gpm to three intact steam generators.

Reference 5, Section 10.4.7.2.2 states that " Travel stops are set on-

the steam generator flow control valves such that the turbine driven
pump can supply 450 gpm to three intact steam generators while feeding
one faulted generator and both motor driven pumps together can supply-

,.

?' 450 gpm to three intact steam generators while feeding one faulted
. generator. The throttle positions allow all three pumps to supply a
total flow of 1400 gpm to 4 intact steam generators."

Reference-7 related Section 15.4.2.2.2, page 15.4-13a (Revision 38),--

states: "The single active failure assumed in the analysis is the
turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump. The motor driven pump that
is headered to^the. steam generator with the ruptured main feedline
supplies 110 gpm to.the intact steam generator. The motor driven
pump tnat'is headered to two intact steam generators-supplies 170 gpm

.

''

to each. This yields a total flow of 450 gpm-to the' intact steam
generators one minute a'fter reactor trip. At 30 minutes following
the rupture, the operator is assumed to isolate the auxiliary feedline
to the ruptured steam generator which results in an increase in

,

injected flow of 80 gpm." ;

The sequence of events -in the accident evaluation in Reference (7), 1

iTable'15.4-1 shows that after the accident is initiated at a programmed
value of SG . level,1the low-low SG level in the ruptured SG is reached ,

20 secs. later, and auxiliary feedwater [at 450 gpm) is delivered to tne
.

iintact steam generators in 61 sec.

!It^ appears, based on the'above information, that-on'SG low-low.in the- ->
. ruptured SG, both the motor driven.and the turbine driven pumps are
initiated (with the. single f ailure being in the turbine driven pumps).
This is not in accord with the T'S. .lf it is assumed that low-low level.

'in the other SGs is also reached at the-same time by bubble collapse,
please' justify. 'We note ~that the Reactor &-Turbine Control System is
designed so that under normal operation, collapse'of SG 1evel on Turbine -

-

Trip will not cause a reactor trip; also at this_ time, main steam from
7 ' intact SGs is being lost to the-faulted SG so that whereas inventory-is.

lost, a full collapse need not occur.

sThe proposed T.S.s 7cD and 7.c(2) appear to be non-conservative in respect
.i of; Accident Analysis used_in the Licensing Bases. The licensee shall

clarify, evaluate' and propose; this should be in conjunction with our
other concerns on this event noted later in Sections of-this review.

.
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! Item 8: - Automatic Switchover to Recirculation--

The . Licensee shall provide the basis for the set point values of the RWST
levels specified. What are the allowable values for [ drift and] total
~ channel errors and the related Safety Analysis Limit.

Item 9: Loss of Power

Confirm tte bases for the set points and-allowable values specified.

Item: General

The Licensing Basis FSAR, reference 7, Section 15.2.9 under LOSS OF
OFFSITE POWER TO THE STATION AUXILI ARIES describes a set-of Reactor
Protection System and Engineered Safeguards FeaturesoActuation Responses
for the Plant, to ensure its safety. Why is.this particular set of ESFA's
Functional Units and related Instrumentation Set Points not provided_in
"this item under Table-3 3-47.

Absence of this information makes the proposed T.S. non-conservative.
The Licensea shall evaluate and propose. r

Item 10a: ESFAS Interlock Pressurizer Pressure, P-11.

Actuation of this interlock substantively reduces ECCS protection against
Conditions II,'III, and IV Accidental Occurrences.

The FSAR has analyzed the consequences of this reduced level of protection
for.a limited number of these occurrences and this has been based on a

- system pressure of 1900 psig; Reference 8, page Q212-47, item 212-75 1A.
Why then is a trip set point of $1955 psig used. This set point value

should be below 1900 psig with appropriate allowances for drift and channel
errors to the limiting value used in the Safety Analysis of 1900 psig. The
current specification is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing

Basis.FSAR & therefore not i.n accordance with 10 CFR 50.36. The licensee'

shall provide a safety evaluation for the difference, for approval, or
restore the set. point'to be a valid T.S. value.

ESFAS I'nterlock:T,yg-PItemL10b: fg: 12-

L The_ basis for.this interlock on T.S. Page B 3/4 3-2 states that:
1.

,

*

~"On decreasing reactor coolant loop temperature, P-12 automatically
removes-the arming signal from the steam' dump system." This is not
substantively, consistent with Reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 which
shows that'it.is the arming signal for the condenser dump valves and
atmospheric dump valves which is removed and'then with the exception
of '3. cooldown dump valves (to the condenser) | The steam generator
Power Operated [ atmospheric] Relief Valves (SG PORVs), are not
affected: Please correct the Basis.

-

*
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A' set point of 553-551'F'is provided.. Provide the basis for this*
r

which should_be consistent with our query under earlier Sec-
tion 3/4.1.1. Boration Control concerning T.S. page 3/4 1-6,
" Minimum Temperature For' Criticality."

Item 10e.'(Proposed).

To complete the list of 'ESFAS interlocks, it is necessary to ada an item
identified as 10e,

Low T,yg. 1

The-safety reasons for this are described under the later Item 11.b
_(Proposed) of this.section.

Item 10c: - Interlock, Reactor Trip, P-4

This currently reads as: " Reactor, Trip, P-4, with NA (Not Applicable) .

trip setpoint & Allowable values." However, should not this item read as:

' 10c. P-4-with Trip Setpoint and Allowable values defined as in Reactor
Trip to Table 2.2-1, .with the exception of: " Power Range, Neutron
Flux, High Negative Rate."

The basis for-this is provided in Reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 (2 of 16),-

,'

Revision-42. The licensee should explain why Reactor Trip Signals ini-
iti_ating P-4 include all items in Table 2.2-1 with the exception of'" Power
Range, Neutron. Flux,-High Negative Rate." The licensee shall evaluate
and propose-

' Item 11 Proposed:

There is a need to add a new Functional Unit not addressed in the current
- T_S., but which is-a part of ESFAS. .This _is:

"Close Feedwater' Isolation Valves.& Close Feedwater Main & Bypass
' Modulating Valves;" '(See Reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 (13 of 16)
Revision 34.-)

This_ Functional Unit is initiated by:
.

a. Reactor. Trip;P-4,.& Low Tavg *

b. Reactor Trip P-4, & Steam Generator Level - High High P-14. --

c. Steam Generator Level - High High P-14 (see 5 above)..

d .' - Safety Injection (see 5 above). "
' Trip Set' Points would be in accordance with the related values in earlier

-Items 10 and 5 of this section.;

.
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Reference item lib above, involving Reactor Trio P-4 & Steam Generator High
High Level P-14.

The NRC has observed potential situations of concern involving this
interlock,

NRC Safety Concern A: A review of the logic of this interlock, Reference 7,
Figure 7.2.1-1,-(13 of 16), Revision 42 shows that if a SG-Hi Hi occurs,
Turbine Trip, Trip of MFW Pumps, closure of MFW isolation and control
valves occur, but the reactor is not tripped if the Nuclear Power Level is
below P-8 (48% Power Level ), Reference 7, Figure 7.2.1-1, Revision 42,
(18 of 18). This would then cause another occurrence which would be
effectively a loss of main feedwater to the reactor at a nominal power
level of 48%.

NRC Safety Concern B: The existing FSAR, Reference 7, Section 15.2.10.1,
Revision 15, shows that a feedwater malfunction at full power is not
terminated by a neutron Flux Power trip, but by a SG-Hi Hi (i.e. , P-14)-
signal initiating Turbine Trip, Trip of MFW Pumps, Closure of MFW lsolation
and MFW modulating valves. Turbine Trip will trip the reactor (if initial
power level is above P-8). However, if the feedwater malfunction is ini-
tiated at zero power FSAR, Reference 7, Section 15.2.10.2, "Results,"
first. paragraph, the consequences are a rapid increase in m.: lear power
which will cause a reactor trip from the neutron flux low power, 25%,
setpoint, and 35% (Limiting Safety Value in Analysis) and hence generate
'a.P-4 signal, but will not correct the initiating cause of the faulted
main feedvater control system until SG-Hi Hi level -is subsequently ini-
tiated and effects closure of MFW isolation valves. Whereas the FSAR
evaluates the first even,t of this sequence by reference to the event of

,

" Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly Bank Withdrawal From A Sub-
critical Condition," the FSAR provides no evaluation of the subsequent
event-including the ONBRs resulting from any restoration of reactivity
before SG-Hi Hi. ultimately effectively closes MFW isolation valves. This
latter event from zero power can also occur at any intermediate power
level, with and without automatic rod control, and there is currently no
analysis which evaluates the worst case. .

NRC Safety-Concern C: 'The licensee.has provided no information on " Safety
Analysis Limits" that would be applicable to Permissive P-8 in evaluating
the above events. If the allowance is ultimately of the same order as for
the Power Range, Neutron Flux - High and Low Set Point Trips, i.e_., approx,
+10; percentage point, then Safety Concerns A and B could be occurring at -

,

up to 58% power level.
;
, .

I In respect of NRC Safety Concerns A, B, and C above, we consider tha pro-
| . posed T.S. in respect of the related permissives and interlocks to be non--

conservative with-respect to Regulatory. Requirements. The licensee should
review the safety consequences of each of these potential NRC concerns and
respond with a safety evaluation with proposed changes to the T.S. as
appropriate. This could be considered a Generic Issue.

General: In view of the consequences of the bypass of reactor trip on
turbine trip below P-8 for the events protected by trip of turbine on

| .
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: Steam' Generator:Hi Hi., the licensee should review the analyses for all
other Condition 11 through IV occurrences to' determine whether the con-
clusions deriving from the existing evaluations need to be altered. This
could be considered-a Generic Issue, :ha

Reference item 11(a) above, involving Reactor Trip P-4 and Low T,y

Reactor Trip P-4 together with Low-T,yg causes closure of the MFW isolation
valves and MFW Modulating (Control valves) thereby isolating the reactor
f rom any f aulteC (on non f aulted) feedwater system.

_

,

The safety significance of the parameter, Low T,yg, as expressed in the
FSAR derives-(a) from its inclusion in the ESFAS under Reference-5,

. Figure 7.2.1-1, (13 of 16), Revision 34 and (b) e description in
*

Reference 5, Section 7.7.1.7 under the title-Steam Generator Water Level
Control, in the following terms:

" Continued delivery of-feedwater to the steam generators is required
as a sink for the heat stored and generated in the teactor follow'ng

-

a reactor > trip and a= turbine trip. An' override signal closes the
feedwater-valves when the reactor coolant is below a given tempera-

x -ture, and the reactor has tripped. Manual override of the feedwr.0
control system-is available at all times."

.

Tais P-4/ Low T,yg combination does perform a safety function in preventing
e<cessive cooldown after the reactor is tripped, but has never been
incorporated, or discussed in the Section 15 FSAR analyses (Reference'7)
1or this purpose.

Within_the FSAR under Reference 7, Section 15.2.10.1 " Excessive HEAT
1EMOVAL DUE-TO FEEDWATER SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS" state that:

"An accidental-full opening of-one feedwater control valve with the.
-

,

reactor at zero power and the above mentioned assumptions, the
maximum reactivity insertion rate is -l'ess than tre maximum reactivity -
insertion rate analyzed in Subsection 15.2.1, Uncontrolled Control
RCCA Bank Withdrawai'ftc..,o Subcritical Condition, and therefore, the
results-of the analyses are not presented. It should be noted that
if the incident occurs with the unit just critical at no load, the
reactor may be tripped by the power range high neutron' flux trip (low

_

, .

setting) set at approximately 25 percent." !

'I For all-excessive feedwater cases continuous addition of cold feed-
. water is prevented by closure of all feedwater-control valves,-a trip
of the feedwater pumps, and closure of the feedwater pump discharge
valves on steam generator high-level."

event from zero-and higher power levels (already discussed under
lier Item lib) is initially protected by the high neutron fluxtrip;.

ever whilst this provides immediate protection ~, the main feedwater is
isolated and continue to cooldown the reactor with-continued reactivity

tadition. The licensee must confirm tnat acceptance criteria for the
reactor system are not exceeded if further protection must wait for Steam
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Generator Hi Hi Level to trip the MFW' pumps, and together with existing
Reactor Trip to provide Main feedwater Isolation. Or, is it necessary to

-

. depend on an earlier " Isolation of Main Feedwater" from the combination

of- the existing reactor trip P-4 signal already provided and a related
Low T,yg.

Inclusion of the P-4 and Low T,yg interlock-into the T.S. would provide
more reliability in protection for this event in conformance with the

-diversity criteria of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC Criterion 22 in support
GDC 20 Without this, there_is no diversity for protection from this
-continuing event. The.. proposed T.S. should require T,yg Low to be incor-
porated into the' T.S. to meet the above Regulatory Criteria. The licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

The license'e shall evaluate this issue-with our concerns expressed.under
Table 3.3-4, Item 11 proposed, Reference Item 11(b) above, NRC Safety
Concerns B and C to which this is directly related.

The presence of Low T , without T.S. considerations of Set Point,

Maximum Eirors, Channel Reliability, Applicability MODES and Action
Statements raises concerns about the consequences of a single failure.
For example, a failure low, remaining undetected, could combine with a

! Reactor' Trip from full power to close Main Feedwater [ containment) Isola-
~

. tion valves and Main Feedwater Modulating valves and cause a more severe
transient than would otherwise be necessary. The Licensee should evaluate '
the_ consequences cf single failure on appropriate Conditions 11, 111, and-

IV Occurences, and propose as-necessary.

Item: Reference 7, Section 15-2.14, page'15.2-38, Revision 43, which is the.

Accident Analysis ftr " Inadvertent Operation of ECCS During Power Operation,"
-states that:

Spurious ECCS operation at power could be caused by operator error or
,

.a false electrical. actuating signal. Spurious actuation may be assumed'

to be caused _by;any.of the following:

1. High_ Containment pressure-

2. = Low pressurizer pressure
. .

~

3. High-steam :line differential pressure.

4. _High steam line flow with either low average coolant ~ temperature-

or_ low steam line pressure.

P_1_ ease explain the signals 3.and.4 since they do not appear in the TABLE 3.3-4
just. reviewed, nor.do.they seem to appear in the Logic Diagrams of-the Licensing
Basis in the FSAR to reference 5. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

.

.
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Item"i Reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 (2 of 16) Reactor Trip Signals

The reference to Safety Injection Signal (Sheet 8) is inaccurate. This
signal-is from the-ESFAS and not directly from the SI signal.

.

.

.

d

. .

.

'
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T ABLE 3. 3-5 ENGINEERfD SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE T]ME$

Ittm 26: Initiation of Safety Injtction by: Containment Pressure-High.

A v iue of 127 secs (w"'out off site power) is given.

Reference 5, page 7.3-8 shows that initiation time of E5FAS from this
source is a maximum of a sec. -

No events in Reference 7, Section 15, tave been directly anal) ed using
this sensor as the prime initiator above the P-11 interlock although it
is relied upon for diverse protection. However, it is the only automatic
initiation of Safety Injection pr7tection below (P-11). Other events
dependent upon a S1 generating signal, particularly circumstances cescibed
under items 3a and 4a below, shows safety analyses limits of i 12 secs.
(with offsite power) and 1 22 secs (without off site power).

At this time, the proposed T.S. value is less conservative than others
used in Safety Analysis. The licensee shall evaluate this difference and
propose accordingly.

Item 2b: Jnitiation of " Reactor Trip (From SI)" by Containment Pressure-High

The descriptor (From $1), should be deleted as it is incorrect.

The response time is give is 1 2 secs and this different from the FSAR,
Reference 5, page 7.3 8 which gives a maximum time of I sec.

This value is less conservative than the FSAR and the licensee shall
evaluate and propose accordingly.

Item 2c; "Feedwater Isolat, ion" from Containment Pressure-High

:

The response time is given as $ 9 secs,

Reference 5, page 7.3 8 shows that initiation of ESFAS from this source is
a maximum of I sec.

Table 3.6.2 of the T.S. provides isolation times of < 5 secs for main

feedwater containment isolation and < 10 secs for main feedwater to
Auxiliary Feed *ater Isolation. A total time to isolation of MFW, from

.

Containment Pressure-High, of i 11 secs seems appropriate to available.

equipment.

There would then be a conflict between the response time of 1 9 secs in
the proposed T.S. and the potential value of up to 11 set from other
licensing basis information.

No event in Reference 7, Section 15.1 through 4. uses this particular
isolation in time Analyses. However, this is a important factor for
containment integrity during a Main Steam Line Break in containment. The
value used as the Safety Analysis Limit shall be provioed by the licensee,
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compared with proposed i.$. Item 2c and any differences evaluated, and.

T.S. proposed as appropriate.

Item 2d: Coritainment Isolation - Phase A, from Containment Pressure High |

The proposed T.S. values are 18(3) (with offsite power) and 2B(4) without I
# offsite power.

Reference 5, page-7.3 8 shows that initiation of ESFAS from this sou'rce
; is I sec.

Table 3.6-2 shows Maximum Isolation Times of up to 15 secs for Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary Isolation valves. A minimum total time to
containment and isolation (for the RCPB) of 16 secs seems feasible, plus

' 10 sect. giving 26 secs total without offsite power.

The proposed T.S. values should be fhecked against those used as Safety
Analysis limits for related Conditions !!, III, and IV occurrences using
SI. Values used by licensee f. hall be provided,-compared with item 2d.
and any differences evaluated.

-Item 2e: Containment _ Purge and Exhaust isolation, from' Containment
Pressure High

This is given as N.A. This is not so; response times have be used to
minimize offsite conrequences of any Condit. ion occurring whilst contain- |

ment purge & exhaust is being used. This proposed T.S. is less conserva-
.tive than the licensing basis. The licensee shall evaluate &_ propose,

'
item 2f: Initiation of Auxiliary Feedwater from Containment Pressure High.

The. licensee proposes N.A._but earlier review shows AFW initiation on !
Containment Pressure-High and especially in MODES 3 and 4.

'

'This.is less conservative than the licensing basis; the licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

Item 2g: Initiation of Nuclear Service Water (NSW) from Containment
Pressurt-High

This response time is given as 5, 65(3}/76(4) secs.
-; -

The superscript 3 does not seem appropriate; whilst the related Notation
on T.S. Page 3/4 3-33 refers-to absence of diesel delay (i.e., no loss of-
offsite power), it describes start up of ECCS equipment but.does not'

' include the requirement for " Isolation and Startup of Nuclear Service
Water Pumps as described in Functional Unit 1 of Tables 3.3-3 and 3.3-4.
The_same comment applies t superscript 4 which applies to the circum-
stances without offsite power. "The licensee should propose an accurate
description of.these circumstances; the. current description does not meet"

,.= ' 'the intent.-
,

.

'
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Reference 5, page 7.3-8 shows that initiation of ESTAs from this source
is I sec.

No other inf ormation is available on Safety Analysis Limits because,
contrary to Regulatory Requirements, this value has not been usec in the
Safety Analysis of the FSAR in respect of AFW supplies. In other set *
tions of this review, the licensee has been asked to re-evaluate Safety
Analyses to recognize this fact. Parallel with this, the licensee shs11
identify the Actual Safety Analysis Limit to be used for this response,
compare with the proposed T.S., and repropose as appropriate. Any Occur-
rences required to utilize Nuclear Service Water must be considerec non-

conservative with respect to these values currently presented in the FSAR
to Reference 7, Section 15.

Item 2h: Initiation of Component Cooling Water from Containment Prestcre High

This response time is given as 65(3)(3}/76(4)(2) secs.

The description of superscript 2 under Table Notation on T.S. Page 3/4 5-33
is incomplete. The licensee shall pretose en accurate descriptien o' these
circumstances including its cependence on Nuclear Service Water; L.e
licensee should confirm that this cooling water supply information is for
this safety related service.

Reference 5, page 73-8 shows the initiation of E5FAS from this source is
I sec.

No other information is available on Safety Analysis Limits usec in the
FSAR. The licensee shall provice this information for related Condi-
tions II, III. and IV Occurrences for both on site and offsite power. This
infornatio' shall e evaluated and the licensee shall propose. At this
time, cons'dering the non-conservative circumstance with NSW AFW supply,
it must be presumed that any Occurrence required to utilize the Nuclear
Service Watte must be consicered non-conservative with respect to the
values curr'ensly presentec in the FSAR, Reference 7, Section 15.

Item 2i: " Start Di9sel Generators" from Containment Pressure-High

A response time of 3 11 secs is given.

Reference 5, page 7.3-8 shows that initiation of ESFAS from the source
is a maximum of I sec.

.
.

No evaluation in Reference 7, uses this sensor as the prime initiator
above the P-11 Interlock, although it is relied upon for protection above,
and directly for protection below (P-11). Other events dependent upon
a 51 generating signal particularly, items 3a & 44 below, show safety
analysis limits of 1 10 secs for this value.

In respect of current safety analyses limits, therefore, it appears that
the proposed value is less conservative than the Safety Analysis Limits.
The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

I
*
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We note that Reference 5, page 8.3 6, describes testing of diesels on
II seCDho starts and if initiating times of 1 and 2 seconds were allowed
1:r, inis wod e mean actual times of 12 and 13 secs from the initiating
signal. The licensee shall clarify, evaluate and propose.

Iten 3: Pressuri:er Pressure-Low

This title should be modified to read as Pressurizer Pressure-Low (Safety
injection) as Pressurizer Pressure-Low is a Reactor Trip only.

The initiation time of all ESFAS Functions from this sensor is 11 see
(Reference 5, page 7.3-0). This is also the same initiation time for

_

Containment Pressure High. Since both or either of these initiators can
be available in Occurrences involving SI, and initiation times are the
same, our comments and conclusions under earlier Item 2 can be directly
referenced for items under Item 3 in cases where the proposed response
time is the same for a given ESFAS function.

Item 3(a): " Safety injection (ECCS)"' on Pressurizer Pressure-Low [SI)

I I1 27 8)/12 3) secs are proposed.Values of

Reference 5, page 7.3-B, shows a maximum initiating time of ESFAS 1.0 secs
for this signal.

'

The_value of 12 secs (with offsite power) is consistent with safety
analysis limits given for the MSLB in reference 7, page 15.4-10, Section 7
where "In 12 seconds, the valves are assumed to be in their final position
and pumps are assumed to be at full speed." For the other case with Loss
of Offsite Power (LOOP) "an additional 10 secs, delay is assumed to start
the diesels and to load the necessary equipment onto them." Further, this

particular analysis appears to initiate the event on Pressure Pressure-Low
,

(SI).
.

5e proposed value of i 12 secs appears within the licensing basis of
12 secs.

The proposed value of 27 secs (with LOOP) is however larger than the value
of 22 seconds from the referenck described above (i.e., 12 sees + 10 secs

: delay for start of diesel). This value of 27 secs therefore appears less
conservative than the FSAR, reference 7, page 15.4-10, and the licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

,,

' Item 3b: " Reactor Trip (from SI)" on Pressurizer Pressure Low (SI)

The descriptor (from SI) is incorrect and should be deleted.

A value of 5 2 secs is proposed. The FSAR in Reference 5, page 7.3-8
Quotes a value of 5 1 secs.

The proposed T.S. Value appears less conservative than the Safety Analysis
Limit and the licensee should evaluate and propose.

:
'
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M em 3c: "Feec*ater Isolation" From Pressuri2er Pressure-Low (SI)
The proposed T.S. is < 9 secs.

Reference our comments and requirements under 2.c. above.

Item 3d: " Containment Isolation - Phase A" from Pressurizer Pressure-Low (SI)
The proposed T.S. is < 38(a)/28(4) secs.

Reference our comments and requirements under 2.d. above.

Item 3e: " Containment Purge & Exhaust Isolation" From Pressurizer
Pressure-Low (SI)

The proposed T.S. is NA.

Reference our comments and requirements under 2.e. above.

Item 3f: " Auxiliary Feecwater" Initiction by Pressuri2er Pressure-Low (SI)

The licensee proposes NA (not applicable).

Safety injection logic closes the main feedwater isolation valves for
every event in which SI is ' initiated (reference earlier sections of
this review Table 3.3-4, proposed item c). Therefore, every such event
initiated by a SI initiator must be analyzed with a restoration of AFW
and a related response time,

it is outside the licensing basis, not to a propose a value for this
respor.se time. This T,5. value is therefore non conservative; the
licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item "sg: " Nuclear Servica Water System" Initiation from Pressurizer
Pressure Low S1

76 1)/65(3) secs.5Tne T.S. value is given as

Our comments on 65(3) are as for our earlier 2g.

With respect to superscript (1) on 76; why is this dif_ferent to Containment
|. Pressure High which is 76(3) when the concomitant SI signal generates the

same equipment requirements. Superscript (2 now provides for 51 and RHR
pumps whereas (3) did not. Also, superscript (1) , if it is to be used
should include Isolation and Start of Nuclear Service Water System (NSW).;

I-
| Reference our comments and requirements under earlier 2g.

Item 3: General

| The licensee is to evaluate each of his superscripts 1) ,I) 3) and,

| (4) and ensure that they are complete, accurate and consistent with all
the related ESFAS initiating signals and functions.
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This position appears inaccurate & confusing to the extent that it must
be considered non-conservative,

item 3h: Initiation of Component Cooling Water from Pressurizer
~

Pressure Low (SI)

The proposed T.S. is 5 76(2)/65(2)(3) secs.

See our comments and requirements under 2h. and 3. General above.

Item 31: Start Diesel Generators from Pressurizer Pressure-Low (SI)

The T.S. value is ( 11 secs..

See our comments under 21. above which are substantively applicable to
this item. Therefore, the proposed item is less cons 6rvative than the
safety analysis limits; the licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 4: Steam Line Pressure-Low

The initiation time for all ESFAS functions for this sensor is given as
> 2.0 see in Reference 5, page 7.3-8. This compares with only 1 sec for
Item 2, Containment Pressure-High and Item 3, Pressurizer Pressure-Low-.

(SI). Since agein, all these 3 initiators can be available in occurrences
involving SI, our comments and conclusions under 2 and 3 can be referenced
with the condition that actual response times under item 4 could be 1 sec
longer. We note however, that functional response times specified under
4 remain the same (in general) as under Items 3 and 2 and do not apparently
provide for this differential of I sec. The licensee shall evaluate and
propose.

Item 4a: " Safety Injection (ECCS)" Initiation on Steam Line fressure-Low

These values of < 12(3)/22 4) agree with the Safety Analysis LimitsI
-

o.' the Licensing Basis FSAR.

Item 4b: " Reactor Trip (From SI)" from Steam Line Pressure-Low.

The descriptiop (frorr SI) is incorrect and should be deleted.

This value of 5 2 secs agrees with Reference 5, page 7.3-8,
.

-

Item 4c: "Feedwater Isolation" from Steam Line Pressure-Low

The proposed T.S. is 5 9 secs.g.

Reference our comment and requirements under 2c. above modified by the
fact that there appears to be a larger conflict between the response time
of 5 9 secs and the potential value of up to 11 + 1 = 12 seconds from
Licensing Basis Information,

.
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Item 40: " Containment Isolation - Phase A" on Steam Line Pressure-Low

| The proposed T.S. is 5 IB(8)/2B d) secs.I
'

Reference our comments and requirements under 20. above, modified in that
proposed T.S. times appear feasible with the additional delay of 1 sec.

Item 4e: " Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation" on Steam Line Pressure-Low

p The proposed T.S. is NA.
.

;..
Reference our comments and requirements under item 2d. above.

'

Item.4f: " Auxiliary feedwater Puc6" initiated by Steam Line Pressure-Low
,

The proposed T.S. is NA.
a

Reference our comments and requirements under 3f. above. *

Item 4g: " Nuclear Service Water" initiated on Steam Line Pressure-tow

The propesed T.S. is 5 65(3)/76(4) secs.
'

_

Reference our comments, requirements, and remarks under 2g. , 3g. , and 3
General above,

Item 4h: Steam Line Isolation on Steam Line Pressure-Low.

The propos,ed TS value is 5 9 secs.

Reference 5, page 7,3-8 states that the maximum allowable times for
generating steam break protection are (1) from steam line pressure rate,
2 secs. and (2) from steam line pressure-low, 2 secs. Further, Refer-
ence.7, pa'ge 15.4-6 states that the fast acting steam line stop valves
are " designed so'close in 5 secs...", A minimum closure of 7 secs seems,

likely;-
e

For actual safety analysis limits, . Reference 7, Table 15,4-1 (1 of 4)-and,

; 15.4-1 (2 of 4) both show a difference.of seven (7) secs between arriving
at the " Low Steam Line Pressure Setpoint" and "All main Steamline Isolation
Valves Closed." (In the case of Feedwater System Pipe Rupture)

-*- The proposed TS value of 5 9 secs is therefore grecter than the Safety
Analysis Limit,

. -

The proposed TS must therefore be consider =d less conservative for this
-

i- event. The licensee shall evaluate and propose,
i

--Item 41: " Component Cooling Water" Initiation by Steam Line Pressure-Low-

Proposed T.S. value is 65(2)(3)/76(2)(4)
,

Reference our earlier comments and requirements under 2h and 3h, above.

'
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Item 4j: " Start Diesel Generators" by Steam Line Pressure-Low.

Proposed T.S. value is 1 11 secs.

Reference our comments and requirements under 21 above.

Item Sa: " Containment Spray" - Initiated on Containment Pressure-Migh-Hign

Licensee shall provice the Safety Analysis Limit and compare with the
proposed value of 1 45 secs. Evaluate and propose as necessary.

Item $b: Containment Isolation - Phase B on Containment Pressure-High High

This is proposeo as Not-Applicable. The licensee should propose why this
is so when it appears that T5 Table 3.6-2 Containment Isolation valves,
Maximum Isolation Time (secs), applies only to closure from receipt of
signal, and may not include the ESFAS Response Time. Reference tspecially
T.S. page 3/4 6-30 where main steam line isolation is specifiec at 5 sets
compared with the same value quoted on Reference 7, page 15.4-6 which
states that these fast acting steam line valves are designed to close in
5 secs and Safety Analysis Limits have been shown as 7 secs under item Ah,
above.

What is needed to supplement the information in T.S. Table 3.6-2 is the

E5FAS response time as defined in Reference 5, page 7.3-7, Revision 36,
and which values are quoted at 1.0 sec for initiation from containment
pressure (related page 7.3-7), and also as I sec for closing main steam
line stop valves on Containment Pressure-High (High). It appears this

item should re&d as:,

Sb. ESFAS Input to Containment Isolation - Phase B 1 see

The licensee shall clarify, identify the related Safety Analysis Limits,
and evaluate as appropriate. Until then, the proposed T,5. must be
considered non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis.

Item Sc: Steam Line Isolation on Containment Pressure High-High

The proposed T.S. value is 5 9 secs.

Reference 5, page 3.7-8 shows containment pressure initiating E5FAS signals
with a f 1 response time. Item 4h above shows fast acting stop valves, .

closing in 5 secs, giving a total time of 5 6 secs.

Since M51V actuation under Containment-Hi Hi can be caused by MSLB which
provides for a maximum of 7 secs above, the proposed value of 9 secs
appears less conservative.

A comparison-also with values used in assessing environmental releases'

from containment should also be made.

'
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i The licensee shall ioentify the Safety Analysis Limits used for this Steam
Line Isolation, inclueing the M5LB in containment, evaluate against thei

1 3roposed T.S. value and propose as appropriate. Until such time, the
j carent value appears non-conservative.
4

. Item fa: i vbine Trip on $ team Generater Water Level-High High
:

'

The prope,ed T.S. is NA, i.e. , not applicable. 4

! ReferCnce the licensee to our comments under Table 3.3-2, Item 16 where
it.is shown that it is used within the Licensing Easis.

The proposed position is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing
i Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose in accordance with our

| review unoer Table 3.3 2. Item 16.

; 3 tem 6b: "Feedwater -1 solation" Initiated by $ team Generator Water
; Level-High High
L

[ The proposed T.$. is < 13 secs.
!.

! Reference 7,: Table 15.1.3-2 shows that "High Steam Generator level trip of
! the feedwater pumps and closure of feeowater system valves, and turbine
i trip" is based on an ESFA5 time delay of 2.0 seconds.-

Table 3.6.2 of the T.S. provides isolation times of < 5 secs for main
feederter containment isolation and < 10 secs for main feedwater to

~

Auxiliary Feedwater Isolation.

j' A total time to isolation of*MFW of < 13 secs seems appropriate to avai1*
| -able equipment. -

However the current safety analysis depending on this response time is;

;that for the Excessive Cooldown occurrence under. Reference 7, page 15.2 28,
and for this, no value is- quoted for isolation of-main feedwater.which is'

! the initiator of the event. However,-Figure 15.2.10 2 shows that with ini-
L tiation of the event caused by one faulty control valve, it takes 32 secs

to reach the SG-High High Level with a mass increase of 35% of initial,
; and thereafter does not increase further. This implies zero closure time,
i SinceLit is expected to take another 13 secs to actually isolate, we could

assume an additional mass increase.of another 13% to give a total of
:

approx. 1.48-the initial value. -

The above additional Ma.in Feedwater level can affect the consequences of
the event at power, if there has been a trip, with a potential for power !

,

restoration and/or overfill of the.$-G to cause water. ingress into the!

main steam lines. . Additionally, it can have consequences of potentially
! larger importance-for the event occurring _from zero suberitical poweri
|
l Reference also our concerns under item Table 3.3-4, item lib and lla above.

'The' licensee.shall evaluate the related concerns, including the extended
,MFW valve isolatior times, to determine their safety significance, and-

t

*
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propose as required. Until that time, it must be concluded that since a
zero (0) value nas been used in the current analysis, that the licensee
has a potentially non-conservative situation with respect to Regulatory
Requirements of Reactivity Control and Regulatory Concerns for Floooing
of the Main Steam Lines.

Item 7a: " Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps" initiated by SG Level Low Low

Item 7b: " Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps" initiated by SG Level-Low Low

Proposed T.S. response times are given as 5 60 secs.

The FSAR Safety Analysis Limit is 61 secs; Reference 7, Table 15.4-1
(1 of 4) and 15.4-2 (2 of 4) where the difference between SG Low-Low and
auxiliary feedwater delivered to steam generators is 61 secs. The current' proposed T.S. value is therefore conservative with respect to the current
safety analysis limit.

However, the current safety analysis limit of 61 secs currently used
appears to be a mistake and not in accordance with Regulatory requirements.

The only safety- related water source available for Auxiliary Feedwater, is
the Nuclear Service Water System.

Reference 22, page 10.4-146, states that "All three AFS pumps are normally
,

supplied from a common leader which can be aligned to the upper surge tank,
the-auxiliary condensate storage tank, or the condenser hotwell. Each of
these sources are provided with motor operated valves with control room'

operation. The assured AFS pump suction is from the Nuclear Service Water
System. The A motor drive is aligned to the A NSWS header and the B motor-
driven pump is aligned to the B NSWS header. The turbine driven pump is
aligned'to both channels. Each source is provided with diesel aligned
motor operated valves which open automatically on how suction pressure"
(with.a. proposed T.S. response time of-13 secs).

.

Earlier information under this T.S. Table 3.3-5 $ hows that the response
time for Nuclear Service Water Supply is 65 secs, assuming offsite power
available and 76. secs assumi.ng loss of offsite' power whereas the Safety
Analysis Limit used in the FSAR is only 61 secs. On this basis, all
Conditions-II, III, and IV occurrences involving AFW supply would need
to be re-evaluated to establish acceptability. -

'
~

The NRC does notice from Reference 5, Table 8.1.2.1 entitled " Maximum
Loads to be supplied from one of the Redundant Essential Auxiliary Power
Systems" that the related loading sequences for pumping equipment, alone,.
might enable an. earlier response time then given in Table 3.3-5, e.g..

.

Nuclear Service Water Pumps can be available 35 secs and AFW, 40 secs,
after Blackout or LOCA signal [furth_er, the Table notation of Table 3.3 5
is inadequate to. clarify the position).'

The_ licensee shall clarify the available response time for AFW supply from-

the Safety Related Nuclear Service Water system, and include the conse- ;

p quences of additional delays due to inadequate suction pressure under '

^
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Item 11, below. If this is confirmed at from 65 to 70 secs, or any longer
time then usec as the existing Safety Analysis Limit in the FSAR, then

.cpw wi d tg q 1uation of all Conditions II, III, and IV occurrences
involving AFWT@ ply, are required by 10 CFR 50.36.

Our current evaluation is that the response times in the proposed T.S.
are non-conservative in respect of Regulatory requirements.

* Item 8: " Steam Line Isolation" on Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate-High

Proposed T.S. value is 1 9 sec.

Reference 5, page 7.3-8 states that the madmum allowable time for
generating the ESFAS MSIV isolation signal from a Steam Line Pressure
Rate circumstance is 2 secs, the same as for item 4h. above.

Our comments and requirements therefore are the same as under item 4h.

We appreciate that this signal is generated at below P-11, but with the
existing proposed Boration Control T.S we must continue to evaluate this
value as non-conservative.

The proposed T.S. value is greater than thc Safety Analysis Limit of seven
(7) secs and must be considered less conservative for this event. The
licensee must evaluate this difference and propose.

.

Item 11- "Avtomatic Re-alignment of UW Supply on Low Suction Line Pressure"
(The existing description should be changed to more accurately state this
action)

Proposed T.S. value is 13 secs.

Note our comments unri.r 7a. and 7b. above. Although this response time may
be in accordance wit' current plant engineering, it is not in accordance
with the existing Safety Analysis Limit for Auxiliary Feedwater Supply
which, on current information, has pre supposed no such transfer time.
If a tank has been lost because of seismic action, we cannot assume a
residual 15 secs supply 3t this time.

At this time, until the evaluation of 7a. and 7b. above is completed, we
must evaluate this delay as non-conservative with respect to currently
used Safety Analysis Limits which in themselves are non-conservative with -

,

respect to Regulatory requirements.

The licensee will evaluate and propose.

Item 12: " Automatic Switchover to Recirculation" on Low RWST Level

Response time proposed as 1 60 secs

The licensee shall provide the bases for this value and eyaluate against
this 1 60 secs, and propose as necessary.

'
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Item 13: Station Blackout

Item 13: General

The Licensing Basis FSAR, reference 6, page 9.2-10 describes how
station blackout causes startup of all Emergency diesel generators anc
alignment of (NSWS and CCW). Why is this not included under this
item 13 " Station Blackout."

The Licensing Basis FSAR, refercr ee 7, Section 15.2.9 under LOSS OF
OFF-SITE POWER TO THE STATION AUXILIARIES describes a set of Protection
Actions for the plant, all which have related response times. Why is
this information not provided under this heading?

The absence of most of the information on Functional. Units and Related
Response times reovired to protect the facility on Station Blackout condi-
tions makes the proposed T.S. non-conservative with respect to the
Licensing Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate anc propose.

Item 13a: " Start Motor-Driven AFW Pumps" on Station Blackout

Item 13b: " Start Turbine-Oriven AFW Pumps" on Station Blackout
v

Proposed T.S. response times are 1 60 secs.
*

Reference our comment under 7a. and 7b. above. .

These values are non-conservative with respect to Regulatory reovirements
and the licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 14: " Start Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps" on Trip of Main
Feedwater Pumps

Proposed T.S. value is < 60 secs.

Reference our comments under 7a. and 7b. above together with the necessity
for licensee action.

At this time, these values are non-conservative with respect to regulatory
requirements, and the licensee shall evaluate and propose.

'
~

Item 15: Loss of Power: "4 Kv Emergency Bus Undervoltage-Grid Degraded voltage."

Proposed T.S. response time of 1 11 secs.

Reference our comments under T.S. Table 3.3-3 Item 9 and Table 3.3 4
Item 9 and provide appropriate clarification.

No evaluation is possible at this time.

.

..

'
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Item 15: Loss of Power

Jtem 15: General

Our review comments under item 13 " Station Blackout" are fully applicable
to this item with the related conclusion that:

The absence of most of the information on Functional Units and related
Response Times required to Protect the Facility on Loss of Power makes
the proposed 7.5. non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis.
The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item (Foot) Note: Response time for Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
Starts on All $1 signals.

This is proposed as ,< 60 secs.
.

Reference our earlier comments for its inclusion in items 2f. , 31. , and
4f. above together with the necessary Licensee Actions.

Reference our earlier comments under 7a. and 7b. above together with the
necessity for licensee action.

At this time, these values are non-conservative with respect to Regulatory
requirements and the licen$ee must evaluate and propose.

Item: Table 3.3-5, TABLE NOTATION on .T.S. Page 3/4 3-33

These notations 1 '2, 3, and 4 must be expanded to include Component
Cooling Water System Isolation and Pumps, Nuclear Service Water System
(NSWS) Isolation & Pumps, and AFW re alignment to NSW5 and alternate
sources as necessary. This will also enable verifiable consistency with
the Notations used in the table.

See our comment under items 29., 2h., 3g., 3h., 40., and 41, above.

Notation 2 of this Table states that:

(2) Valves IKC305B and 1KC315B for Unit I and Valves 2KC305B and 2KC315B for
Unit 2 are exceptions to the response times listed in the table. The
following response times in seconds are the required values for these
valves for the initiating signal and function indicated: -

2.b < 30(3)/40(#)I3)3. b < 30
530(3)/40(#)4.b

Since the functions 2b, 3b and 4b are all Reactor Trip functions,;

j please explain.

Since these descriptors are apparently incorrect, provide the correct
i descriptors.

,

i
'
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$ince sepercripts (3) ano (4) used above make no mention of Component
,

Cooling Water, (from which the valves derive) what do they mean?i

What is meant by the Statement that the valves specified are exceptions
to the response times listed in the Table. How do they affect the response
times - 00 they increase, or decrease them, or have no ef fect. If

they increase response time, by how much and what is the effect on the
Actual overall response time, and has this been incorporated into the
Safety Analysis of the Licensing Basis. *

e

The Licensee shall clarify, evaluate and propose. Lack of accurate
information on response times must be considered as non-conservative.

4

.,

.

.

. .

,

%

.
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Section 3/4.4 REACTOR C00LAA'r SYSTEM

'

Section 3/4.4.1 REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION
;

! 3 tem: GENERAL
1

G.1 INTRODUCTION ,

Concerning RCS Operability requirements, in MODE 3-5:1

j We refer to our earlier discussions & licensee requirements - and especially
_ under Section 3/4.1.1 T.S. Page 3/4 1-1, 2 & 2a on Beration Control. T.S.,
1 Page 3/4 1-20 & 1-21 concerning SHUT 00WN AND CONTROL ROD INSERTION LIMITS and
'

TABLE 3.3 1 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION generally, including more
j . particularly iten.s 2-21 (selected) and items 12, 14, 15 and 21.
!

Under our item T.S. TABLE 3.3-1, items 2, 5 & 6 et al, the licensee has been
required to " Provide-an anlaylis and evaluation of the consequences of Appli-
cable. Condition II, III and IV Occurrences, in MODES 3 through $ for an
apptopriate set of Technical Specification requirements to ensure Conformance

,

to Acceptable Regulatory _ Criteria, and from this establish an appropriate range
of.. Reactor Trip System Instrumentation to Safety- Related Requirements. This
evaluation shall be undertaken in conjunction with our concerns for current8

technical specifications _under section 3/4.4.1 REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS AND COOLANT
CIRCULATION of_this_ review.

1 As part of this review, and a; a safety justification for our concerns, we
; require inclus. ion of_the following Occurrences and Cons.iderations in the

program, and as early determinants of our proposals in respect of RCS Loop g
Operability requirements in MODES 3, 4 and 5 (with loops filled). -

G.2 DISCUSSION
-

1 .

.

Item: CONS 10 ERAT 10N- i

A number of factors determ.ine our concern:<

_

G.2.1 The increased boron concentration discussec under Section 3/4.1.1 of
'- this review.

L Gc2.1.1 Increases shut down margin at temperatures above'200'F, and thereby
"

reduces the. Severity of any occurrences giving a return to power,*'

--but only after reactor trip, Fur _ther the T.S. proposed by the licensee
does not include the increased boron' concentration and RCS Operability
requirements are~ judged-against those circumstances.

=G 2.1.2 Because increased-shutdown ~ margins are available, in MODES 3, 4 and
5, the licensee may now increase-the level of withdrawal of all-

-

movable control assemblies and sti11 remain within the_ unchanged T.S.
condition of the allowable reactivity condition, keff of 5, 0.99._

Consequently, it does not benefit those Occurrences initiated by fast
positive reactivity excursions 'in which maximum power levels ulti-

=mately reached are substantively determined by given Response Times
i

'
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'

j; to Trip. Further, events giving a return to power after resctor trip
do not have improved initial protection; the reactor must still be,

tripped prior to effecting the increased shut down margin, anc the
elimination of virtually all " Safety Related" levels of neutron flux4

;
-

trip protection in TABLE 3.31 removes all current cafidence in"

"available" Reactor Trips on Neutron Power; the only Safety Related |; .
~

Neutron Flux-Trip from zero power suberitical conditions is the
! Power Range Neutron Flux Low Set Point and the proposed T.S. removes

2 this from operability in MODES 3, 4 and 5. Further it has a Safety
, Analysis Limit of 35% power (25% Set Point) and together with related

high peaking flux f actors under these conditions is sufficient to '

g- require all 4 RCPs running to ensure R.C.S. Safety in at least MODE
3.*

,

.

G.2.1.3 The increased boron concentrations give less negative and more posi-
tive moderate coefficients which changes-the complexion and nature of
expected responses from " Licensing Bases Events." Under these cir-
cumstances, it may not be possible to validly deduce the resulting

g responses and consequences without related analyses.,

G,2.1.4 At this time we see no protection against positive temperature
coefficients.in MODE-3 [4,-5 & 6]. Proposed T.S. page 3/4 1 4

: [F concerning MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT requires only that:
,

<

f

"the moderate. temperature coefficient (MTC) shall be:
L 3.1.1.3.b. Less negative tnan 4.1 delta k/k 'F for

all the rods withdrawn, end of cycle life (EOL), RATED
THERMAL POWER condition." The T.S. proposes that this,

is." Applicable to MODES 1, 2 and 3"-only. The licensee
should also clarify.this T.S. requirement which is
apparently in error and applicable to MODES 1 & 2 only
because of-the " RATED THERMAL POWER Condition."

G.2.2 Removal of operability requirements for all safety related reactor ;
trips:(except $1) in Modes 3,_4 and 5, has placed the reactor in- '

nonconformance with the requirements of 10 CFR Appendix A GDC 20.
" Protection System Functions" and GDC 22 " Protection System
Independence For'All Occurrences Not Inititating Safety Injection."

,

Further, only a limited number of automatic trips.(6) are blocked by
existing plant permissive. -P 7. 2 are blocked by-P-8. This leaves

_

i_ an additional 9 from which automatic protection can potentially be -

provided and which have been removed by. unique action of the T.S.r
,

I without any Safety Evaluation. ,

8= The proposed T.S. are nonconservative with respect to Regulatory
Requirements. They are also nonconservatise in respect to the|.

'

.

Licensing Basis.- -The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.
!

L G.2.3 In MODE 3, down to P-11,Jfor events initiating Safety Injection,'the
i 1 engineering within the existing Licensing Basis, might allow 10 CFR 50
i * 1 Appendix A GDC 20 and 22 to be-satisfied in respect to reactor trip

and_ diversity._ However, the proposed T.S. does not propose
-

'
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operability of Reactor Trip fecm SI in this race and offers no
safety Evaluation for the proposed change. Reference cur reviewunoer Table-3.3-1, Item 17.

The proposed T.S. is not in conformance with the Licensing Basis, and (e
is nonconservative. The licenste shall evaluate and propose.

G.2.4 In MODE 3, f rom P-11, to MODE 5, for events initiating SI, the plant
is engineered and can be operated so that only one automatic trip of
the reactor may be available; that from containment-pressure-high.

On the above bases, plant engineering and operations would not be in
conformity with regulatory requirements. The Licensee sna11 evaluate
and propose.

.

It may be possible for the plant to be operated in a manner to
conform by not manually blocking the Main Steam Line Pressure-Low
Trip-[at P-11] but constraining this blockage to a point at which
SG pressure during cooldown is within an acceptable error band of
the related Set Point Value. Under these circumstances, two (2)
diverse automatic protections on reactor trip may be available.

in addition the proposed T.S.s do not require operability of the
Reactor Trip /ESF channel in this pnase of operations below MODE 3
(at P-11), to MODE 4 even though this is engineered into the
Facility. No Safety Evaluation of this omission is provided. The
FSAR assumes Safety Injection Protection in MODES 3 and 4 The

| proposed T.S. i s not in accord'with the Licensing, Basis and is'

noncons e rva tive.- The Licensee shall evaluate and propose. g;

G.2.5 Diversity of. Safety Injection to the maximum extent for related
Accident Circumstances can only be retained within existing plant

-engineering by requiring that manual block of the Steam Line
<

Pressure Low be delayed until 90 pressures are-within an appropriate"
error band of the Steam Line Pressure-Low Set Point. This could be
down to a temperature of approximately 485 490*F in the RCS which
would be .in MODE-3 before 1000 ps',/425'F. (485 490'F is'the satur-
ation_ temperature eouivalent to 565 psig * 30 psig (channel error)
1.e.. approximately 595 psig in the SG.

The licensee shall evaluate and propose.
.

.

! G.2.6 EVENTS OF CONCERN (A LIMITED SELECTION)

G.2.6.1 OCCURRENCES WITH RAPID REACTIVITY INCREASE

F Concerning_" Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly Bank Withdrawal from
Sub-Critical Condition."-

Current Docketed Analysis-in reference 7, section 15.2.1, page 15.2 2 is based
on_four operating loops. This event is possible down to and including Mode 5.
-Current FSAR analysis trips the reactor on Power Range, Neutron Flux-Low Set

|-
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Point (25%) at a Safety Analysis Limit of 35% (reference page_15.2-3, item 3)..

,

The principal determinant of ultimate power level is Doppler coefficient;
contribution of moderator reactivity coefficient is negligible (reference page
15.'2-3, items 1 & 2). The event is initiated from hot zero power (reference 7,-

page 15.2-4 item 3). 4 RCS pumps are operating.
'

b*- Given the circumstances of the proposed T.S., any T.S. al_ lowing OPERABILITY of
less than 4 RCS Loop i_n MODE 3 would be in nonconformance with the current FSAR

) in a nonconservative manner, and the licensee would be required to evaluate and
propose.

Furthermore; increased boron concentrations would not change this requirement.

kdditionaleventsofasimilarnature,witharapidincreaseinreactivity
include:

a)
3n)4

Uncontrolled Boron Dilution (reference 7, pages 15.2-13) *

(ase)
4 b) Startup of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop (reference 7, page 15.2-19, .

j 933) revision 7)*

c. , c) ExcessiveHeatRemovalDuetoFeedwaterSystemMalfunction(reference 7, '

page 15.2-30, revision 7) concerning initiation with the reactor-at zerog-gg
[, ; power). Until the ifcensee clarifies availability of MFW during MODES 3 -

_

;

through-5, this must be considered a potential _ occurrence.

di d)4dtiDI Single rod cluster control assembly withdrawal (reference 7, Page 15.3*9, *

revision 7). Although the Licensing Basis is at 100% power, the cir-
cumstances from zero power should be reviewed.

~4 e) Rupture.of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing, at Zero Power (ref- *

@ (Ud erence 7, Page 15.4-30; revision 42).

*) Major Rupture of_a Main Steam Line (see below). *g

G.2.6.2 STEAM LINE BREAKS: OCCURRENCES

Concerning " Major Rupture of a Main Steamline"

This event is discussed in Accident Analyses in Reference 7, section 15.4.2 and
Reference 8 item 212.75 page Q 212-47d & e, item 25. Reference 8' proposes that

.- the resulting' impact on shutdown margins from this event during MODES 3, 4 and -

5 are improved over that of the design basis (of-zero power, just critical,
Tavg - 557') as:

" Operating' Instructions require that the boron concentration be
increased to at least the cold shutdown boron concentration

. before cooldown=is initiated. This-requirement-insures a minimum
of 1% Ak/k shutdown margin at-a Reactor Coolant System temperature
of 200'F. This condition assures that the minimum shutdown margin
experienced-during the streamline rupture from zero power shown-

_

in the-safety analysis is less_than the case where safety injection

'
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m$
actuation is manually blocked on low steamline pressure and 1.ow )
pressurizer pressure." 2

This position gives no measure of the resulting shutdown margins and/or power
level and, the conseque_nces of a stuck rod, with only 2 RC loops operating
instead of four. - It.is conceivable that two-loop operation may be less
conservative than either 4 RCPs continuing to operate or 4 RCPs trippec on
Safety Injection, due to an increased cooldown in the core due to circulation
(compared to the tripped case) but a much decreased core flow rate to handle
the event. The potential short term consequences of bulk voiding and loss of
circulation in the non-operable loops cannot be ignored.,

-

If during cooldown, an MSLB cools the RCS down to 212*F e.g. , the residual 6
.

shutdown will be at 1% delta k/k whereas the proposed T.S. margin at Zero @)(esPower according to T.S. Page 3/41-1 was 1.6 delta k/k. Please clarify, and
at what condition during cooldown the 1.6%-delta k/k is reached.

Given the circumstances that the " Operating Instructions" described above are (A- .

not a part of the proposed T.S. , any T.S. allowing operability of less than Ms!
4 RCS Loops in MODE 3 would be in non-conformance with the current Licensing
Basis Safety Analysis in the FSAR in a non-conservative manner, and the
licensee would be required to-evaluate and propose.

For this licensing basis event, from Zero Power, Reactor Trip does not occur on Ch

Power Flux Trip, but on Pressuri2er Pressure-Low (SI) (above P-11) (reference WOM
our required confirmation-of this in an earlier item) so the Power Flux Trip
is not required to be Operable.

At less-than P-11, these circumstances are changed for the MSLB, and Rea:ter
Trip does not occur 'until Containment-Hi is achieved, for a ' break insice con *

- tainment.

For a break outside containment, however, high negative steam rate isolates
main steam isolation valves only, but_their is no. Safety Injection, no Reactor,

Trip (,on SI), and under the exisiting proposed T.S.<no safety related Reactor
Trip System Instrumentation.of any nature to Trip the Reactor and Insert the
movable control rods to benefit from_potentially Qcreased available shutdown

.

margin. In addition to all this, the licensee proposes that MSIV closure
times under these conditions in Not Applicable.

Given the circumstances of the proposed T.S. , and T.S. allowing OPERABILITY of 4
less- than 4..RCS Loop in MODE 3 under these circumstances wduld be in noncon- Qg,.-

formance with the current Licensing Basis FSAR.in a nonconservative manner,*

and the licensee would be required to evaluate and propose.

Additional events which exhibit a rapid cooldown.and depressurization of the
RCS; are:-

a): Accidental Depressurization of the main steam system-at no load,
(reference 7, page 15.2-35, revision 36).

b); Minor Secondary System Pipe Breaks (at no load]; reference 7, page 15.3-4
revision 27);
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G.2.f.3 LOSS CF FR! MARY COOLANT- OCCURRENCES
.

f Centerning: " Smell freak LOCA"

This is dis;Wssec in reference 7, section 15.3.1 for a SBLOCA from ratec power,
are referen:e E, item 212.75 page 0 212 47b for a SELOCA between RCS c:ncitions
of 1900 psig anc 1000 psig/425'F in Hot Stancby, and Q 212 64, item 3 together
with SER Sucp. No.2, referen:e 12, page 6 8 for the remaining situations. See
also in general, referen:e 12 pages 6-6 to 6-S in respect of ECCS System
Ferforman:e Evaivation from Hot Stancbye to anc including RHR.

Tre FSAR aralysis for SELOCA in reference 7, Se: tion 15.3.1 states that:

"During the earlier part of the small break transient, the
effect of tne break flow is not strong enough to overcome
the flow maintaineo by the reactor coolant pumps through
the core as they are coasting cown following trip: there-
fore upwarc flon through the core is maintained."

Terical Report, WCAP B056 (reference 19) is the basis (reference 8, page 0
212*47b last paragraph) for the SBLOCA calculations to the same reference 6.
These were uncertaken with all pumps initially running followed by either

i 8) all pumps tripped or b) continuing to run. The general conclusion from
this report, referente 27, page 4*31, is tnat.

"Due to the action of the running (non-tripped) pumps, less
negative core flow oc:urs from the flow reversal compared to
the case [ ] wnere pumps are i v ecisely tripped." and "The
net result of these effects is a smaller peak clad temper-
ature for the pumps running case compared to the pum;s
trippec case. Hence, for ECCS analysis for W 4 loop plants
the reactor :colant pumps are assumed to be trippec at the
initialization of a postulated LOCA anc a locked rotor pump
resistance is used for reflood."

At this time therefore, the NRC must conclude that RCS pump operation and coast
cown is important to reducing the loss of core level subsequent to the event;
also in maintaining unseparated two phase flow conditions ana in ensuing rapid
Boron (mixing and) Injection to the core. Rapid boron injection would not be<

an important issue if boron concentrations are already at cold shut down values,
but minimizing loss of core level is important.

~ (,, Until further evaluations are made, we must conclude that the current Safety -

Analysis Limits of the SBLOCA event is 4 RCS pumps OPERABLE in MODE 3 down tog
425 psig/350 F. The current proposed T.S. are therefore non-conservative and

M the licensee must evaluate anc propose,

g Given the circumstances of the proposed T.S., operability of less than 4 RC5
Loops in MODE 3 would be in non-conformance with the Current Safety Analyses

W@
Limits in a non-conservative manner ano the licensee is required to evaluate

(95 and propose.
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bAdditional events of a similar nature to the SBLOCA events ir.clude:

a) Accidental Depressurization of the Reactor Coolant System (reference 7,
page 15.2-33, revision 7).

6
b) Steam Generator Tube Rupture (reference, page 15.4 - 138, revi$ien 3E).

c) Rupture of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing at Zero Po.er (ref erence 7, 6
page 15.4.6, revision 42). h

Both events, a) and b), are analyzed in the Licensing Bases at Full Fower, and
use Pressuri2er Pressure-Low as a first reactor trip. At Zero power, with
current proposed T.S. this reactor trip is proposed as Not Operable.

For event c), from Zero Power, Power Range Neutron Flux, High Set Point Trips
the Reactor; Pressurizer Pressure-Low (51) initiates Safety Injection;
reference 7, page 15.4-29, revision 43, paras. I and 5. Whereas both these
protections are proposed by the T4 5. in MODE 2, they are not proper,ec f or MODE 3
which differs from the circumstances of MODI 2 by only a marginal reduction in
RCS Temperature.

The FSAR, reference 7, Table 15.4.5-1, revision 42, shows this occurrence
as being the only event at Zero Power, analyzed to a smaller N' of RCPs
than 4; it has been analyzed for 2 only. This is an accident with sub> tan-
tial but " acceptable to Condition IV occurrences" consequences in terms of
fuel cladding damage and RCS overpressurization, but it required at least
two RCPs to achieve that (in.the Licensing Basis). Even the two RCPs required
in this event are not proposed as being required for MODE 3.

The proposed circumstances in MODE 3 are clearly non-conservative with respect C= .

to the Licensing Bases. The licensee shall evaluate and propost. W
(fa $

Concerning the Large Break " Loss of Coolant Accident."

This is discussed in Accident Analyses in Reference 7, section 15,4.1 for a
LOCA from rated power; inReference8, item 212.75pageQ212.47,foraLOCA
between RCS conditions of 1900 psig and 1000 psig/425 F in Hot Standbye; ir,
item 212.90(6.3), page 212-61, for a LOCA at and 1.ess than 1000 psig/425* in
Hot Standbye, and on page Q 212-61b, item 29 for a LOCA in the RHR Mode at
425 psig/350'F.

As for the Small Break LOCA, these analyses are presumably based on 4 RCS loop .

operation, with in general, loss of power to RCS Pumps on Safety Injection.
,

The large break LOCA analyses used the Topical Report WCAP 8479, reference 7,
page 15.4-1. At tnis time, we expect no difference in the importance of RCPs
to that discussed under the paragraph commencing "Concerning Small Break LOCA"
which usod the W Topical Report WCAP 8356 (reference 19) and which applied to
both large and Small Break LOCAs.

.

'
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g) Given the circumstances of the proposec T.S. , any T.S. allowing OPERAEILITY of

less than 4 RCS Loop in MODE 3 would be in nonconformance with the Licensing
Basis FSAR in a nonconservative manner, anc the licensee is required to eval-
uate and propose.

-

G.2.6.4 OCCURRENCES CAUSING AN INITIAL INCREASE OF RCS TEMPERATURE

Those events causing increaset in RCS temperature are of concern because of
the potential influence of the positive moderator temperature coefficient
resulting from the increased boron concentration. These could be:

4 a) Main Rupture of a Main Feed Line (Reference 7, page 15.4-10, revision 30),
'g although this is normally evaluated at Rated power with no provision for "

R$g/ evaluation as zero power.

G. 6) Start up of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop

(# c) Loss of Offsite Power (reference 7, page 15.2-19, revision 7)
d.
mwd d) Partial Loss of For:ed Reactor Coolant Flow (Reference 7, page 15.2-16,
(;, revision 7)
1) R$R)

g e) Complete Loss of Forcea Reactor Coolant Flow (Reference 7, page 15.3 7,
w)mg revision 7)

Edept for item b; all these events are licensing bases events f rom Rated power,
and not Zero power, so that their importance would normally be minimal except
for the positive Moderator Temperature Coefficient and the complete lack of
Safety Related fleactor Trip prctection proposed with the Reactor Trip System
Instrumentation T.S.

e

At this time we see no protection against positive temperature coefficients in
MODE 3 (4, 5 & 6).

Given the circumstances of the proposed T.S., Operability of less than 4 RCS
Loops in MODE 3 would be in non conformance with the current Safety Analyses
Limits in a non conservative manner and the licensee is required to evaluate
and propose. .

G. 3 CONCLUSIONS

Occurrence II, III and IV Events in MODES 3, 4 and 5, can result in returns to .
.

power with high peaking coefficients requiring effective reactivity control
and/or reactor core flow for RCS protection, including DNBR, at the very
substantially reduced pressure levels in the loop (2250 psig to 425 psig and
less). Concomitant decreases in RCS temperatures are beneficial, but the
importance of RCS pressure may be dominant. Acceptable RCS protection there-
fore requires RCS flows which are substantial, and/or effective reactivity
control including combined action to limit potential reactivity excursions.

At this time, with the proposed T.S., 4 RCS loops (with increased Reactor Trip
Protection) would be required at entry into and during MODE 3 to meet the
requirements of just the Licensing Basis Events From Zero Power. In MODE 4,

3

'
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operation of 4 RL,* Loops, whilst on RHR, may be undesirable because of the
substantial additional burden on the RHR system; so, nonoperability of all
RCPs must be compensated by other controllable factors such as inserting all
movaole control assemblics and removing power from the Reactor Trip System
Breakers, closure of Main Feedwater [ Containment) Isolation valves to both
Main and Auxiliary Feedwater Systems, Closure of Pain Steam Isolation Valves,
and Boration Control measures aeditional to those incluced in the proposea T.S.
An additional available alternate action is to use, within MODE 4, a minimum
set of RCS pumps (and loops) as established by Safety Analysis, to cool the,

plant down to effectively zero pressure (gauge) n the Steam Generators [or
less if the condenser was still available) befort transferring the heat sink
to the RHR system. This would ensure control of Steam Line Breat, and LOCA
events, small and large, down to RCS conditions where RCS flows are not
necessary.

OfThe current T.S. are nonconservative in respect to the Licensing Basis in
respect to these concerns. The Licensee shall eveluate and propose. N

_

T. S. SECTION 3/4. 4.1: RCS LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION

START UP (MODE 2) AND POWER OPERATION (MODE 1).

The LCO requires all [4] reactor coolant loops to be in operation in MCDES 112.

The ACTION Statement reovires that in the event of loss of 1 [of 4) RCS 1.000
in MODES 1 & 2, the licensee is reouirec to be in at least HOT STAN0Bt within
I hr.

,

The current Safety Analysis Limits in the FSAR, reference 7, page 15.2 16,
revision 7, requires an immediate trip of the reactor to RTI & ESFAS response
times in the event of loss of 1 RCS pump. Also, placement of the RCS in hot
Standby with less than one loop operable [without other compensating conai-
tions) would be non conservative in respect of the existing FSAR.

The Action Statement is non-conservative with respect to the current licensing
basis and the licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T.S. surveillance requires verification of Reactor Coolant Loop (RCL) circula-
tion once every 10 hours, This is unacceptable considering the $afety Analysis
limits required above for loss at one pump, in the event of failure of the Low
Reactor Coolant Flo. Reactor Trip; the operator should respond immediately to
the related Alarm to trip the reactor, if it remains. Reference to earlier

.- work of this review will show that there is no alternate, or diverse, sensor
_

I for low flow in one Reactor Coolant Loop. Further the FSAR analysis does not
provide an evaluation of the consequences of a 10 min delay by the operator on

, hearing the Alarm - if it has remained operable from available [3 channel)
l

LOGIC. Additionally, the FSAR proposes no alternate trips for the reactor,
with related evaluation, such as over temperature leading to Pressurizer

| Level-High and Pressurizer Pressure-High. The Action Statement would place the
plant outside the current licensing basis for normal operation and is non-
conservative with respect to that. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

1
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1 Further it can be proposed, for this event analyzed-in ref. 7, page 15.2 16,.

revision 7, that Criterion 22, Protection System Independence has not been
met:

" Criterion 22- Protection system independence. The protection system,

shall be designed to assure that the effects of natural phenomena, and of:
'

normal operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated accident conditions
'

on redundant channels do not result in loss of the protection function,,

or shall be umonstrated to be acceptable on some other defined basis.1

Design teche oes, such as functional diversity or diversity in component
design an-. spies of operation, shall be used to the extent practical

j to prevent ' % Jf the protection function."

The Facility is_non-conservative with respect to this Regulation, the licensee:
'

shall evaluate and propose. This is a generic issue.

The surveillance requirement, every 12 hours, is intended to ensure not only
that the system is. operating, but that it is operating at process conditions
which can be evaluated to show that the equipment is capable of performing its

j Licensing Basis'Safvty Functions. The proposed T.S. requirements are absent
in this_ informatica; it-is therefore non-conservative and the licensee shall,

evaluate and propsse. *

,

'
T.S. Page 3/4'4 2: RCS HOT STANDBY

'

The current T S. requires only 2 RCS loops to be in operation in this MODE 3. .
The basfs for this requirement on TS Page B 3/4 4-1 says only: "In MODE 3, a
single reactor coolant loop provides sufficient heat removal capability for

; removing decay heat;-however single failure considerations require that at
least
is req,two loops be OPERABLE." This basis is unacceptable since the facility

'

uired, within this condition of normal operation, and its existing ;;'

licensing basis, to also be able to withstand related -valid Condition 11, !!!-
and IV occurrences; and earlier work has shown the Safety Analysis Limits for
the plant currently requiring at least 4 RCS pumps for this MODE.-

-

-

4 The Action Statement al_ lowing 72-hours with only one RCS "oop operable is
non-conservative with. respect to the current Safety Analysis Limits. o

.

At'this. time, any No. of loops less than 4 in MODE 3 is non-conservative with
. respect to the existing FSAR_and the plant should be transferred to operation
in MODE 4 under these circumstances, with. approved maximum normal cooldown
rates. .

It.is recognized-there are many protective actions which may_ provide more<

flexibility in this MODE within NRC/RCS Safety Criteria but they are not
included within the current T.S. proposed-by the licensee; further that final
choice of such_ actions may be determined by " additional" protective. procedures
already in place.at the plant, but not included in the-T.S. where they are
required by 10 CFR 50 36. Alt,o, the particular combinations of protections
which could be proposed may depend on providing the facility with maximum
flexibility i_n other operations in this MODE 3 consistent with meeting Regula- 'i
tory Safety requirement. See our earlier review under General.

,

!

|
~

'
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' Given the circumstances of the proposed T.S. , operability of less than 4 RCS
loops in MODE 3, HDT STANDBY, would be in non-conformance with the current
Safety Analysis Limits in a non-conservative manner and the licensee is required

' - to evaluate and propose.

It further follows, that the proposed surveillance requirement T. S. item
4.4.1.2.3 that at least one reactor coolant loop shall be verified in operation

' and circulating reactor coolant at least once 12 hours is also invalid ano
should be changed.

,

The surveillance requirement, once every 12 hours, is intended to ensure not
only that the system is operating, but that is is operating at process condi-
tions which can be evaluated to show that the equipment is capable of performing
its Licensing Basis Safety Functions, The proposed T.S. requirements are absent
in this infomation; it is therefore non-conservative and the licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

Surveillance requirements for the 5,G. call for a level of 12% at least once
,

per 12 hours. This is not in accordance with the Licensing Basis; this level
is the S.G. Low - Low Trip Set Point. All conditions II, III and IV occurrences

! require -in general, for this S.G.-level to be at the programmed Set Point for
the Zero Power Condition with automatic actuation; we have no evaluation at
alternate conditions. -Therefore=this exlisting proposal is outside the current
Licensing Basis and non-conservative. Reference our earlier comments under
- Item 2.1.1 Item f. The -licensee shall evaluate and propose.

- *This Footnote proposes that;'in HOT STANDBY (MOUE 3):

"*All reactor coolant pumps may be de-energized for up to I hour provided:
(1) no operations.are permitted that would cause dilution of the Reactor

' Coolant System boron concentration, and (2) core outlet temperature is main-
tained at least 10"F below saturation temperature."

,

This is a natural circulation condition; the oniy Licensing Basis calculation
for'this is the Natural Circulation calculations of reference 7, page 16.2-27
" Loss of.0ffsite Power to Station Auxiliaries"; but at MODE 2 Zero Power condi-
tions with related programmed process conditions of Zero Load Pressure and
Temperature in the loops. No basis is provided for ensuring that natural

,

circulation will be safe over the' range of conditions now expected in this
MODE 3. Ear _ lier considerations-show that more comprehensive protections

I against:the possibility of Condition II, III and IV occurrences must involve,
.-.in addition to isolation.of all boron dilution. Sources.. securing Reactor Trip.

System Breakers in the Open Position, closure of MFW isolation valves, isola--
tion of.MSIVs, and possibly an optimum boron concentration. At present, the

- only Licensing Basis for; controlling this particciar situation is the Emergency
Operating Guidelines.

Given the circumstances of the proposed T,S., the proposal-to de-energize
4 RCPs for up to one hour is outside the Safety Analysis Limits of the FSAR
. and is non-conservative with respect to that.

-The licensee shall provide the reason for this requirement including the
expected condition of the Facility, and-then analy2e, evaluate and propose.

1-
'

.

,
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Earlier concerns under General 2.6.1 addressed the need to evaluate the con-
sequences of the Start Up of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop in this MOCE. No
apparent T.S. provision has been provided in the proposed T.S. The licensee

_shall evaluate and propose.

Action item b. states:

"b. With no reactor coolant loop in operation, suspend all operations
involving a reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant
System and immediately initiate corrective ACTION to return the required
reactor coolant loop to operation."

This instruction is invalid. The only Licensing Basis action available is
the Emergency Operating Guidelines for the Natural Circulation. This proposal

4is non-conservative with respect te the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

T.S. Page 3/4 4-3. REACTOR COOLANT bYSTEM - HOT SHUT 00WN.

The proposed T.S. should be supplemented by the conditions contained within the
brackets [ ):

+"3.4.1.3 At least two of the reactor coolant and/or residual heat removal
(RHR) loops listed below shall be OPERABLE [and energized f rom separate power
divisions] and at least one of the above reactor coolant and/or RHR loops
shall be in operation:** [ Additionally two RCS loops must always be OPERABLE
whenever RHR loops are in operation)

a. Reactor Coolant Loop A and its associated steam generator [ including
related auxiliary feedwater pumps) and reactor coolant pump,*

0. Reactor Coolant Loop B and its associated steam generator [ including
related auxiliary feedwater pumps] and reactor coolant pump.*

c. Reactor Coolant Loop C and its associated steam generator, [ including
relating auxiliary feedwater pumps) and reactor coolant pump,*

d. Reactor Coolant Loop D and its associated steam generator, [ including
related auxiliary feedwater pumps) and reactor coolant pump,*

e. RHR Loop A.*** and ..

f. RHR Loop B.***
~

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4 [Less than 425 psig/350*F]"

g The licensee shall evaluate as outlined earlier under Item, General, for RCS
3 loops operability requirements and make proposals relative to the status of

M' many elements of the protection and operations system to ensure that RCS safety
is maintained for related Condition II, III and IV occurrences. At this time,

with the proposed TS in which limited beration is used and Reactor Trip System
Safety Related Instrumentation and Safety Injection Instrumentation are all but
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eliminated, the safety status of the facility is outside the Licensing Basis
of the FSAR in a non-conservative manner.

Each of the OPERABLE loops, whether RCS or RHR, are to be energized from HEA
separate power divisions to protect against single failure of a bus or distri-
bution system. When the RCS systems are used, the related Auxiliary feecNater (gy
systems are also required to be operable.

The additional requirement proposed, for two RCS loops to be operable whenever
RHR loop /s are in operation, is based upon reference 8, page Q 212-55 and 56,
to provide for the failure of a single motorized valve in the RHR/RCS suction
line in both MODES 4 and 5 and possible non-availability of offsite power
sources. The f5AR provides, that on failure of the valve:

"Approximately 3 hours are available to the operator to establish an
alternate means of core cooling. This is the time it would take to heat
tho available RCS volume from 350 F to the saturation temperature for
400 psi (445 F), assuming the maximum 24 hours decay heat load.

To restore core cooling, the operator only has to return to heat removal
via the steam generators. The operator can employ either steam dump to
the main condenser or to the atmosphere, with makeup to the steam genera-
tors from the auxiliary feedwater system. The time required to est8blish
the alternate means of heat removal is only the few minutes necessary to
open the steam dump valves and to start up the auxiliary feedwater system."

MPA
The APPLICABILITY MODE 4, is necessarily qualified by [1ess than 425 psig/350*F] s
by the LOCA analyses already referenced above under our review Section 3/4 4.2 NJ
Subsection G.2.6.3 "Concerning Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident." See
reference 8, page Q 212-47.d where it is described that

"After several hours into the cooldown procedure (a minimum time is
approximately fou' hours) when the RCS pressure and temperature have
decreased to 400 psig and 350 F."

And arising from a later revision 25, the FSAR advises on page Q 212 61b revi-
sion 29 concerning ECCS calculations in a later submittal under Revision 28
that

,

,

"The response provided in Revision 28 addressed the subject of operator
actions and ECCS availability. Consistent with the information provided
in Revision 28, a postulated LOCA in the RHR mode at 425 psig RCS pressure.

has been assessed."
,

The additional Action statement that:

b. "With no reactor coolant or RHR loop in operation, suspend all operations
| involving a reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant

System and immediately initiate corrective ACTION to return the required
coolant loop to operation."

'
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and the additional notation that

''***All reactor coolant pumps ano RHR pumps may be de-energized f or up to-

,1 hour provided: (1) no operations are permitted that would cause dilution of
ethe Reactor Coolant System boron concentration, and (2) core outlet tempera-
ture is maintained at least 10'F below saturation temperature."

.are unsupportable by present analyses in the FSAR. These proposed T.S.s are
,the same as for MODE 3 and our relevant comments and reovirements under T.S.
Page 3/4 4-2: RCS HOT STANDBY should be applied to MODE 4. Emergency Oper-
ating Guidelines Apply. This proposed T.S. is non-conservative with respect
<to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall provide the reason for the require-
ment including the expected condition of the facility, and then analyze evaluate
and propose.

" Surveillance requirement 4.4.1.3.2 should verify S.G. water level at the Safety:

Mpp Analysis Limit for the Licensing Basis, which is the no-load programmed level,
f not the current proposed TS value which is the 5.0. Low-Le.! Level (Reactor

-( - Trio) and AFW actuation. This proposed TS is non-conservative with respect
jto the current Safety Analysis Limits and the licensee shall evaluate and
propose.

i urveillance requirement 4.4.1.3.3 verifying one loop in operation every 12 hours,S

;is-unsupportable as all protective trips on low flow in the RCP loops in this
condition have been removed. If low flow channel trips on the RCP loops are
not required to be operable why should the related Alarm be operable. A low
flow alarm for the RHR has been provided 0y the FSAR under reference 8,
page Q 212-56, item:'

" Case 1: The Reactor Coolant System is closed and pressurizeo.

The operator would be alerted to the loss of RHR flow by the RHR low flow
alarm. (This alarm has been ir;corporated into the McGuire design)."

Since currently, these two types of alarms are the only means of alerting the
operator-to a Loss of Flow condition in tM loop, which is beyond the Safety
Analysis Limits, tN6n the alarms on both the RCS and Loop Flows should be

MPA Safety Related and included within the T.S.; and without further analysis at
. gg this time, two loops should be placed in operation. A proposal is made by the

NRC for low' flow alarms in each of the separated cooling systems, under Proposed,

T.S. Page-3/4 4-6a of-this review. Regular surveillance'should be proposed to
ensure they' remain operable as appropriate, over a~specified surveillance period. -,

.

4The Surveillance requirement, every 12 hours is intended to ensure not only
.that the system is operating, but that it is operating at process conditions

g. which can be evaluated to show that the equipment is capable of performing its
design basis Safety Function. The current surveillance requirements for this-M item, i.e., for the RCS and RHR systems in Hot Shutdown in T.S. Item 4.4.1.3.3,
are absent this information; it is therefore non-conservative and the licensee
shall evaluate and propose.
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M PIItem 4.4.1.4.4 (Proposed). It is proposed that an additional item be inserted
which reads: "The related auxiliary Feedwater System shall be determined
OPERABLE as per the requirements of T.S. 3.7.1.2 (and 3.7.1.2.a as applicable)."
Current proposed T.S.s on T.S. page 3/4 7-4 are non-conservative in this matter
by not providing any operability requirements for AFW in this MODE. The
licensee shall evaluate and propose.

An additional item is also required in which Atmospheric Dump Valves operability Mpg
is established. The current T.S. are non-cor.servative in this matter; they ggg
make no provision for operability of this item (see later proposed T.S. page
3/4 7-8a). [ General comment: Operability of each of S.G. water level, AFW and
ATMOSPHERIC DUMP \ALVES in this MODE is probably better defined under each of
these items in their particular sections of the T.S. See later sections of

this review as identified above.] =~

The FSAR addresses the consequence of a failure, closed, of the isolation valve
in the RCS/RHR line; it addresses the analysis from 350 F in the RHR MODE when
a bubble is present in the pressurizer. This will also be valid down to the
kCS temperature at which the bubble will be established, i.e., below 300 F
according to reference 15, page 52-21a, revision 33, first para. If the
licenses does operate the plant so that the system is water solid between 200*F
end 300 F in MODE 4, a loss of cooling could result in a potential overpres-
surization of the system and the reviewer is not aware of any evaluation cf the
adequacy of the existing Low Temperature Dverpressure Protection System to
accommodate that event. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T.S. Pace 3/4 4-5: C,0LD SHUTDOWN [ MODE S] WITH LOOPS FILLED.

The current proposed T.S. provides:

3.4.1.4.1 At least one residual heat removal (RHR) loop shall be OPERABLE and
in operation *, and either:

a. One additional RHR loop shall be OPERABLE #, or

b. The secondary side water level of at least two steam generators
shall be greater than 12%.

The current FSAR requires two (2) OPERABLE RHR trains on two (2) redundant
electrical buses so that each pump receives power from a different source,
reference 20, Pages 5.5-24. In the event of Loss of Offsite Power, the pumps
are automatically transferred to a separate emergency diesel power supply

,

-

Therefore; the current licensing basis is that 2 residual heat removal loops
shall be operable. The above provision for either an 9HR loop or two steam
generators is therefore not in accordance with the Licensing Basis. The
proposed T.S. in this respect is also non-conservative as it would necessarily
require S.G. temperatures greater than 212 F (Atmos Press in SGs) which would
place it outside the Cold Shutdown MODE into the Hot Shutdown MODE - which is
outside the required Fur;tional MODE.

The T.S. requirement for one RHR loop in operation and one to be available
OPERABLE is currently not supportable by analysis evaluating the situation in
which all RHR cooling is lost in a water solid condition; reference our
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immediately-preceeding item T.S Page 3/4 4-3. In this case, if one only RHR-

1. cop is operating, loss of that single loop cause_ overheating in a water
solidstate with potential _overpressurization. Does the alare of_ loss of RHR
Flow which is required, and an operator response-time of 10 mins, provide
sufficient time to commence operations of the second RHR loop to the extent
necessary to mitigate the consequences of any potential overpressure event in
an-acceptable manner. The licensee shell evaluate and propose.

Use of-secondary side water level of a't least two-steam generators is discussed
in reference 14 for circumstances in which the RHR is isolated from the RCS
and its final acceptability for licensing purposes is still not resolved.-
This, in addition to its temperature limitation means that it cannot be proposed
as an alternate means of removing decay heat during Cold Shutdown. The proposed
T.S. is therefore not in accordance with current Safety Analysis Limits, and
also non-conservative.

As discussed in the previous item T.S. Page 3/4 4-3, what is required by the
current Licensing Basis in Mode 5, is to have available two OPERABLE _RCS loops
(including.AFW, SG and SG/PORVs] to meet the circuastances of failure closed of
the RHR isolation valve and in which case the RCS returns to MODE 4 with its
particular MODE 4 requirements as discussed earlier. The absence of tnis as

g an LCO requirement in the proposed T.S. makes it non-conservative with respect
to the Licensing Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.J 7

Footnote": This item proposes'that an only available operational RHR pump may
be de-energized for up to I hr. This event has-not been evaluated, is not
within the Licensing Basis, and is non-conservative. The licensee should

(R define-the circumstances, analyze and evaluate and propose.

The proposed surveillance requirement /4.4.1.4.1.2 pro'vides that "At least one
RHR loop shall be datermined to be in operation and circulating reactor coolant
at least once per 12 _ hours. The items of significance here are Operable Safety
Related Flow Alarms with a surveillance frequency ensuring high probability of

G, alarm in the_ event of an RHR flow failure, and a related concern for overpres-
sure-protection and recovery. The licensee shall' evaluate and propose.

The' surveillance requirement, every 12 hours, is intended to ensure not only
that.the system is operating, but that it is operating at process conditions
which can-'be evaluated to'show that the equipment is capable of performing its-

Licensing Basis Safety f unction. The current requirements for this informati_on
for the RHR cystems in T.S._4.4.1.4.1.2 are absent; it is therefore non-
conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluateC and propose,

.
..

LT.S. Page 3/4 4-6. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM --COLD ~SHUTOOWN, LOOPS ARE NOT FILLED-

Item 3.4.1.4.2 requires that:

"3.4.1.4.2 Two residual = heat removal (RHR) loops shall-be OPERABLE # and at
least one RHR loop shall be in operation.*"

Additionally, the current FSAR requires that.each of the RHR trains be provided
with-power from (2) redundant electrical buses 50 that each pump receives

. .
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power from a different source; reference 20, pages 5.5-24, revision 9. Without
.this: requirement, the.T.S. is less conservative than the FSAR and the licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

Add _itionally, the current FSAR, reference 8, page Q 212-57, revision 25,
describes that in the event of loss of flow caused by isolation of the RHR/RCS
Isolation valve [and also by cessation of flow in the system]

"The operator would be alerted to the loss of RHR flow by the RHR low
flow alarm.

Assuming worst case conditons (maximum 24 hours decay heat, air in the
steam generator tubes, and the RCS drained to just below the vessel
flange) and making conservative assumptions about the amount of water
available to beat up and boil off, if the operator took no action, boiling
would begin in about five minutes, the water level in the. vessel would be-
down to the-level of fuel in about 100 minutes, and the pressure would
increase _to 550 psi in about 40 minutes (the pressure rise could be
limited to about 550 psi'by opening the pressurizer power operated relief
valves)."

.In the event only 1 RHR loop is required to be in operation,the LCO should
-therefore require 2 operable Safety Related RHR flow alarms on each single
operating RHR system so that the operator can respond within 10 mins to com-
mence operation of the redundant system. However, this time frame is''exces-
sive since bolling will have commenced. It is necessary to maintain two

, -

operating RHR systems so that boiling may be eliminated on single f ailure.
The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Additionally, the above information defines an LCO of a minimum volume of water
for the related event in which the RCS is drained to just below the Reactor
Vessel flanges and which mir.imum volume shall be included in the T.S. as an LCO
with appropriate surveillance and Action Statements. A further T.S. require-

ment is- that any such min volume should be such that the level of water in or
~

above the RCS loops be such as to provide acceptable flow, including NPSH
-conditions, over the range of temperatures expected, at inlet to the RHR pumps.
' Absent'those required conditions from the Limiting Conditions of operation'

makes them non-conservative in respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee
shall evaluate'and propose.

Concerning Action item.b., this provides that
.

b. With no RHR loop in operation, suspend all operations involving a reduction
in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System and immediately

~

initiate corrective ACTION to return the required RHR loop to operation.
is

Further: In the-event that RHR cooling cannot be restored _in " sufficient"
' time, the FSAR states that, in the event of loss of flow caused by the single
:RCS/RHR motorized valv'e:

"To restore core cooling, the operator would first attempt to fill and
pressurize''the reactor coolant system with the centrifugal charging

| pumps. If the system can be pressurized to the range of 400-500 psi, the
.

~

.

'
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operator could return the plant to heat removal via the steam generators. ;

To do this the operator would have to jog the reactor coolant pumps to I

sweep the trapped air from the steam generators. He would !Oso have to
open the steam dump valves (to atmosphere or the main condenser) and
start up the auxiliary feedwater system."

In this MODE therefore, it is necessary to ensure that 2 RCS loops with operable
SG, AFW supply and SG/POR"s are operable from separate buses, to be available,
in the event of the single failure discussed. This would also support the
general concern in the event of noncapability of restoring failed RHR systems
to Operability within an acceptable time frame, including the possibility of
core uncovery in 100 mins. (The licensee shall also reference any Emergency
Operating Guidelines in this respect). Without provision for RCS Loop Opera-
oility required by the Licensing Basis FSAR, the current T.S. LCOs must be
considered non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis, and the
licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 4.4.1.4.2, A surveiliance requirement, specirles:

At least one RHR loop shall be determined to be in operation and circulating
reactor coolant at least v ce per 12 hours.

A time delay of 12 hours is excessive to verify a loop in operation, and this
has been considered earlier in this section. Further the surveillance require-
ment, every 12 hours, is intended to ensure not only that the system is operating,
but that it is operating at process conditions, including instrumentation and
control, which can be evaluated to show that the equipment is capable of
Derforming its design basis Safety Function. The current requirements for
this T.S. Item are absent in this information; it is therefore non-conservative
and the licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Footnote *- Provides that,

"*The RHR pump may be de-energized for up to 1 hour provided: (1) no opera-
* tions are permitted that would cause dilution of the Reactor Coolant System

boron concentration, and (2) core outlet temperature isomaintained at least
10 F below saturatiol temperature."

This deoarture fre.n the Licensing Basis of two available RHRs with ef fective
cooling at all times it outside the FSAR Licensing Basis.in a non-conservative
manner. Furthe; this is also supported by the earlier information of this
section that boiling would commence in 5 minutes with core uncovery in --

100 minutes- The provision is outside the Licensing Basis in a non-conservative
manner and the licensee shall evaluate and propose.

. M 8' age 3/4 4-6(a) Proposed.

A new subsection should be added entitled " REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM, HOT SHUTOOWN
TO REFUELING, APPLICABLE MODES 4, 5, & 6 which requires a LIMITING CONDITION
OF OPERATION that two RHR Flow Alarms to Safety Related requirements shall be
operable on each RHR loop when only one RHR loop is in operation under the
provisions of the Technical Specifications. Appropriate Action Statements and
surveillance requirements shall be applied.

.
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The safety _ basis for_this was established in the FSAR, as indicated in earlier
sections, and the need for safety related redundancy arises to. ensure RCS
integrity to Safety Related Criteria as discussed above. The current T.S. is
nort-conservative with respect to.the Licensing Basis.

- T.5. SECTION 3/4.4.2 -SAFETY VALVES

SHUTOOWN (MODES =4 and 5)

The T.S. requires that:

"3.4.2.1 A minimum of one pressuri2er Code safety valve shall be OPERABLE
with a lift setting of 2485 psig 2 IL *

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5.

ACTION:-

With no-pressurizer Code sefety valve OPERABLE, immediately suspend all
operations involving oositive reactivity changes and place an OPERABLE RHR '

loop into operation in the shutdown cooling MODE."
~

Reference our review comments and requirements under T.S. 3/4.4.2 SAFETY
'

-VALVES, OPERATING which are also applicable to this section. The current T.S.
must be considered rionconservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

The Action statement is based (reference T.S. page B 3/4.4-2) on the premise
that INOPERABILITY of the Safe'y Valve in Modes 4 and 5 needs to be offset by
operability.of pressure relief valves in the RHR systems. This is not the
safety basis for Action. _The safety basis is, that the Reactor Coolant Pres-
sure Boundary has.been effectively rendered inoperable requiring the operator
to proceed to a cold shutdown condition wi h the zero pressure (gauge) in botht

RCS and SG-systems, and related reactivity control-actions to ensure that no
' return to nuclear power is-possible. This needs to be done in a manner

+._
consistent with the nature of inoperability of the Safety Valve. The current
T.S. is^nonconservative with respect to the-Licensing. Basis; the licensee shall
evaluate.and propose. -

Further,-McGuire Units 1 and 2 do not use RHR overpressure protection of the
RCS as the: plant utilizes two available PORVs on the pressurizer, reset to
400_psig (reference review under T.S. Page 3/4 4-36) in the primary coolant -

.

_ system. In this:-respect, the proposed ~ action statement is non-conservative-
_and contrary to the Licensing Basis. The 1i_censee shall evaluate and propose.,

The Surveillance Requirements should contain the minimum discharge capacity k-
'

required of this valve as defined in the Licensing Basis. They should also gensure.the maintenance of satisfactory environmental conditions consistent
with reliable' valve operability. 'The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

"
.

e

|
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-T.S. Section 3/4 4.2 SAFETY VALVES

OPERATING

TThe proposed T.S.' requires al-1 (3) pressurizer Code safety val.ves to be
' Operable in Applicable Modes 1, 2 and 3.

}TheActionStatementrequiresthat

" ACTION:

With on9 pressurizer Code Safety Valve inoperable, either restore the inoperable
valve to 9PERABLE status within 15 minutes or-be in at least HOT STANDBY within
'6 hours ano in 6t least HOT SHUTOOWN within the following 6 hours."

Failure of the Pressurizer Code Safety Valve, in general, would inf ringe the
. integrity of the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary and the RCS should be brought
to the cold shutdown condition, as rapidly as possible, with zero (gauge) pres-

<sure-in both the RCS and_SG, in a manner consistent with the nature-of the
inoperability, and potential for all positive reactivity levels eliminated.-

The worst situation would be that of an " Accidental Depressurization of the
Reactor " Coolant System" analyzed for the most severe conditions _ including3
maximum core power,. reference 7, page 15.2-33 revision 7. This type of event
would require Emergency Procedures-to define the ACTION STATEMENT.

Could other types of ' failure allow:other types of-rerponse which could be,

outside the Emergency Operating Procedures. The Licunsee nas not identified
ethers and analyzed and-evaluated the related safety to Regulatory Require-
u nts as a basis for his proposed action.

=The T.S. Bases on page B 3/4.4-2 does not exhibit al acceptable understanding
of the'imoortance of,~and potential severity of, tte event including failure-

-types and appropriate Regulatory requirements inci Jding p.rocedures.

The existing ACTION statement is inadequate within the Licensing Basis, and
therefore unacceptable. .The only existing Licensing Basis must be within the
analyses-reported i.n reference-7, page 15.2-33', revision 7, and the proposed
Action Statement does not recognizerthese circumstances. The-existing Action
-Statement is therefore nonconservative=with_ respect to-the Licensing Basis;
the licensee shall evaluate and propose.

. -

LCO and surveillance procedures must-also address position indication and/or-
discharge flow measurement procedures, including-pressurizer relief tank condi-
tion and other measures to ascertain the operability of the valve [this is
pecessary to satisfy.10 CFR 50 Appendix A, Criterion 20., 32 and 33). The
writer-reviewed, in 1983, information pertaining to.the GPU/B&W lawsuit. review,-
-ano'his recollection is that the TMI-2 operators " initially.. thought that the
. safety valves-had developed a leak in the PORVs because the valves had lifted
Ion a g cent event." 'There must be a measure of acceptable leak tightness from
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measurable parameters "in operation" to ascertain the status of the valve so
that acceptable measures can be taken.

-The. safety basis for the concern rests not only in the previous position
addressed above, but also, that in.the event of failure of control-grade " pres-
sure control devices" these valves will be challenged on the following occur-
rences within the Licensing Basis.

.' Startup of the Inactive Coolant Loop; reference 7 Figure 15.2.6-1,
revision 4 ;

Loss of Lead Accident; reference 7, Figure 15.2.7-5, revision 38-

Loss of. Normal Feedwater; reference 7, page 15.2-26, revision 7, para. 3 1-

Main.Feedwater Line Break Accident, reference 7, Figure 15.4.2.7,-

revision 38

One L'ocked Rotor Event; reference 7,. Figure 15.4.4-1, revision 32-

Safety Valve nperation could also occur on other overpressurization events if
same of the early reactor trips f ail to ope * ate as expected.

In tnis matter, the T.S. is nonconservative with respect to Regulatory Require-
ments. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose. This-coulc be a generic issue.

'

Surv'elllance_ Requirements should reference the documents containing the record '

of-the Inservice Testing of the valves for inspection on a regular basis of
12 hours so that' changing operating staff are kept aware of a potentially
changing status on a singularly critical item.

L -T.S. Section 3/4.4.3 PRESSURIZER

=T.S. page-3/4 4 9
-

The APPLICABILITY MODES are proposed as'1, 2 and_3.g

Item: Pressarizer Level:

The response of-all-the analyses of Condition II, III and IV events in refer-
'

-ences 7 and 8 depend upon an initial level of water in the Pressurizer which is-
programmed _as a_ varying value dependent upon-the Nuclear Power Level. Addi-.

-tionally, the' response of al1 Condition _I events which determine the most.-

conservative set of parameters from which to start Condition II, III and IV
events, are also so dependen_t upon this same programmed pressur.izer level.

Since-therefore this. pressurizer level is used in establishing an acceptable
-outcome of-.these analyses in terms.of the issuance of the operating license,

_

they'also-represent' limiting conditions of_' operation as defined in_10 CFR.30.46.
On this basis therefore,=the licensee should provide' details of the programmed
pressurizer level set-points with allowable values consistent with the rglated 4, _

channel errors and Safety-Analysis Limits.used-in the FSAR, Section 15 in4 M-reference 7. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.
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6;! APPLICABILITY MODES: Pressurizar level should be proposed for MODES 1, 2, 3,
f(Rse) =and-4 (with steam bubble).- Down to MODE 4 is provided to cover LOCA and

MSLB events considered in reference 8. Also, the plant can then be placed on j

Automatic Level Control. -Appropriate ACTION and SURVEILLANCE procedures, ,

should be proposed. Licensee shall evaluate and propose. )
I

Item: Pressurizer Pressure

( The responses of all the analyses of Condition II, III and IV events in refer-
ences 7 and 8 depend upon an initial value of pressure in the pressurizer (and
which is not programmed at a varying value in MODE; I and 2). Additionally,
the. responses of all Condition I events which determine the most conservative
set of parameters from which to start Condition II, III and IV events, are also
so dependent upon this same pressurize pressure.

Since therefore this value of pressuriter pressure is used in establ,ishing an
acceptable outcome of these analyses in terms of the issuance of the operating
license, they also represent limiting conditions of operation as defined _in
10-CFR 30.46. On this basis, therefore, for each of MODES 1 through 5, the

Llicensee should provide details of the pressurizer pressure Set points with
allowable values consistent with the related channel errors and Safety Analysis

(q Limits used in the Licensing Basis in the FSAR in Section 15 in reference 7,
(Na pndreference8. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

(n Appropriate ACTION and SURVEILLANCE procedures should be proposed. The licensee
gg) shall evaluate and propose.

,

'

T.S. SECTION 3/4.4.4 RELIEF VALVES (POWER OPERATED)

The current T.S. provides that the plant may continue in operation if either
one of the combination of Block Valve and PORV is INOPERABLE. This is a
contravention of the regulations which provides under 10 CFR 50.2(v) that:

(v)" Reactor coolant pressure boundary" means all those pressure-containi_ng
compenents of boiling and_ pressurized water-cooled nuclear power reactors,
such as pressure vessels, piping pumps, and valves which are:,

'

-(1) Part of the reactor coolant system, or

-(2) Connected to.the' reactor coolant system, up to and including any and
all of the following:

"

(i) The outermost containment-isolation valve in system piping which
'

,

; penetrates primary reactor co_ntainment.
_-

(ii) The second of two valves normally closed during normal reactor'

operation in system piping which does not-penetrate primary reactor-

containment.

(iii) The reactor coolant system safety and relief valves.

Since a single failure of either the Block valve, or the PORV, will reduce the
level of protection of the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) from two

L
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(2)_ valves to one (1).only valve, the Regulatory Requirements'are not met _and
the plant must proceed to a cold shutdown condition witn no potential for.

'

positive reactivity changes, within appropriate. time frames.

The. current T.-5. is nonconservative in respect to Regulatory Requirements.
The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T.S. Section 3/4 4.5 STEAM GENERATORS

-T.S. Pace 3/4 4-11

a) 5.G. Levels b
A number of the Accident Analyses in reference 7 depend upon an initial level
of water in the Steam Generator. A specific example is the Main Feedwater
Line Rupture Event of Section 15.4.2.2.2 in which AFW auto-start signal on SG
low-low level occurs 20 secs are main feedline rupture occurs; reference
related-Table 15,4-1, page 1 of 4].

Since this, and other events, depend upon a " programmed" water level in the .
steam generators for an acceptable _ outcome in. terms of the issuance of the
operating license, these water levels als:, represent limiting conditions of
operation in. respect of 10 CFR 30.46. Please provide details of such SG
1evels including related Safety Analysis Limits, and respond to th? proposition
that such values -should be included as Set Point values and Allowable values
i.n the proposed-T.S. as Limiting Conditions of Operation for the f acility with
. appropriate Action Statements. The proposed T.S. is nonconservat'ive by_their
absence,

b) Steam Generator Pressures
$$6).

Since Steam Generator Pressures and related Saturation Temperatures under
normal-steady state operation can_be a significant determinant of_ system ~

responses for Condition 11 through IV occurrences analyzed in the Licensing
' Basis. including Section 15 of reference 7, and reference 8, please provide the-
values used as Safety Analysis Limits in related analyses and again_ respond to-
.the proposition that such values should be--included as Set Point and Allowable
' values _as Limiting Conditions of Operation for the facility with appropriate
Action Statements. The proposed T.S. ,is nonconservative with respect to the
Licensing Basis, by their absence.

_

c) Please respond to the proposition that this section sho'uld also-adequately-
identify the maximum allowable Steam Generator-Pressure under Transient and '

-

Accident conditions with appropriate Action Statements. Maximum SG pressure
is one .of the Acceptance Criteria for safety. -The current very limited basis'
for_ Steam Generator ~Pressu_re integrity is completely inadequate. Please

-clarify apparent' discrepancy between reference 4 Table 5.5.2-1.in which the-
steam side design pressureLfor the Steam Generator is given.as 1285 psig and
the value. quoted in the'T.S. Basis Page B 3/4 7-1 at 1185 psig.

The proposed T.S, is nonconservative-with respect to the Licensing Basis, by-
this absence,

i
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d) APPLICABILITY MODES-1, 2, 3, and 4:

(1 EThecurrentapplicabilityrequirementsrelatetoStructuralIntegrity
R6 considerations.

On inclusion of Steam Generator Level and Pressure as determinants of Opera-
bility,-the licensee _should evaluate and propose APPLICABILITY MODES consistent
with RCS/SG loop requirements discussed in this review under separate sections
and particularly under Reactor Coolant System and Residual Heat Removai sections
in MODES-1 through 5. This will embrace operability requirements.from MODES 1,
2, 3 and 4 through 5. The proposed T.S. is nonconservative with respect to
the Licensing Basis, by the absence of this information. The licensee snall
evaluate and propose.

-

TcS. Phoe 3/4 4-36 -(REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM) OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

The current LCOs require that either of the following be Operable;

"(a) 2 PORVs with a lift setting of less than or equal to 400 psig, or

(b) The Reactor Coolant system (RCS) depressurized with an RCS vent of greater
than, or equal to 4.5 square inches.

The Applicability is MODE 4 when the temperature of any RCS cold leg is less
than or equal to 300'F, MODE 5'and MODE 6 with the reactor vessel head on."

This section should also-include the often used restraint that:

*A reactor coolant pump shall not be started with one or more of the Reactor
Coolant System cold leg temperatures less than or equal to 300 F unless:
(1) the pressurizer water volume is less than 1600 cubic feet, or (2) the
secondary water temperature of each steam generator is less than 50F* above
each of the Reactor Coolant System cold leg temperatures.

It'is necessary, to expand the LCOs to all those which should'be incorporated
into the . operability requirements for the pressurizer and steam generator dis-
cussed earlier under T.S. Section 3/4.4.3 Pressurizer and T.S. Section 3/4.4.5-

Steam Generators. This additional information defines necessary-safety limits--

for the Licensing Basis event; as in reference-28, which is an early Topical
Report submitted by W for approval. The proposed T.S.- is nonconservative in
the absence of this Information. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

. .

Concerning the alternate provision that the RCS be depressurized with an RCS
vent of greater than or-equal to 4.5 square inches:

We find that this'should be confined only to-MODE 5, COLD SHUTDOWN,
LOOPS ARE NOT FILLED,'and REFUELING OPERATIONS; MODE 6 HIGH WATER LEVEL
and MODE 6 LOW WATER LEVEL. There are no safety analyses to support
this type of operation-in remaining MODES 4 and 5. The proposed TS,
without this clarification, is nonconservative with respect to the
Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

'
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We find no safety evaluation in the Licensing Basis for the alternate
use of an RCS vent of greater than or equal to 4.5 squere inches in the
proposed T S. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

_

.
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lT.S. SECTION 3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SY3 TEM 5 '

The operability requirements from the McGuire Units 1 & 2 Licensing Basis FSAR
are markedly different from those of the W Standard Technical Specifications
which have been adopted by the Licensee in his proposed T.S.

The Licensing Bas s FSAR requirements are summarized under " General."

General

FSAR Reference 8, page Q 212-47, Revision 25, item 212-75, describes the
following Operator Instructions and Operator Actions During Shutdown.

"The sequences of events associated with shutdown will be described. The
procedures associated with startup will be the same except they will be in
reverse order. The startup procedures are not presented here to avoid
unnecessary duplication.

I Operator Instructions During Shutdown

A) At 1900 psig, the operator is instructed to manually block the
automatic safety injection signal. This action disarms the SI
signals from the pressuri:er pressure transmitters and from the
steamline pressure transmitters. The SI signal on containment high
pressure signal continues to be armed and will actuate safety injec-
tion if the setpoint is exceeded. Manual safety injection actuation
is also available. Also, at 1900 psig, the operator is instructed
to close and gag UHI discharge valves. The UHI hydraulic pump and
the gag moturs for the UHI isolation valves are de-energized and
tagged.

B) At 1000 psig, the operator closes the cold leg accumulator isolation
valves. He then racks out, locks and tags the breakers for these
valves. He also opens locks and tags the breakers for all safety
injection pumps and all but one charging pump. At this time, one
charging pump and two residual heat removal (RHR) pumps would be
available for either automatic or manual SI actuation.

C) At less than 400 psig and 350 F, the operator aligns the Residual
Heat Removal System. The valves in the line from the RWST are
closed.

~

II Operator Actions Durino Shutdown

A) Between 1900 psig and-1000 psig, the ECCS can either be actuated
automatically by the high containment pressure signal or manually by
the operator.

83A Revision A06/01/84 .
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- B)- Between-1000 psig and 400 psig, a portion of the ECCS can be actuated ~-

4

Lautomatically-(containment high pressure signal) or manually by the
~

u

operator. :The equipment that can be energized are two RHR pumps and
one charging pump. The operator would have to reinstitute power at ,

-H the motor control ~ centers or switchgear to the remaining safety
injection pumps, charging pump, and the accumulator isolation valves.

- C)- Below 400 psig, the system is in the RHR cooling mode. The RHR
system would have-to be realigned as per plant startup procedure.
The_ operator would place all. safeguards systems valves in the

- -required positiont for olant operation and place the safety injection,
s centrifugal charging, and residual heat removal pumps along with $1 i

accumulator in ready and then manually actuate SI."
i

w
dn response to additional questions, the following information was provided
wnder FSAR reference 8, page Q 212-61, revision 28, item 212.90(6.3);
page Q 212-61a, revision 28, pages Q 212-61b, revision 29 and-Q 212-61c,
-revision 29

"In spite.of the low probability of_ occurrence and the fact that certain failure
modes for pipe-rupture do not exist during cooldown at an RCS pressure of
1000 psig,_the following items have been incorporated into the station operating

-procedures:

-1. ._At 100(0) psig, the opera' tor will maintain pressure and proceeed to o
cool down the RCS to 425 F. .

2. At.1000 psig and 425 F, the operator will close and lock out the
accumulator isolation valves,

1,

"The above. plant operating procedures will ensure that the accumulator *

isolation valves will not.be locked out prior to about 2-1/2 hours after
reactor shutdown for a cooldown rate of 50 F/hr.

:A conservative analysis has defined that the peak. clad . temperature
resulting frumia large break LOCA would be significantly less than the
2200 F. Acceptance-Criteria limit usir., the ECCS equipment available
2-1/2? hours after-reactor, shutdown.

The-'following assumptions were used in the_ analysis:
;.

-1.- LThe RCS fluid is-isothermal at-a temperature of 425'F and a pressure, ,

of-1000 psig.

'4 2._ -The core and metal sensible heat above 425'F has been removed.
-;

[ 3. The bot spot occurs'at the core midplane.
.

'

-4. :The peak fuel heat generation during full' power operation of 12.88 kW/ft-
-(102T of 12.63 kW/ft) will be used to. calculate adiabatic heatup.

,

. 1
'

5. 'At 2-1/2 hours decay heat in conformance with Appendix K of 10 CFR 50,
'

.the peak _ heat' generation rate is 0.179-kW/ft.
,

'
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6. Two low head safety injection pumps and one high head charging pump
areiavailableLfrom either manual-Safety Injection actuation or.
automatic actuation by the containment Hi-1 signal.

7. No liquid water is present in the reactor vessel at the end of
blowdown.

8. A large cold leg break is considered.

For a postulated LOCA at the cooldown condition of 1000 psig, previous
calculations show that the-clad does not heat up above its initial
temperature during blowdown. Proceeding from the end of blowdown and
assuming adiabatic heatup of the fuel-and clad at the hot spot, an increase
of_446*F was calculated during the lower plenum refill transient of

~

89 seconds. During reflood,-the core and downcomer water levels rise
_together=until steam generation in the core becomes sufficient to inhibit
the reflooding rate. At that time, heat transfer from the clad at the
hot spottto the steam _boiloff and entrained water will commence. This 4

heat removal process will continue as the water level in the core rises c

while -the downtomer-is-being filled with safety injection water. The-
reflood-transient was evaluated.by considering two bounding cases:

.1. .Downcomer and core levels-rise at the same rate. No cooling due to
steam boiloff_-is considered at the hot spot, Quenching of_the hot_

spot occurs when the core water : level reaches the core midplane.

'2. Core reflooding is delayed until the 51 pumps have completely filled
the downcomer. No cooling due to steam boiloff is considered at the-
hot spot until the downcomer is filled. The full downcomer situation
may then be compared with the results of the ECCS analysis in the
SAR to obtain'aLbounding_ clad temperature rise thereafter,

For Case.1~ described above, the water level reached the core midplane
.43.2' seconds after bottom'of core recovery _ The temperature rise'during

-

reflood at the hot spot from adiabatic heatup is 216 F; which results in
a peak clad temperature of_approximately 1086 F.

For Case 2,(the delay- due to downcomer filling is 54.4 sec. The corres- -

ponding temperature rise at the hot spot form adiabatic heatup is 272 F,
which gives-a-hot spot clad temperature;of_1143 F.

The clad temperatures at the time when-the downtomer has filled for the
.DECLG;:C 0.6| submitted-to satisfy 10 CFR 50.46 requirements are 1620'F

.
'

D
-and 1774'F at the 6.0 and'9.0 foot elevations, r 9ectively,

t

Core flooding in the shutdown case under consideration will be more
rapid from this pointLon due-to less steam-generation at the lower cork
-power-level in effect; decay heat input-at any given elevation is less in'

the shutdown. case; The combination of more rapid reflooding and lower i

power in the fuel insures that the clad temperature rise during reflood <

=will be less for-'the shutdown case than=for the design basis-case.

H
'
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Repeating the above calculation assuming the loss of a low head safety
injection pump yields clad temperature of 1653'F and 1760'F for Cases 1 and
2, respectively. These results provide additional assurance that the
peak clad temperature will not exceed 2200'F because, as stated above, in'

the shutdown case more rapid reflooding and lower _ power in the fuel
~

insures that the_ clad temperature rise during reflood wil be less than
e
' for the design basis case.

Based upon the analysis as presented above, it can be concluded that in
the unlikely event-of a LOCA at shutdown conditions,.the peak clad
temperature will be less limiting than that of the design base calculation.

~ The response provided in Revision 28 (above) addressed the subject of
operator actions and ECCS availability. Consistent with the information'

provided in Revision 28, a-postulated LOCA in the RHR mode at 425 psig'

RCS pressure has been assessed.. The initial conditions would be reached
four hours after reactor shutdown. The integrity of the core after a
postulated LC0A is assured if the top of the core remains covered by the
resultant two phase mixture, A conservative indication of time available

-

for operator action is obtained_by calculating the time required for the
top of the core to just uncover. A calculation has been performed-to
confirm that margin for operator action does exist'to prevent core uncovery,

..

This conclusion persists even under'an assumption of ten minute delay for
operator reaction' time.

'

6

Assumptions:

(a) _ The system pressure essentially reaches equilibrium with containment
by'the time the volume of water above the bottom of the hot legs is

~

'

removed.

Upper plenum fluid. volume between the top of the core and bottom of(b) .
hot. legs is the only upper plenum fluid considered.

- (c) Volume between.the core barrel and b6ffle is conservatively neglected.

-(d) 120% of the'ANS' decay heat curve for four hours after shutdown is
utilized.

Using-the void fractions developed from the Yeh correlations and utilizing
a, hydrostatic: pressure balance, the height of'the steam-water mixture in :

_

the upper plenum'was generated Incorporating the plant geometry, the -.-

- .

; total liquid mass in the-downcomer, core, and upper plenum was calculated,
]~ i.e., a mass-initial condition, Again by hydrostatic pressure balance,-

the height of liquid'in the.downtomer.when the top of the core.is just
~

about to uncover was calculated. This information along with core volume^

is used.to--develop a mass-final condition. That is, the mass is liquid
,

contained just before the core is uncovered. Utilizing the boi1-off rate
for the four hour time after shutdown, the time needed to evaporate a-
mass of mass-initial minus mass-final'is calculated. This time.was

/ compared to the ten minute assumption for operator reaction time.
.

i

'

I
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. .
Utilizing-the preceding approach, the time calculated to just initiate an
uncovery -of the core is 13 minutes. The conclusion is that even for the

.

conservative method outlined above, there exists adequate margin to
retain a safe core condition even in relation to a ten minute operator-i

response-time assumption."

These operator requirements are verified, in general, by reference 12, SER
Supplement 2 page 6.6-6.8 under " Emergency Core Cooling- System - Performance
Evaluation," and pages 7-1 and 7-2 under " Upper Head Injection Isolation
Valves."

Additionally, the status of the ECCS systems from entry into the RHR MODE
through cooldown, i.e. , from 425 psig/350*F through MODE 5 is clarified by the
following cxtract from reference 11, Suppl. SER No 1, pages 5-1 and 5-2 which
confirms continuance of the alignment at the end of MODE 3 425 psig/350'F
through both MODES 4 and 5*

"5.2.2 .0verpressure Protection

In the Safety Evaluation Report we indicated a concern about the possibility
of reactor vessel damage as a result of overpressurization when the-reactor
coolant system is water-solid during .startup and shutdown. We have reviewed

~

the applicant's system for overpressure protection when the reactor coolant
: system is- water-solid. It consists of two separate trains each containing a
power-operated relief valve set to open when the system pressure reaches 4

400 pounds per square inch gauge should an overpressure event occur. Each
Train contains an annunciator which sounds to alert the operator when plant
conditions require enabling of the water-solid overpressure protection System;

~

e;nabling is performed manually, by turning key-lock switch. The system is
automatically disabled when plant conditions no longer require it; an annuciator
sounds to indicate ~the system is no-longer needed so that the operator may
turn the key-lock to disable'the' System until needed. In addition, each train
contains an annuciator which sounds when the power-operated relief valve is-
open, indicating an overpressure transient is in process.

Each power-operated relief valve--is-supplied with nitrogen from the cold leg
'

accumulators. No: operator' action is required in the event of a transient.
..The o'perator isolates the upper head injection system ~, the co.id leg accumulators,
the safety injection pumps and one centrifugal charging pump before the reactor
coolant system is cooled to 300 degrees Fahrenheit; only the remaining centri.f-
=ugal charging pump could cause an overpressure transieret as a result of inadver-
' tent; start with concomitant mass addition. The only~other overpressure event .

would result from an inadvertent main coolant pump start with the coolant--in'

the secondary. side of the4 steam generator hQtter than=that in the reactor-

coolant system.- The applicant has shown that in neither case was 10 CFR Part 50,,

| ~ Appendix G limit. reached. For the' latter case (that for main coolant pump
h , inadvertent start), the applicant assumed that the temperature of the fluid-in-
l- the steam generator would exceed that in the. reactor coolant system by no
L . greater than 50 degrees Fahrenheit.

( The staff requires that the. technical specifications require that the reactor
coolant system may not be cooled to temperatures lower than 300 degrees Fahren-
heit without the overpressure. protection system enabled,-and unless both

.

'
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power-operated relief valve trains are operable, in= order to assurv uitable
F overpressure-protection for the reactor coolant system when water solid,- In j

addition, the-. technical specifications will state that the temperature of the ,

fliuid in the secondary side of-the steam generator will not exceed the temp- ~)1

ferature of-the fluid in the reactor coolant system by grea.er than 50 degraes |
' ' Fahrenheit when the reactor coolant system fluid temperature is less than )

'300 degrees. Fahrenheit since the applicant's calculations did not assume
' differences greater than 50 degrees Fahrenheit,

The applicant provided data to show-that the power-operated relief valve opens
within the time specified in the analyses.

The sys.?m meets the single failure criteria as only one of the two trains is
' required for overpressure mitigation. Means are provided to test and calibrate
.the system. It-has been designed in accordance with the Institute of Electrical
and Els:tronics Engineers Stsnerd 279-1971, " Criteria for Protection Systems."

This system meets the stafr i'equirements for an overpressure protection system
with the reactor ce;'.sr,t systf.m watcr-solid and is acceptable. We consider
thi5 matter resolved.'

The required status of the ECCS systems required by the, existing Licensing
Basis FSAR are briefly summarized:

Above 1900 psig (in MODES 1, 2, and 3): All ECCS systems are OPERABLE.
Between 1900 psig and 1000.psig/425*F; upper head injection isolation valves
area closed and gagged, de energized and-tagged. Between-1000 psig/425* F and

-425 psig/350* F (in MODE 3): Upper head injection isolation valves remain
clo. sed and gagged and de energized; cold leg accumulator isolation valves are
closed ~and breakees racked out, 1 cen'trifugal and 1 reciprocating charging
pump and 2 safetylinjection. pumps are isolated, and rendered iroperable by
opening and locking the related circuit breakers. Below 425 psig/350* (in
MODES.4 and-5) status of all ECCS systems remain unchanged, i.e. , same ~-(as for
the preceding phase of MODE.3) with the exception;that remaining equipment is-

.

're-aligned for RHR operation with the capability of re-alignment.to ECCS.
[UHI, Cold Leg Accumulators, 1 cent. CP & l'Recip. CP,-and 2 SI pumps are
effectively' electrically isolated.] -RHR PORVs are rendered operable'during
water solid operation, below 300*F. '

,

Thesenrequirements are substantially different_from those of the W STS which:
the. licensee has adopted for his facility contrary to his Licensing Basis as _
disclosed in the FSAR and SER.to the above references.-, .

T.5. SECTION 3/4 5.1 ACCUMULAT_0RS/ COLD LEG INJECTION

'I tem: APPLICABILITY MODE-4
pso) ThefApplicabilityMode,givenasMODES1,2-and3*where3*is1000psig,-

should be-amended to include 425 F; as-1000 psig/425*F. Reference the basis-
'in the previous section entitled " General."-

Since the proposed T.5, does not contain this temperature constraint, it is
inon conservative. A pressure of 1000 psig on the current Appendix G curve,

*
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and T.S. temperature constraints, would permit an RCS temp of 557 F. The only
available analysis in the Licensing Basis, see earlier under " General," shows
that cooling down to {1000 psig]/425'F is necessary to reduce the thermal burden
on the ECCS so inat the reduced ECCS capability can mitigate the consequences
of a LOCA to 10 CFR 50.46 requirements; reference 8, pages Q 212-61, revision 28
and Q 212-61a, revision 28. The current T.S. is therefore non-conservative in
this matter, and the licensee must evaluate and propose. Note; the " Footnote *

-Pressurizer Pressure above 1000 psig" also needs amendment.

Item: 3.5.1.1.d.

Nitrogen cover pressure is quoted at cetween 400 and 454 psig. The Licensing
Basis FSAR, reference 4, page 1 of 5 revision 39 in Table 6.3.2-1 specifies a
normal operating pressure of 427 psig. Making an allowance for channel error
and drift should not this value be a higher set point of approx. 450 psig. The
specified set point values proposed in the T.S. of 400 to 454 psig can therefore
give actual values which are lower than in the Licensing Basis FSAR and be
non-conservative. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 3.5.1.1.f Proposed

The NRC proposes that an additional item limiting the range of actual water
temperature in the accumulator between 60-150 F in accordance with Licensing
Basis FSAR reference 29, Table 6.3.2-1 is necessary to confirm Safety Analysis
Limits for this accumulator. Its absence from the proposed T.S. renders it
potentially non-conservative. .Further Item 4.5.1.1.1.a. concerning verifica-
tion parameters should include Temperature of Accumulator Water. The licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

MTION Items a and b require HOT SHUTDOWN generally, except for closed isolation
valves. This may be too conservative - the licensee should review specific
cases identified under 3.5.1.1.a-f and decide whether HOT SHUT 00WN is necessary
instead of to 1000 psig/425 F. Further, is there any conservative direction of
the error which may minimize his need to suspend operations at power, or allow
him to operate at reduced levels. This licensee proposal may be unecessarily
conservative. The licensee may evaluate and propose.

Item 4.5.1.1.c requires that "once per 31 days when the RCS pressure is above
2000 psig, it is verified that power to the isolation valve on the Cold Leg
Injection Accumulator is disconnected. What is the safety basis for this
action, and where is it discussed in the Licensing Basis FSAR.

'

Item 4.5.1.1.1.d.1 requires that

"At least once per 18 months verify that each accumulator isolation valve opens
automatically under each of the following conditions:

1) When an actual or a simulated RCS pressure signal exceeds the P-11
(Pressurizer Pressure Block of Safety Injection) Setpoint,"

We are not aware that this actually occurs; the licensee shall review and
advise of the related details within the FSAR on other licensing basis records'.
This action is not described in FSAR reference 7, under Table 7.3.1-3 (1 of 2)

'
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-- and (2 of 2) revision 35; " Interlocks for ESFAS," nor in the related Logic
Diagrams.

The LCOs of the' Licensing Basis FSAR require that this Cold Leg Injection
Accumulator be made operable whenever plant conditions exceed 1000 psig/425 F
which is at a lower pressure than the current P-11 set point of 1955 psig;-
1 reference earlier T/S Section 3/4.5 under " General." This P-11 logic which
.would propose that this isolation valve is to be closed at RCS pressures

,

between 1955 to 1000 psig is therefore non-conservative with respect to the
Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

The licensee shall verify that the set points for the relief valve on the
Accumulators are included in the Inservice Testing Program at the facility.

T.S. Section 3/4.5.1.a-(Proposed)
.

An additional T.S. Section is proposed that provides specifically for the fact
that "COLO LEG INJECTION ACCUMULATOR ISOLATION VALVES" at " APPLICABLE CONDI-
TIONS" of MODE 3 (< 1000 psig/425'F), MODE 4 and MODE 5 would have a " LIMITING
CONDITION OF OPERATION" providing that "Each Cold Leg Injection Accumulator
Isolation Valve-is closed with circuit breakers opened, locked and taggeo."
Appropriate Action Statements and Surveillance Procedures would be providec.
This is in accord with the LCOs of the Licensing Basis FSAR as described under
earlier items T.S. 3/4.5, " General" and T.S. 3/4.5.1 of -this review. Absence
of this specific provision makes the proposed T.S. non-conservative. The
licensee shall' evaluate and propose.

.

T.S. Pace 3/4 5-3. UPPER HEAD INJECTION

Item: APPLICABILITY MODE.

The Ap31icability Mode given as MODES 1, 2, and 3* where * signifies Pressurizer
Pressure above 1900 psig, should be amended to include >425 F; as 1900 psig/>425 F.

The FSAR does not include'the temperature constraint explicitly at 1900 psig,
though it is implicit in- that the next lower boundary for change is 1000 csig/425 F
.[ Reference earlier Item: T,5. 3/4.5 under GENERAL). Absent this condition,
.the related proposed T.S. is non-conservative. Appendix G curves (T.S.
-Page 3/4 4-32) would allow RCS temperatures down to <300 F, and one of the-

reasons for isolating UHI below 1900 psig, includes overpressure concerns at
the-reducing levels of temperature down to 425 F, reference 12, page 7-1. From
his detailed-analysis, the licensee should evaluate and prepose a lower limit -

.

to this terrperature condition of >425'F.

Item 3.5.1.2.c Nitrogen cover pressure is specified as between 1206 and
12641psig. The Licensing Basis FSAR, reference 29, page (1 of 5), revision 39

-

in Table 6.3.2-1 specifies a normal operating pressure of 1220-1280 psig~with a
'mi_nimum of-1220 psig. Making an allowance for channel error and drift, should
'not T.S. setpoints be higher [at say 1240-1300 psig). The.specified: minimum
set point values in.the proposed T.S.'of 1206 would therefore require lower
' pressure inathe RCS before actuation and is therefore non-conservative. The

* tlicensee shall evaluate and propose.

|
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Item 3. 5.1. 2. d: Proposed.

It'is proposed that an additional item limiting the range of actual water
i temperatures in the accumulator to between 70 and 100'F in accordance with

-

reference 29, Page (1 of 5), revision 39, in Table 6.3.2.1 is necessary to,

confirm the Safety Analysis Limits for-the UHI Accumulator. It is also pro-z

posed that it be added as an additional surveillance element to item 4.5.1.2.a.

Its absence from the -proposed T.S. renders it potentially non-conservative with
[ respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose,

Action Items a & b require HOT STANDBY, generally, except for closed isolationi

valves, followed by HOT SHUTDOWN. This may be too conservative - the licensee
should review specifically each of the Operability items b, e and proposed d,

"

and decice whether HOT STANDBY leading ultimately to HOT SHUTDOWN is necessary.
; - further, he should assess if either boundary value, upper or lower, can be

conservative, and by how much, a.. evaluate whether he should take an ACTION,

STATEMENT under " conservative" conditions. The licensee may evaluate and"

propose.

; The licensee shall verify that the -relief valve set point on the Accumulator
is included in the In Service Testing Program at the facility.

_

T.S.-Section 3/4.5J1.b1(Proposed)
(ee;

h An additional T.S. item is proposed that provides specifically for the fact
- that " UPPER HEAD INJECTION SYSTEM ISOLATION VALVES" at APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
of MODE 3 (51900.psig and > 425 f), MODE 4 ena MODE 5, would have a " LIMITING
CONDITION-OF=0PERATION" providing that."Each upper head injection system isola-
t' ion valve" is closed and gagged. The UHI' hydraulic pump and the gag-motors

,

for the UHI isolation values are de energized and-tagged. Appropriate Action
L Statements'and Surveillance Procedures would be provided. This in accordance

with-the;LCOs of the Licensing Basis FSAR as described in earlier items
T.S. 3/4.5, " GENERAL" and T.S. 3/4.5.1 of this review.-

- Absence of-'this specific provision makes the current T.S. non-conservative with
crespect to the Licensing 9 asis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

o

T.Si Section 3/4.S.2 ECC 3UBSYSTEMS -Tavo 1 350 F

~ The title should be amended to read =as: -

ECCS SUBSYSTEMS ~ PRESSURIZEh' PRESSURE ) 1000 psig/RCS Tavgg 25 F -

-The Operability requirements of 2 full trains of.ECCS equipment remains;
.

|. unchanged.
L

Absence of the pressure / temperature condition in the proposed T.S. is not in
-

: accordance with Safety Analysis Limits. Its absence permits high pressure pump
-

operation at lower pressures'and temperatures with potential infringement'of
related(safety' criteria,. Related safety criteria have not been'well defined,
or docketed, but'are apparently considerations of Low Temperature Overpressure

| Protection of the RCS under these and related Accident circumstances-including
| inadvertent operation of ECCS pumps. This diversion from the Safety Analysis

|3
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Limits of the Licensing Basis FSAR must therefore be considered non-conservative
and the licenseee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 4.5.2.hs: concerning flow balance tests in the ECCS system. The licensee
shall provide the bases for the flow distributions specified and further advise
how they might meet minimum flow conditions to intact loops dating Accioent
Occurrences.

T.S. Section 3/4.5.2.A Proposed

A proposed new Section which would-be titled: ECCS Subsystem - Applicability
between 1000 psig/425 F and 425 psig/350*F.

This would provide for: One ECCS subsystem comprising the following shall be
OPERABLE:

a. One OPERABLE centrifugal charging pump,#

b. One OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger,

c. One OPERABLE RHR pump, and

d. An OPERABLE flow path.

Also, one ECCS subsystem comprising the following shall also be OPERABLE

b. One OPERABLE RHR-heat exchanger,

c. One OPERABLE RHR pump, and

d. An OPERABLE flow path

All breakers for all safety injection pumps and all but the one operable
centrifugal charging pump are opened, locked and tagged (reference earlier
information).

As explained in the previous section, limited operation of the higher pressure
pumps between 1000 psig/425 F and 425 psig/350 F apparently provides Low
Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTGP). The proposed T.S. requires all
Cl and SI pumps to be available during these conditons and is therefore
non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis and'particularly in respect
of Overpressure Protection. The licensee shall evaluate and propose, and in so -.

doing provide the analyses and evaluation which required constrained operability
of the higher pressure pumps in this operating phase, in his Licensing Basis
.FSAR.

T.S. Section 3/4.5.3 ECCS Subsystem - Tava 1 350*F

This title should be amended to read ECCS Subsystems - 425 psig/350 F to COLD'
SHUTDOWN

+ The current T.S. provides no pressure condition on the temperature of 350 F,
and Appendix G Limit curves of proposed T.S. Page 3/4 4-32 would permit " maximum

.
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f RCS pressures" of 2485 psig under these circumstances. Also the proposed T.S.
alignment eliminates safety injection and charging pump capacity. There is no
available evaluation of the capability of the reduced ECCS system to satisfac-
torily mitigate the consequences of a Small Break or Large Break LOCA from
2485 psig/350 F as is provided for the values of 425 psig/350'F within the
Licensing Basis as described earlier under T.S. 3/4.5, Item: GENERAL. Our
evaluation is that the absence of this pressure concition is non-conservative,
and especially with respect to the Safety Analysis Limits of the Licensing
Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

The proposed limit at COLD SHUTDOWN MODE 5 is conditioned by the fact that
Refueling is a condition of a vented vessel with Reactor Vessel Bolts unten-
sioned, and non-ECCS alignments are proposed to deal with related events.
Reference 8 pages Q212-56 revision 25 under the Titles of Case 1 and Case 2 and
page Q 212-57, revision 25, under the Title of Case 3. Overpressure Protection
also, which is a principal determinant of alignment, also ceases with unten-
sioning the Reactor Vessel bolts for refueling.

The proposed T.S. under this Section requires a minimum of one only ECCS
subsystem comprising

a. One Operable Centrifugal Charging Pump (CCP)

b. One Operable RHR Heat Exchanger

c. Dne Dyerable RHR Pump

d. An Operable Flow Path

There are no Safety Analyses or Evaluations of one only ECCS subsystem allowing
for a single active failure in one only train. This proposition is therefore
non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis FSAR. The Licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

This TsS. does not disallow the additional CCP and 2 Safety Injection Pumps
(SIPS) from 350 F down to 300 . This again is non conservative with respect
to the LCOs of the Licensing Basis FSAR which allows only one (1) CCP, and the
remainder i.e., one (1) CCP and any other reciprocating charging pump ano 2 SIPS
are to be electrically isolated against inaavertent operation. This proposed
T.S. is again non-conservative in respect of overpressure protection when com-
pared with the current Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and -

piopose..

The proposed T.S. allows one (1) CCP and one (1) SIP whenever the RCS temp is
less than 300'F. The LCO of the Licensing Basis FSAR allows only one (1) CCP
because of OVEPRESSURE PROTECTION; reference earlier information under earlier
T.S. Section 3/4.5. Item: " General". The proposed T.S. is therefore
non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

The LCOs of the Licensing Basis FSAR require the same operability of ECCS
equipment as is requirec for TS 3/4 5.2A Proposed. So that in addition to:
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One ECCS-subsystem comprising the-following shall be 0PERABLE:

a. One OPERABLE centrifugal charging pump,

b. One OPERABLE-RHR heat exchanger,

c. One OPERABLE RHR pump, and

d. An OPERABLE flow path>

which is the same as for the proposed T.S., it is also required that:

One ECCS subsystem comprising the following shall also be OPERABLE:

b. One OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger,
-p

c. One OPERABLE RHR pump, and

'

-d. An-0PERABLE flow path,

Additionally, that all breakers for all safety injection pumps and all but-

the one operable centrifugal-charging pump are opened, locked and tagged.
(reference earlier information) The proposed T.S. is therefore less conserva-
tive than;the-Licensing-Basis FSAR by being deficient in ECCS total pumping
capacity', and excessive in available high press ~ure pumping capacity so !

infringing LTOP. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

. Additionally the Licensing Basis requires that ech of these subsystems be'

independent and receive power from two (2) redundant Emergency Buses and
Power Sources, The absence of any such provision in the proposed T.S. makes
cit non-conservative'with respect to the Licensing Basis. The Licensee

, shall' evaluate:and propose. ,

'T/S Section 3/4.5.4 ~ BORON INJECTION SYSTEM / BORON INJECTION TANK.-

6: Item: APPLICABILTY MODES-1,- 2, and 3 with the current' proposed T.S. should be
changed to include MODE-4 in accordance with the Licensing Basis FSAR.which-
evaluatesiMSLB and LOCA events down to and including this MODE. Adoption
of the. Licensing Basis FSAR mode of boration control may eliminate this need.
With proposed T.S., however, the absence.of the BIT tank in Mode 4 must be
considered non-conservative. The licensee should evaluate and propose.

..

Item: :The ACTION Statement'should be clarified to include ('-] that in the,

event of-inoperablity of-the BIT. tank,.the'RCS_be borated to [a boron concentra-
tion:which will give]La'SHUTOOWN margin,of 1% delta k/k at.200 F.

The _ licensee-shall clearly indicate, that this item is not applicable _to. Unit 2
-by.-reason.of a recent SER from.NRC.

Comment:- Since BIT concentrations of only 2000 ppm, only are now required,-and
only 900 gallons ~are involved compared with 372,100 gallons?in the R.W.S.T, is
.not:the proposed _AC_ TION statement to ultimately place the plant in HOT SHUTDOWN
Loverly conservative; if minimum volumetric requirements are necessary, can

'
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additional provision be made in the RWST. The licensee may evaluate and
propose.

T. 5. Section 3/4. 5. 5 REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK

_ I tem: APPL}CABLITY MODES'1, 2, 3, 4.

The current MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 which includes an LCD for 372,100 gallons must
be extended to MODE 5 and MODE 6 (limited) to meet the FSAR requirements in
reference 8, pages Q 212-57 and 58, revision 25, item: Case 3: (when] The
RCS is depressurized and vented with the air in the steam generator tubes,- with
the reactor vessel head on, and tensioned - and later with open relief paths
between the head and the reactor vessel cavity and refueling canal. The-single
failure of an RHR/RCS Isolation valve-is resolved by the expected Operability of
the RWST-providing 5 hours of injection flow. The recovery description also
means that the RWST must be available in MODE 6 until the vessel head is removed
and the refueling canal is filled to its specified level. It must also be
tvailable at termination of core alterations - in Moce 6, when drainage of the
refueling canal commences until the Re' actor Vessel Head is tensioned, when the

-

RCS then moves into MODE 5. The proposed T.S. is non-conservative-with respect
-to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Action Statement: The proposed ACTION should be modified [ ] as follows:

With the RWST Inoperable,-restore the tank to OPERABLE status within i hour, or
be in at least HOT STANDBY [and borated to a boron concentration which will
give a shut down margin of 1% delta K/k at.200'F and a minimum of 2000 ppm)
within-(the next) 6 hours'and in COLD SHUT 00WN within the following 30 hours.

The Licensing Basis FSAR requires Safety injection of 2000 ppm Boron to mitigate
the nuclear-power consequences of any accidents whicP may initiate during this-,

! period; if.the RWST is not available, then Boron Concentration in the RCS should
| be increased to the level required to mitigate any potential return of nuclear
| power. The proposed T.S. appears nonconservative.

The-licensee shal'1 evaluate and propose and in so doing-he should evaluate each
of the Operability requirements separately to determine if COLD SHUTDOWN is
required for each INOPERABILITY REQUIREMENT, or whether alternate mitigating
' Actions are-possible.

*

.

|

|

'
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T. S. Section 3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

T. S. Page 3/4 7-1: SAFETY VALVES

The proposed T.S. requires that:

3. 7.1.1 All main steam line Code safety valves associated with each steam
generator shall be OPERABLE with lift settings as specfied in Table 3.7-3.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

dCTION:

a. With four reactor coolant loops and associated steam generators in
operation and with one or more main steam line code safety valves
inoperable, operation in MODES 1, 2, and 3 may proceed provided, that
within 4 hours, eitner the inoperaDie valve is restored to CDERABLE
status or the Power Range Neutron Flux High Trip Setpoint is recuced
per Table 3.7-1; otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

b. With three reactor coolant loops and associated steam generators in
operation and with one or more. main steam line code safety valves
associated with an operating loop inoperable, operation in MODES 1,
2, and 3 may proceed provided, that within 4 hours, either the
inoperable valve is restored to OPERABLE status or the Power Range
Neutron Flux High Trip Setpoint is reduced per Table 3.7-2; otherwise,
be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTOOWN with the following 30 hours.

Our concerns in this section are parallel to these in our review under T.S.

Section 3/4.4.2 SAFETY VALVES.

Failure of Steam Generator Code Safety Valves infringe basic safety criteria
for Reactor Protection through its impact on SG/RCS sys_ tem response under
Condition II, III, and IV occurrences. It also affects the integrity of

the Primary Containment Boundary.

We do not find an adequate consideration of the alternate type of Safety Valve
Failure that can occur, and their related significance, upon the action state-
,ments proposed. .

.

,How sure is the Licensee that inadequacy to meet the very limited single
; operability requirement of the T.S. does not represent an intermittent problem
leading to early opening of valves, f ailure to close, or f ailure to open under
the severe conditions of Transient and Accident Events.

[We find the proposed T.S. inadequate in its representation of operability, or
lack there of, for these Safety Valves. Consequently, without a requirement

'that they all be operable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, with a furtner requirement

'
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to be in cold shutdown in the ' event of f ailure, there of, we mest consider theproposet T.S. non-conservative. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T.S. Pace 3/4 7-4: AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEMS

Item: APPLICABILITY MODES 1, 2 and 3 in the proposed T.S. should be exDanded to
MODES 4 and 5 in accordance with our review under Table 3.3-3 ESFAS INSTRUMEN-TATION, Itets 7 a, b, c, d, e, and f. The conclusions from that review are:
The proposed 7.5. items are generally non-coiservative with respect to the
Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and piapose.

Item 3,7.1.2.b. The licensee has deleted Ol'ERABILITY requirements for the
Steam-Turbine driven auxiliary feednater pullp at steam pressures of less than
900 psig. This is not in accord with currert Accident Analyses and no justifi-cation has been provided: Reference 15, Rec.immendation GL-3, requires the
Steam-Turbine AFW pump in the event of comp 1tte loss of AC power for a period
of 2 hrs and beyonc. This will require operability down to the lowest pres-
sures for which the Turbine is provioed as described in reference 22,
Table 10.4.7-6 where the range of operating pressures provided for is f rom
110 psig to 1205 psig. This will also provide for operabilty down to and
including MODES 4 (and availabiilty from H0DE 5) to cover licensing require-
ments discussed elsewhere under Table 3.3-3, ESFAS INSTRUMENTATION, Items 7a
through f.

We note two principal features relating to the service conditions of the Turbine
Driven Feed.ater Pumps:

They are supplied with steam from two steam generators from maina.

steam lines after the flow restriction orifices at outlets from theSteam Generators,

b. They would normally be expected to perform early in the transient
anc continue to function to design flow requirements throughout the
Occurrence.

! The licensee should explain how the proposed TS ensures that the Turbine Driven
pump maintains its flow performance required by Accident Analysis when steam
line pressures could drop substantially below the Steam Generator Pressures due
to presence of the SG flow restrictions and until main steam isolation valves

j are isolated on steam line pressure of less than 565 psig (< provides for
channel drift and errors).

i.
~

! The licensee shall evaluate the above comments and propose technical specifi-
cations which will ensure operability of the Turbine-Oriven AFW Pump over the
range of conditions expected from Design Basis Accident Analysis, and other
less bounding events, down to and including MODE 4 as discussed in the Licensing
Basis.|

In his evaluation, the licensee should advise if Item le of Table 3.3-5 ESFAS
INSTRUMENTATION, steam Line-Pressure Low is derived from steam line sensors and
af ter the SG orificas or if it is taken from pressure sensors on the Steam
Generator. The licensee should then advise what has been used in assessing
Steam Generator Pressure Response and Turbine Driven AFW pump response in the
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Condition 111 and especially Condition IV_0ccurrences of the Licensing Basis,
and-if-the existing Accident Analyses remain valid,

1 tem 4.7.1.2: . SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS j

:The Technical: Specifications, page T.S. 3/4 7-4 requires each motor driven (MD)
"AFW. pump-to-supply 450 pgm at greater than or equal to 1210 psig. This is at !

entrance to the Steam Generators according to the T.S. Basis on T.S.
page B 3/4 7-2.

However, we note that the FSAR Accident Evaluation; reference 7, section
!15.4.2.2.2, and-the description of the AFW system in reference 5. refer to a-

total supply of 450 gpm from MDAFW pumps to three intact steam. generators.
:.

.F;urther, this is' parallel with a description in the Accident Analysis on
page=15.4 - 13 a'(Revision 38) in which the MDAFW pump'headered to two intact
steam-generators supplies 170 gpm each whilst the one headered to the faulted
Steam Generator'suppies 110 gpm to-the intact steam generator.

The SER' supplement, -reference 14, page 10-2 requires that the licensee confirm
..the capability-of each of the Motor Driven and Turbine Driven AFW Pump systems
to meet the flow. distribution requirements of that particular Safety Evaluation
Report, with a faulted steam generator associated with the ruptured main feedline
and a second steam generator (SG) faulted with a failed open code Safety Valve
or SG PORV, and both these SGs supply the Turbine Driven.AFW punp. The Licensee
committed to establish-and verify by test, the valve throttle positions neces~
sary to achieve-this, during the init'il stcrtup test programs.

In addition., under SER supplement, *..c 9nce 15, page 22-15, undet the title
of Reccomendation GS-6 |the licensee ageted to propose Technical Specifications
to assure that pr.ior-to plant.startup 'cIlowing an extended shudown, a flow
test would be performed to verify the normal-flospath from the primary AFW
system to the steam generator. The_ flow test should be conducted with AFW
system valves in their normal alignment.

,

Atothis-time, we do not' see a proposed T,5. which ensures that the required !

-subdivision?of--flow between 3 intact-and 1 faulted-steam generator,_and 2
__

Intact and 2 " Faulted". Steam Generators associated with the Turbine-Driven
AFW Pump,= required by the Licensing Basis is achieved, and we do not see any
-test period recommended such as following.an: extended cold shutdown to ensure
Ethat-the required. flow division-is maintained in an acceptable manner. At this
time:we must conclude-that the current-T.S. is nonconservative in respect to the-

-

. Licensing' Basis. :The licensee shall evaluate and. propose..*

i.S?Paae 5/4 7-Sc Proposed: CONDENSATE STORAGE TANK SYSTEMS

It is proposed that a new item'be added to'the Technical Specifications to the
above? title and to include an LCO providing "The Condensate. Storage Tank System
"(CTS); comprising available usable storage fromLthe upper'surgentank, auxiliary
afeedwater. condensate _ storage tank and condenser hot well shall be operable with
_a contained' water volume of at least 175,000 gallons of water.-

_
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5PPLICABILITY MODES proposed are 1, 2 and 3, with lesser volumes required inI

MODES 4 and 5.

ACTION STATEMENT should include a provision that, with the condensate storage
tank inoperable, within 4 hours either

a. Restore the CST to OPERABLE status or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following
6 hours, or

Demonstrate tne OPERABILITY of the Nuclear Service Water System and
Standby Nuclear Source Water Pond (alternate water source) as a
backup supply, and align to the auxiliary feedwater pumps, and restore
the condensate storage tank to OPERABLE status within 7 days, or be
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTOOWN
within the following 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS should include

a. The condensate storage tank system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at
least once per 12 hours by appropriate measures when the tank is
the supply source for the auxili, ; feedwater pumps.

. b. The Nuclear Service Water System and Standby Nuclear Source Water
Pond shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 12 hours by,

appropriate measures:

Additionally, an evaluation of and provision will need to be made concerning
potent,ial loss of AFW supplies during loss of suction and change-over to
alternate AFW sources.

The safety basis for these requirements are

a. Our earlier review 'under TS. Table 3.3-5 Items 7a and 7b show that
whereas all safety evaluations involving AFW supply have assumed a
Safety Analysis Limit of 61 sec. response time, this is only available
from nonsafety related water sources. Further, that the safety
related supply from the Nuclear Service Water Pond may take an extra
15 secs which is suostantially non-conservative in respect of the
related safety analysis.

Therefore, at this time, until the licensee has evaluated our concerns and made -

acceptable proposals, the NRC will require technical specifications on this'

non safety-related water storage of the above nature. The proposed T.S. are
nonconservative with respect to Regulatory Requirements. The licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

T.S. Page 3/4 7-8: MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVES
_

Item 3.7.1.4. The proposed T.S. provides that: "each tnain steam line
isolation valve (MSLIV) shall be OPERABLE with APPLICABILITY MODES 1, 2,
and 3.

*
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The requirements within the Licensing Basis for Main Steam Line llolat'cn are
dg discussed in this review under Table 3.3*4, item 4, The Licesing Basis does

require operability in MODE 4, in addition te MODES 1, 2, and 3 alreacy provided.
O

We also note that the Main Steam Isolation Valves are ContainM nt S014 tion
< Valves as defined by 10 CFR SO App. A Criterion 57 " Closed Systs". 1 solation"

4 and the Licensing Basis F$AR under reference 4 Table 6.2.4 1 (sheet 7 of II:
Revision 4 and that Primary Centainment Integrity is required in MODES 1, 2,
3, and 4 according to proposed T.S. Section 3/4.6.1, T.S. Page 3/4 6-1.

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis; the
, Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

~ .S. Page 3/4 7 Ba Proposed: STEAM GENERATOR POWER OPERATED RELIEF VALVEST
~

(SG PORVs)

The proposed T.S. does not include these valves which are required to enable
the plant to be cooled down under natural circulation conditicns [under Loss
of Offiste Power). The Licensing Basis requirement for this is descrii M in
SER Supp No. 4 reference 14 page 5 7.

The minimum number of valves required for natural circulation has not been
established in the Licensing Basis. Reference 15, page 15.2-28, revisicn 15,'

under section 15.2.9.2 discuss (s natural c'rculation as verified cy Table *

15.2.9-1 which is.at a maximum of 4%. Thi review, under earlier Table 2.2-1
Item IBb, shows how the existing Control Logic can place this plant into a
natural circulation Occurrence,~without reactor trip at a nominal power level,

of 10% Rated, and the review under Table 3.3-1 under Item: Concerning Prescribea
Values for % Rated Thermal Power DURING START UP (MODE 1) AND POWER OPERATION

*

(MODE 2) shows how the resulting residual nuclear power levels could actually
be the order of 20%. Therefore, in additior, to the evaluation required of the
Li ensee to meet those circumstances as described therein, he shall consider
the consequences of the very limitec !G PORVs capacity currently available to
meet this situation. The Licensing Basis FSAR, reference 9, page 10.1-2,
revision 8, para 3 shows a capacity of only 10% (without single failure).
This means that in addition to the potential inability of the RCS to provide '

the requisite cooling capacity under natural circulation for a nominal 10%,
and potential 20%, power level, the SG PORY capacity is insufficient in the
event of a single failure (of 4 available) for nominal cond;tions, and severely
under capacity for a possible 20% power level. At this time, until further
evaluation has been completed, the Licensee should ensure, within the T.S., e
potential atmospheric relieving capacity of 20%, allowing for a single failure.- *

This should include all his SG PORVs, plus elements of the additionally available
45% (of full load main steam flow to* atmosphere) described under reference 22,
page 10.1-2, revision 8, para 3, if they can be available under Loss of Offsite
Power. An appropriate Action Statement should be provided. If the additionalb atmospheric relief is not available on LOOP, the Licensee must further evaluate
and propose necessary corrective actions.

The current omission of SG PORVs from the T.S, is non-conservative with respect
*o the Licensing Basis. The current omission of relieving capacity additional.
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to the SG FORVs is contrary to Re0ulatory Requirements which have b en excluded 08
'

,

from the Licensing Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate aad propose. "

T,Ji. Section 3/4.7.3: COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM

The proposed T.S. requires that:

3.7.3 At least two independent component cooling mater loops shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 4

ACTION:

With only one compor,cnt cooling water loop OPERABLE, restore at least two
loops to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

The SER for the plant under reference 10, summaritas the following Licensing
Basis for the Component Cooling System:

9.2.4 Component Coolino System

The component cooling system provides cooling water to telected nucleer
auxiliary components during normal plant operation and cooling water to
safety-related systems during postulated accidents.

The component cooling system is designed to: (1) remove residual and
sensible heat from the reactor coolant system via the residual heat
removal system duriAg shutdown; (2) cool tne letdown flow to the chemical
and volume control system during power operation; (3) cool the spent fuel
pool water; and (4) provide cooling to dissipate waste heat from various
primary station components during normal operation and postulated accident
conditions. Active system components necessary for safe plant shutdown
are designed to include at least 100 percent redundancy. The component
cooling water for each unit includes two component cooling heat exchangers,
four component cooling pumps and a split volume component tooling surge
tank. Two pumps and one heat exchanger per unit provide the necessary
cooling water for normal operation, cooldown, refueling, and postulated
acciden 6. The-remaining pumps and heat exchangers serve as standby. An

assured supply of makeup is provided fror the nuclear service water
system to each redundant loop.

The component cooling water system is designed to seismic Category I
requirements, except for certal) branches to non essential equipment, -

.

The component cooling water pumi s are powered by redundant emergency
buses. The portion of the component cooling water system serving the
residual heat removal system meets the single failure criterion for
active components.

Based on our review, we conclude that the component ;ooling system design
is in conformance with the requirements of General Dacign Criterion 44

i .

|
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of Appencix A to 10 CFR Part 50 regarding the capability of the systen to,

transfer heat from systems and components important to safety to an
ultimate heat sink and provisions of suitable redundancy for saf e cool-
down. We further conclude that the system design meets the requirements
of General Design Criteria 45 and 46 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50
regarding system design that allons performance of periodic inspections
and testing. We conclude that the component cooling water system is
acceptable.

.

Detailed reference to Operability and Operating requirements in the Licensing
Basis in MODES 5 and 6 can be found in reference 22, page 92-17 and Component
Cooling System.

The proposed T.S. completely ignores, without any evaluation, the Licensing
fp Basis requirement for this system in MODES 5 & 6. The current T. S. are non-

conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate
and propose.

This T.S. is a prime example of a Standard Technical Specification which
completely ignores the Licensing Basis for all Nuclear Power Plants. This
reflects a very serious Safety issue for all standard T.S. and which cannct
await an extended " Generic" Resolution.

T.S. Section 3/4.7.4 NUCLEAR SERVICE WATER SYSTEM
-

h APPLICABILITY MODES proposed are 1, 2, 3, 4 These shoulc be extended to
MODES 5 and 6.

Within the Licensing Basis FSAR, reference 6, [vol 8) page o.2 5, "The Nuclear
Service Waste System (NSWS) is designed to meet single failure criteria with
two redundant channels [per unit) to serve components essential for safe
station shutdown." The equipment requiring NSWS also includes all RPS and
ESFS systems, many of which are necessary in MODES 5 and 6 to the above redun-
cancy and single failure criteria.

Examples include: MODE 5 is required to service AFW alternate cooling reavire-
ments in event of a fail-closed RHR/RCS isolation valve in the RHR line, anc
in MODES 5 and 6 it is needed to service necessary redundant RHR Trains.
Reference our related evaluations in this review concerning RHR operability
requirements in MODES S and 6.

The proposed T.S. is nonconservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The
~,

licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T.S. Section 3/4.7.5 STANDBY NUCLEAR SERVICE WATER POND (SNSWP)

Item 3.7.5.b, an LCO, should be amended to read that the nuclear service water
pond shall be operable with

.

"an average water temperature of not less than 70*F or greater than 94'F
.in the intake structure".

.
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The Licensing Basis FSAR, ref erence 6, page 9.2 - 12(a), revision 39, item 39,
provices for an allowable maximum of 94* which meets both maximum allowable
temperatures for all Safety Related Components including NPSH requirements
(reference 6, page 9.2-13, last para).

An average water temperature of 70'F has been selected by RSB as a potential
design basis for Condition II, III and IV occurrences. The licensee has pro-
vided little information on the range of AFW temperatures used in his analyses
and the related sensitivity of results to AFW temperature variations. In the
Major Ruoture of A Main Feedline, reference 7, page 15.4 - 13, it is stated
that a "relatively cold (120'F) AFW temperature was used (after pi:rging the
feedwater lines)." " Excessive Heat Removal" analyses in reference 7, page
15.2 - 29, uses a " conservatively low feedwater temperature of 70'F."

We note that reference 6, page 9.2-D, revision 39, item 8 discusses ice
formation on t: ? surf ace of the ponc which would imply near f ree2ing temper-
atures for water suoply. At this time, we have no record of any Safety
Analysis being undertaken at such low inlet temperatures and on this basis we
must consider any such low value as non-conservative.

The licensee will advise the range of AFW temperatures used in Condition II,
III and IV events, their sensitivity to AFW temperature values, and from this
his bases for setting any alternate values proposed to the water temperatures
in the standby nuclear service water pond. The proposed TS maximum value of
78'F is conservative with respective to certain Accident Analyses; the lack of
a minimum temperature of 70*F including possible near-freezing temperatures
must be considered as nonconservative in respect of certain events. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

bAPPLICABLE MODES: The system is reovired in all MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 to
handle heat rejection requirements as the ultimate heat sink. The licensees
proposal to limit this to MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4, is nonconservative with respect

to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate a,nd propose. -

Reference 6, page 9.2-13, revision 39, states that "In the event of solid
layer of ice" forms on the SNSWP, the operating train (of the Nuclear Service
Water (NSW) systert) is manually aligned to the SNSWP. The Licensee shall
provide the Safety Related reason for this action and advise if this operator
action conflicts with the Response Times proposed.under Table 3.3-5. Given a
Safety Related reason, surveillance requirements ensuring this action should
be included under either T.S. Section 3/4.7.5 NSWS or this particular T.S.

Section 3/4.7.5 STANOBY NSWP. Absent this surveillance requ'irement on a
,

Safety Related issue, the proposed T.S. would be non-conservative. The Licensee-

shall avaluate and propose.
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T.S. Section 3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

T.S. Item 3/4 9.1 BORON CONCENTRATION

-Additional LCOs are necessary to meet the reovirements of reference 8,
-page 15.2 - 14, revision 10 concerning Accident Evaluation for Section 15.2.4,
Uncontrolled Boron Dilution. The boron dilution analyses of this reference 7,
provides that, during ref ueling:

"A minimum water volume in the Reactwr Coolant System is consicered.a.
This corresponds to the volume necessary to fill the reactor vessel
above the nozzles to ensure mixing via the residual heat removal
loop."

b. Neutron sources are installed in the core and the source range
detectors outside the reactor vessel are active and provide an
audible count rate.

c. A high flow alarm at the discharge of the CVCS (from flow element
INVFE 5630) is active providing an alarm to the operator when the
flow rate from the charging pumps exceeds 175'gpm.

d. The charging pumps are inoperative.

Additionally, an appropriate condition which must be attached to a) above is
that any such minimum volume should be such that the level of water in or above
the loop provide acceptable flow, including NPSH conditions, at inlet to the
RHR pumps.

These conditions are appropriate LCO's to 10 CFR 50.36: their current absence
from the T.S. for this MODE is a non-conservative situation in respect of the
Licensing Basis, and the Licensee shall tvaluate and propose.

The current SER, Supplement No.1, reference 11,15-1, provides that:

"During refueling the applicant has committed to isolate all sources of
unborated water connected to the primary system refueling / canal / spent
fuel.

We do note that Surveillance Requirement T.S. 4.9.1.3 does provide for verifying '

that valve No. INV-250 is closed, under administrative control in support of -.

this, However we do note that according to reference 7, page 15.2-15, item
Q 212-58, this valve INV-250 is to be locked closed during refueling. The
current position could be non conservative if the valve is not specifically
locked under the proposed administrative control. Also notice, that reference
7, page 15,2 - 14, revision 10 states that:

"The other two paths are through 2 inch lines, one of which leads to
the volume control tank with the other bypassing this tank. These
lines contain flow control valves INV171A and INV175A respectively."

'
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Why are T.$.s not applied to the closure of these valves also. The preposed
T.S. may be nonconservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

-

We also note an apparent non-conservative discrepancy between the basis for
the specified reactivity concition of "a k of 0.95 or less" without any g
specification of the position of movable c8b(rol assemblies. We also not'e tne
neec to ade, according to reference 7, page 15.2-14, revision 10, that the
boron concentration is to give a shutdown margin of at least 5 per cent delta k
with 411 the rod cluster control assemblies out. The additional requirement
uncerlinec sneule ce a part of the LCO for tnis T.S. item. Without this pro-
vision in tne proposec T.5, it could be interpreted as non-conservative in
respect of the Safety Analysis Limits for the plant. The licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

In the Licensing Basis FSAR reference 8, page Q 212-24, item 212.57, it is
required that the reactor makeup water pumps shall be removed f rom the loads
supplied by the emergency power supplies. This is to prevent inadvertent boron
dilution during certain Occurrences in which electrical loads are disconnected
from, and returned to, the Emergency Buses. Provision should be made so that
at the end of refueling, before start up, a surveillance procedure will confirm
that this Licensing Basis FSAR reouirement continues to be met. Absence of
confirmation of this LCO is a non-conservative condition; the licensee shall
cvaluate and propose.

T.S. Item 3/4 9.8 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL AND COOLANT CIRCULATION; HIGH WATER
LEVEL

The LCC provices that:

3.f 6.1 At least one residual heat removal (RHR) loop shall be OPERAELE and
in operation."

The Licensing Basis, reference 20, Page 5.5-23, uncer Refueling, and
page 5.5-24 under 5.5.7.3.1, System Availability and Reliability, last paragrapn,
shows the licensing of the RHR system is never based on only one RHR system
being operable. Two are always to be available! This proposal is therefore
outside the LC0 for the FSAR in a non-conservative manner. The Licensee shall
evaluate and propose

In his Basis, on T.S. Page 3/4 9-2, last para., the licensee has proposed that
*

.

"With the reactor vessel head removed and 23 feet of water above the
reactor vessel flange, a large heat sink is available for core cooling.
Thus, in the event of a failure of the operating RHR loop, adequate time
is provideo to initiate emergency procedures to cool the core."

In the FSAR, reference 8, page Q 212-56 under Case 2, it has been estimated
that on loss of all RHR Cooling due to a f ail closed RHR/RCS isolation valve,
it will take 2 hours for the available water inventory to boil. In that case,

a number of alternates are proposed to resolve the situation and almost
invariaoly, electric power is required, and in most cases the RHR equipment is
used. If the basis for the licensee's request here is to enable him to operate

'
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with only one available electrical bus, it is unacceptable, as the loss of one
operable RHR on loss of the only available electrical bus, with Containment
isolation required in 2h hours, nas not been evaluated. At this time we have
no acceptable safety basis for allowing the proposed deviation from the Limiting
Conditions of Operation of the Licensing Basis FSAR which is that 2 RHR loops
from separate emergency buses be operable. The proposal is therefore
non-conservative and the licensee must evaluate and propose.

Furthermore, the licensee must provide that the level of water in or above the
loops be such as to provide acceptable flow, including NP5H conditions, at
inlet to the RHR pumps. Absent those required conditions from the Limiting
Conditions of Operation could make them non-conservative. The licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

(1 The ACTION STATEMENT provides that with no RHR loop operable, the containment
should be closed within 4 hours. Information in reference 8, page Q 212-66
under Case 2 shows that if RHR is absent (by isolation of the RCS/RHR inlet
valve) that: .

"Approximately 2.5 hours are available to the operator to establish an
alternate means of core cooling. This is the time it would take to heat
300,000 gallons of water in the rtfueling canal from 140*F to 212'F,
assuming the maximum 24 hours decay heat load."

,

The current value of 4 hours appears less conservative than this calculated
value of 2 hours within the FSAR. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

-

The current surveillance requirement:
*

|

4.9.8.1 "At least one RHR loop shall be verified to be in operation anc
]circulating reactor coolant at a flow rate of greater than or equal to j

3000 gpm at least once per 12 hours." |.

45 deficient in that the thermal performance of any one RHR system to Licensing
Basis safety requirements is not being verified. The T. S. is therefore non-
conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate
and propose. -

Footnote *- The licensee also proposes that,

"The (only operable) RHR loop may be removed from operation for up to
I hour per 8-hour period during the performance of CORE ALTERATIONS in _ ,.

'

the vicinity of the reactor vessel hot legs."

jThe licensee shall provide the basis for this proposal including safety
evaluation, any related compensating actions, and a related proposal. (It
should be noticed that such an action could increase pool temperature by 35'
and in so doing decrease the available response to handle a loss of cooling
capacity from 2b hours down to lh hours, and for a considerable period of time
:thereafter whilst temperatures are again being reduced to the required value
of 140 F.) This proposed T.S. is outside the Licensing Basis in a nonconserva-
tive manner. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

.
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Reblew of available responses to the consequences of a fail closed RCR/RHR: '

! isolation valve, incluse many procedures using the containment sump. To allow Ug
/

j for this single failure contingency, the licensee should therefore ensure that
the containment sump will be operable during this mode, and with an appropriatei

| surveillance procedure. There should also be-provision for available fire
|- pumps and necessary hoses to be assuredly available to ena.ble use of the |
| alternate procedures which have been described in reference 8, pages Q 212-56 j

and 57, revision 25. The current T.S. must be considered non-conservative, jy

; The licensee shall evaluate and propose. 1-

L

r T/S Pace 3/4 9-12 REFUELING OPERATIONS
a

The subtitle should read as 3/4.9.9 HIGH WATER LEVEL

|~
Clarify by addition of the term HIGH

|
T/S Pace 3/4 9-n REFUELING OPERATIONS LOW WATER LEVEL

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 when the water level above the top of the teatter'

; vessel flange is less than 23 feet.
' GENERAL REVIEW:- Whereas the existing TR under reference 20, page 5.1-7
i discusses Ref ueling, it does not prov* de for a sustained period of normal
i operations under.these Low Water Leve' onditions. The FSAR provides that:

| " Refueling-
p

'

Before-removing the reactor vessel head for refueling, the system
temperature has been reduced to 140*F or less and hydrogen and fission4

,

i product levels have been reduced. The Reactor Coolant System is then:
1 drained until-the water level is below tne reactor vessel flange. The

vessel head.is then raised as the refueling canal is flooded. Upon
- ,

completion of refueling, the-system is refilled for startup."

Furthermore, we find that the FSAR analyses of the single failure of the
RHR/RCS isolation valve is not predicated upon operations at " Low Water Level";

'so that no specific. analyses and/or protective actions have not been developed
.for these circumstances; However analyses have been undertaken for the water,

-inventories and temper 9tures in the RCS system that might apply. Under those
.'

conditions.- ~ Presumably therefore, the "0PERATING MODE - LOW LEVEL" is a long-

. term changing condition following Cold Shutdown, with loops. drained and bolts.

tensioned changing to bolts -untensioned and removal of the head - as concomitant'
.* flooding of the reactor vessel cavity continues. - At= this time therefore,r

we cannot presume that the consequences of the case of single failure of the
RHR/RCS isolation valve used as Case 3 in FSAR reference 8, page-Q21-57, does

j. .not also apply under this MODE, We will use these consequences to evaluate.

|; Further,Lsinde this is effectively a long term changing condition, in the FSAR, 'f . .

T.5 3/4 9.9 are only'g L
.',), b "it is not acceptable to allow some of the provisions equested such as one,' hour for the performance of CORE ALTERATIONS which f-

feet of water over the * i
-

permissible under that specification with at least'
reactor vessel flange. ., )

~ ~
..

,, ,

* : : .-.

,
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{ Q It is proposed that an additional item be added to the current statement of i

,

APPLICABILITY to:the effect that: This MDDE shall not to be used for continuousr

i. normal operations, but only as a set of circumstances occurring during the
| period in which the Reactor Vessel Head is being untensioned and removeo and
1 the reactor cavity and refueling canal are being filled, and the same volumes
{ are.being drained for replacement and tensioning of the Reactor Vessel Head,
l' The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

.
,

~

4 ,7he existing LCO specifies that: .

4 "3.9.8.2 Two independent residual heat remval (RHR) loops shall be
OPERABLE, and at least one RHR loop shall be in operation.*"

t
Additionally, the. current FSAR requires that each of the RHR trains be provided
with power from two (2) redundant. electrical buses so that each pump receives
power,from a different source; reference 20, page 5.5-24, revision 9. Without'

this requirement, the T.S is less' conservative than the F$AR and the licensee-

j shall evaluate and propose,

p- Additionally, the current FSAR, reference 8, page Q212-57, revision 25, describes
M .that in the event'of loss of flow caused by closure of the RHR/RCS isolation

valve, [and also by cessation _of. flow in the-system) +

'

) "The operator would be alerted to the loss of RHR flow by the RHR
low flew alarm. *

,

Assuming worst case conditions -(maxi:num 24 w its decay heat,--and the
-RCS drained to just below the vessel flange) and making conservative'

assumptions about-the amount of water available to heat up and boil off,
if the operator took no action, boiling would begin in about five s

minutes, the water-level in the vessel would be down-to the-level of '

fuel in about 100 minutesc"
IIn the event only 1 RHR loop is required to be in operation, the LCO shoula

therefore require 2 operable safety related RHR low flow alarms on each single
operating system so that the operator can respond within 10 min'utes'to commente
operation of the redundant system.' Is this time frame excessive since boiling
will~have commenced._ Itcis_necessary to maintain-two operating RHR systems so '

;. that boiling will not' occur with a single failure. -The licensee shall evaluate '

fandpropose.!

Additionally, the above information defines an LCO of a minimum volume of_ water
. , ~ for-'the related event in which the RCS is drained to just below the level flange. * '

,
' A further requirement,(LCO) is that any such minimum volume shoulc be such that -.

the level of water in'or above the loop provides acceptable flow, including _ j
NPSH conditions, over the range of temperatures expected atLinlet to the RHR

|- pumps. Absent those required conditions from the Limiting Conditions ofj0pera-
tion makes'them-non-conservative in respect of__the Licensing' Basis,- The-
')icensee shall-evaluate and propose.

.

,

i

f

l

|,
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i Footnote *: provides that,
(Mr&V3

"* Prior to initial criticality the RHR loop may be removed f rom opera-^

tion for up to I hour per 6-hour period during the performance of CORE
i ALTERATIONS in the vicinity of the reactor vessel hot legs."

F This is an invalid request as all CORE ALTERATIONS are only permissible under
4

TS 3/4 9.9 HIGH WATER LEVEL - REACTOR VESSEL. This is a non-conservative T.S
: proposal. The Licensee shall-propose and evaluate.

~~
i ltem 4.9.8.2, a surveillance' requirement, specifies:

"At least one RHR loop shall be verified in operation and circulating4

reactor coolant at a flow rate of greater than or equal to 3000 gpm at!

; least once per 12 hours."

A time delay of.12 hours is excessive to verify a loop in operation, and this
has been considered earlier in this section.

Further, the surveillance requirement, every 12 hours, is intended to ensure4

not only that the system is operating, but that it is operating at process
conditions, including instrumentation and control, which can be evaluated to!

show that the equipment is capable of performing its Licensing Basis safety
function. The current requirements for this item are absent most of this<

information; it_is therefore non-conservative and the licensee shall evaluate
- and propose.

$,

The current ACTION STATEMENT calls for containment closure in 4 hours (i.e. ggg5)-
240 mins). Earlier conservative calculations for this MODE show that loss of
all RHR in this MODE can cause boiling in 5 minutes and core uncovery in'

100 mins. Given the circumstances, containment enclosure should be effected
immediately, commencing RHR low flow alarms. The licensee shall evaluate, and
propose. The current T.S. appears nonconservative with respect to the Licensing
Basis. ---

.

.

'l

~

..

z

.

s

'
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Addenca

T.S. SECTION 3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

T.S. SECTION 3/4.4.4.1 RCS LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION / HOT SHUTDOWN MDDE 4
--

4 More recent information, and a detailed check on certain elements of the
proposed T.S. relevant to the above section, and the Licensing Basis FSAR,[ 78) and particularly reference 5, Section 7.4.1.6 Emergency Core Cooling Systems
and Section 7.4.1.5 Resicual Heat Removal System, does not appear to provice
acceptable surety that:

a) The Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) valves on ..e RHR/RCS suction
line are confirmed closed in MODES 1, 2, & 3.

b) That the RCPB valves in the RHR/RCS suction line are individually
identified as opened in the RHR MODE.

c) That in RHR MODE 4,the RHR system must be capable of automatic
re-alignment to the ECCS mode with residual ECCS equipment, in the
event of a SI signal, including automatic closure of the RCPB Isola-
tion valves on the RHR/RCS Suction Line in accordance with 10 CFR 50
App A Criterion 55(4) anc subsequent automatic opening of valves to the
RWST in accordance with 10 CFR 50 App A, Criterion 20 (with appro-
priate provision f or RHR pump protection).

The current position in respect of c above appears to be absent those
requirements and therefore non-conservative. The Licensee shall evaluate
and propose.

The T.S. should provide the LCOs and surveillance in the overpressurization
protection system of the RHR system as described in icensing Basis FSAR,
reference 3, page 5-5-24

Proposed T/S Page 3/4 5-6, item 4.5.2.d, 1) b) appears incorrect: it provides
that, in establishing ECCS operability:

a. At least once per 18 months by:

1) Verifying automatic isolatioh anU interlock action of the RHR
System from the Reactor Coolant System by ensuring that:

,

'

,

a) With a simulated or actual Reactor Coolant System pressure
signal greater than or equal to 425 psig the interlocks
prevent the valves from being opened, and

b) With a simulated or actual Reactor Coolcat System pressure
signal less than or equal to 560 psig the interlocks will
cause the valves to automatically close.

Item b) above is incorrect in that it should ensure that with a simulated
or actual Reactor Coolant System pressure signal greater than 475 psig, the
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interlocks will cause the valves to automatically close, reference 4
wetion 5.5.7.3.3 and reference 5, section 7.4.1.5.4. see#4r AM wgM

!/ The proposed T.S. closes the valvas when they are in fact required to be
been and initherefore non-conservative. Further, the lower pressure of

"/ _475 psig required to close is more conservative than a valve of 560 unless/4

tnere are set Point and Channel considerations - The pressure is less carasar-
vative than the' Licensing Basis FSAR value.

.

6

-

.+.

> .

.
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.

.
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.
.
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interlocks will cause the valves to automatically close, reference 4,
section 5. 5.7. 3. 3 and ref erence 5, section 7.4.1. 5. 4.

The proposed T.S. closes the valves when they are in fact required to be
open and is therefore non-conservative. Further, the lower pressure of
475 psig required to close is more conservative than a valve of 560 unless
there are Set Point and Channel considerations - The pressure is less conser-
vative than the L1 censing Basis FSAR value.

,

.

-
.

.
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TABLE I

SECTIONS REVIEk'ED BY REACTOR SYSTEMS BRANCH l

SECTION
PAGE

2.1 SAFETY LIMITS

2.1.1 REACTOR CORE ................................................... 2-1

2.1.2 RE ACTOR COOL ANT SYSTEM PRESSURE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

FIGURE 2.1-1 REACTOR CORE SAFETY LIMIT - FOUR LOOPS IN OPERATION . .. . 2-2

2. 2 L'MITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

2.2.1 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS ........... ...... 2-4

T AB LE 2. 2-1 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOIN'TS . ... . . . 2-5

3/4.0 APPLICABILITY .................................................. 3/4 D-1
3. 4.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.1 B0 RATION CONTROL

Shutdown Margin - T,yg > Programmed No load T,yg ........... 3/4 1-1

Shutdown Margin - T < Programmed No lead T
and>200*F..ayg a,,,,,, yg, ,,,,,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,, ,

Shutdown Margin - T,yg < 200*F .. 3/4 1-3................... . . .

Moderate Temperature Coefficient ........................ .. 3/4 1-4

Minimum Temperature for Criticality ............ .,......... 3/4 1-6
~~

3/4,1.2 BORAT10N SYSTEMS

Flow Path - Standbye, Shutdown and Refueling . . . . . . . . . . .. 3/4 1-7

Flow Paths - Power Operation, Startup, Standbye down to
1000 psig/425* F ...................................... 3/4 1-8.

Charging Pump - Standbye, Shutdown and Refueling ........... 3/4 1-9

Charging Pumps - Operating ................................ 3/4 1-10

Borated Water Sources - Shutdown ........................... 3/4 1-11
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; TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
t

SELECTED RELEVANT REGULATIONS .

$ 50~.11 Thie 10-Energy

mined that there tre no ttnresehed (IXI) The processing. fabrication or
atfety issues relaung to the n.ddluonal refining of special nucjear matent.1 or
actn1tles that may be author::ed pur- the separation of speciti nuclett mate-
rus.nt to this partgraph that would nal, or the separation of special nucle-
constitute good cause for withholding tr materiaJ frotn other substances by &
authentatten prime contractor of the Department

(4) Any acus 1 ties underttien pursu* under a pnme contract for;
ant to an authon:Luon granted tmder (A)The performtnee of work for the
this paragraph ths.11 be entirely at the Department at a United States govern-
risk of the appucAnt and, except as to menborned or controlled altt;
matters determined under ptrsgraphs (B) Resetrch in, or developtnent.
(e)(2) and (t)(3 X11), the grant of the manuf teture, storage. tesung or trans-author 12AUon shall have no betting on
the issuance of a construction perrnit portation of. Stornic weapons or com-
*11.h respect to the requirements of ponents thereof; or
the Act. and rules, regul&Uons, or (C) The use or opefatlen of a pro-
orders promulgated pursuant thereto. ductiori or utilization facility in a

United States owned vehicle or vessel:/(Secs.101,185. 68 Sut. 936. 956. u amended oy
(42 U.S C. 2131,1:3S; sec. Ica. Pub. L 91
190. 63 Sat. 253 (4: U S C. 4332). sec. tel, u til) By a prime contractor or subcon-
unended Pub. L 93-438, 88 Stat.1342. Pub. tractor of the Comtrussion or the De-
1. 94 79. 89 Stat 413 (42 U.S.C. 6&41); sec. partenent under a prime contrtet or
161 as amencen. Pub. L 83 703,68 Stat. 948 subcontrtet when the Commission de-
(4 2 V.S C. 22c1)) termines that the exemption of the
121 TR 355. Jan.19.1956. u amended at 25 pritne contractor or subcontractor is
TR 8712. Sept. 9.1960; 33 TR 2381. Jan. 31. tuthortted by law; and that, under the

. . 70 39 3 50'8. 24. 974 39' - terms of the contract or subcontract.
TR 267T9. Jub 18,1974: 39 TR 73202. Sert. there is toequate tasursnce that the
16. 1974: 4: )"R 2:881. May 5.1977. 43 TR work thereunder can be &ccomplished
6924.Teb.17.1776) without undue risk to the public

~'health and safety;
i 60.11 Eteeptions and esemptions from (2)(1) The construction or operation

licensing requirements, of a production or utilittuon facility
Nothing in this pan shall be deemed for the Department at a United States

to require & license for: government owned or controlled site.
(a) The manuf teture, production. or including the transportation of the

acquisition by the Department of De- production or utilization facility to of
fense of any utilization f acility author- from such site and the performa. nee of
Lied pursuant to section 91 of the Act. contract ser lees during temporary in-
or the use of such facility by the De- terruptions of such transportation; or
partmera of Defense or by a person the construction or operation of a pro-
under contract with and for the sc* duction or utilization facility for the
count of the Department of Defense: Department in the performance of re-

(b) Except to the extent that Admin- search in or developmerit, manuf te-
istration facilities of the types subject ture, storage, testing, or transports-to licensing pursuant to section 202 of tion of. &tomic weapons or components
the Energy Reorganizauon Act of

thereof; of the use or operation of a19'f 4 ' tre involved;
production or utilization facility for
the Department in & United States

'The Department f acillues identified in government owned vehicle or vessel:
secuon 202 an. p7ag,ided. That such teuvities tre con-(1) Demonstration Licuid Metal Put
Breeder reactors when operated as part of ducted by a prime contractor of the
the poser eeneration f actitues of an electric
utility system. ee rhen operated in any 1975, when operated u part of the poser
other manner for the purpose of demon- !*neration f acilities of an electrie utilit)
strating the suitability for commercial ap- system, or when opersted in any other
plication of such a reactof. manner for the purpose of demonstratms

(2) Other demonstrauon nuclear reactors, the suitability for commeretal applicauon of
except those in existence on January 19. sua.h a resetor.

392
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Chapter I-Nuclear llegulefory Commission 4 50.21

Department under a prime contract meet those needs on a timely basis and
with the Department. delay costs to the applicant and to
(ii) The contruction or operation of consumers.

A production or utilization f acility by a lasuance of such an exernption shall
prune contractor or subcontractor of

not be deemed to Constitute a commit-the CorrJnission or the Department
ment to issue a construction permit.

under his prime contract or subcon.
tract when the Cornmission deter. During the period of any exemption
mines that the exemption of the grantec pursuant to this partgraph(b). Any activities conducted shtll beprime contractor or subcontrator is

carried out in such a manner as willauthorized by law; and that, under the
terms of the contract or subcontract, minimize or reduce their environmen.
there is adequate nasurance that the tal impact.i

Work thereunder can be &ccomplished (31 F'R 5t(8. Mu. 21.1972. as arnended at
without undue risk to the public 39 TR 28219. July 18 lef t: 40 TR 8789, Mar,
health and safety. 3.1975)

(c) The trtnsportation or possession
of any production or utilization f actij. 4 60,13 Attacks and destructive acts by en.
ty by a common or contract es,rrier or emies of the t'niteti States; and defense
warehousemen in the regular course set |Wties.r
of carriage for another or storage incl. An applicant for a license to con.
dent thereto- struct and operste a production or uti.
teo rR 8768. Mar. 3.1975) litation faculty, or for an amendment

to such license, is not required to pro. .

I 60.12 Specific esemptions. vide for design features or other mess.
(t) The Commission may, upon Ep.' ures for the specific purpose of protec.

pllettion by any interefted person or tion tr&Lnst the effects of (a) attacks
upon its own initiative grtnt such ex. and destructive tets. Including sabo.

emptions frorn the requirements of tage, directed agttnst the faculty by.

there an enemy of the United States, wheth.
* rnines'gulations in this part ts it deter.are authorized by Inw and wiu er a forefrn government or other
not endanger life or property or the person, or (b) use or deployment of
common defense and security Ard' art weapons incident to U.S. defense activ.
Otherwtse in the public interest. itles.
(b) Any person may request an ex* 132 rtt 13446. Sept. 26.1967)

ernption perinitting the conduct of ac.
tivities prior to the lasuance of a con * C1.AssmeAT2ex urp Dtscarrrtow or
struction permit prohibited by 150.10. Lrcrasts. The Commiulon may grant such an '
exemption upon considering and ba]. 160.20 Toro ciannes of tieenees.
Ancing the following f tetors:

(1)Whether conduct of the proposed Licenses w!U be issued to ns.med pet.
sons applying to the Comm11sion&ctivities wn! rive rise to a significant

- adverse trnptet on the environment: therefor, sad will be either class 104 or
class 103.and the nature and extent of such

impact. Li any; I 50.!! Clus W li m t w W ical
$' therspy and research and development

en o eut imp r ond et 0f I** UI'I*''the proposed activities can reasonably
be effected should such redress be nec. A class 104 license will be luued, to

ensary; an applicant who Qutilfles, for any one
(3) Whether conduct of the proposed or more of the following to transfer or

activities would foreclose subsequent receive in interstate commerce, manu.
Edoption of alternatives: and facture, produce, transfer, r.cQutre,

(4) The effect of delty in conducting possess, or use.
such activities on the public interest. (t) A utiltzation facility for use in
including the power needs to be used - rnedical therapy; or
by the proposed facility, the availabu. (b)(1) A production or utilization fa.
ity of Elternative sources. If any, to culty the construction or operation of

393 .
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(4) The informat.lon described in tninimum information * to be included
paragrapta (aM1) and (2) of tMs sec- shall consist of the following:
tion shall be subtnitted as a separate (1) A description and &&fety assess-
document prior to any other part of ment of the site on which the f teility
the license application as provided Ln is to be located, with appropriate s.t.
paragraph (b) and in accordance with tention to features affecting facility
4 2.101 of this chapter. design. Special attentJon should be dl.

(b) Except as provided in paragraph rected to the site evaluation factors
(d), a.ny person who applies for a class identitled in Part 100 of this chapter.
103 construction permit !or a nuclear Such s.ueument shall contain an antl-
power resetor on or af ter July 28,1976 ysis and evaluation of the major struc-
ahs.ll submit the document titled "In- tures, systerns and components of the
formetion Requested by the Attorney f tellity which bear significantly on the
General for Antitrust Nedew" at least acceptability of the site under the site
nine (9) months but not more than evaluation factors identihed in Partthirty six months prior to the date of 100 of this chapter, tuuming that the
submittal of a.ny part of the applica- facility will be operated at the ulti-
tion for a class 103 construction mate power level which is conternplat.
permit, ed by the appliennt. With respect to

"" " M# #
(d) Any on who applies for a p wer level, the applicant is required

clsAs 103 construction permit for a nu. to submit mformation prescribed in
clear power reactor pursuant to the paragraphs (ax2) through (B) of this
provistora of 1 2.101(6-1) and Subpart section, as well as the information re-
F of Part 2 of this chapter shall

quired by this foragraph, in support.

submit the documem title "Informa,
of the appucau for a coratructmntion Requested by the Attorney Gen,

eral for Antitrust Review" at least permit,
nine (9) months but not more than (2) A summary description and dis-

thirty six months prior to the filing of cur.ston of the f acility, with special sta
part two or part three of the applica. tention to design and operating char.
tion, whichever part is filed first, as acteristics, unusual or novel design
specified in i 2.101(a 1) of this chap- features, and principal safety consider-
ter, ations.

(e) Any person who applies for a (3) The preliminary design of the fa.
class 103 construction permit for a cility including:
uranium enrichment or fuel reprocess- (1) Tne principal design crite'rla for
ing plant shall submit such informa- the f acility.' Appendix A, General
tion as may be requested by the Attor. Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
ney General for antitrust review, as a Plants. establishes minimum require-
separate document as soon as possible ments for the principal design criteria
and in accordance with 12.101 of this for water. cooled nuclear power plants
chapter. similar in design a,nd location to plants
(Sec.102. Pub, L 91 190, 83 Stat. 863 (42 for which construction permits have
U.S.C. 4332t sec. 201. u amended Pub. L previously been issued by the Commis- .

93 438. $s Stat.1242, Pub. L 9410,89 Stat- sion and provides guidance to tppil-
413 (42 U.S.C. 6841H cants for construction permits in es-
139 m 34396. Sept.26.1974, u amended at tablishing principal design criteria for
42 P'R 22887. May 6.1971; 42 m 25121. May other types of nuclear power units:
19.19'ri; 43 P'R 49116, Oct. 26.1976. 44 M
60716. Oct. 22.1979)

*The applicant may provide information
i 60.34 Contents of applicallonst technical required by this partsraph in the form of a

information, discussion, with specific references. of simi.
ltrities to and differences from. facilities of

(t) Prehminary safely analysis simliar design for which appitettions have
report Each app!! cation for a con- previously been filed with the Commission.
struction permit shall include a pre- * 0eneral oesign enteria for chemical
limins.ry safety antlysis report. The processmg f aciliues are bems developed.
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) 50.34 Title 10-Energy

IID The desfrn bues and the rela- the quality assurance program for a
i tion of the desten buts to the princt- tmclear power plant of a fuel repro-

pa! destrn criterla; ceasing plant shallinclude a discussion
tilO Information relatite to materi- of how the applicable reQuarements of

als of construction, general arrange. Appendix B will be sattafled.
3
; ment, and approximate dimensions. (8) An identification of those strue.
' sufficient to prende reasonable assur- tures, systems, or components of the

snee that the final design will conforrn faellity,if any, which require research
to the desten bues with adequate and development to confirm the ade-
margin for safety. quacy of their design; e.nd identifica-

: (4) A preliminary analysis and evalu- tion and description of the researchi

ation of the design anc performance and development program which will,

oT"Tructures. - systems, and compo- be conducted to resolve any safety
nents of the facility with the objective Questions associated with such strue.,

of aAser. sing the risk to public health tures, systems or components; and a'

and safety resulting from operation of schedule of the research and develop-
| the f acility and includint determina- ment program showing that such

tion of ti) the margins of safety during safety questions will be resolved at or
[

j normal operations and transient condi- before the latest date stated in the ap-
tions antletpated during the life of the plication for completion of construc-

; f actilty, and (th the adequacy of struc- tion of the facility.
tures, systerns, and components pro. (9) The technical qualifications of

| <

|
vided for the prevention of accidents the applicant to engage in the pro-

i
and the mitigation of the conse- posed settvities in accordance with the

|- Quences of accidents. Analysis and regulations in this chapter.
|

evaluation of ECCS cooling perform- (10) A discussion of the applicant's

|
ante following postulated loss of. cool- preliminary plans for coping with
ant accider LA shall be performed in ac- emergencies. Appendix E sets forth
cordance with the requirements of items which shall be included in these
i 60.46 of this part for f acilities for plans. .

which construction permits may be (11) On or after February 6,19*19.
lasutti af ter December 28,1914, applicants who apply for construction
($) An identification and justi!!ca- permits for nuclear powerplants to be

I tion for the selection of those varia- built on multlunit sites shall identify

bles. contillionn. or other items which potential hazards to the structures,
are determined as the result of pre- systems and components important to
timinary safety analysts and evalua- safety of operating nuclear facilities'

tion to be probable subjects of techni- from construction activities. A discus-
cal specificationA for the incility, with alon shall also be included of any man-
special attention given to those items aserial and administrative controls

j which inay significantly influence the that will be used during construction
final destgru Provtded, however That to assure the safety of the operating*

,

this rerlutrement is not applicable to unit,

s,n application for a construction (b) Final safety analysis report.
perm!t filed prior to January 16, 1960. Each application for a license to oper-

(6) A preliminary plan for the appli- ate ~ a facility shall include a final
'cant's organization, training of person. safety analysis report The final safety -

nel s,nticonduct of operations. analysis report shall include informa.*
i

Pl) A description of-the quality w tion that describes the facility, pre-L _

i surance program to be applied to the sents the design bases and the limits
deslim, fabrication, construction, and on 114 operation, and presents a safety

s testing of the structures, systems, and analysis of the structures, systems,;_

l' comp?nents of the facility. Appendix and components and of the facility as
B,' Quality Assurance Criteria for Nu. a whole, and shall inclucie the follow.

a clear Power Plants and Puel . Repro- ing:
oc61dng Plants." sets forth the require. (1) A11~ current information, such as
ments for quality assurance programs the results of environmental and me-
for nuclear power plants and fuel re- teorological monitoring programs. ,

n processing plants. The description of which has been developed since tasu.
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Chapter 5-Nuclear Regulelery Commission (50.34
ance of the construction permit, relat. (5) A desertption and evaluatJon of
tng to site evaluation f actors identified the results of the appheant's pro-
in Part 100 of this chapter, grams, including research and develop-

(2) A description and ans. lysis of the ment, !! any, to demonstrate that any
structures, rystems, and components safety questions identified at the con.
of the facility, with emphasis upon struction perrnit stage have been te.
performance requirements, the bases, solveo.
with technical justification therefor, (6) The following information con-
upon which such requirements have cerning facility operation;
been established, and the eva.luatigns (1) The applican)'s orgsntr.ational

,

required to show that safety functiohs structure, allocatjons or responsibil-

will be accomplished. The description ities and authorities, and personnel
shall be sufficient to permit under, qualifications requirements.
atanding of the system designs and (11) Managerial and administratire

their relationship to safety evalua. controls to be used to assure safe oper.
tjons, allon. Appendix B. " Quality Assurance
(1) For nuclear reactors, such items Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and

as the reactor core, reactor coolant Puel Reprocessing Plants," sets forth
system. Instrutnentation and controj the requirements for such controls for
systems, electrical systems, contain. nuclear power planta and fuel repro-
tnent system, other engineered safety cessing planta. The information on the
features, aux!]lary and emergency sys- controls to be used for a nuclear power
tems, power conversion systems, radio. Plant or a fuel reprocessing plant shall
active waste handling systems, and include a discussion of how the appil.
fuel handling systems shall be dis. cable requirements of Appendix B will
cussed insofar as they are pertinent, g' a fu prendoW testMgUl) For. Iacilities other than nuclear and initial operations.
reactors, such items as the chemical' Uv) Plans for conduct of normal op.
physical, metallurgical, or nuclear trations, including maintenance, sur.process to be performed, instrumenta. vellinnee, and periodic testing of strue.tion and control systems, ventilation tures, systems, and components.and filter systems, electrical systems' (v) Plans for coping with emergen.auxiliary and emergency systems, and cles, which shall include the items
radioactive waste hand!!ng systems specified in Appendix E.shall be discussed insofar as they are tyl) Proposed technical speelficationspertinent, prepared in accordance with the re.

(3) The kinds and quantitles of ra. quirements of | 50.36.
dioactive materials expected to be pro- (vill On or after February 5,1970,

- duced in the operation and the-means applicanta who apply for operating II.
for controlling and limiting radioactive cennes for nuclear powerplants to be
effluents and radiation exposures operated on multlunit sites shall in.
within the limits set forth in Part 20 clude an evaluation of the potential
of this chapter. huards to the structures, systems, and -

(4) A final |Lnalysis and evaluation of componenta important to safety of op.
the design and performance of strue. 'erating unita resultir. from construc-
tures, systems, and components w!Lh tion acuvides, as well na a description
the objective stated in paragraph of the managerial and administrative
(a)(4) of this acetion jnLisking_into controls to be used to provide assur.
ggstnt any pertinent nformation de. ance that the limiting conditions for
ve_ loped since the subm ttal of the pre- operation are not exceeded as a result
Ilmkrv safetv aDMurpp_rt. Anafy. of construction setivities at the mul.

-~

sis and evaluation of ECCS cooling t! unit sites.
performance following postulated loss. ('l) The technical quallfleations of
of. coolant accidents shall be per. the applicant to engage in the pro-
formed in accordance with the re. posed acurities in accordance with the
quirements of I 50.46 for facilities for regulations !n this chapter,
which a license to operate may be (8) A description and plans for im.
lasued after December 28,1974, plementation of an operator requallfl.
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connected to the containment atmos. tions thereof, that underlie the corte-
J phere. (ll .E.4.1) sponding SRP teceptance criteria.*

tvill Provide a description of the (3) The SRP wu lasued to estabhsh.

management plan for desirn and con- criterit that the NRC staff intends to
struction activities, to include: ( A) The use in evtlutting whether an appil.
organisational and manatement struc- etnt/lleensee meets the Commission's
ture singularly responsible for direc. regulattorm The SRP is not a substi.
Lt a of desirn and construction of the tute for the regulations, and comptl.
proposed plant; (B) technical re. Enee is not a reQulremenL Appilcants
sourecs director by the applicant; (C) shall identify differences from the
details of the interaction of design and SRP teceptance criterit and ev&lutte
construction within the apphetnt's or- how the proposed titernatives to the
santr.ation and the inanner by which SRP criteria provide an neceptable
the applicant will ensure close integra. method of complying with the Com-
tion of the architect engineer and the mission's regul'stions.
nuclear steam supply vendor; (D) pro-
posed procedures for handling the (Set 4. 16tb.1611. Pub. L s3-703, 68 Stat

transition to operation; (E) the degree QaQ gq)2o O L ' ''. b 1.
2 8.

,g gg 220li

of top level management oversight and seto; sec. 7. Pub. L S3 371. 68 Stat. 478.
technical control to be exercised by see.1611. Pue. L 63103. 68 stat. 946 (42
the applicant during design End con * U.S C. 2301H
struction, including the preparation (33 FR 18612. Dec.11.1966. as minended at.

,

and implementation of procedures 34 FR 60M. Aor. 3,1969; 34 TR 6770. Apr.
necessary to guide the effort. (II.J.3.1) 23.1969. 36 TR 10499. June 27.1970; 36 rn'

(g) Conformance miM Me Stundard 19667. Dec. 24.1970; 36 FR 3256, Feb. 20.
Ret. tee Plan (SRP). (!MI) Appliettions left: 3s TR 4661. Mar.13.1911; 36 TR
for light water cooled nuclear power is20 L Sept. nl. lHil
plant operating licenses docketed af ter tortostAL Hote: For addtuonni repestAL
May 17.1982 shall include an evalut. Rtcastem citations affecting I(60.34 see the
tion of the facility trainst the Stand. 1, tat of CTR sectioru Aflected in the rinding

trd Review Plan (SRP) in effect on Alas section of this volume.
May li,1982 or the SRP revision in 8 $0.34e Design objecune for Niulprnenteffect six months prior to the docket

'O ""I''I "k"" of radioacun enste.dt.te of the appliention, whichever is rial in effluenta-nuclear power rese.j, gen
'**(11) Applications for light water

cooled nuclear power plant construe. (a) An appliettion for a permit to
tion permits. rnanufteturing licenses, construct a nuclear power reactor
and preliminary or finst design appro- shall include a description of the pre-
vals for standard plants docketed t!ter limlntry design of equipment to be in-

! May 17.1982 shall include an evalut. stalled to maintain control over radio-
t!on of the f acility against the SRP in active materitts in gueous s.nd liquidt

*

effect on May 11. 1982 or-the SRP re. effluenta produced during normal re-
vision in effect six months prior to the a.ctor operations, including expected
docket date of the application, which- operational occurrences. In the case of
ever is later, an application filed on or siter Janu- .

(2) The evaluation required by this try 2.1911. the appilention shall also f.

section shall include an identification identify the design objectives, and the
and description of til differences in means to be employed, for keeping
design features. Entlytical techniques, levels of radlonctly: materikt in ef.1

and procedural measures proposed for fluents to unrestriciN tress sa low as ,

a itcllity and those corresponding fen- la reuonably achievable. The term "as
tures, techniques, and measures given low as is res4onably achievable" sa*

in the SRP teceptance criterit. Where used in this part snetna as low as is
such 6 difference exista, the evalut- reasonably achievable taking into ac-
tion shall discuss how the alternative count the state of technology, and the'

proposed provides an acceptable economics of improvements in relation
method of complytnit with those rules to benefits to the public health and.'

or terulations of Coramtssion, or por- safety and other societal and socioeco-
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(b) A construction permit will consti- tions.The technical spccifications will '

tute an author 17.stion to the applie mt be derived f rom th,,g_anahus *M "*h
to proceed with construction but will untion included in the safety,,nAnjnis
not constitute Commission approval of

'initte3 pursuant tin'nte _thm10 sut>cli.The Com-
a mn, ano amenon1t

the aately of any design feature or o
speelfication unless the applicant spe, missioii' maDnclude such addjttonal
cifically requests such approval and technical specifications as the Com.

i

such approval is incorporated in the mission (Lnds appropriate.
permit. The appHeant, at his option, (c) Technical specifications will__in-
may request such approvals in the clude items in the following calesories:
constructior sermit or, from time to (1) Sc/efv hmits. Hmifina safety
timt. by amerdment cf has construc. system settings, and limiting control
tion permit. The Commission may. In settings. (i)( A) Safety limits for nucle-
its discretion, incorporate in any con * ar reactors are limits upon important
struct!on permit provisions requirmg process varSbles which are found to I
the applicant to furnish periodle re. se necassary to reasorably protect the
ports of the progress and results of re* integrity of et'rtain of the physical
search and development programs de- t'arriers which guard against the un-
signed to resolve safety questions. controlled release of radioactivity. If

(c) Any construction permit will be any safety limit is exceeded, the reac-
subject to the limitation that a license tot shall be shut down. The 'msee
authorizing operation of the facility shall notify the Commission, rolew
will not be issued by the Comm!ssion the matter and record t.he results of
until (1) the applicant has submitted the review, including the cause of the
to the Commission, by amendment to et,ndt'lon and the basis for corrective
the application, the complete final action taken to preclude reoccurrence.
safety anklysis report, portions of Operation shall not be resumed until
which may be submiited and eraJual* nuthorized by the Com'ntasion.
ed from time to time, and (2) the Com- (B) Safety limit.s for fuel reprocess,
mission has found that the final ing plants are those bounds within
design provides re&Aonable assurance which the process variables must be
that the health and safety of the maintained for adequate control of
pubile will not be endangered by oper. the operation and which must not be
ation cf 'he f acillt' in accordance with exceeded in order to protect the integ-
the requirements of the license ad rity of the physical system which is
the regulatic,'ts ir this chapter. designed to guard against the uncon.
(Sec.185,68 Stat. 955; 42 U.S.C. 2215) trolled release of radioactivity, If any
(27 F5L 12915. Dec. 29.1962. as amended at safety limit for a fuel reprocessing
31 k n 12780, Sept. 30,1966; 35 m 5318, plant is exceeded, corrective action

- Mar. 31,1970; 35 FTt 6644, Apr. 25.1910; 35 shall be taken as stated in the technt.
m 11461 July 7,1970) cal specification , the affected part

t. the process, or '.ne entire process if
I 60.36 Technical specifications. required, shall be shut down, unless
(a) Each applicant for a license such action would furtner reduce the'

authorizing operation of a production margin of safety The licensee shall
or utilisation facility shall include in notify the Commission, review the
his application proposed technical matter and record the results of the
specifications in accordance with the review, including the cause of the con.
requirements of this section. A sum. dition and the basis for corrective
mary statement of the bases or rea; action taken to preclude reoccurrence.
sons for such specifications, other If a portion of the process or the
than those covering administrative entire process has been shut down, op.
contrcis, s!'all also be included in the cration shall not be resumed until au-
application, but shall not become part thortzed by the Commission.
of the technical specificatl ns. (ii)( A) Limiting safety system set.

(b) h;ach !! cense authorizing oper. tings for nuclear reactors are settings
atton of a produdion or utilization it. for automatic protective devices relat-
cility of a type described in 4 50.21 or ed to those variables having signifl.
I 50.22 will include technical specifica. cant safety functions Where a limit.
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Chapter 1-Nuclear Regulalom Commission i 50.36

Ing safety system setting is speelfled any remedial action permitted by the
for a variable on which a safety limit technical specifictition until the condl4
has been placed, the setting shall be sol tion can be met in the case of either a*

chosen that pWHe protective nuclear reactor or a fuel reproecuine
action will correct the abnormal situa. plant, the lleensee shall notify the
tion oefore a safety limit is exceeded. Commission, review the matter. and
If, during operation the automatic record the results of the review, in.

safety system does not function as re- cluding the cause of the condition and
Quired, the licensee shall take appro. the basis for corrective action taken to
priate action, which n ty include Q, t. preclude reoccurrence.u
tin,,,g,down the reactor. lie shall notify (3) Surveillc9ee requirements. Sur-
the Commission, review the matter veillance requirements are require.
and record the results of the review. ments relating to test, calibration, or>

including the cause of the condition inspection to assure that the necessary
and the basta for corrective action quality of systems n.nd componenta is
taken to preclude re"etarence, imaintained, that f aellity operation will

_

(B) Limiting contral settings for fuel be winin the safety liraits, and that
reprocessing plants are settings for the limiting conditions of operation
automatic alarm or protective devices will be met.
related to those variables having sig. (4) Design /catures. Design features
nificant safety functions. Where a to be included are those fet.tures of
limiting control setting is specified for the facilltr such as materials of con.

a a variable on which a safety !!mit has structior. nd geometric arrangements,
. been placed, the setting shall be so which, if altered or modified, would
chosen that protective action, either have a significant effect on safety and
automatic or manual.will correct the are not covered in categories described
abnormal situation before a safety
limit is exceeded. If during operation, . in paragraphs (c) (1), (2), rnd (3) of

this section
the automatte alarm or protecJve de. (5) Administrative controls. Admin.,

vices do not function s.s required, the istrative centrols are the provisions re.
licensee shall take appropriate action

lating. *o organttation and manage.to maintain the variables within the ment, procedures, recordkeeping,limiting control setting values and to review and audit, ard reporting neces.repair promptly the automatic devices
or to shut down the affected part of stry to assure operation of the facility

in a safe mawr,the process and, if required, to shut
down the entire process for repair of (d)(1) This section shall not be
automstle devices. The licensee shall deemed to modify the ttchnical speel.
notify the Commission, review the fications included in any license issued
matter, and record the results of the prior to January 16,1969. A license in
review, including the cause of the con, which technica4 speelfications have
dition and the basu for corrective - not been designated shall be deemed
action taken to preclude reoccurrence, to include the sntire safety analysis
(2) Limffing condiffons for oper, re ett as technloal specifications.

citon. Limiting conditions for oper. ( ) An applicant for a license suthor,
:

atton are the lowest functional c.Anae., . Izing operation of a production or uti.
bgi_ty,,,,gr performance TWels of e t. Itzation facility to whom a construe.

- ment r.equired for safe opels~tTon o tion permit has been tasued prio* to
thIt'" Tact 11ty, When a limiting conditio Janus.ry 16, 1969, may submit technl.'

for operation of a nuclear reactor is cal specifications in accordance withr

not met, the !!censee shall shut down thla section, or in accordance with the'

the reactor -or follow any remedial requirementa- of this part in effect
,

action permitted by the technical spec! prior to January 16,1969."

(3) At the initiative of the Commis.'tilcation until- the condition can be *

met. When a limiting condition for op. slon or the licensee, any license may
.erstion of any process step in the be amended to include technical spect.'

' system of a fuel reprocessing plant is i fications of the scope and content
not met < the licensee shall shut down which would be required if a new 11

' - that part of the operation or follow cense were being lasued.
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Chapter l-Huclear Itegulatory Commission f50A2
9 50.38 Ineticibilit.i of certaln applicanta. (d) Any appliern - mutrementA of

Any person who is a citizen, nation. Part 51 have been nJ..d.
al. or agent of a foreirn countr.v. or (21 FR 355. Jan.19.1956. as amended at 36
any corporation, or other entity which PR 12731. July 7.1911: 39 rn 26279. July
the CommisAlon knows or has reason 18.1974: 41 FR 13754 Mar. 31,19821
to believe is owned, controlled, or
dominated by an allen, a foreign .:or. 1 60.41 Additional standards for cleas IN
poration, or a foreign government, li""** *-
shall be ineltglble to apply for and in determining that a class 10411-
obtain a license, cense will be issued to an applicant,

(Sec.161. u asnended. Pub 1. 83-703, 66 the Commission will,in addition to ap-
Stat. 648 (42 U.S C. 2201t sec. 201, u plying the standards set forth in
amended. Pub. 1. 93-438, 88 Stat.1243 (42 150,40 be guided by the following con.
U.S.C.Ses1H siderations:
121 FR 255. Jan.16.1956, as amended st 43 (a) The Commission will permit the
FR 6924, Feb.17.1578) widest an.iunt of effective medical

therapy possible with the amount of
8 60.39 Public inspection of application. special nuclear material available for

Applications and documents stibmit- such purposes.
ted to the Commission in connection (b) The Commission will permit the
with applications may be made avalla- conduct of widespread and diverse re-
ble for public inspection in accordance search and development,
with the provisions of the regulations (c) An application for a clan 104 op-
contained in Pa.rt 2 of this chapter, erating license as to which a person

who intervened or sought by timely
STANDARDS roR LICENsts AND written notice to the, Commission to

CoNsTRUCTJoN PELMITs inte2vene la the construction p-si

5 M40 Common standarda. proceeding for the fatility to obtain a
determination of antitrust consider.

In determining that a license will be ations or to advance a jurisdictional
issued to an applicant, the Commis' basis for such determination has re-
sion will be guided by the following quested an antitrust review under see
considerations: tion 105 of the Ac'. within 25 days
(a) The processes to be performed,. after the date of publication in the

the operating procedures, the f acility FcotRAL RtctsTLR of notice of filing ofand equipment, the use of the facility' - the application for an operating 11-and other technical specifications, or cense or December 19,1910, whichever
the proposals, in regard to any of the is later, is also subject to the provi-foregoing :ollectively provide reason- stons of I 50.42(b).able assurance that the applicant will
comply with the regulations in this (42 U.S.C. 2132 2135,2239)
chapter, including the regulations in (21 TR 355. Jan.19.1956. u amended at 35
Part 20 and that the health and TR 19660, Dec. 29,1970)

-safet of the public will not be endan.
I 2 ' Additional standards for claes 103

(b) The applicant is technically and 13"" ** *-
financially quallfled to engage in the In determining whether a class 103

.

proposed activities in accordance with license will be issued to an applicant,
the regulations in this chapter, How- the Commission will, in addition to ap-
ever, no consideration of finencial plying the standards set forth in
quallfications is necessary for an elec. | 50.40, be guided by the following
trle utility appl!: ant for a license for a considerations:
production or utilization facility of the (a) The proposed activities will serve
type described in 150,21(b) or $ 50,22. a useful purpose proportionate to the

(c) The issuance of a license to the quantitles of special nuclear material
applicant will not, in the opinion of or source material to be ut!!! zed.
the Commission, be inimical to the (b) Due account will be taken of the
common defense and security or to the advice provided by the Attorney Gen-
health and safety of the public, eral, pursuant to subsection 105c of
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Chapter 6-Nucleer Regulatory Commission f $0.46

the general requirements of Criteria (2) A comoustible gas control system
41, 42, and 43 of Appendix A to this is a system that operates af ter a LOCA,

pr.rt. If a purge system is used as part to maintain the concentrations of
of the repressurtzation system the esmbustible gases within the contain.
purge system shall be designed to con. ment. ruch as hydrogen, below flam.
form with the general requirements of m&bility limits. Combustible gas con-t

Criteria 41. 42. and 43 of Appendix A trol systems are of two types: (1) Sys-
to this part. The containment shall -tems that allow controlled reletse.

not be reprenurized beyond 50 per, from containment, through filters if
cent of the containment design pres. necessary, such u purging systems

~

and repressarization systems. and (11)e sure,
systms that do not result in a signifb(g) For facilities with respect to

which the notice of hearing on the ap. cant relesae from conta.inment : ch as-

recombiners.plication for a construction permit was
published on or before December 22. (3) A purging system is a system for

the controlled release of the contain.= 1968,if the combined radiation dose at
tr'ent atmosphere to the environmentthe low popula'.lon zone outer bound, through filters if needed.

try from purging (and- repressuriza, (4) A repressurization -system is ation if a repressurishtien system is pro-
system used to--dilute the concentra.vided) and the postulated LOCA calcu. tion of combustible gas within contain.

lated in accordance with i 100.11(aM2) ment by adding ' inert gas or air to theof this chapter is less than 25 rem to'

. containment. Dilution of the combus.the whole body and less than 300 rem
tible gas results in a delay in time

- to the thyroid, only a purging system until a flammable concentration is
is necessary, provided that the purging reached and permits fission product
system and any filtration system asso- decay.' Operation is limited to a con,
clated with it are designed to confom tainment repressurization to 50 per. I'with the general requirements of Cri. cem i me mahnt desh ms.
teria 41,42, and 43 of Appendix A to ** A purW sWm b nomtW
this part. Otherwise, the facility shall part of the repressurizr. tion system.
be provided with another type of com.
bustible gas control system (a repres. _ (Sec.161. sa amended. Pub. 1. 83 103. 68
surization system is acceptable) de. Stat. 948 (42 U.S.C. 2301r. sec. 301. as
signed to conform with the general re. amended. Pub. 1. 93+438. 88 Stat.1242. Pub.

L 94 79. 89 Stat. 413 (42 U.S.C. 58419quirements of Criteria 41,42. and 43 of
; Appendix A to. this part. If a purge 143 FR 50183. Oct. 27.1978. as amended at
. system is used as part of the repressur. 46 m 58480 Nc. L 1HI) '
ization system, it shall be designed to
conform with the general - require. 1 50.45 Standards for construction per.
ments of Crt'.eria 41,42, and 43 of Ap. mita.
pendlx A to this part. The contain. An applicant- for a license or an
Enent shall not . be . repressurized amendment of a license who proposes
beyond 50 percent of the containment to construct or alter a production or
design pressure.

.

utilization facility will be initially
(h) As used in this section: (1) Deg. granted a construction permit, if the

racation, but not total fallure, of sprlication-is in conformity with and -

emergency core cooling . functioning ac;eptable under the criteria of

N_ means that the performance of the il 50.31 through 50.38 and the stand.
emergency core et.oling system is pos- ards of Il 50.40 through 50.43.
tulated, for purposes of design of the .
combustible gas control system, not to 0 6M Aereptance criteria for emergency
meet the acceptance criteria in i 50.46 core cooling systems for light wster-

a : and that there could be localized clad **cI8ar Power reaCsors.
melting and metal. water reaction to (axt) Except as provided in pare.
the extent postulated in paragraph td) . graph tax 2) and (3) of this section,
of this section. The degree of perform. each boiling and pressurized light.

$- r ance degradation is not postulated to water nuclear power reactor fueled
be sufficient to cause core meltdown. with urar. lum oxide pellets within cy.

4M
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lindrical Zirealoy claddtng shall be complete it. The Director of Regula.provided uith an emergency core cool, tion of the Atomic Energy Commnon
ing system (ECCS) which shall be de- shall have cauud notice of such a toalgned such that its calculated cooling quest to be published promptly m tMperformance following postulated loss. PtntRAL P.totsrta: auch notice snanof coolant accidents conforms to the have prended far the submission of
criteria set forth in paragraph (b) of comments by interested persorathis section. ECCS cooltar perform, wrthin a time period establishea ey
ante shall be calculated in accordance the Director of Regulation. If, upon
a1th an acceptable evaluation enodel renewing the foregoing submtssions
and shall be calculated for a number the Director of Regulation concluded
of postulated loss ci 'oolant accidents that good cause had been shown for
of di!!erent sizes, locations, and othat an extensfort he m"y have extendeo
properties sufficient to provide s.ssur- the six month period for the shortest
ance that the entire spectrum of pos. additional time which in his judstnent
tulated loss of coolant accidents is cov. 1elli be necessary to enable the licensee
ered. Appendix K. ECCS Evaluation to furnish the submissions required by
Modela, sets forth certain required and paragraph (ax2Xil) of this section. Re.
acceptable features of evaluation quests for extensions of the six month
models. Conformance alth the critena period submitted under this subpara.
set forth in paragraph (b) of this sec. graph will have been ruled upon by
Lion with ECCS cooling performance the Director of Regulation prior to ex.
calculated .in accordance with s.n ac. piration of that penod.
ceptable evaluation model may re, (iv) Upon submission of the evalun.
Quite that restricuons be imposed on. tion required by paragrt.t.b (aX2X11) of
reactor operation. this section (or under paragraph

(2) 'With Tespect to reactors . for (aK2Xfil), if the six month penod is
which operating licenses have previ. extended) the facility shall continue
ously been issued and for which oper. or commence operation only within
ating Ilcenses may issue on or before the limits of both the proposed technt.
December 28,1974: cal specifications or license amend.

(1) The time within which actions re- ments submitted in accordance w;th
quired or permitted under this para. this paragraph (aX2) and all technical
graph (aX2) must occur shall begin to spee!fications or license conditions
run on February 4,1974. previously trnposed by the Atomie

(11) Within six months following the Energy Commission, including the re-
date specified in paragraph (aX2XI) of quirements of the Interim Polley
this-section an evaluation in accord. Statement (June 29, 1971. 36 FR
ance tith paragraph (aX1) of this sec. 12248Faa amended December 18.1971
-tlon shall have been submitted to the 36 FR 24082).
Director of Regulation of the Atomic .(v) Further restrictions on reactor
Energy Commission. The evaluation operation will be imposed if it is found

'shall have been accompanied by such that the evaluations submitted under
proposed changes in technical specift. paragraphs (aX2) (11) and (111) of this
cations or license amendments as may section are not consistent with parn-
be necessa,ry to bring reactor oper. graph (aXI) of this section and as a
ation in conformity with paragraph result such restrictions are required to
(aX1) t,1 this section. protect the public health and safety.

(111) Any licensee may have request. (vi) Exemptions from the operating
ed an extension of the six month requirernents of paragraph (ax2Xiv)
period referred to in paragraph of this section may be granted for

- (aX2Xil) of this section for good cause, good cause. Requests for such exemp.
Any such request shall have been sub- tion shall be submitted not less than
mitted not less than 45 days prior to 45 days prior to the date upon which

- expiration of the six month period, the plant would otherwise be required
and shall have been accornpanied by to operate in accordance with the pro-
affidavits showing precisely why the cedures of said paragraph (aX2Xiv) of
evaluation is not complete and the this section. Any such request shall be
minimurn time believed necessary to filed mith the Secretary of the Com-
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Chapter 1-Nuclear Regulatory Commission 9 50.46

mission, sho shall cause notice of its ed to occur, the inside surfaces of the
receipt to be published promptly in cladding shall be included in the oxi-,

the FIDERAL Rtctsnn, such notice dation. beginnmg at the calculated
shall provide for the submission of time of rupture. Cladding thickness
comments by interested persons before oxidation means the rad!al dis-
withm 14 days following Fr.DERA1, Rto- tance from inside to outside the clad.
IsnR publication. The Director of Nu. ding, after any calculated rupture or
clear Reactor Regulation shall submit swellms ha.s occurred but before sig-
his views as to any requested eump- nificant oxidation. Where the calculat-
tion within five days following exp?a- ed conditions of transient pressure and
tion of the comment period. temperature lead to a prediction of

(vil) Any request for an exemption eladding swelling, with or without*

submitted under paragraph (a)(2)(vi) cladding rupture. the unoxidized clad-
of this section must show, with appro- ding thickness shall be defined as the
priate affidavits snd technical submis- cladding cross sectional area, taken at
sions, that it would be in the public in- a horizontal plane at the elevation of
terest to allow the licensee a specified the rupture, if it occurs, or at the ele-
additional period of time within which vation of the highest cladding tem-
to alter the operation of the facility in perature if no rupture is calculated to
the manner required by paragraph occur, divided by the average circum-
(a)(2)(iv) of this section. The request ference at that elevation. For ruptured

- shall also include a discussion of the claddmg the circumference does not
alternatives available for establishing include the rupture opening,
compliance with the rule. (3) Mc.nmum hydrogen peneroffon.

(3) Construction-permits may have The calculated total amount of hydro-
been issued after December 28, 1973 gen generated from the chemical reac-
but before December 28, 1974 subject tion of the cladding with water or
to any applicable conditions or restric- steam shall not exceed 0.01 times the
tions imposed pursuant to other regu- hypothetical e. mount that would be
lations in this chapter and the Interim generated if all of the metal in the
Acceptance Criteria for Emergency claddmg cylinders surrounding the
Core Cooling Systems published on fuel, excluding the cladding surround-
June 29,1971 (36 FR 12248) as amend- ing the plenum volume, were to react.
ed (December 18,1971, 36 FR 24082): (4) Cbolable prometry. Calculated
Provided, hotoever, that no operating changes in core geometry shall be
license shall be issued for facilities such that the core remains amenable
constructed in accordance with con- to cooling,
struction permits issued pursuant to (5) Long term cooling. Af ter any cal-
this paragraph, unless the Commission culated successful initial operation of
determines, among other things'that the ECCS, the calculated core tem-
the proposed f acility meets the re- perature shall be maintained at an ac.
qulrements of paragraph (t)(1) of this ceptably low value and decay heat
section. shall be removed for the extended
(b)(1) Peck cladding temperature. period of time required by the long-

The calculated maximum fuel element lived radioactivity remaining in the
cladding temperature shall not exceed core.
2200* F. (c) As used in this section: (1) Loss- -

(2) Maximum cladding oxidolfon. of coolant accidents (LOCA's) are hy-
The calculated total oxidation of the pothetical accidents that would result
cladding shall nowhere exceed 0.17 from the loss of reactor coolant, at a
times the total cladding thickness rate in excess of the capability of the
before oxidation. As used in this sub. reactor coolant makeup system, from
paragraph total oxidation means the breaks in pipes in the reactor coolant
total thickness of cladding metal that pressure boundary up to and including
would be locally converted to oxide if a break equivalent in size to the
all the oxygen absorbed by and react- double ended rupture of the largest
ed with the cladding locally were con- pipe in the reactor coolant system.<

_ verted to stoichiometric zirconium (2) An evaluation modelis the calcu.
dioxide,11 cladding rupture la calculat- lational framework for evaluating the
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behavior of the reactor system during ' finding wiD constitute a rebuttable
a postulated loss of* coolant accident presumption on Questions of adequacy
(LOCA). It includes one or more corn- and implementation capability. Emer.
puter programs and all other informa- gency preparedness exercises (required
tion necessary for application of the by pankgraph (b)(14) of this section
calculational fre,tnework to a specific and Appendix E. Section F of this
LOCA. .uch as mattiematical models part) are part of the oper3tional in-
used, nasumptions included in the pro- spection process And are not required
grams, procedure for treating the pro- for any initial licenstng decision,
gram input and output information- (b) The onsite and, except as pm
specification of those portions of anal. vided in paragraph (d) of this section,
ysia nnt included in computer p* offsite emergency response plans for
grams, values of parameters, and all nuclear power reactors must meet the
other information necessary to specify fonos.ing standards: '
the calculational procedure'his section (1) Primary responctbilities for emer-

'

(d) The requirements of t gency response by ths nucleu facility
are in addition to any other require- licensee and by State and loca) organi-
ments applicable to ECCS set forth in sations within the Ettergency Plan-
this part. The criterta set forth in ning Zones have been assigned, the> - paragraph (b), with cooling perform * emergency responsibilitits of the Yar-
ance calculated in accordance with an tous supporting organizelons haveneceptable evaluation model, are in been specifically establishet., and each
implementation of the geners) re- principal -- response ottanization hasQuirements with respect to ECCS cool- staff to respond and to augment its
ing performance design set forth in

'ug Mcular Crh initial response o,n a continuous baals.p -(2),On shif t facility licensee respon.,

sibilities for emergency tesponse are
-(39 t'R 1002 Jart 4,1974, as amended at 39 unambiguously defined, adequate
F'R 27121, July 25.1974; 40 F'R 8769, Mar. 3- staffing to provide initial facility acci.
1975) dent response in key functiona! areas
150.47 - Emergency plans, is maintained at til times, timely sug-

l mentation of response capabilities is
(t)(1) Except as provided in para- available and the interfaces smong

graph (d) of this section, no operating various onsite response activities and
license for a nuclear power reactor will offsite support and response activities
be issued unless a finding is made by are specified.
NRC that there is reasonable assur- (3) Arrangements for requesting and
ance - that adequate protective mens- effectively using assistance resources
ures nn and will be taken in the event have been made, urangements to ac.of a 1.11ological emergency. commodate State and local staff at the

! - (2) The NRC will base its finding on licensee's near site Emergency Oper.
a review :of the Federal Emergency attons Facility have been made, and

~ Management Agency (FEMA) f.adings other organizations capable of sug-
and determinations as to whether menting the planned response have
State and local emergency plans are been identtfled '

adequate and whether there is reason. (4) A standard emergency classifica-able assurance that they can be imple- tion and action level senerne, the basesmented, and on the NRC assessment
of which include facility system and

as to whether the applicant a onsite
effluent parameters, is in use by the

emergency plans are adequate and nuclear facility licensee, and State and
; whether there is reasonable assurance local response plans call for reliancethat they can be implemented. A

FEMA finding will prirnarily be based
on a review of the plans. Any other in- 'These standards are addressed by specif-

I" " t *! - formation already available to FEMA tPrpab Ed -n CM
may be considered in assessing wheth* untion of Radtological Emersency Response
er there is reasonable assurance that Plans and Preparedness in support of Nucle.

'the plans can be implemented. In any at Power Plsnta-for Intenm Use and Com-
! NRC licensing proceeding ' a FEMA ment", January 1980.
l.
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Chapter I-Nuclear Regulatory Commission f 50,57

tulhortted by the Commir.sion upon recuest
Pootnotes to i 60.15s; pursuant to i 50.65stax2xin.

' Por purposes of this regulation, the pro.' IIIeserved) posed IEEE 2ip bectine "tn effect" on' Components which are connected to the August 30,1968, &nd the revued L6 sue IEEE
reactor coolant system and tre part of the 279 1971 became "in ef f ect" on June 3.1971.
retetor cools.nt pressure boundary defLned Copies may be obtained from the Institute
in i 60.2(v) need not mt;et these recutre. of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
ments, provided; Uruted Ensmetring Center, 346 East 47th

(t) In the event of postulated f ailure of Street, New York, NY 10017 A copy is avail.
the component duttng nonnaj reactor oper. &ble for inspection at the Commission's
tuon, the retetor can be shut dosm and Public Document Room,1717 H Street NW.,
cooled dosm in an orderly manner, tasuming Wuhtngton, D.C,

* WM En ap etuon for a construcuen
e sys o y,or permit is submitted h four parts pursuant

-(b) The component Ls or can be isolated to the provtstons of i E101(a 1) and Subptrt
from the reactor coolant system by two P of Part 2 of this chapter, "the formal
valves (both closed, both open, or one closed doctet date of the application for a con.
sad the other open). Each open valve must struct on pe*mit" for purposes of this sec.
be capable of automatic actutuon and, as' tion antil be the date c! docteting of the in.
suming the other valve is open, its closure fonnation required by i 2.101(s.1) (2) or (3 L
time must be such that, in the event of pos' 71chever is later*
tulated inDure of the cotaponent during t 50.66. Conversion of construction permitnormal reactor operation, enen valve re,
mains operable and the reactor can be shut to licenset or amendment of license,

j

dot n and cooled down in an orderly Upon cotopletion of the construction
manner, assuming makeup is provtded by or Elterttion of a faciUty, in compU.
the reactor coolant makeup system only, knce With the terms EDd conditions of

' Copies may be obtained from the Ameri. the construction permit and subject to
can Society of hfechanics] Engineers,
United Engineering Center, 345 Eut 47th &ny necessary testing of the facility
St., New York. NY 10011, Copies are avails. for hetitn or &&fety purposes, the.

ble for Lnspection at the Commjaston's Commission w1U, in the absence of
Public Document Room,1717 R St. NW- good cause shown to the contrary
Washington, D.C. Issue a license of the class for which

'USAS and ASME Code addenda tasurd the construction permit was issued or
tj En appropriate Ernend:nent of the 11'

ere to be i eff " or e ec lve cense, as the case may be,
toonths titer their date of. luutnce and
atter they are lncorpo sted by rsference in (Sec.183. 66 Stat. 965; (2 U.S.C 2235)
D&rtaraph (b) of this section. Addenda to (21 PR 355, Jan.19,1966, u amended at 35
the ASME Code issued Liter the Summer FR 11461 duly 17,19701
1977 Addenda tre considered to be "tn
effect" or " effective" af ter the date of pubtl. I 50.57 Issuance of operating fleenee. '
cation of the addends and after they are in. (a) Pursuant to i 50.56, an operating
corporated by reference in paragraph (b) of license may be Lasued by the Commis.
this secuon,

'Por ASME Code Editions and Addenda ston, up to the full term authorized by
issued prior to the Winter 1977 Addenda, t 50,51, upon finding that:
the Code Edition and Addenda app 11esble to (1) Construction of the facility has
the component la governed by the order or been substantially cornpleted, in con.

- contract date for the component, not the formity with the construction permit -

contrset date for the nuclett energy system. and the application as amended, the
'

Por the Winter 1977 addenda and subse,.
quent edluons and addenda the method for provisions of the Act. add the rules
determining the applicable Code edluons and regulations of the Commtaston;
tnd addends is contained in Psragraph NC A and

,

110 of Section m of the ASME Code. 'The Commlaston may issue a provisional' ASME Code cases which have been de, -operating license pursuant to the regula.
termined suitable fcr use by the Commis. uons in this part in effect on March 30,'

slon staff are listed in NRC Regulatory . 1970. for any facility for whlea a nottee of
Oulde 1.44, " Code Cue Acceptability- hearing on an appilcation for a provialonalaAShCE Secuon m Design and Fabrication operating 11eense or a notice of proposed ts.and NRC Regulatory Oulde 1.85, " Code suance of a provisions! operating license hasCase A;ceptabillty-ASME Section m Ms. been publLehed on or before that date.,

terlats." The use of other Code cases Inay be
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(2) The facility will operate in ron, this section as to wnich there is a con.
formity sit h the application as troversy, in the form of an initial deci-
amended. the provisions of the Act, sion with respect-to the contested ae-
and the rules and regulations of the ttvity sought to be authorized. The DI.
Commission: and rector of Nuclear Reactoc Regulation

(3) There is reasonabic assurance (1) will rnake findings on all other matters
that the activitics authorized by the specified in paragraph (a) of this sec.
operating lleense can be conducted tion. If no party opposes the motion,
without endangering the health and the presit'ing officer will lasue an
safety of the public, and (ii) that such order pursuant to 6 2.730(e) of this
activitics will be conducted in compli. chapter, authortzing the Director of
ance with the regulations in this chap- Nuclear Reactor Regulation to make
ter; and appropriate findings on the matters '

(4) The applicant is technically and speelfled in paragraph (a) of this sec-
,

financially quallfled to engage in the tion and to lasue a license for the re-
activities authorized by the operating . Quested operation,
license in accordance with the regula.
tions in this chapter. However, no (35 FR 6318. Mar. 31.1970, u amended mi
finding of financial qualifications is 35 TR 6644. Apr. 25,1970; 31 TR 11873. June

15.1972; 37 FR 16142. July 28.1972: 40 TRnecessary for an electric utility appil' 8790. Mar. 3,1975; 47 FR 13765. Mar. 31,cant for an operating license for a pro- 19821
- duction or utilization facility of the

- type described in i 50.21(b) or 1502. g R58 Hearings and report of the Advino,
(6) The applicable provisions of Part ry Committee on Reactor Safeguards.
O of this chapter have been satisfied;

(a) Each application for a construe.

(6) The lasuance of.Lhe license will tion permit or an operating license for
not be inimical to the common defense a facility which is of a type described
and security or to the health and in i 50.21(b) or i 50.22. or for a testing
safety of the public, facility, shall be referred to the Advi.
(b) Each operating license will in. sory Committee on Reactor Safe.

clude appropriate provisions with re- guards for a review and report. An sp.
spect to any= uncompleted items of plication for an amendment to such a

construction and -such limitations or construction permit or operating 11

conditions as -are required to assure cense may be referred to the Advisory
that operation during the period of Committee on Reactor Safeguards for
the completion of such items will not review and report. Any report shall be
endanger public health and safety, made part of the record of the applica.
-(c) An = applicant may. in a case tion and available to the public, except

-where a hearing is held in connection to the extent that security classifica.4

with s.pending proceeding under this tion prevents disclosure.
section make a motion in writing, pur. (b) The Commission will hold a
susnt to this paragrapn (c) for an op. hearing after at least 30 days notice
ersting license authorizing low. power and publication once in the Ih.ut,
testing (operation at not more than 1 Rtetstra on each application for a
percent of full power for the purpose construction permit for a production

'of testing the facility), and further op. or- utilization facility whlen is of a

erstions short of full power operation. type described in i 50.21(b) or ! $0.22
Action on such a motion by the presid. or which is a testing facility. When e.
, lng office- shall be taken with due construction perm!t has been issued
regard to the rlghts of the parties to for such a facility following the hold.

= the proceedings including the right of ing of a public hearing and an applica.
- any party. to be heard to the extent . tion la made for an operating license
that his contentions are relevant to or for an amendment to a construction
the activity to be authorized. Prior to . permit or operating license, the Com.
taking any action.on-such a motion mission may hold a hearing after at -
which any party opposes, the presid. least 30 days notice and publication
ing officer shall make findings on the once in the Protut. Rr.ctstra or, in
matters specified in paragraph (a) of the absence of a request therefor by
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Chapter I-Nuclear Regulatory Commisalon { 50,70

ar.y person whose interest may be af- ments carried out pursuant to parn.
fected, may issue an operating license graph (a) of this section. These rec.
or an amendment to a construction ords shall include a written safety
permit or operating license without a evaluation which provides the basrs
hearing, upon 30 days notice and pub- for the deterrninntion that the change,
lleation once in the PEDcR At. RtetsTER test or experiment does not involve an
of its intent to do so. If the Commis- unreviewed safety question. The 11
slon flhds that no significant hatards censee shall furnish to the appropriate
consideration is presented by an appil- NRC Regional Office shown in Appen.
cation for an amendment to a con. dix D of Part 20 of this chapter with a
struction permit or operating license, copy to the Director of Inspection and
it may dispense with such notice and Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
publication and may issue the amend * Commission, Washington, D.C 20555,
ment, annually or at such shorter intervals
(21 rn 12186. Dec. 8.1962, as amended at 33 as may be speelfled in the license, a
PR 85to. June 12,1968, 35 TR 11461, July report containing a brief description
11,19'.0,39 FR 10555, Mar. 21,19141 of such changes, tests, and expert.

ments, including a surr mary of thet 60. i9 Changes, tests and experiments. safety evaluation of each. Any report
u.)(1 ) The holder of a lleense submitted by a licensee _ pursuant to

auf horiting operation of a production this paragraph will be made a part of
or utilisation facility may (1) make the public record of the licensing pro-
changes in the facility as described in ceeding. In addition to a signed origi.
the safety analysis report, (ii) make nal, 39 copies of each report of,

cha nges in the procedures as described changes in a f acility of the type de-
in t he safety analysis report, and (111) scribed in 150.21(b) or 150.22 or a
conduct tests or experiments not de', testing facility, and 12 copies of eact
scribed in the safety analysis report report of changes in any other f acility,
without prior Commission approval, shall be filed. The records of :hanges
unless the proposed change, test or ex. In the facility shall be maintained
periment involves a change in the until the date of terrnination of the 11technical specifications incorporated cense, and records of changes in proce-
in the license or an unreviewed safety dures and records of tests and experl.
question. ments shall be maintained for a period
(2) A proposed change, test, or ex' of five years. '

periment shall be deemed to involve (c) The holder of a lic,ense author.an unreviewed safety question (1) 'I
the probability of occurrence or the ising operation of a production or uti-

lization facility who desires (1) aconsequences of an accident or mal-
function of equipment important to change -in technical specifications or

(2) to make a change in the facility orsafety previously evaluated in the the procedures described in the safetysafety analysis report may be in.
creased; or (11) If a possibility for an analysis report or to conduct tests or

accident or malfunction of a different experiments not described in the
safety analysis report, which involvetype titan any evaluated previously in

the safety analysis report may be cre- an unreviewed safety question or a

sted; or (ill)If the margin of safety as change in technical specifications. -

defined in the basis for any technical shall submit an application for amend-
specification is reduced, ment of his license pursuant to i 50,90,

(b) The licensee shall maintain rec- (39 FR 105$5, Mar. 21,1974, sa amended at
ords of changes in the facility and of 41 FR 16446, Apr.19,1916; 41 FR 18302,
changes le procedures made pursuant May 3,1976; 42 FR 20139, Apr,18,1977)

- to this section, to the extent that such
changes constitute changes in the fa, IMsesc rtoNs, Reconos, EtPoRTs,
cility as described in the safety analy, NottricArtons
sis report or constitute changes in pro-
cedures as described in the safety 85 m In W ons.
analysis report The licensee shall also (a) Each licensee and each holder of
maintain records of tests and experi, a construction permit shall permit in-
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5 50.90 Title 10-Energy

with the regulations in this chapter RtvocarioN. BestrusloN, Mootrica.
And will not be inimical to the T!oN, AMENDMEWT or IACENSEs aND
common defense and security or to the CONsTRocTtoM PERMITS, EMtmetNev
health and &&fety of the public. OrtaAttons av int Couxassion

(b) If the application demons. rates
that the dismantling of the facility 6 50.100 Revocation, suspension, modifico. |
And disposal of the comf'onent parts Unn of licenses and conatruction per. I
will be performed in accordance with mite for coun.
the regulations in this chapter and A license of construction permit may
will not be inimical to the common de. be revoked, suspended, of modilled. In
lense and security or to the health whole or in part, for any material f alse
and safety of the public, and af ter statement in the application for 11
not!ce to interested persons, the Com. cense or in the supplemental or other
mission may issue an order author. statement of fact required of the ap. '
tr.ing such dismantling and dispost], plicant; or because of conditions re.
and providing for the termination of vealed by the application for license or
the license upon completion of such statement of fact or any report,
procedures in accordance with any record, inspection, or other means,
conditions speelfied in the order, which would warrant the Commission' " "(26 FT19546. Oct.10.19s1, as amended at 32
771309o. Feb. 21,196'il n&l np ica on (o an t o r 4

lating to il 50.51, 50.42(a), and
Aurwourier or L3ctNst on CoNstacc. 50.43(b) of this part); or for failure to

71oM PERMIT AT Rteers7 or Hot.orn construct or operate a facility in ac.

cordance with the terms of the con.
I 50.90 Application for amendment of I;. struction permit or license, provided

eenecer conctuedon permit. that failure to make timely completion
Whenever a holder of a license or of the proposed construction or alter.

construction permit desires to amend atton of a facility under a construction
the license or perrnit, application for permit shall be governed by the provi.
an amendrnent shall be filed with the sions of 6 50.55(b); or for violation of,

or failure to observe, any of the termsCommission, fully describing, the and provisions of the act, regulations,changes desired. and follMing as~far license, permit, or order of the Com.b applI' cable the forth prescr6ed for mission *6 rig'Inifahpilcations. -

i

I 50.101 Retaking ponession of special *

4 50.91 Isauance of amendment. nuclear material.
In determining whether an amend * Upon tevocation of a lleense, the

ment to a license or corstruction Commission may immediately cause
permit will be issued to the applicant the retaking of possession of all spe.
the Commluton will be guided by the clal nuclear material held by the 11
considerations which govern the issui censee,
ance of inttial licenses or construction
permits to the extent applicable and (21 FR 355. Jan.19.1956, sa amended at 40
appropriate. If the application in. E 8*' M"' 3' I"

volves the material alteration of a 11. ' I $0.102 Commission order for operationcensed facility, a construction permit after revocation.will be issued prior to the issuance of
the amendment to the license. If the Whenever the Commlaslon finds
amendment involves a significant har,. that the public convenience and neces,
ards consideration, the Commission sity, or the Department finds that the
will give notice of its proposed action production program of the Depart.
pursuant to i 2.105 of this chapter ment requires continued operation of
before acting thereon. The notice will a production or utilir.ation facility, the
be issued as soon as practicable after license for which has been revoked,
the application has been docketed, the Comtnission may, after consulta.

Lion with the appropriate federal or
(39 FR 13258. Apr.12,19'l41 state regulatory agency having jv-is.

.
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Chanter I-Nuclear Regulatory Commission Port 50, App. A

diction. order that possession be taken compilance with the rules, regulations. 1

of such incility and that it be operated or orders of the Commission.
for a period of time as, in the judg- (c) The Commluton may at any time
ment of the Commission, the public require a holder of a construction
convenience and necessity or the pro- permit or a lleense to submit such in-
duction program of the Department formation concerning the addttlon or
may require, or until a license for op- proposed addition, the elimination or
eration of the faellity shall become ef- proposed elimination. or the modifica-
fective. Just compensation shall be tion or proposed modification of struc.
paid for the use of the facility, tures, systems or components of a In-

cility as it deems appropriate.
140 TR 8190. Mar. 3.19751

# #'1 60.103 Suspension and operation in war
or national emergency. ENroRcIMENT

(a) Whenever Congress declares that
a state of war or national emergency 1 50.110 Violatim.
exists, the Commission, if it finds it An injunction or other court order

;essary to the comrnon defense and may be obtained prohibiting any viola-e

security, may. - .tlon of any provision of the Atomic
(1) Suspend any license it has issued. Energy Act of 1951, as amended. or
(2) Cause the recapture of special Title 11 of the Energy Reorganir.ation

nuclear material. Act of 1974, or any regulation or order
(3) Order the operation of any.11- lasued thereunder. A court order may

censed f acility+ be obtained for the payment of a civil
(4) Order entry into any plant or fa. penalty imposed pursuant to section -

cility in order to recapture special nu* 234 of the Act for violation of section
clear material or to operate the f acill' 53,57,62 63,81,82,101,103,104,107
ty, or 109 of the Act, or section 206 of the

(b) Just compensation shall be paid Energy Reorganicallon Act of 1914. or
for any damages caused by recapture any rule, regulation, or order issued '

.

of special nuclear material or by oper- thereunder, or any term, condition, or
atton of any facility, pursuant to this limitation of any license issued-thete-
section. Under, or for any violation for which a
(Sec. 108. 68 Stat. 939, as amendeo; 42 license may be revoked under section

186 of the Act. Any person who will-U.S.C. 2138)
.

as amended at 35 fully violates any provision of the Act(21 FR 355. Jan.19.1956,
FR 1141s. July 11.1970 3 FR 8790 Mar. 3. of any regulation or order .lssued
1975) thereunder may be guilty of a crime

and, upon conviction, may be punished-

BAmtmNo by fine or imprisonment or both, as
8 50.109' Beckf)tting. provided by law,

(a) The Commission may, in accord. (to FR 8790. Mar. 3.1915. as amended at 42
ance with the procedures speelfled in Pf} 25121, May 19,1971)

. this chapter, require the backfitting of
a facility if 16 finds that such action APPN3C83 '
will provide substantial, additional
protection which is required for -the
public health and safety or . the ArrtNotx A-OtNERAL. DEStoN,

common defense and security. As used CRITaa:A ron Noct.r.An Powta Pt.Atr7s
in this section, *'backfitting" of a pro-

.

T** *M*" 8'*duction or utilization facility means
the addition, elimination or modifica- tursopoc rion

- tion of structures, systems or compo-
nents of the . facility after the con. omrtn a ns

struction permit has been issued. Nuclear Power Unit.
(b) Nothing in this section shall be Loss of Cooiant Accidents.

deemed to relieve a holder of a con- Single Failure.'-

struction permit or a license from Anticipated operational oc,urrences.
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\ UNITED sTA1Es C
~

'! NUCLE AR REGULATORY COMMISSIONo.

i ,I W ASHING TON, D. C. 20$$5

'o******C May 17, 1985
CHAIRMAN

T h e H o n o r a b l e E d w a r d J . M a r k ettet.(ChactetOh ROC M
Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and Power.

CommitteeonEnergyandCommerggatY85k) P445United Stater House of Represe I

Washington, DC 20515
TIME ptautSTEt

Dear Mr. Chairman: ,
.

Recently, Mr. Licciardo, an NRC staff member, met with me under
NRC's Open Door Policy regarding the Commission's letter to you
dated December 20, 1984 on the subject of erroneous McGuire
Technical Specifications. He felt that the December 20, 1984
letter mischaracterized his involvement in the review of the
McGuire Technical Specifications and that his actions were
inaccurately cited as the main cause for delay in resolving his
differing professional opinion (DPO) on these same
specifications. This letter is intended to correct any
mischaracterizations or misrepresentations regarding
Mr. Licciardo 'In our December 20 letter.

Our December 20 letter should not have inferred that Mr.
Licciardo introduced unnecessary delays nor that the detailed
attention provided during the staff's review resulted in
unwarranted or avoidable delays. The problem is complex and,
as such, is not subject to singling out one cause of delay.
Due to the sheer magnitude of his concerns, over 300 in all, it
took a.significant amount of time-for Mr. Licciardo to provide
the required bases for each item. Likewise, a significant and-
lengthy _ staff effort was necessary to evaluate each item.

Based on my conversation with Mr. Licciardo and his subsequent
discussions with_my-personal staff, I believe'the pace of the
staff's-review is acceptable to-Mr. Licciardo. The staff found
in February 1984 that none of the McGuire concerns presented an
in.minent public health or safety problem. Given this finding
and=the increased attention afforded by the staff to this
matter, I believe that the McGuire Technical Specification
evaluation is proceeding at a satisfactory pace.

Mr. Licciardo also indicated that the December 20, 1984 letter
to you mischaracterized the present state of the McGuire
Technical Specifications. However, I have not been able to

! confirm Mr. Licciardo's claim. As I noted above, the staff

,

made an initial finding that there was no imminent safety
.

Qh
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problem with the Technical Specifications. The 380 items-
identified by Mr. Licciardo were evaluated by a team of reactor
systems technical managers. That team concluded that 160 of
the items did not warrant further attention either because:

(1) Mr. Licciardo's assessment of the issue was
incorrect, or

.
.

(2) the management team (all of whom were experienced-
reactor systems reviewers) could not understand
Mr. Licciardo's description of the issue.

The managemer;t team concluded that the remaining 220 did '

warrant additional NRC evaluation. The present schedule calls
for completion of the staff evaluation and categorization of
those 220 items by late spring of this year. Upon completion
of this categorization a letter will be forwarded to the
licensee requesting his response to plant specific issues
within three months. The remaining issues of the 220 items
which are generic in nature will be handled as part of our
generic issues program with a target date.for final resolution
by.the end of this year. This letter and all subsequent-
letters, will be a matter for the public record, and, as such,
will be docketed, if any_information becomes available which
- causes us to reconsider the staff'*. initial finding, the
schedule will be accelerated.

I appreciate.Mr. Licciardo's sincerity and conscientiousness in
bringing his concerns to my attention. I trust that this ,

letter will further clear the air on his involvement in the
'

schedule of resolving the concerns arising from his Differing
Professional Opinion.

Sincerely,

m9 r3
(bt ch. w

,

'

/(L<qb *

Nunzio"J. Palladino

cc: Rep. Carlos Moorhead
.

,

$
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Drxn Powen GodtrAxY
P.O. Box 3318D

CHAA10TTI., NC. 26242
1R 1, TUCKn

. , . . s e a u,i .- Tr La rnovt
.u.n...-m. (704) 373 4$31

June 10, 19E6

; , ,,.4, Director-

_ . ,...

: c , actor Regulation. uc -

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cotc:tission
Was hing t on, D.C. 20555

ATTD; TION: B.J. Youngblood, Director
Phi Project Directorate #4

Subject: McGuire Nuclear Station
Docke t Nos. SCL369 and 50-370
b1C DFO Concerns on McGuire Technical Specifications

Dear Mr. Denton:

Mr. T.M. Novak's (SRC/0NRR) July 9,1985 le tter to Mr. B.B. Tucker
sDPC) indicated that a review of the McGuire Unit I and 2 Technical Speci-
fications was being conducted in response to concerne raised by a member of
the h1C staff in a dif fering professional opinion (DPO) resulting fran a
review of the proef and reviev copy of the McGuire Unit 1/2 combined Tech-
nical Specifications vbich existed in mid-January 1983. Duke Power Company's
comments were requested on certain plant-specific concerns contained in the
DP0 (other concerne contained in the DP0 were either being considered by the

'NRC for generic resolution, had been closed by NRC internal review, or vere
still under review).

Attached is Duke Power Company's response to these concerns. This response
is limited to the specified plant-specific concerns and does not address any
generic aspects of these specified concerns. Note that the response has
potential plant-specific impacts on the station's Technical Specifications
(e.g. question nos. 6a, 7d (and 71, 7k), and 7n) and FSAR (e.g. questions4s&b, and 4c). Duke vill pursue appropriate plant-specific Technical Speci-
fication and FSAR revisions following NRC concurrence with the positions
contained herein. The Westinghouse Standard Technical Specification issues
identified in this response should be resolved on a generic basis (note that
Westinghouse review / input was utilized in the development of this response).
Note also that generic Technical Specification improvement efforts currently
underway by industry (e.g. AIF, WOG, B&WOG) and NRC (TSIP) may impact the
DPO's concerns and the resolutions proposed by this response.

As indicated above, the NRC is requested to approve this response prior to
Duke proceeding with the appropriate Technical Specification change submit-
tais and inclusion of the informaiton in a future FSAR update. Should there

-
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Mr.-Ezrold R. De ton, Director
Jun e 10, I ci t .

Tap ;-

be sty questient regarding this matter or if additional information is
required, please advise.

,

Very truly yours,

! >{h-g

' Ea1 E. Tucker

PBS/j p:

Attachme:t i

xc: Dr. J. . Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator
.

I

- U.S. Nuclear, Regulatory Commission - Region II
101-Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900 "

Atlanta, Georgia 30323

'Mr.-Darl Bood
Division of Licensing
Office of- Nuclear keactor Regulation --

'U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
-Washington, D.C. - 20555

i'Mr. W.T. Orders
Senior : Resident Inspector

~

McGuire Nuclear ~ Station

'Ms. L.L. Williams, lunager >

ESSD Projects, Mid-South Area
' Westingbouse Electric Corp..

- HNC West Tower.
P.O. BoxL355
Pittsburgh, PA 15230

i
|^-

|
,

.
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Duke Power Co:pany

McGuire Nuclear Station

h stenst to h7,C DP0 Concerns
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These have t.eer, checked against reference 16 Westinghouse (W) RPS/ESTAS Set
Fcant Metted:Ic gy, Table 3-4 and NOTE FOR TABLE 3-4 on page 3-13, which is
described as applicable to McGuire Unit 1, 50-369. At this date, the assumption
.has been cade that this information also applies to McGuire Unit 2, Docket No.
50 370'. Please docket this f act or otherwise provide the alternate information.

Response: The-data contained in Reference 18 bas been confirmed to be valid.
-for both McGuire Unit I and Unit 2. The instrumentation hardware
(racks, transmitters) are the same for both Units 1 and 2. While
the'Stea: Generators are different (D-2 for Unit I and D-3 for Unit
2), there are no differences in tne Safety Analysit values. There-
fore it can be concluded that the Setpoint Study perfore-d for Unit
1 is applicable, in it's entirety, to Unit 2. The. safety an;1ysis
perforced is valid for both units and use the same equipment /
instrumentation resulting in uncertainty values being valid for both
ur.i t s .

(Question la)

7 A1:1 2. 2 1. Ite: ?

Will a time constant of >2. seconds result in a slower response time, which is
-les s conserva t ive .

-Re s po r.s e : The dynamic response of the High Positive Rate trip function is
similar' to the rate / lag function associated with the AT trips. The
responses of the various dynamic functions are demonstrated in -
Appendix A of WCAP-8745 (Design Bases for the Thermal- Overpower AT
and Thermal Overtemperature AT Trip Tunctions). As a y be seen in
the,above mentioned figures, an increased time constant results in
faster response and thus results in a shorter time from initiation of
transient to reactor trip. Therefore,-the >2 seconds Tech Spec
requirement for the time constant is conservative.

|

|1 (Question Ib)
\-

|L TABLE 2.2-1, Item 4

Will a time constant of >2 seconds. result in a slower response time which is-
le s s . cons e rva tive ? '

Reference 18 page 3-13, concerning Set Point Methodology advises that this
value is not-used in Safety Analyses. This appears in direct contradiction to
reference 7, Section 15.2.3, page 15.2-12, revision 7 first para. The
Licensee shall- evaluate = and propose.

.
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Eesponse; The dynamic response of the High Negative Rate trip function is '
i

sanilar to the rate / lag function associated with the 67 trips. The
responses of the various dynamic functions are demonstrated in
Appendix A of WCAP 8745 (Design Bases for the Thermal Overpower AT
and -7he rmal Over. temperature AT Trip Functions). As may be seen_in
the above mentioned figures, an increased time constant results in
f aster response and thus results in a shorter time from initiation
of transient to reactor trip. Therefore, the >2 seconds Tech Spec-
requirement f or the time constact is conservative.

The Eevision 7 FSAR analysis referred to in this inquiry was
performed prior to the NRC review and approval of WCAP 10297-P-A
(Dropped Rod Metbodology For Negative Tlux Rate Plants). The
methodology used prior to WCAP-10297-P-A did not involve an actual
detesvination ~of the negative flux rate setpoint and/or
determ> nation of the maximum dropped rod (s) worths which might notresult in a reactor trip. . The statement in the TSAR (RCCA group
results in reactP.ity insertion of s-1200 pcm which results in a
reactor trip within N 2.5 seconds) was meant only to offer support
f or the -DN1 analysis performed at lower rod worths but did not
actually descastrate the adequacy of the negative flux rate setpoint.

Open determination of possible nonconservatisms in the analytical
methodology, Vestinghouse developed the dropped rod methodology
outlined in WCAP-10297 P-A. The revised methodology links the
assumptions regarding the negative flux rate setpoint, rod worths
and locations,' control system behavior, and other factors which
influence plant behavior following a dropped rod (s) event. The
setpoici thus becomes an integral part of the safety analysis and
the. table _ in ref erence 18 is revised to show a safety analysis limit
o f 6. 9'. RTP. .The- adjustments made to account for various
uncertainties results in an STS Trip Setpoint of 5.0% RTP and an
STS Allowable 1Value of 5.5% RTP. Details regarding the revised
metbodology and basis for the setpoint may be found in
WCAP-10297-P-A'.

(Question'1c)
,TABLE-2,2-1, Item 9

.

The specified Trip Setpoint & Allowable values agree with those provided under
[ setpoint methodology in reference 18. A disparity does exist between the
L -related SATETY ANALYSIS LIMITS given as used in Safety Analysis, i.e.,1845'

psig in SETPOINT METHODOLOGY / reference 18, Table.3-4, column 12-and the FSAR
value for the same analysis _in reference 7, Table ~15.2.3-1 as 1835 psig.
The. Licensee shall identify the correct value. (Note also disparity with
reference 7, " Analysis of Inadvertent; Operation of ECCS During Power
Operation", page:15.2-40, revision 43 item 7, " Reactor Trip... As initiated by
low pressure at 1800 psia;" This is however relatively conservative with

.

respect to the other values used above.)

.The licensee shall review and clarify.
,

s

|

.
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Eartnre: T t. t analysis of the inadvertent operation of ECCS during power
creration bad assumed a low pressure setpoint of 1800 psia while
otter analyses arsumed a setpoint of 1835 psig. The reference 18
value for the safety analysis limit was in error but was
ccuservative and since margin exists between implemented and
required setirints , the conservatism did not impact the trip
setpoint and allowable values.

The transient analyses have been reanalyzed as a result of the
transition to optimized fuel assembly design. The revised analyses
assumed a safety analysis limit of 1850 psia (1635 psig) for all
transients.

(Quest cn id;.

T AE LE 2 . 2 - 1. Iter 13

Referer. e 16, pare 3-13, Note 12 describes the Safety Analysis Limit for this
item as a value in Table 2.2-1 of the W STS plus 10%. For conservatism, should
ttc Safety Analysis Limit be the W STS value less 10%; is this necessarily
conservative for all Licensing Basis occurrences?

Response: The analysis in effect at the time this question was posed is no
longer applicable. At present the bounding analysis for tbe steam
generator lo-lo level is the feedbreak analysis. This analysis is
done assuming the system starts at full power. In this analysis
the safety analysis limit is 23% of narrow range span. As is
indicated in the technical specifications this corresponds to a
r.cminal trip setpoint of 40% narrow range span at 100% RATED
THERM.AL POWER.

(Question le)

TABLE 2. 2-1, Item 16b

Accidental Depressurization of the main steam system is from zero load. It is
unclear from reference 5 Table 7.2.1-4, (page 5 of 5) if for this event,
reactor trip on Pressurizer Low Pressure is expected to occur before Safety
Injection (when it would not be av'ailable at zero power) or whether it is expected
to occur from the pressurizer pressure low-(Safety Injection) signal if it
initiates SI, or from SI initiated by other initiators. The Licensee shall
clarify, and hence its validity with respect to the absence of the signal
caused by P-7.

Response: Protection against accidental depressurization of the main steam
system is provided by the overpower reactor trips (neutron flux and
AT) and by the reactor trip which results from the receipt of the
safety injection (SI) signal. The safety injection signal is
actuated by low steamline pressure, low pressurizer pressure, or

.
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b;rt centainnett pressure. The analysis performed results in S1
2nitiation on low pressurizer pressure and reactor trip will
e2ther occur concurrently due to the trip on SI actuation or will
c c cur prior to SI on the overpower trips. The main stuam
depressurization analyzed in the FSAR is initiated from hot
shutdown conditions at time zero (i.e. reactor tripped) since this
represents the most conservative initial condition. Thus no
explicit assumption is made regarding the cause of reactor trip for
the FSAR analysis. As noted in the FSAR and above, should the
reactor be just critical or operating at power a reactor trip would
occur on the overpower trips or from an SI actuation. In either
case, no credit is taken for the reactor trip on pressurizer
pressure when reactor power is below the P-7 interlock.

(Question 2)

1 E. Pare 34 1-0

The existing minimum temperature for criticality (In MODES 1 and 2) is given
as $51'I. please advise vby this value is less than the programmed set point
z.tnamum value of $57'T in reference 20 Fig. 5.3.3-1. Accident evaluations
f or events f ree zero power are predicated upon this set point of 557'F, and
any varietzon therefram in either direction would be unacceptable,

hettonse: TSAE T2 sure 5.5.3-1 gives the normal relationship between reactor
coclant systet temperature and power. The hot zero power
temperature employed at McGuire and used in the safety analysis
is 557'T. The minimum temperature for criticality is determined
such that the coderator temperature coefficient is within its
analyzed temperature range, the trip instrumentation is within its
operating range, the pressurizer is capable of being in an operable
status with a steam bubble, and the reactor vessel is above its
minimumRT{pT temperature. The minimum temperature for criticalitylimit in t McGuire Technical Specifications is 551*F.

The dif ference between the HZP temperature and minimum temperature
for criticality limit is required in order to allow for measurement
of the moderator temperature coefficient. Since the moderator
coef ficient is confirmed to be within safety analysis assumptions at
conditions of approximately 551'T - 557'F, the only input parameter
to the safety analysis of concern is the initial temperature. The
change in initial conditions from 557'T to 551*F for transients
occurring at HZP would have a negligible impact on results and
would be a less representative input since the majority of time
spent at HZP conditions includes temperatures of +557'F. As noted,
the accidents analyzed at hot zero power (HZP) assume an RCS
temperature of $57 'F. The FSAR notes that use of a higher initial
system temperature yields a large fuel-water heat transfer
coefficient, larger specific heats, and a less negative (smaller
absolute magnitude) Doppler feedback effect for fast reactivity
addition transients like the RCCA Bank Withdrawal from Suberitical
and HZp Rod Ejection events. The reduced feedback results in a

,

,
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Ligher neutron flux peak. For a Steamline Break event, starting
frca a higher initial RCS temperature results in a greater increase
in coclant density from the cooldown. More reactivity is added due
te the positive moderator density coefficient and a higher return
to power results when compared with the case of a lower initial RCS
temperature. Based on these considerations, a higher initial RCS
temperature is conservative for the analysis of events from power.
The statement that any variation in HZP temperature is unacceptable
is also not consistent with the general conservative philosophy
used to evaluate nuclear plant safety since only limited analyses
are performed to demonstrate adequate safeguards for a range of
plant conditions.

(Quest 2cn 3)

TAILE 3.3-1, Itee 6c

During shutdown in MODES 3, 4 and 5, with reactor trip system breakers open,
Scuree Range, Neutron T1ux, channel operability requirements specify only one
channel operable, and if this same channel is being used to meet the boron
dilution alarm requirements of proposed T.S. Page 3/41-13 (a), then it is not
in accordance with the Boron Dilutica Requirements of the FSAR for which at
least 2 operable channels would be required; reference 8, page Q 212-24 Item
212.5E. The L2censee shall evaluate and propose. Currently, this appears
non-conservative,

hesponse: A review of TSAR Section 15.4.6 (Boron Dilution Accident) does not
indicate the number of Source Range Channels required operable;
however These chaanels are mentioned for Refueling (MODE 6) and
start up (MODE 2) Dilution Accidents. For these cases, two
channels are required per Tech. Specs. Additionally, MODES 3,4,
and 5 are not addressed by this FSAR Section. Boron Dilution
analyses during MODES 3,4, and 5 are not part of the McGuire
plant licensing basis. As such, any channel operability
requirements would not be based on the FSAR analysis.

Generic Letter 85-05 dated January 31, 1985 informed licensees of
the Staff position resulting from the evaluation of Generic Issue

-22 " Inadvertent Boron Dilution Events". The Staff concluded that
the consequences of such events are not severe enough to jeopardize
the health and safety of the public. Furthermore, while NRC stated
that it would "not require operating plant backfits for boron
dilution events at this time, the staff would regard an unmitigated
boron dilution event as a serious breakdown in the licensee's
ability to control its plant, and strongly urges each licensee to
assure itself that adequate protection against boron dilution
events exists in its plants". McGuire personnel believe that
adequate protection against boren dilution events exists and that
no changes to technical specifientions are warranted in this

sinstance.

*
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(Quest:ct. ta and Ab) I

7 AI LI 3. ? :' . Itee5 9620

The 7.5. spec:!:es a response time of f 2.0 secs. Reference 7, Table
15.1.3 1 prevides a time delay of 2.0 seen for these events which conflicts
v;tt a value of 1.0 sees in Reference 5, page 7.2-14, rev. 42, item 1(e).
The L2eensee shall clarify. >

Respecse: The Technical Specification limit of f 2.0 seconds for the time
delay of pressurizer pressure trip functions (low and high) is
based upon the FSAR Chapter 15 transient analysis which assumed a
delay of 2.0 seconds. The values for trip response times in
chapter 7 are " typical maximum allowable time delays" and are not
necessarily the same as the McGuire specific assumptions. For the
sakt of clarity, the values provided in chapter 7 will be revired
te agree with Chapter '15 and Technical Specifications in a future
TSAh update.

(Questior 4:,

T AE LE 3 . 3 - . Iter 17

The proposed 7.5. states that the response time requirement is NA (Not
Applicable). 7 bas is' incorrect since a separate Reactor Trip is an essential
part of _ all ESTAS functions during which safety injection is initiated. The
required information is in f act supplied in T.S. Page 3/4 3-30 Table 3,3-5,
under the already rev2 sed headings proposed above, Reference Items li, 2b,
3t, 4b.

This table, under response time,.should replace the description as recommended
above and alongside each, reference the entry in T.S. Table 3.3-5.u

|_
L

The response _ given in the Technical Specifications (except for manual actuation .
of SI) are quoted as 52 secs. No docketed information is available' on what
values were used in accident analysis, and particularly for.MSLB, SBLOCA and
LOCA events. The licensee. should provide this information and confirm its
conservatism against- the T.S. value, e.g. reference 5, Table 7.2.1-4
(5 of 5) and related Note e on the page entitled " Notes for Table 7.2.1-4"
confirms that Pressurizer Low Pressure -_ Low Level is _ the first out trip of =
Safety' Injection for the event.of " Accidental Depressurization of the Main

_

Steam System." The licensee shall explain this terminology - whether'we have
Reactor Trip on Pressurizer Pressure - Low which is.available at the maximumi

L power output at which this particular event is evaluated, or Pressurizer
Pressure Low -(Safety Injection) and provide the associated response time to
validate proposed T.S. values.

Response: The NA enter for the required' response time of reactor trip upon SI
actuation is consistent with the Bases which states-that trip

| functions not utiized in the FSAR-transient analyses will have the'

requirement indicate not applicable in Table 3.3-2 (Reactor Trip
System Instrumentation Response Times). However, as stated in Table

.
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3.3 5-(Engineered Safety Testures Response Times). The terminology
an Note e, 7able 7.2.1-4, should be Pressurizer Pressure-Low
(Safety Injection). This wording will be corrected in a future
update of the TSAR.

(Question Sa)

TAELE 3. 3-3, I t em 7 c

Applicable codes: The current T.S. proposes Modes 1 and 2#. Condition 20 is
invalid MODE since 6 identifies the P 11 interlock which can be manuallyat

effected only at approx. 1900 psig and which can only occur in MODE 3, i.e.,
the condition should be 3#. The licensee should explain and propose.

Please advise why this limitation at MODE 2 (or 3)# is proposed and how it may-_ relate tc plant operatjng procedures in MODES 3 and 4 and whether this block is in
conforcance with regulvctry requirements,

hesponse: Tbt defeat cf auxiliary feedwater pump auto-start is accomplisbed by
depressics a switch that is-interlocked with the P-11 permissive.
Tbus the auto-start can only be defeated below a pressurizer
pressure of.1955 psig. However, the same defeat will prevent
auto-stert et low-low steam generator level (Table 3.3-3, Item
7c(1)). Since this auto-start capability is required in MODES 1, 2,
and 3, the defeat switch is not used in these modes. Therefore the
entry for APP 12tAlli MODES on Item 7g is not important as it is
controlled hv the more limiting Item 7c(1).

The statement that-P 11 can only occur in MODE 3 is not accurate.
MODE _2 is-defined as. operation with T-avg. >350*T, K
power $5% RTF. Therefore,suberiticaloperationwit$i>0.99,andI

-avg. 1350*T
is in Mode 2 if K,ff is not less than 0.99. Critical operation is
restricted to.T-avg. 1551*T, but even then the pressure-temperature _
operating licits permit pressures below 1955 psig. As a practical
matter, pressure is maintained in the normal operating range (s2235

.psig) during 2DDE 2. -The 2#_ referred to in the question is retained
to require that MODE 2 operation above P-11 is with the Item 7g-
auto-snart enabled.

.(Question $b)

T_ABLE 3,3 3, Item 8

This is limited in Applicability to MODES 1, 2, 3 by the proposed T.S.
.Since a LOCA-in MODE 4 is part of the Licensing Basis, see later section 3/4.5,
ECCS under GENERAL, tbe licensee should evaluate the reasons for, and the
consequences of, not proposing this OPERABLE IN MODE 4, and not being
available in MODE 5, to counter the consequences of potential LOCAs and loss
of RHR' cooling in these MOSES. The proposed T.S. is non-conservative with
respect to the licesing Basis; the Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

.

m____ _,_,________m._ -. _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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:

54t; nit inis specification is consistent with other standard technical
r;et.ficaions which require operator action to mitigate the
consequences of a LOCA in these modes.

(Questien is?

"f.1;l 3.3 4 Item ud

The trip. set point is currently specified at -100 psi /sec. Westinghouse Set
Feint Methodology Lfor Tnit 1, reference 18, shows this value to be "-110 psi";
an additional descriptor is also necessary reading: - with a time constant of"

$C secs". The current " Allowable Value" in the T.S. is -120 psi /see, the same
' reference 16 7able 3-4 shovs this value to be -100_ psi; this should again have
the. additional descriptor reading; "with a time constant of 50 secs".

Tc- discuss nerative values and related conservatisms, it is clear to delete the
- in -100 es the description reads: " Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate -

,

High so that T.S. values should read as 100 psi and 110 psi. This is also
internally consistent with the descriptor in Table 2.2-1, Item 4, namely:
Power-Kante, NeutronfFlux High Negative Rate, 5% of RTP with a time constant
of 2 seconds.

Eesponte: Since ne safety analysis limit exists for the negative steam line
pressure rate setpoint (i.e., it is not assumed in transient
analyses), _the Setpoint Methodology (Reference 18) listed the T.S.
values. 1The.T.S. limits were revised at a later date and thus a

-discrepancy between the Reference 18 and T.S. values exists.

In order _to correct a typographical error and adequately define the
setpoint, a T.S. revision will be pursued in the following form:

^'

Trip Setpoint Allowable Value

4d .- Negative-Steam Line $100 psi 1120 psi
Pressure Rate-High with a rate / lag with a rate / lag

function time function time.

constant 150, constant 150
seconds seconds

4

-(Question 6b)-

TABLE 3.3-4, Items 7e(1) and (2)

.This~ technical specification provides that the motor-driven AFW Pumps start-on-

low-low in one SG whereas the turbine driven snugps require low-low in two
.SGs. This. appears to be:in conflict with the accident evaluation in the
Licensing Basis FSARLas elaborated below. -[This however is not conflict with=
the Instrumentation & Control Logic of the FSAR.).

i

LReference 7: Related Section 15.4.2.2.2 concerning Main Feed Line
'*

Rupture (MTLR) under the Title of Major Assumption 10.

.



.

"Tbe aux:liary feedvater system is actuated by the low. low Steam Generator
Vater 1.evel Sagnal. The auxiliary feedvater system is assumed to supply
a total of 450 gpm to three intact steam generators.

Reference 5, Section 10.4.7.2.2 states that " Travel stops are set on the*

stean generator flow control valves such that the turbine driven pump can
supply 450 gpm to three intact steam generators while feeding one faulted
generator and both motor driven pumps together can supply 450 GpH to three
intact steam generators while feeding one fault J generator. The Throttle
positions allow all three pumps to supply a t .a1 flow of 1400 gpm to 4intact steat generators". -

Reference 7 Related Section 15.4.2.2.2, page 15.4-13a (revision 38),
*

"The single active failure assumed in the analysis is the turbinestates:

driven auxiliary feedvater pump. The motor driven pump that is headered
to the steac generator with the ruptured main feedline supplies 110 gpm
tc the. intact steam Fenerator. The motor driven pump that is headered to
two intact steam generators supplies 170 gpm to each. This yields a
total flow of 450 to the intact-steam generators one minute after reactor
tr2;, At 30 minutes. following the rupture, the operator is assumed to
1sclate the auxiliary feedline to the ruptured steam generator which results

increase in injected flow of 80 gpm".in at,

The sequence of events in the accident evaluation in Reference 7, Table 15.4-1
shows that af ter the accident is initiated at a programmed value of SG 1evel,
the . low-low SG level in the ruptured SG is reached at 20 secs, later, and
auxiliary feedvater lat 450 gpe) is delivered to the intact steam generators in61 sec.

,

it appears, based on the above information, that on SG low-low in the ruptured
SG, both the motcr driven and the turbine driven pumps are initiated (with the
single failure beint in the turbine driven pumps). This is not in accord with
the T.S. If it is assumed that low-low level in the other SGs is also reached
at the 'same time by bubble collapse, please justify. We note that the Reactor
E Turbine Control System is designed so that under normal operation, collapse
of SG level on Turbine Trip will not cause a reactor trip; also at this time,
main steam from intact SGs is being lost to the faulted SG so that whereas
inventory is lost, a full collapse need not occur.

The proposed T.S.s Item 7c(1) and 7c(2) espear to be non-conservative in-
respect.of accident analysis used in the Licensing Bases. The licensee shall

_ clarify, evaluate and propose.

Response:
!

It appears that the question is "Since one motor-driven pump
supplies 110 gpm to an intact generator and the other otor driven
pump supplies 170gpm to intact generators, where does the remaining
170 gpm (450 - 110 - 170), rupplied to the intact generators, come
from if not from the turbine-driven pump?".- The new FSAR Chapter

| 15 analyses for optimized fuel make clear that the "two
l' motor-driven pumps together deliver 450 rpm to the three intact

steam generators allowing for spillage out of the break (Section
15.2.8.2, page 15.2.8, 1984 Update). To clarify exa, ly the

!
,

analysis assumption - One meter driven auxiliary feedwater pump
.

|
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1
'

su; plies 110 rpm to an intact steam generator (the remainder spills
-

ou the break in the f aulted loop) and the other motor driven pump
supplies 170 gpm to each of the other two intact steam generators,
this totals to 450 gpm.

If the f ailure of a motor driven pump is assumed, the turbine
driven pump alone would supply at least 450 gpm to the intact
l oe; s . Tbe turbine driven pump is actuated on low-low level in
at least two steam generators. It is assumed that low-low level is
reached in the other (neo-faulted) steam generators as a result of
the bubble collapse following turbine trip when the low-low level
reactor trip is actuated from the faulted loop. This occurs because
for this accident condition (i.e. not norm:1 operation) the mass
inventory in the intact steam generators is reduced significantly
prior to reacter trip on low low level in the faulted loop. The
sbrinkage caused by bubble collapse from this reduced mass
cend2tlen woule cause low-low level to be reached in the other
stean generaters.

(Ques tion t c !

7 AILI 3. 3-4 Itet 9

Confirm the bases f er the set points and allowable values specified.
Eespense: The bases fer the setpoints and allowable values specified are to

ensure Auxiliary Teedwater capability upon loss of power while
miniciring the possible initiation of the sequence with the voltage
greater than the limits of associated motors.

(Question 7a)

TABLE 3.3-5, item 2a

A value of < 27 secs (without offsite power) is given. Reference 5, page 7.3-8
shows that initiation time of ESTAS from this source is a maximum of I sec.

No events in Reference 7, Section 15, have been directly analyzed using this
sensor as the prime initiator above the P-11 interlock although it is relied
upon for diverse protection. However, it is the only automatic initiation of
Safety Injection protection below [P-11). Other events dependent upon a S1
generating signal, particularly circumstances described under Items 3a and 4a
below, shows safety analyses limits of $ 12 secs (with offiste power) and 1 22sees (without offsite power).

At this time, the proposed T.S. value is less conservative than others used in
Safety Analysis. The licensee shall evaluate this difference and proposeaccordingly.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - ' ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~_
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h i r er.s e . 1t.e ettry fer ratle 3.3 5, Item 3a is identical to item 2a for the
' css ci off site power case, i.e., each is 27 seconds. As explained
an the Notes for Table 3.3 5, the difference between Item 4a and
.ters 2a and 3a is that 4a does not include a delay for the RKR
rumps to a'.tain their discharge pressure. This is appropriate since
Iter sa deals with steam line break protection, as oprosed to LOCA
trotectien. The RKh pumps, although started for a steam line break,
are not expected to deliver flow because of the higner NCS pressurs.
Therefore, the additional 5 second delay for these pumps to attain
their distbarge pressure is not relevant to EST response time for
this a ctuatitig signal .

(Ques tien 71)
.

7 AI LL 3 . ? ' , i t et. 2 t-

The descr1;tc r (Trot $1), should be 6eleted as it is incorrect. The response
tire Fiven is 3 2 secs and this different from the TSAR, Reference 5, page
7.3 6 wt2rt gives a eaximum time of I sec. This value is less conservative
tLar the T5AL and the licensee sball evaluate and propose accordingly.

Respense; The descr2ptor "(Trea $1)" is correct in that the allowable delay for
'

a reactor trip due to the SI actuation signal is 2 seconds. This
value as independent of the setpoint and associated delay of the
ir.itiater of 51. The reference 5, page 7.3 8 maximum time of 1.0
second is the limit on the delay associated with $1 actuation upony

'e exceedir.g the hath containment pressure setpoint.

Nc credit is taken for reactor tr;p signal resulting from safety
injection signal in any LOCA analysis. In the McGuire Unit 1
initial core large break LOCA analysis no credit is taken for
reactor trip (roo insertion) at all. In the McGuire Unit 1 initial
core small break LOCA a low pressurizer signal causes the reactor
to trip. No credit for the control rods is taken until they are
fully inserted.

O
ig (Questiot;7c)

TABLT 3.3-5, Item 2d

The proposed T.S. values are 1B 8) (with offsite power) and 28 4) withoutI I
offsite power. Reference 5, page 7.3-8 shows that initiation of ESTAS from
this source is I sec.

Table 3.6 2 shows Maximum Isolation Times of up to 15 sees for Reactor Coolant
pressure Boundary Isolation valves. A minimum total time to containment and
isolation (for the RCpB) of 16 secs seems feasible, plus 10 sees giving 26 secs
tota) without offsite power.

.

s------
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4

The proprsed 7,f. valuer should be checked against those used as SafetyA:.a ; > s :6 ;at.tt tur relv.ed Ccoditions 11, III, and 3Y occurro *ts using $1.
Values use: ty J .atsee shall be provided, compared with Itet 2d, and any
ci f f e retacet evolu> '

hespenst: fellowing a design basis large LOCA, the isolstion valve closurei

stee depends upon the time when fuel failure occurs and fission
products are released to the containment environment. The only
isolation valves explicitly considered in the radiological
consequences analysis of a LOCA are those in the containment purge
and pressure relief lines whieb connect containment to the
envi r o nme n t . For isolation valves in lines filled with process
fluid a relatively long time is needed for the essociated piping1 system to drain of fluid and expose the valve seat to the
cent ainment fases or for attivity to migrate, due to the
etncentration gradient, through the process fluid and out the
1stlatset valve. Hence, as long as isolation valve closure times
for process lines are short (less than 1 min. per ANS 56.2) they
need c:t be modeled in the dose calculations.

(Que s t t et. 7d)

7AILE 3.? !, Ite- ;t

This is Fiver, as S.A. 7 bis is not soi response times have been used to
ministre offsatt consequences of any Condition occurring vbilst containment
purge and extaust at beant used. This proposed T.S. is less conservative than
the licensint bas , The license shall evaluate and propose.
Respense:

Sectier.15.B.2 of the McGuire TSAR considers the case of a LOCA
conturrect with lower containment pressure relief. The results of
the additional offsjte dose due to this accident are presented in
table 15.0.11-1. One of the parameters used to evaluate this case
is the isolation time for the Containment Air Release and Addition
(VQ) System valves which are used in venting lower containment.
Table 15.B.2-1 indicates the isolation time 'for these valves is 4

<

seconds. Section 9.5.12.3 indicates that these valves auto close
on a containment isolation, and that they have a 3 second closure
time.

A technical specification revision to show a response time of f 4
seconds for this item vill be pursued. This would be consistent
with the allowable 1 second for generating an EST response as
in41cated on page 7,3-8 of the HeGuire TSAR and the 3 second valve
closing time as indicated above.

i

|
*

|
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*
c ert::- e

tat't ~5 Iten 2f

7.'. e licenset proteses N. A. but earlier review shows ATV initiation on Contattment
}ressure E1FL and especially in MODLS 3 and 4. This is less conservative than
the later.str.t basis ; the licensee shall evaluate and propose.

hest:nse: Nc credit is taken for AIV flov being initiated f rom a Contairster.t
fressure Hitt signal in analyses.

(Questier. 7f)

7AP.l 3.3 5. Iter 3a
# hIYalues cf 1 M /12 secs are proposed. Reference 5, page 7.3 6, shows a

maxic= initiating tant of ESIAS 1.0 secs from this signal.

The value of 12 sees (vitt offsite pover) is consistent vitb safety analysis
limits giver for the MSLP in reference 7, page 15.4-10, Section 7 where "In
12 seconds, the valves are assumed to be in their final position and pumps
are assumed te te at full speed". For the other case with Loss of Offsite Fover
(LOM) "ar. additscr.al 10 sees delay is assumed to start the diesels and to load
the necessary equipnent onto then". Further, this particular analysis appears
tc acitiate the event on Pressure Pressure-Lov (SI).

Ttt proposed value of 1 12 sees appears within the licensing basis of
H secs. The prc;csed value of 27 secs. (with LOOT) is however larger than the
value cf 22 seconds f rom the reference described above (i e ,12 sees + 10
secs delay for start of diesel). This value of 27 secs therefore appears less
conservative than the TSAR, reference 7, page 15.4-10, and the licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

Response: This question is related to the question on Item 2a. For a steam
line break the RHR pumps are not expected to deliver inventory and
the additional 5 second delay for them to attain their discharge
pressure is not included in the safety analysis.

(Question 7g)

TABLE 3.3 5, Itert 3t

The descriptor (from SI) is incorrect and should be deleted.

A value of 1 2 secs is proposed. The TSAR in Reference 5, page 7.3-8, quotes a
value of f I secs. The proposed T.S. value appears less conservative than the
Safety Analysis Limit and the licensee should evaluate and propose.

'

l
1
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;

4.

1Ferr:tse: 7te deterarte r "(from $2)" is correct in that the allowable delay for
a reactc.r trap due to the $1 actuation signal is 2.0 seconds. This i

value is independent of the setpoint and associated delay of the
. snitsster of SI. The Reference 5, page 7.3-8, maximum time of 1.0

!I

sected is the limit on the delay associated with SI actuation upon
i exceeding the Pressurizer Pressure - Low setpeint.

The chapter 15 safety analyses do not take credit for a reactor4
'

trip free an SI signal initiated by low low pressurizer. (Ref.
Questien 7b Respotse).

,

(Questien 7t>

7AILI 3. 3-!. . I t et 3d '

I8)/2E 4) secs. Reference our comments and
I7te proposed 7.5. is < 1E

: requirements ur. der Iten 2d above.
,

hespense: hef erence our response under item 2d above.
4

|
2

(Questsen 72)
'

7AFLI 3.3 1, Itee 3e
i

J The propt. sed 7.5. is NA. Reference our comments and requirements under 2e,above.
<

,
Ee s p or.s e : Eef erence our response under Item 2e above.

>

|

(Question 7j)

TALLE 3.3 5, Item 3f

The licensee preposes NA (not applicable).

Safety injection logic closes the main feedwater isolation valves for everyU
event in ubich SI is initiated (reference earlier sections of this reviev

; Table 3.3-4, proposed Item c). Therefore, every such event initiated by a SI
L initiator must be analyzed with a restoration of ATW and a related response-

It is outside the licensing basis to not propose a value for thistime.
response time. This 7.S. value is therefore non-conservative; the licensee

, sball evaluate and propose.

Response: The coly non-LOCA transient which' assumes EST actuation on
Pressurizer Pressure Low-Low is the Main Steaaline Depressurization
event (Inadvertent Opening of a Steam Generator Safety, Relief, or
Dump. Valve). For this event it is conservatively assumed that,

'

; .

i

*
.

3
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i

<

auxiliary feedvater is actuated at the maximum flow rate at the
2nitiation of the event to accettuate the cooldovn. Any delay in
auxiliary feedwater actuation would be beneficial and therefore a
restense time requirement is not applicable or appropriate.

.

(Question 7k)

" Allt ? 3-5 Iten et

its proposed 7.S. is NA. Reference our comments and requirements under Item
2d above.

Eesponse: heference our response under Item 2e above.

(Qaestien 71-)

7#1L1 3.? 5, Jten LL

The preposed 7.S. value is 3 9 secs.

Keference 5, part 7.3 6 states that the maximum allowable times for generatinF
steam break protection are (1) from steam line pressure rate, 2 secs, and
(2) from steam line pressure lov, 2 secs. Further, Reference 7, page 15.4-6
states that the fast acting steam line stop valves are " designed so close in5 secs...". A minimum closure of 7 secs seems likely.

For actual safety. analysis limits, Reference 7, Table 15.4-1 (1 of 4) and
15.4 1 (2 of 4) both show a difference of seven (7) sees between arriving at
the " low Steam Line Pressure Setpoint" and "All Main Steam Isolation Valves
Closed." [In the case of Teedvater System Pipe Rupture).

The proposed T.S. value of $ 9 secs is therefore greater than the SafetyAnalysis Limit.

The proposed T.S. must therefore be considered less conservative for this
event. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

.

rhesponse: Item 4h in Technical Specification Table 3.3 5 has been , changed toI

a limit of 1 7 seconds (Ref. Amendment nos. 29 (Unit 1) and 10 (Unit2)).

! (Question 7m)

TABLE 3.3 5. Itee Sa

Licensee shall provide the Safety Analysis Limit and compare with the proposed
value of 1 45 secs. Evaluate and propose as necessary.

.

,. x.- .- , ,_ _ _ . , _ _ . . . _ _ __m_. ._.c.. .... -. ... _ _ , - , . . . -_ .r.~. . _ . .-.
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I

fes;c.se: it.e restense time fer containment spray following a bigh
centainment pressure signal is specified at 45 setends in the
McGuare Techn2 cal Specifications. This value is consistent with
the TSAR centainment analysis actuation assumption as shown in TSAR

tTatle 6.2.1-13c. Event times from the McGuire limiting case breek
mass /er.ergy release analysis are reported in Table 6.2.1 29; the
tana ei spray actuation has no effect on the mass / energy releases
calculated.

(Quest 2cn 7n)

7 AE LI ? . 3~5. I t ec (b

The proptased 7.S. is i 13 sees ,

hef erence 7, 7atie 15.1.31 sbows that "High Steam Generator level trip of the
feedwater pumps and tiesure of feedwater system valves, and turbine trip" is
based er. an ESTAS tire delay of 2.0 seconds.

-Table 3.6 ; of the 7.S. Provides isolation times of 5 5 sees for Main
Teedwater Containment 1 solation and 510 sees for Hato Teedwater to Auxiliary
Teedwater 1sclatter..

A total time te isolation of MTV of 513 sees seems appropriate to available
equipment.

However the current safety analysis depending on this response tisie is that
for tbc Excessive Cooldo.n occurrence.under Reference 7, page 15.2-28, and for
this, no value is quoted for isolation of main feedwater which is the initiator
of the event. However-, rigure 15.2.10 2 shows that with initiation of the
event caused by one faulty control valve, it takes 32 secs to reach the 50
High-High level with a mass increase of 35% of initial, and thereafter dces not

! increase further. This implies zero closure time. Since it is expected to
take another 13 secs to actually isolate, we could assume an additional mass
increase of another 13% to give a total of approximately 1.48 the initial

! value.

| The above additional Main Teedwater level can affect the consequences of the'

event at power, if there has_been a trip, with a potential for power
restoration and/or overfill of the SG to cause water ingress into the main
steam lines. Additionally, it can have consequences of potentially larger
importance for the event occurring from suberitical sero power.

_

Reference also our-concerns under ites Table 3.3-4 Items 11b and lla above.

The licensee shall evaluate the related concerns, including the extended KTW
valve isolation times, to determine their safaty significance, and propose as
required. Until that time, it must be concluded that since a zero (0) value
has been used in the current analysis, the licensee has a potentially

, non-conservative situation vith respect to regulatory requirements of
| reactivity control and regulatory concerns for flooding of the sain steam

lines. *

!
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I

hu;ense. Excessive Teedvater flov at Tull Fover is analyzed in Sectico 1$.1.2
cf tra P.cGuire TSAR. 7able 25.1.2 1, page 1 of 2, 1964 Update, gives
the sequence ci events for this analysis. The High*High $0 level j

setroint is reached at 27 seconds with feedvater isolation occurric.g
-

9 secones later. This 9 second value agrees with the values used
for feedwater isolation on $afety Injection.

|
7c be centistent with the current safety analysis-the 7ect.nical

iSgecifications value for item 6b of Table 3.3 $ should be 1 9
seconds. Another alternative is to rescalyze the Excessive 3,

Teedwater T1ov event with the longer delay time. Duke vill pursue
a Technical Specif 2estien revision or reanalysis.

(Questior.*%

7AI Lr 3.? 5, Iten 1'

hespense tir e preposed as 160 secs.

7te licensee shall provide the bases for this value, evaluate against this
q 60 secs, ar.d prepese as necessary.

Respense: The automatic switchover to recirculation is initiated when the
level setpoint in the RWST is reached. The setpoint determination
includes allowances for svitebever delay 1 60 seconds and platt
procedures test to' ensure switchover delay 5 60 seconds per 7able
3.5 5, hen. 12.

General hesponse to Questions Ba-6e:

These questions in general deal with the conservatism of the TSAR Chapter 15
safety analyses for events initiated from MODES 3*$. Specifically the
question of the number of RCS loops in operation, for heat removal or other
purposes, appears man) times. Since the McGuire Technical Specifications and
Westingbouse Standard Technical Specifications are identifical for NODES 3 5
for_T.S. 0.4.1, Reactor Coolant Loops and Coolant Circulation, any questions
regarding these matters should be resolved on a generic ~ basis and are not
specific to McGuire. Therefore, the responses to each question will deal onlywith items which.are specific to McGuire.

(Question &a)-

SECTION 3/4.4.1, 0.2.6.1
OCCURRENCES VITH RAPID REACTIVITY INCREASE

Concerning " Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly Bank Withdrawal from
Sub-critical Condition."

Current docketed analysis in reference 7 Section 15.2.1, page 15.2 2 is based
on four operating loops. This event is possible dovn to and including Mode 5.
Current TSAR analysis trips the, reactor en power Range, Neutron Flux Low

|
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) f e t ;< ; r.t (;!k at a Safety Analysts Liedt of 35% (reference page 15.2 3, itea 3).
t Tu ;r;nt:;a'. de te rr ar.ar.: cf ultinate power level is Doppler coefficient;
i centrabut:tr. of orderater resetivity coefficient is negligible (reference

Tatt 15.;*.i 1ters 1 6 2). The event is initiated from bot zero power I
! trtierette ", past 1$.2 4, iter 3). 4 RCS pumps are operating, l
,

; Civer. the circ anstatees cf the prepesed 7.S., any T.S. allowing OPERABILITY of
i iest thari 4 R;$ Loc; it M ?L 3 ve.uld be in conconformance with the current TSAR
| ar. e ncnconser.atsve ear. net, and the licensee would be required to_ evaluate
j and ; repose. Furttermore, increased boron concentrations would not change this

r e qu e recer.t .
3

| Add:tional events cf a sinilar nature, with a rapid increase in reactivity
iinclude:

a) Unect.tttiled Ecret Dilutten (reference 7, page 15.2-13). |
'

1; $tartu; c! ar. Inactive heactor Coolant Loop (reference 7, page 15.2 19,'
revstien ').

I ct Excesstve htat henoval Due to Teedwater System Halfunction (reference 7,
past 11.2 4 , revisier. 7) concerning initiation with the reactor at zero

j_ power). Unts) the licensee clarifies availability of MTV during MODES 3
throwth 1, ttas cast be censidered a potential occurrence.

1

i d) Santle rci cluster control assembly withdrawal (reference 7, Page 15.3 9,
revisson 7). Altbeugt the Licensing Basis is at 100% power, the
circunstances frem zero power should be reviewed,

e) Eurture of a Control hed Drive Mechanism Housing, at Zero Powery

(referenct 7, lage 15.4-30; revision 42).

f) _Majcr Eur-ture of a Main Steam Line (see below).
4

Response: No McGuire specific concerns are raised in this question. Refer
to the teneral response to Questions Ba 8e.

:
. . .

. . ,

'(Question $b)-

SECTION 3/4.4.1, G.-2.6.2 STEAM LINE BREAKS4

: Concerning " Major Rupture of a Main Steamline."

This Event is_ discussed in Accident Analyses-in Reference 7 Section-15.4.2'
and Reference 8, item 212.75, page Q 212 47d & e, Jtem 25. -Reference 8
proposes that the resulting impact on shutdovn margins from this event during
MODES 3, 4, and 5 are improved over that of the design basis (bot zero power,_

just_ critical Tavg = 5578) as:

" Operating ~ Instructions require that the boron concentration be
increased to at least the-cold shutdown boron concentration before
cooldown is initiated. This requirement insures a minimum of li
Ak/k shutdown margin< '

. _, _.. _ . _ _ . _._ _.. - . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _
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at a }.earter Ccclar.t Systern temperature of 200'P. This condition
ast ta tnat the mir.:m a shutdovn margin experienced during the
strea-;:.r.e rupture f rom zero power sbovn in the safety analysis is
less that the case where safety injection actuation is manually
llocked et low steamlite pressure and low pressuriter pressure."

7 tis pesation p ves ne eeasure of the resulting shutdown margins and/or power
levs; and, the consequences of a stuck rod, with only 2 RC loops operating
instead of fcur. It is conceivable that two loop operation may be less
co:.servative than eatber 4 RCFs continuing to operate er 4 RCPs tripped on
Safety Itjectier., due to an increased cooldown in the core due to circulation
(co:: rated t; the tripped case) but a much decreased core flow rate to bandle
the evett. The potential short tern consequences of bulk voiding and loss of
circulatsen in the non operable loops cannot be ignored.

I f durier c c c 1dert. , a MSLE cools the RCS dovn to 212*F e.g., the residual shutdown
margir. will te li delta L/k vhereas the proposed T.S. margin at Zero Power
acecrding to 7.5. Fate 3/4 1 1, was 1.6 delta k/k. Please clarify, and at vtat
c c r.d i t : c t. A ring cocideve the 1. 6 delta k/k is reached.

G ver. the c:rc estances that the " Operating Instructions" described above are
nct a pri c f the proposed I.S., any T.S. allowing operability of less than
4 EOS loe;t in MZE 3 vculd be in non-confermance with the current Licensing
l a s i s S a f t P, Analvsas in the TSAR in a non conservative manner, and the
licensee ve 1d be required to evaluate and propose.

Ter th15 licensant basis event, from Zero Power, Reactor Trip does not occur
cr. Iower Flux 7tir, tut en Pressurizer Pressure-Low (SI) (above F-11)
irefere:.cc cur required cor.fsrnation of this in an earlier item) so the Power
Flux 7 rap is net required tc. be Operable.

At left than F-21, these circunstances are changed for the MSLB, and reactor
trip does not occur until Containment - }{i is achieved, for a break inside
eontaineent.

For a break outside centainment, however, high negative steam rate isolates main
steam isolatien valves only, but there is no Safety injection, no Reactor Trip
(on SI), and under the existing proposed T.S. no safety related Reactor
Trip System Instrumentation of any nature to trip the reactor and insert the
movable control rods to benefit from potentially increased available shutdown
margin, In addition to all this, the licensee proposes that tiSIV closure
times under these conditions is Not Applicable.

Given the circumstances of the proposed T.S., the T.S. allowing OPERABILITY of
less than 4 RCS Loop in MCDE 3 under these circumstances would be in
nonconformance with the current Licensing Basis TSAR in a nonconservative
manner, and the licensee would be required to evaluate and propose.

Additional events vbich exhibit a rapid cooldown and depressurization of the
RCS; are:

a) Accidental Depressurization of the main steam system at no load,
(reference 7, page 15.2-35, revision 36).

'

i

|
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Miner Seccnd.ry System Pipe Breaks lat no lead); reference 7,:
4 pt;t 11,3 4, revisier. 27).

Eestense: Changes in the Technical Specifications esed plant procedures have
occured since the DPO questions were posed (boration to cold
sbutdovn prior to starting cooldovn is no longer required). The
required shutdohm cargin for RCS temperatures above 200'T is 1.3's
ol/k. The shutdown margin requirement for temperatures equal to
or less than 200*f is 1.0% Ak/k. Variations in initial conditions
for the steamline break transient were analyzed in WCAP 9226 and
support the conservative assumptions in the TSAR analysis.

Closure times for the Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) areimplied in the Technical Specifications. In Table 3.3 5, Items 4h,
Se, and 6, response times are given for the Steam Line Isolation
function. This time inkludes the MSIV closure time. Other
centerns raised in this question are generic. Refer to the general
resptnse to Questions Ba 6e.

(Qsestion 6c/

SEC710N 3/4,4.1, 0.2.6.3 LOSS OT PRIKARY COOLANT

Concerning: "Small break LOCA",

This 15 discussed in reference 7. Section 15.3.1, for a SBLOCA from rated power,
and reterence S Item 212.75, page Q 212-47b for a SBLOCA between RCS conditions
of 1900 psig and 1000 psig/425'T in Hot Standby, and Q212-64, Jtem 3 together
vatb SER Supp. No. 2, reference 12, page 6-8 for the remaining situations. See
also in general, reference 12 pages 6 6 to 6 8 in respect of ECCS System
Ferformance. Evaluation from Hot Standby to and including RHR.

The TSAR analysis for SBLOCA in reference 7, Section 15.3.1 states that:

"During the earlier part of the small break transient, the effect of the
break flow is not strong enough to overcome the flow maintained by the
reertor coolant pumps-through the core as they are coasting down following
trip: therefore upward flow through the core is maintained."

Topical Report, WCAP 8356 (reference 19) is the basis (reference 8, page Q
-212-47b, last paragraph) for the SBLOCA calculations to the same reference 8.
These were undertaken with all pumps initially running followed by either a)
all pumps tripped or b) continuing _to run. The general conclusion from this
report,. reference 27. page 4-31, is that:

"Due to the action of the running (non-tripped) pumps, less negative core
flow occurs from the flow reversal compared to the case [ ] where pumps

;

are immediately tripped." and "The net result of these effects is a

.

e

, ~ ,,. . . . _ , , - ,,. _ - ---
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a

sra r.e r Pt d clad temperature for the pumps running case compared to the
paa;: trarped case. Hence, for ECCS analyses for y 4 loop plants the
reacter coclant pumps are assumed to be tripped at the initiation of a
postulated 10CA and a locked rotor pump resistance is used for reflood."

At this tire therefere, the Khc must conclude that RCS pump operation and.

ccastdown as impot . ant in reducing the loss of core level subsequent to the
event; also in maintaining unseparated two phase flow conditions and in ensuing
rapid boron (eixing and) injection to the core. Rapid boren injection would not,

'

be an impcrtant issue if boron concentrations are already at cold shutdown
values, but minimizing loss of core level is important.

J-
"

Ur.til further evaluatious are made, we must conclude that the current $sfety
Analysis Limits of the SLLOCA event is 4 RCS pumps OPERABLE in NODE 3 dohm to
425 psis/350*T. The current proposed T.S. are therefore conconservative and
the Itcensee eust evaluate and propose.

02ven the circunstances of the proposed 7.S., operability of 1~ ( RCSu
loops in MODE 3 would be in non conformance with the currer' es

-

limits it a non conservative manner and the licensee is requi. e to vss. ..te
and protese,

Addittenal ever.ts of a similar nature to the SBLOCA events includes

a) Accidental Depressurization of the Reactor Coolant System (reference 7,
page 15.1 33. revision 7).

b) Steam Generater Tube Rupture (reference, page 15.4-13a, revision 36),

c) Rupture of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing at Zero Power
(reference 7, page 15.4.6, revision 42).

Both events a) and b) are analyzed in the Licensing Bases at full power and
use Pressurizer pressure-Low as a first reactor. trip. At sero power, with
current proposed 7.S. this reactor trip is proposed as Not Operable,

Tor event c), f rom Zero Power, the Power Range Raution Plux, High Setpoint
trips the reactor; Pressuriser Pressure-Low (SI) initiates safety Injection;
reference 7, page 15.4 29, revision 43, paras. 1-and 5. Whereas both
these protections are proposed by the T.S. in HODE 2, they are not proposed
for MODE 3 which differs f rom the tircumstances of NODE 2 by only a marginal
reduction in RCS temperature.

4

The'FSAR, reference 7 Table 15.4.6-1, revision 42, shows this occurrence as
being the only event at zero power, analyzed-to a smaller No-of RCPs than
4; it has been analyzed for 2 only. This is an accident with substantial but
" acceptable-to Condition IV occurrences" consequences in terms of fuel cladding
damage and RCS overpressurization, but it required at least two RCPs to achieve
that (in the-Licensing Basis). Even the two RCPs required in this event are not
proposed as being required for MODE 3.

The proposed circumstances in MODE 3 are clearly nonconservative with respect
to-the Licensing Bases. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

_ - . - . _ - - - - - .. - - - . ---
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; :: r.: e rt.; r.1 t h e l a t t e ireat "Lc.ss cf Coolant Accident." This is discussed in
A::: cent Analysei in heference 7. Section 15.4.1 for a LOCA from rated power;
r. hef erence i, Jtem 212.75, page Q 212.47, for a LOCA between RCS conditions,

:t 1900 psir and 1000 psig/425'I in Hot Standby; in Item 212.90 (6.3), pate' '''

61, fer a LO:A at and less than 1000 psig/425' in Hot Standby, and on
j rate _Q 21;-(It , Jter 29 for a LOCA in the PRR Mode at 425 psig/350*p.

1 As fer the small break 100A, these analyses are presumably based on 4 RCS loop
i

operation, with in general, loss of power to RCS pumps on Safety Injection.

The large break LOCA analyses used the Topical Report WCAp-8479, reference 7,;

page 15.4 1. At this time, we expect no difference in the importance of RCps
tc that discussed under the paragraph comencing "concerning small break LOCA"

| which used the V Topical Report WCAp 8356 (reference 19) and which applied
to bett larrt and stLall break LOCAs.

Giver. the cireestances of the proposed 7.S., any 7.S. allowing OPERABILITY of
fewer than 4 R05 loers in_HODE 3 would be in conconformance with the LicensinE
bases TSAL in a nonecuservative manner, and the licensee is required to
evahatt and prepese,

hespense: Nc McGuire speeffic concerns are raised in this question. Refer to
the general respense to Questions Sa 8e.

,

(Quertion 64)

SE!? ION 3/4.4.1, 0.2.f.4 OCCt'RRENCES CAUSING AN INITI AL INCRIASE IN RCS
j 7 E'iPERATtM

These events caustrq increases in RCS temperature are of concern because of
the pctential influence of the positive moderator temperature coefficient
resulting from the increased boron concentration. These could be:

a) Main Rupture of a Main Teed Line-(Reference 7, page 15.4-10, revision 30),
although this is normally evaluated at Rated power with no provision for
evaluetten at zero power.

b) Startup of an' Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop.

! c) Loss of Offsite power (reference 7, page 15.2-19, revision 7).
I

d). partial loss of Torced Reactor Coolant Flow (Reference 7, page 15.2 16,
revision 7).

e)- Complete loss of Torced Reactor Coolant Flow (Reference 7, page 15.3 7,
revision 7).

Except for item b; all these events are licensing bases events from rated
power, and not zero power, so that their importance would normally be
minimal except for the positive Moderator Temperature Coefficient and the
complete lack of safety related Reactor Trip protection proposed with the
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation T.S. At this. time we see no protection
against positive temperature coefficients in MODE 3 [4, 5, ti 6).

.

, _ _ , _ _ _ _ . , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _.-u m e** " ~ ~ ' ' * ' ' *
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0:ver. tte carcuastances of the proposed T.S., operability of less than 4 RCS,

loc;s in M0il 3 would be in conconformance with the current Safety Analyses
limits an a conconservative manner. The licensee is required to evaluate and

,

propose.

'
Response: he McGuire specific concerns are raised in this question. Refer to

the general respoase to Questient 8a 6e. ,

.

(Question 6e)

7_.5. 3.4.1 CONCLUSIONS

Occurrence 11, Ill and 1Y Events in MODIS 3, 4, and 5 can result in returns to
power with bish_peakinE coefficients requiring effective reactivity control
and/or reacter core flev for RCS protection, including DNBR, at the very
substantially reduced pressure levels in the loop [2250 psig to 425 psig andless). Concomitant decreases in RCS temperatures are beneficial, but the
importance of RCS pressure may be dominant. Acceptable RCS protection

' therefore requires RCS flows whieb are substantial, and/or effective reactivity3

control including combined action to Itait potential reactivity excursions.

At this tint, with the proposed 7.S., 4 RCS loops (with increased Reactor Trip
Protection) would be required at entry into and during MODE 3 to meet the
requirements of just the licensing Basis Events Trom Zero Power. In MODE 4,
operation of 4 RCS Loops, whilst on RER, may be undesirable because of the
substantial additional burden on the RER system; so nonoperability of all
RCPs must be con:pensated by other controllable factors such as inserting
all movable control assemblies and removing power from the Reactor Trip System
breakers, closure of Main Teedwater [ Containment) Isolation valves to both
Main and Auxiliary-Teedwater Systems, closure of Main Steam Isolation Valves,
and Boration Control measures additional to those included in the proposed7.S. An additional available alternate action is to use, within MODE 4, a
minimum set of RCPs (and loops) as established by Sa!ety Analysis, to cool
the plant down to effectively zero pressure (sauge) 2.n the Steam Generators
(or less'if the condenser was still available) befort transferring the heat
sink to the RHE system. This would ensure control of steaaline break. and

| LOCA events, small and large, down to conditions whers RCS flows are not '

|- necessary.

L
The current T.S. are nonconservative in respect to the Licensing Basis in

<

respect to these concerns. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Response: No McGuire specific concerns are raised in this question. Refer to
the general response to Questions 8a-8e.

,

I

i

.

l
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[ (Questa:: 9

| ' 5. Jase 3-40.

'

Ea rl:er . cer.ee rnt under General 2.6.1 addressed the need to evaluate the'

tensequentes ef the startup of an inactive kcactor Coolant Loop in this NODE.Nc apparer. 7.5. ;revisten has been provided in the proposed T.S. The
.

'

12censee stall evaluate and prepose.

A;710N b. states:

"Vath ne reactor coolant loop in operation, suspend all operations
involving a reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant'

Systen and immediately initiate corrective action to return the required
reacter coelart loop to operation."

This' instruction is invalid. The only Licensing Basis action available is the
Emergency 0 erating Guidelines for natural circulation. This proposal is1

contonservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall
evaluate and propost.

p he spor.s e : The ceticos included in ACTION b. are 1) suspend deboration
operatier.s and 2) immediately initiate action to restore forced
ci r c ul o t t er. . The actions are obviously valid responses to the
conditiet. There is no Emergency Operating Procedure at McGuire for
natural circulation. There is Abnormal Procedure Ap/l&2/A/5500/09,
Ilant (Teretions During Natural Circulation, which addresses the
itit:ataen, verification, and maintenance of natural circulation.
This Irocedure would be implemented under this condition.

.

(Question 10)

7.S. pare-3/4 4 3

The licensee shall eveluate as outlined earlier'under item, General, for RCS
loops operability requirements and make proposals relative to the-status-of many
elements of.tbe protection'and operations system to ensure that RCS saftiy as
maintained.for related Condition II, III and.IV occurrances. At-this time .with
the proposed T.S.~in which' limited boration is used and Reactor Trip System
safety related instrumentation and Safety Injection instrumentation are all-
but eliminated,.the safety status of the facility is outside the Licensing
Basis of the FSAR in a nonconservative manner.-

Each of the-OpERAELE loops, whether RCS or RXR, are to be energited from separ-
ate pov r divisions- to protect against single failure-of a bus or distribution
system. Wben the RCS systems are used, the .related Auxiliary Teedwater Systems
are-also required to be operable.-

.

.m , .,rw-, -wy ,n .,,m--- , --.m , ,--n-.-s +e . ,.. ..-.. -m +r . * - < - -~-#-- a w - - , -w-- --. -
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m adht:ct.a2 requirement proposed, for two RCS loops to be operable wheneser
D icy.6 are in operation, is based upon reference 8, page Q 212 55 and 56, .
te provide fer the failure of a single motorized valve in the RER/RCS suction
;>ce in both MODIS 4 and 5 and the possible non. availability of offsite power
sources. The TSAR provides, that en failure of the valve:

"Apprcxtuately 3 bours are available to the operator to establish an
alternate neans of core cooling. This is the time it would take to heat
the available RCS volume from 350'T to the sturation temperature for 400
psi (445'T), assuming the maximum 24 hours decay beat load.

7e restore core cocling, the operator only has to return to best ree0 Val
via the steam generators. The operator can empley either stene 6 2p to
the main condenser or to the atmosphere, with makeup to the steam
generators f ree the Auxiliary Teedwater System. The time required to
establist the alternate means of heat removal is only the few minutes
necessry to open the steam dump valves and to start up the Auxiliary
Teedwater Systen."

The applicability MDDI 4, is necessarily qualified by [less than 425
psig/350'T) by the LOCA analyses already referenced above under our Review
Section 3/4 4.1 Subsection 0.2.6.3 "concerning Large Break loss of coolant
accident." See Reference 8, page Q 212-47d where it is described that

"Af ter several beurs into the cooldovn procedure (a minimum time is
approximately four hours) vben the Res pressure and temperature have
decreased to 400 psig and 350*T."

And arisint free a later revision 25, the TSAR Advises on page Q 212-61b
hevissen 29 concerning ICCS calculattens in a later submittal under Revision
26 that

"The response provided in Revision 28 addressed the subject of operator
actions and ECCS availability. Consistent with the information provided
in Revision 28, a postulated LOCA in the RHR mode at 425 psig RCS
pressure has been assessed."

Surveillance requirement 4 4.1.3.2 should vera , SG water level at the Safety.

Analysis Lucit for the Licensing Basis, which is the no-load programmed level,
not the current proposed T.S. valve which is the S.G. Low Low Level (Reactor-
Trip) and ATV actuation. This proposed T.S. is conconservative with respect to
the current Safety Analysis Limits and the licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Surveillance requirement 4.4.1.3.3, verifying one loop in operation every 12
hours, is unsupportable as all protective trips on low flow in the RCP loops
in this condition have been removed, if low flow channel trips on the RCP

-loops are not required to be operable why should the related alars be operable.
A low flow alarm for the RER has been provided by the TSAR under reference 8,
page Q 212-56, Item:

" Case 1: The Reactor Coolant System is closed and pressurized.

The operator would be alerted to the loss of RHR flow by the RER low flow
alarn. (This alarm has been incorporated into the McGuire design)."

__ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - . . . . - _ - _ _. ._ _
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ht:e currently, these tve t)Tes of alarms are the only means of alerting the
tr a Icss of flow conditica in the loop, which is beyond the Safety

; :: tre ct

Analysts Linits, the alares on both the RCS and loop flows should be safety-
-

,

| relate d ar.d included vittin the 7 f.; and without further analysis at this time,j tvc loops should be placed in operation. A proposal is made by the NRC for low
flow alar:s in each of the separated cooling systems, under proposed 7.S. page
3 i 4-04 of this review. Regular surveillsace should be proposed to ensure
that they remain operable as appropriate, over a specified surveillance
Tersed. |

i

ite Surveillance requirerent, every 12 hours is intended to ensure not only
that the system is operating, but that it is operating at process conditions
vbsch can be evaluated to show that the equipment is capable of perf orming ittdesign basis Safety Tunction. The current surveillance requirements for this
itet, i.e., for the RCS and RHR systems in Hot Shutdovo in 7.S. Item 4.4.1.3.3,
are absent this information; it is therefore nonconservative and the licensee ,

sbs11 evaluate and propose.

Iten 4.4.1.4.4 (Proposed). It is proposed that an additional item be inserted.

sticb reads: "The related auxiliary Teedwater System shall be determined
0FEkAILE as per the requirements of T.S. 3.7.1.2 (and 3.7.1.2.s as applicable)."
Current protesed 7.5.s on 7.5. page 3/4 7-4 are nonconservative in this
matter by not previding any operability requirements for ATW in this MODE. The
licensee shall evaluate and propose.

An additional item is also required in vbich Atmospheric Dump Valves operability25 established. The current 7.S. ere conconservative in this matter; they make
no provisien for operability of tbas item (see later proposed T.S. page 3/4 7-6a).
(General comments operability of each 50 vater level. ATV and atmospheric dump
valves in tbas MDDI is probably better defined under each of these items in
their particular sections of the 7.S. See later Sections of this Review as
identified above).

Response: Several separate questions are raised here. The McGuire specific
ones are answered as follows:

1) Each RHK train is povered from a separate 4160V bus in the Essential
Auxiliary power System. Each reactor coolant pump is powered from a
separate 6900V bus in the Normal Auxiliary Power System.

) It should be noted that the requirement of maintaining a specific
level in the steam generator to verify operability was imposed by
the NRC and has no fire basis within Westinghouse. However, for
an RCS loop to be operable, sufficient inventory is required in the
secondary side for beat removal. In NODE 4 this can be assured by
keeping the tube bundle covered. A reasonable way of ensuring this
is to require that the secondary side level indicates within the
narrov range span. Accounting for errors, an indicated level at
the low-lov level setpoint assures that the level is at least at
the bottom of the narrow range span.

.

|

| .
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7ta safety at.alys:s licit for resetor trip on lo 1c S0 level is a
f ur.:t ie n -ith a value of 0% at no load conditions. Adding
allc+ ant for reference les bestup and instrument error gives the
v eil ut os di used as the T.S. trip setpoint. The T.S. value is
therefere conservative with respect to the safety analysis limit.

- :3 7ta lov flow alares ou the MR loops are to alert the operator to
answfficient flow under EHh conditions. They have no relation to
the lov flow reactor trip vbich inserts the control rods to control
reactivity during lov flow conditions at power. Boron is eitployed
fer reactivity contrcl to the shutdovn modes while rod insertion is
:rtressible (if the rods are already inserted) or unnecessary
(because of the beration).

'1he current surveillance 4.4.1.3.3 requires verifying one RCS or
ML loop in operation at least every 12 hours. The concern raised
airarer.tly centers around the assertion that core cooling could be
Icst without the knowledge of the operator since no protective
functions or alarms are required to be operable by the technical
specifications. However, it is expected that there vould be
italtiple indications of any problems that could cause a loss of
cotlant loop. Although the appropriate alarms are not required by
the techt.ical specifications to be operable, there is no reason to
believe that all relevant alarms and other indicators vould be
2neperative curing this mode.

The etter issues raised in this question are not specific to McGuire.
hefer tc the general response to Questions Ba Be.

(Questicr. lla)

7.5. SECTION 3/4.5

At less than 400 psig and 350'T, the operator aligns the Residual Heat Removal
System. The valves in the line from the RWST are closed.

Response: This " question" is merely a statement of operator action to align RHR.
It remains true and requires no response.

.

(Question lib)

T . S . 3 . 5,

Below 400 psis, the system is in the RER cooling mode. The RER system would
have to be realigned as per plant startup procedure. The operator vould place
all safeguards systems valves in the required positions for plant operation
and place the safety injection, centrifugal charging, and residual heat
removal pumps alcng with SI accumulator in ready and t. ben manually actuate SI.

*

|
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le t te ra t . ~ba "questien" is cerely a statement of operator action to alite the
EC;E for use from a shutdown condition. It remains true and requiresnc restcrise.

(Question lic)

" S. S.5.

|

The response provided in Kevision 28 |above) addressed the subject of operater
actions and ECCS availability. Consistent with the information provided in
Fevision 26, a postulated LOCA in the RHR mode at 425 psig RCS pressure has

|
1

been assessed. The initial conditions would be reached four hours after
reactor shutdovn. The integrity of the core after a postulated LOCA is'

assured if the top of the core remains covered by the resultant two phasemixture. A conservative indication of time available for operator action is
obtained b) calculating the time required for the top of the core to just !A calculation has been performed to confirm that sargin for operatoruncover.

Iaction does exist to prevent core uncovery. This conclusion persists even
under an assu ption of ten minute delay for operator reaction time.
As s ump t i ens :

'

(a) The systen pressure essentially reaches equilibrium with containment by
the time the vcluce of water above the bottom of the bot legs is
removed.

(b) Upper plenua fluid volute between the top of the core and bottom of bot
lets is the only upper plenum fluid considered. .

(c) Volume between the core barrel and baffle is conservatively neglected.

(d) 100*. of the ANS decay beat curve for four hours after shutdown is
utilized.

-

Using the void fractions developed from the Yeb correlations and utilizing a4

bydrostastic pressure balance, the height of the steam water sixture in the upper-plenum was generated. Incorporating the plant geometry, the total liquid mass
in the dovneomer, core, and upper plenum was calculated, i.e., a mass initial-
condition. Again by hydrostatic pressure balance, the height of liquid in the
dovneomer when the top of the core is just about to uncover was calculated.
This-information along with core volume is used to develop a mass-final
condition. That is, the mass is liquid contained just before the core is
uncovered. Utilizing the boil-off rate for the four hour time after shutdown,
the time needed to evaporate a mass of mass initial minus mass final is
calculated. This time was compared to the ten min" e assumption for operator
reaction time.

" Utilizing the preceding approach, the time calculated to just initiate an
uncovery. of the core is 13 minutes. The conclusion is that even for the-
conservative method outlined above, there exists adequate margin to retain a
safe core condition even in relation to a ten minute operator-response time
assumption."

.
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7t.es e e; erat e r requirements are verified, in general, by ref erence 12, SIE
b .7 ; ; ett :. ., page 6.0 6.6, under "Imergency Core Cooling System Ferforrance,

Iva l us t a r t.", and pages 7 1 and 7 2 under " Upper Head Injection Isolsticri Valves". ,

'

Additionally, the statur of the ECCS systems from entry into the REE MODE
inrough cooldown, i.e., from 425 psig/350'T through MODE $ is clarified by the;

f cllowing extract f rom ref erence 11, suppl. SER No.1, pares 5-1 arad 5 2 vbich
) cetfires continuance of the aligraent at the end of NODI 3 425 psig/350'T

through both M;tE5 4 and 5.

hespense: 7 bis " question" is largely a quotation f rom the TSAR. The last
tec> paragraphs, vbile not from the TSAR, are simply statements
introducing a quotation free the SER. Therefore, this requires no
response,

i

(Qbettien lie)

7;5. 2 $.1.1.d.

N2troger. cover pressure is quoted at between 400 and 454 psig. The Licensing
basis T5Ah, reference 4, page 1 of 5 revision 39 in Table 6.3.2-1 specifies a
neraal operating pressure of 427 psig. Making an allowance for channel error
and drift, should not this value be a bigber setpoint of approximately 450
ps2g? The spec 2fted setpoint values proposed in the T.S. of 400 to 454 psit
can theref ore give actual values vbich are lower than in the Licensing
Easis p5AF and be non conservative. The Licensee sball evaluate and propose.

Eesponse: The bases for the T.S. 3.5.1 limit of Cold Les Accumulator cover
pressure of between 400-454 psig is the assumed value in the 10CA
analysis (TSAR Chapter 15). Allowance for channel error and drif t
are accounted for in the determination of the T.S. requirements.
The numbers 'in Table 6 3.21 are nominal and minimum values as
required by T.S. 3.5.1 and are in agreement with the T.S. 3.5.1
limits. Recent Technical Specification changes (Ref. unit 1/2
License Amendments 57/38) associated with the removal / isolation
of the UH1 System involve-' revising the Cold Les Accumulator cover

L
pressure to between 565 and 639 psig.

i-

(Question 12b)

7.S. 4.511.1.1.d.1

- The licensee shall verify that the set points for the relief valve on the
Accumulators are included in the Inservice Testing Program at the facility.

Response: The Cold Leg Accumulators Relief Valves (NI-52, 63, 74, and 86) are
not required to perform a safety function either to abutdevn.tbe
reactor or to mitigate the consequences of an accident. Tbc
inservice testing program requirement to test all class 1, T|, &3
valves was changed to valves which are required for safe abutdown
of the reactor or mitigating the consequences of an accident.

.
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Ct r.:e;ueritly these relief valves are not included in the McGuire
N.: lear fiatsct. pum; and valve inservice testing program required
ty 10 CTE $D.55a(g). These valves (aud setpoints) are tested
f c41cs ;ng maintenance only. j

(Questser. 12

7 5. 3.5.1.0.c

It i s propesed that an additional item limiting the range of actual watertemperature
in the accumulator to between 70 and 100'T in accordance with

reference 29 page (1 cf 5), revision 39, in Table 6.3.2.1 is necessary to
conf 2rn, the Safety Analysis Limits for the UH1 Accumulator. It is also
proposed that it be added as an additional surveillance element to T.S.4.5.1.2.a. Its absence from the proposed T.S. renders it potentially
cen conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shallevaluate and pretese.

The licensee shall verify that the relief valve set point on the Accumulator
is included in the Inservice 7esting Program at the facility.
Eesponse: TSAE ialle

(.3.2.1 provides the expected operating temperature range
for the VH1 accueulator water and not safety Analysis limits as
stated above. The Safety Analysis vale' related to UHI vater
temperature is assumed to be th: upper bound value of 100*T.

The Uppe r Head Injection Acrumulator Relief Valve (N1079) is not
required to perform a safety function either to shutdown the
reactor er to mitigate the consequences of an accident. The
Inservate 1estant Program requirement to test all class 1, 2, & 3
valves sas changed to valves vbich are required for safe shutdown
of the reactor or mitigating the consequences of an accident.-
Consequently this relief valve is not included in the McGuire
Nuclear Station pump and valve inservice testing program required
by 10CTR 50.55a(g). This valve (and setpoint) is tested following 4

maintenance only.

(Question 14)

-T.S. 4.5.2.b.
i

Concerning Flov Balance Tests in the ICCS System. The licensee shall provide
the bases for the flow distributions specified and further advise how they
might meet minimum flow conditions to intact loops during accident occurrences.

Response: The bases for the limits as.specified in T.S. 4.5.2.h are the
-assumed ECCS flows used in the LOCA analysis. ECCS flow injected
to the broken cold leg is assumed to spill in LOCA analyses, so
limits are placed on the branch line totals to ensure that adequate!

flow reacbes the intact loops.

.
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Tr.'s 7.5. dces cet disallow the additional CCp and 2 Safety Injection purps.

($1}s) frcr 250'T dar. to 300'. This again is non conservative with respect
1: the LCh ef the L2censint Lasis TSAk vbich allows only one (1) CCp and the
recainder 2.e.. ene (1) CCF and any other reciprocating charging Pump and
2 51}s are to be electrically isolated against inadvertent operation. This
;repc> sed 7.5. is again eco-conservative in respect of overpressure protection
vten coepared t.att the current Licenring Basis. The licensee sball evaluate
and prorcs:

The proposed T.E. allows ene (1) CCP and one (1) S1p wbenever the RCS
tet; as it.ss than 300*T. The LCO of the Licensing Basis TSAR allows
only one (1) CCF because of overpressure protection; reference earlier
infern.atico under earlier 7.S. Section 3/4.5. Item: " General". The proposed
7.E. as thertiere oco conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The
latenset stall evaluate and propose,

hestenst; This question appears to be related to the discussion of TSAR
Sectiot. 5.2.2, "Overpressurization protection". Although it is
stated in two places that Technical Specifiestion 3.5.3.a violates
the TSAh 1.icensing Basis, Sectiou 5.2.2 contains no discussion of
ICC$ pum; operability between 300'T and 350'T. It is further
stated, in the discussion of Section $.2.2., that the McGuire
Technical S;ecif 2 cation 3.5.3.s. dif fers markedly from the
Vestlerhouse Standard Technical Specification 3.5.3.a. Comparing
the two we find no dif ferences in the number or type of ECCS pumps
required to be operable or inoperable. The McGuire lower limit is
300*T compared with Standard lower limit of 275'T. k'e there f ore
cenclude that the McGuire Specification does not differ from the
Standard one in a non-conservative manner.

(Questict. 16)

7.S. 3.7.1.2.b.

The licensee has deleted operability requirements for the steam-turbine driven
auxiliary f eedwater pump at steam pressures of less than 900 psig. This is not
in accord with current accident analyses and no justification has been
provided: Reference 15. Recoennendation GL-3, requires the steam-turbine ATk'
pump in the event of complete loss of AC power for a period of 2 hours and
beyond. This will require operability down to the lowest pressures for which
the turbine is provided as described in reference 22. Table 10.4.7-6 where the
range of operating pressures provided for is from 110 psis to 1205 psig. This
will also provide for operability down to and including MODE 4 (and availability
from HDDE 5) to cover licensing requirements discussed elsewhere under
Table 3.3 3, ESTAS INSTRLMENTATION, Items 7a through f.

k'e note two principal features relating to the service conditions of the
turbine-driven feedvater pumps:

.
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The:. are surg 12ed with steam f rom two steam generators from main steama- 1
;

liner titer the flow restriction orifices at outlets from the SteamGeneraters.

"
1. They veuld normally be expected to perform early in the transient and,

coct: cue to function according to design flow requirements througbout the'

occurrence.
;

7tt licensee should erplain bow the proposed 7.S. ensures that the turbine
driven pump maintains its flow performance required by accident analyses when
steam line pressures could drop substantially below the Steam Generator
pressures due to presence of the SG flow restrictions and until main steam
isolation valves are isolated on steam line pressure of less than 565 psig
(< provides for channel drift and errors).

Tbt licensee shall evaluate the above comments and propose technical
specifications which will ensure operability of the turbine-driven ATW pump
over tLe ratge of conditions expected from design basis-accident analysis,
and other less bounding events, down to and including NODE 4 as discussed in
tLe licensing Easis.

It his evaluation, the licensee should advise if Item le of Table 3.3-5
ESTAS INSTRUMENTATION, Steam Line-Pressure low, is derived from steam line
senscrs and af ter the S0 orifices, or if it is taken from pressure sensors on
the Steam Generator. The licensee should then advise what has been used in
assessing Steam Generator pressure response and turbine driven ATV pump
response in the Condition 111 and especially Condition IV occurrences of the
Licensing bas 25, and if the existing accident analyses remain valid.

hespctse: The footnote deleting operability requirements for the Steam
Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Teedwater Pump (TDATP) at steam pressures
<900 psig was added in an attempt to correct a conflict between the
100 with its applicability of Modes 1, 2, and 3 and Surveillance
Requirement 4.7.1.2.a.2 sti.ch defines operability of the TDATp as
developing a discharge pressure of 2 1210 psig at a flow of 1900
gpm when the secondary steam supply pressure is >900 psig (to
delevlop a discharge pressure of 1210 psig the TDATP requires

;

!
steam at 2 900 psig, but supply steam pressure can be <900 psig
during startups/ shutdowns). -The Technical Specification's bases for
operability of the Auxiliary Teedwater System is to ensure that the
Reactor Coolant System can LL cooled down to <350'T froe normal
operating conditions in the Event of a total loss of offsite power,
with the TDATP capable of delivering a total feedwater flow of 900
GPM at a pressure of 1210 psig to the entrance of the Steam Generators
to meet this function. Under normal operating conditions uource
steam at >900 psig is Available and the TDATP is capable of performing
this function. However, as indicated in Question 16 and Items 1 and
2 below, the TDATP is also required with steam pressures <900 psig.

|'
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Daring a condataon 1Y feedline break all steam generators will
ceiressuri:e prior to clescre of the Main Steamline Isolation
Va;ves (MS;Y's). The lov steseline pressure set point for
closing the MSIV's is about 565 psig. However, errors due to
seismic and environmental conditions as well as instrumentation
inaccuracies may result in a steam generator pressure as low as
2E5 F51f prior to MSiv closure. Therefore the turbine driven
Aux 211ary f eedvater pumps must be capable of delivering the
ciracue required flow for feedline break with a steam generator
motive supply pressure as low as 285 psig.

2. The ability to commence a plant cooldown must be maintained
fcilowint transient and accident conditions. Following design
basis f aulted conditions with speef fic sit gle failure assumptions,
it may be necessary to commence a plant cooldovn with only a
turbine driven Auxiliary Teedvater System pump available.
Consequently the turbine driven pump must be capable of delivering
the minimat required flow for cooldova with a steam generator
active supply pressure as low as 100 psia corresponding to a
triaary side bot leg temperature of 350'T during a natural
circulation cooldown, which is maximam operating temperature for
hesidual Heat Removal System Operati ).

Theref e re, The Teeb. Spec's Surveillance requirements / Bases do not
adequately define the operability requirements for the TDATp and
consequently the Technical Specification does not ensure operability of
the TDATF over the range of conditions crpected fro: Design Basis Accident
Analysis and other less bounding events. All other circumstances (or
a c c a d er.t conditions) besides the limiting condition of loss of Offsite
Power during full power operation pose less severe demands on the TDATP.
For the Main Steamline Break, the intact Steam Generator is fully capable
of supplying the steam requirements of the pump turbine, With source
steam-( 900 psig the TDATP is capable of providing feed flow but at a
disebarge pressure below 1210 psig. Since the McGuire Technical
Specification is essentially indentical to the Westingbouse Standard
Technical Specification (with the exception of the " correcting" footnote),
this discrepancy between the LCO and the Surveillance Requirements / Bases
should be resolved on a generic basis and is-not specific to McGuire.

,

With regard to providing operability down to and including Mode 4
(and availability fre- Mode 5), the bases of the auxiliary Teedwater
System Technical Specification is that its operability (including the
capacity of the TDATP) ensures that adequate feedwater flow is available
to remove decay beat and reduce the Reactor Coolant System Temperature to
<350'T (i.e, Mode 4) when the RHR System may be placed into operation.
Therefore the bases does not require System Operability in Modes 4 or 5.
Since the McGuire and Westingbouse standard technical specifications bases
are essentially identical, any desired changes to this bases should be pursued
on a generic basis.

.
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Itec le cf 7.5. Table 3.3-3 " Steam line pressure Low" is derived from
lace senscrs downstream of the steam generator flow restrictionsitat

crifices.. The steae flow restrictors do not cause a significant pressure
drop except during a double ended steam line break. The blowdown phase of
this ace 2 dent lasts only a few seconds. The accurate pressure sensing in
the stest lines (i.e. generation of a " Steam Line Pressure Low" signal)
takes less than 2 seconds and steam line isolation less than 7 seconds.
(The nait stent line break accident is descussed in Chapters 6 and 15 of
the ISAE).

(Questico 17)

7.S. SECTION 3/4.7.$

Reference 6, page 9.2-13, revision 39, states that "In the event of solid
layer of ice" forts en the SNSVP, the operating train [of the Nuclear Service
Water (NSW) systea) is manually aligned to the SNSVp. The Licensee shall
provide the safety-related reason for this action and advise if this
operator action conflicts with the rerponse times proposed under Table 3.3-5.
Given a Safety Related reason, surveillance requirements ensuring this action
should be included under either T.S. Section 3/4.7.5 NSVS or this particular
T.S. Section 3/4.7.5 STANDBY NSVP. Absent this surveillance requirement on a
safety-related issue, the proposed T.S. would be non-conservative. The
Licensee sball evaluate and propose,

hesponse: This action has been deleted. See Section 9.2.2, Nuclear Service
Water System and Ultimate Heat Sink, 1984 Update.

(Questiet iti

7.5. 3/4.o.1

The current SER, Supplement No.1, reference 11, page 15-1, provides that:

During refueling the applicant has committed to isolate all sources of
unborated water connected to the primary system refueling / canal / spent fuel.

We do note that surveillance requirement T.S. 4.9.1.3 does provide for verifying
that valve no.1NY-250 is closed, under administrative control in support of
this. However we do note that according to reference 7, page 15.2 15, ites

| Q 212-58, this valve INY-250 is to be locked closed during refueling. Tne
current position could be nonconservative if the valve is not specifically
locked under the proposed administrative control. Also notice, that reference
7, page 15.2-14, revision 10, states that:

"The other two paths are through 2 inch lines, one of which leads to the
volume control tank with the other bypassing this tank. These lines
contain flow control valves 1NV-171A and INV 175A respectively."

I
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.: a:e !!. not a;;11ed te the closure of these valves also? The proposed
1.5 c.ey be t.cnconservative with respect to the Licensing basis. The liter.see
sr.a;l evalante and propose.

hespense: Va;ve INY-250 is specafically required to be locked closed anser
the Administrative Controls (i.e. Station Procedures). This Valve
is upstream of valves IKV 171A and 1RV 175A and isolates the flow
path.

(Quest 2en 19)

T.5. SECTION 3/4.9.6

Tbe ACTION statement provides that vitb no RER loop operable, the containment
should be closed within 4 hours. Information in reference 8, page Q 212 50
under Case : shcws that if RER is absent [by isolation of the RCS/RKh inlet
valve) that:

"Approximately 2.5 hours are available to the operator to establish an
alternate means of core cooling. This is the time it vould take to heat
300,000 gallons of water in the refueling canal from 140'T to 212'T,
assucing the maximum 24 hours decay heat load."

Tbc current value of 4 hours appears less conservative than this calculated
value of 24 hours in the TSAE. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

heview of available responses to the consequences of a fail closed RCS/RKR
isclatson valve, include many procedures using the containment sump. To allow
for this single failure contingency, the licensee should therefore ensure that
the containment surp vill be operable during this mode, and with an appropriate
surveillance procedure. There should also be provision for available fire
pumps and necessary boses to be assuredly available to enable use of the
alternate procedures which have been described in reference 8, pages Q 212 56
and 57, revision 25. The current T.S. must be considered non conservative.
The licensee sball evaluate an' propose.

Response: The McGuire Technical Specification 3.9.8 is the same as the
Vestinghouse Standard Technical Specification (STS) 3.9.8. Since
there is nothing unique about McGuire's 3411 NWt power level, its
decay beat characteristics, or its 23 feet level requirement, this
question should be addressed on a generic basis.

(Question 20)

T.S. SECTION 4.9.8.2

The current ACTION statement calls for containment closure in 4 hours (i.e.
240 mins). Earlier conservative calculations for this NODE show that loss of
all RER in this MODE can cause boiling in 5 minutes and core uncovery in 100
mins. Given the circumstances, containment enclosure should be effected

|
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Imi t.:.a t e;y , comentier R.% low flow alarms. The Licensee sball l

ev& hate, ar. prcycse. 7t.e current 7 S. appears conconservative with respect
i t- ttr lite:. sing Easis.

Eespetse: See the respecse to the previous item since McGuire is also in
accerdance vatt Vestiegbouse Standard Technical Specification on
t t.15 att:.
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